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We find, today that there are people who will sit down and write you a logical

Ws treatise on the subject and they will say I believe this for these reasons

one, two, three, four. On the other hand. there are the objections to it, one, two,

three, four and. here's the answer to it. Well, we em school ourselves in a logical

presentation. But we do not always use a logical presentation. Often the presentation

which is not one, two, three, four, look at these reasons. Examine them, and study

them is more effective than the direct logical presentation and there must be plenty

of logic in back of it but the presentation can be one that appeals to the reason

that perhaps even more to the emotions. It takes certain facts and. it drives these

facts home to the emotions. And thus we find that a beautiful song that takes a

wonderful profound. thought and. expresses it in moving language, and drives it home to

people's hearts often can be more effective, than a simple mathematical presentation of

the truth. And so Isaiah, the prophet of old, gave us a good example for Christian

work. They do not simply sit down and give us a logical one, two, three presentation.

and that's all. They give it in a way to drive it home and. to reach the heart and to

reach the emotions. And. this is particularly true from Isaiah 110 to 56. He has

a logical presentation. He has definite problems he is dealing with, hut he is doing

them in a way not merely to meet the mind but to reach the emotions, of the people.

And you know, to reach the emotions, you know how it is. You take up a theme. You

discuss this theme so - yes, but look here. Well now, if you leave them wondering, and

wondering about that all the time, until you finish this whole subject, and then you go
as

off to that, you may not accomplish as much if you jump over and handle that awhile.

And there is a jumping from one theme to another in response to the emotion

of the will. I like to compare Isaiah 40 to 56 to a syi4thony.

It is more like a musical arrangement you might say in a way than it is of an

intellectual arrangement. But as anyone aim knows who knows anything about mass*

music if music is good. music it is not helter skelter. It is not like an avalanche

rolling down a mountain. It is very definitely mathematical. It is quickly in accord.
Intervals.

with great instances. It goes in accord with the laws of rhythm, with the laws of music,

with the laws of melody. It strikes home the whole program it sets out to reach.
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And so Isaiah LO to 56 is like a symphony. It has taken motif, certain problems,

and certain ideas, which it strikes. It draws on one motif, and than it takes

another and dwells on it and then it dwells on a third, it comes back to the first,

it deals with the first, it goes from one idea to another, but not in a helter-skelter

idea like rolling down a mountain. But in definite response to the emotional needs of

the -i1& hearer. And so as you think of Isaiah 40 to 55, as a great symphony, the

motif which you find there will perhaps be more easily understood if you single them

out a little and. notice what they are. And notice the particular aspects of the

different ones. And. today you have singled out two of these great motifs. Here are the

people there in exile. What do these people need.? Well, first of all they need.

comfort. They need to be told. that there is comfort. There is consolation for them.

Some one has said, if a person is in great difficulty in terrific sorrow, not a lot

of argument or a lot of reasoning isn't what they need. But just to put your hand on

their shoulder and say, I understand, will sometimes do more good than a whole lot of

reasoning. The feeling of comfort that you can give a person in a situation. Well,

comfort is one of the great needs. But very often,
c,

Z6t, which merely consists in

saying, Oh, all right, it is all right, very often is meaningless. If you want to have

some reason for it, some basis for it.

And so our comfort here is based. upon the idea that they are not going to be left

forever in am this situation. The comfort is in specific assurance, God is going to

deliver, Now theye may be general Comfort ye, comfort ye my people.

That's general comfort. But then your comfort easily leads into the idea of deliverance.

Comfort, why? Because God is going to do something. He is going to get you out of this

situation in. which you have come. All right, then deliver. And what kind of delivering?

Well, there are plenty of ways that are deliverance in the most general sense, but then

it becomes specific. Deliverance from Babylon. Deliverance from Captivity. Freedom

from the forces that are holding them in subjection. And so the thought of deliverance
2

from Babylon is a third. specific thought. The two are closely related. It is becoming

more specific, than this simply general idea of comfort or the less general idea of

the comfort on account of specific deliverance - of general deliverance. This is specific

difference from Babylon. Now that is the great theme throughout these verses.
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od is going to deliver them from Babylon. But the people are here in exile.

Their cities have been destroyed. Their temples have been destroyed. Around them

there are the images of the idols of Babylon which seem to be supreme. These people

are in a position now where they are defeated, annihilated. All the visible signs

that are God's gone. The gods of Babylon are victorious. Well, you need stress on

the fact that God is not dead. God exists. The existence, The power of God. God

says, I am the one who stretches out to you. I am the one who puts the stars in the

heavens. I am the one who created all things. The stress on the omnipotence of God.

is greater in these chapters than anywhere else in the Bible with the one exception of

the latter chapters of the book of Job. And, that and this place, we have more between

them and ti then all the rest of the Old Testament, if not the whole Bible put together.

The stress on the power, on the greatness, on the omnipotence of God. Well, then,
-------------------

the great stress, theo toter f God. God is not dead. God is living.

And. the opposite of it is of course, the stress on the fact that the idols are

powerless. You will find more material on the powerlessness of idols. I'M The fact

that idols are nothing. That you shouldn't follow idol worship, in Isaiah 40 to 55,

than you would I believe in all the rest of the Bible put together. It is a great

center of pnta* exhortation to pay no attention to idols because they are weak and

powerless and there is nothing to them. That is another of the great motifs of this

section.

And then you might say that there is - o yes, he says that He is powerful. The

thought that they could. go out and. create all the wotid, and all that, but how do we

know? How do we know? We are here on the earth, and so are the Babylonians. And

they've got their great gods and their great temples and they've conquered us and they've

conquered all the region round about. How do we know that our God will deliver us at

all? You say he is powerful. You say he has done all these thing. Yes, you can say
it. But your proof? And so here we have another motif, a remarkable line of

proof. God. says, if you want proof that I have this power, I will show it to you, kuk

y telling you in advance what I am going to do. He says, I know all things. He says,

"Let the idols tell what is going to happen in the future. Let them show the future and

prove it, that they amount to anything. He says, I the Lord predicted, the exile. Itve
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told. you the former things and now they$ve come to pat. Long before the exile

Isaiah declared what was going to happen and it has happened. And now, he says,

I am declaring the future,things, that are yet to happen, that you will be delivered

from exile, and that Cyrus is the man who is going to deliver you. That I have called

Cyrus the ravenous bird. from the East. I have called Cyrus the righteous man from the

North East. I have called Cyrus as my servant though he has not known me, to deliver

my people and to set my prisoners free. And. so God said, I am predicting that Cyrus

is coming and what he is going to do, and my omniscience is a great proof of my power,
more

and of my deity. And so there is am stress on the omniscience of God. On the ability

of God to predict the future, in Isaiah LO to 55, than in all the rest of the Bible

perhaps put together. a Now of course if you take every prediction that has a stress

on it, it wouldn't be. But more definite statements about it, more emphasis on this

idea, than all the rest of the Bible put together. It 18 kka one of the great motifs

of this section.

Now I think I have named. to you all of these, what you might call, the regular

motif, the ordinary motif, of this section. I've named them to you. But there is

another element which enters in. Which does not comes in quite so obviously, it seems.

There is a problem which is raised, and a problem which is dealt with, It is

investigated, looked. at, from this angle, from that angle, from the other angle, and

just as you begin to say how on earth can you find, an answer to this problem,
flames P

suddenly the answer springs up and is visible before you. And. that is the problem of

the servant of the Lord. And that is not one of these regular motifs, but it is as

important as any motifs in it. Its a little different, because the others you might

say are just simple motifs you could. name in advance, lo see how they fit together,

into this beautiful sentence. But the motif of the servant of the Lord. is one which

is related. to these. And one which raises problems, has to be dealt with and considered.

And to which God. eventually gives you a wonderful answer. An answer which would. be

unexpected, difficult to find, hard to work out, and yet when you find. it, when it stands

out before you, you say how wonderful. How specifically it gives the answer to the

problem. Now I don't want to anticipate on that problem of the servant of the Lord.

I want you to work it out, as you go through and see how it opens up before you and see
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bow it is made clear.

Vow as you look at these sections, Isaiah 40 to the middle of 56, you find, that

in this section there are places where the chapter divisions are no chapter division

at all. It is just going right straight alone, and, the chapter division is an

interruption. But there is one place where I think the chapter division is very well

taken, and that is at the m±mthm end. of the first chapter, chapter 40. I believe

that chapter 140 is different from the rest of this material, from 14.1 to 55, 6. I

believe that chapter 140 is like the prelude to the rest. It is a prologue. It is an

introduction. From 141 on, we are discussing specific situations. We are dealing with

the exile and. their need of deliverance, and. at certain times we look at other vital

aspects. But in chapter 40 we are not looking at specifie situations. We are laying

down our motif. We are setting out our back ground., our viewpoints, for the whole

production which follows. And therefore in chapter 140 we have various motifs stressed.

and. presented. and touched upon. But it is not necessary in chapter 40 in each verse

to say this is what he is talking about specifically. He may be talking of emotions
things ?

in 40 which connects itself with various links that God. will do. He may be giving you

a general line of approach that will touch various great acts that God will do, while

from 4]. on he is almost always quite specific in dealing with a particular definite

thing. Mu

Now in chapter 140 you notice how it begins with a note of comfort. "Comfort ye,

comfort ye my people, saith your God. The general note of comfort. "Speak ye

comfortably to Jerusalem, and cry unto her, that her warfare is accomplished, that

her iniquity is pardoned." Deliverance, not just general comfort. Comfort in

specific terms. It is accomplished. The iniquity is pardoned. He has gone through

that which is required. He has received at the Lord's hand, the equivalent for all

her sins, and. double for all her sins. And so the statement is given of deliverance.

Now the time is reached when the punishment is at an end. Comfort on account of

deliverance. And. then the note of deliverance, is stressed. In verse 3. And in verse

3, speaking of the great immediate deliverance from Babylon, or is it speaking of the

greater more distance deliverance. The deliverance from sin? The deliverance through
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the redemption which the Lord Jesus Christ will bring. e is here stressing the
I?

emotion which this quotes. Later on in succeeding chapters he will specifically

with individual events, but here he is laying down the background of emotional
7

import. It is the great work which God. is going to do. God says, "Prepare ye the

way of the Lord, make straight in the desert a highway for our God." Open up the

way for the exile to come back from Babylon. But more important than that, open up

the way for those lost in sin, to be rescued and delivered.

P. 201.

"Every valley shall be exalted, and every mountain and hill shall be made low:

and the crooked shall be made straight, and the rough places platn:"aM And that

of course is carrying the ministry. The deliverance which God. is providing. "And

the glory of the Lord shall be revealed, and all flesh shall see it together; for the
greatness 7

mouth of the Lord has spoken it." Here we are getting on the note of God's grace,

and God's power. The glory of the Lord shall be revealed.

l.(uestion: That is a term like most terms it is hard. to get a term where the

words exactly fit with the m idea. And we have to try to define exactly what we mean

by it. If by double fulfillment you mean that something you say can involve more than

one event, in the course of its fulfillment, well of course, that kind of double

fulfillment is perfectly obvious. If I say, .pim students from Faith will visit

Philadelphia next year. There could be one in October and three in November and. six

in December. There would be a hundred fulfillments of my statement. If I say a

student from Faith will visit Philadelphia next year, that is fulfilled as soon as one

goes. And if I say a student from Faith will visit Philadelphia next year and one has

gone you have no right than to say, now there must be another one. If it is a prediction

of a specific event, when that specific thing occurs than it is fulfilled. If he says,

a man is going to come. If he says like in chapter Ll, "Who raised up the righteous

man from the east, called him to his foot, gave the nations before him." Well, what is

he talking about there. Is he talking about Christ coming? The righteous man from the

east. Is he talking about Mohammed coming? What is he speaking about here? He is

speaking about one specific thing. He is speaking about Chr1et- And I have never heard

of any interpreter who ever suggested taking verse 2 there as referring to anything
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else except OW Cyrus. It is a specific reference to an individual thing which od

does. But now in this first chapter here, chapter 40, we have a general iri1

forward to the chapters which follow, and there is no specific statement anywhere in

it, that one individual is going to come or is going to do something. But there is

the note of the general things that are going to be accomplished, by God. There is

the background laid before us, and this finds perfect expression in John the Batist.

But it is not a specific prediction of John the Baptist. But it is a prediction that

God in all His great glory is going to open the way and prepare the way in order that

the work may be done which he is going to do. And perhaps John the Baptist comes nearer

to fitting it than anyone else, ever has. It exactly, you might say, describes John

the Baptist, but not in the way of a specific prediction, or in the way of pointing out

which aspect of God's wisdom it is showing specifically. But see I am pMthm

particularly against wider the head of double fulfillment fitting two things together

which are divorced in nature. Things which utterly differ in type, and saying that

those things are the fulfillment of one thing. That is the particular thing I think

that is always in error. But of course, when he says, a man is coming, a thing is

going to happen, it is a specific prediction. We can look I believe for a specific

fulfillment.

Now of course, there may be cases where something is coming which is a type of

something else. And. so you can learn something about the second from the first. One

will be a type of the other. That's altogether different I think from the double

fulfillment. I don't think that the type in any way proves something about the other,

but it may (14+),

14 (Question: There's this one thing about it that we can not go very far

perhaps using it as a proof of what is going to happen, unless He says it is. If he

says that one thing is going to be like another, or a type of another, than you can.

And of course, you can learn something of God's way of doing things. However, you have

a bank robbery, or some robbers of money, the government officials are interested not

merely in catching the men who do it, but in learning all they can about the way he did

it, and then they find after the man's been in prison for five years, that he is released

5 years later in an entirely different part of the country, a similar thing happens. They

say, look here. It is the same sort of thing. That's the way this man does thingi. ()
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They know right a way who it is. They look up and find the man, and. usually they can

find that he is the one, when they might have had a terrific time trying trying to find

out who it is, if they didn't have that on him. There are certain ways of

doing things. There are certain ways that God does thngs. And we may from the way

that God did something in the past. We may learn something as to the way He is apt

to do things in the future. But if there is a prediction about it, a specific prediction,

the prediction is one thing or the other, unless it says He will do various things in

this way. Something like that. As to the prediction of ways rather than of an event,

then of course it could apply to different things. But in this case I have no objection

if someone wants to take chapter forty as explicitly John the Baptist, and the chapter

as being jumping forward to the very end of our LO_c5 section and thinking almost

exclusively of Christ. I have no objection to that. I dont wish to be at all dogmatic

on the theory which appeals to me on it, that it coming so near the beginning of the




'1 1\section and having so close resemblanfe to some things that don't come out at all, and so

near the end, is not making a specific prediction of those things, but is setting the

general motif for the whole section, and giving a general introduction, to the whole

matter. So now you notice how we have the idea of God's power.

The grass withers, the flowers fade, because the sword of the Lord grows on it.

People as grass. Verse 7 and 8. But at the end of 8, we have the Word of God.

omniscience. The Word of God. His prediction will stand forever. And then you

have the (6:75) in the next few verses. These beautiful statements

about feeding His flock like a shepherd, and gathering the lambs with His arms. The

Lord coming with His strong hand, his arm ruling for Him. General statements giving

the general tone of God's wonderful care for His people. The general note of deliverance.

There is no specific reference to Babylon in the course of the chapter yet. But there

are the general notes which fit Babylon, and which even fit a far more important thing

than Babylon, which is brought out as our chanters go on, and which we find, it logically

required by the problem with which we are faced.

But notice then the interesting thing that when you get down here to verse 18, you

have the note of the idol worship. And you have several verses stressing idol worship.
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The story of idolatry and then contrasting it again with the tower of od. You have

that stress brought through here, and then at the end of the chapter the note of *od1s

care for His own. God's deliverance again. The general note of comfort. It is

interesting, if we had more time to go in more detail through the chapter and. see how

these different notes are brought out, these main notes are touched and stressed at the

beginning. Then we go ahead to look at them specifically, and 50 we get Cyrus

immediately at the chanter of 141. Specific deliverance from Babylon immediately

facing us there.

P. 20t. (s.) Next class.

Last time we were speaking about the book of consolation, which runs not from

Isaiah 14066, but from Isaiah £40 to the middle of 56. Now it is true that from 56

on, to 66 is more like this part of Isaiah than it is like the earlier part of Isaiah.

And yet there is quite a sharp break there in the middle of 56. We notice that the

structure of this section is not so muck like a logical discourse in which one subject

is discussed after another, as it is like a presentation of a musical symphony in

which you have one theme dwelt upon until an impression is made with it, and then

another theme comes in and then a third, and then perhaps the second again, perhaps

a third, and. the first again. These one after another and each suggests the need of
emotion ?

the other. It is an appeal to the notion rather than an appeal to the intellect

but the appeal to the intellect is also included in it, in the discourse of the

discussion of each of these various points.

We notice that he is dealing with the people of his day who see the exile as

certain to come. And that be is speaking to them and to them speaking of the

exile. And giving the exile a that which they need to comfort them and to encourage

them and look forward in loyal and faithful service to God. And so we notice certain

themes which are stressed. We notice in chapter 140 a is a prelude to the symphony

that it does not seem to deal a specifically with the factual material but it does

stress various themes. And so you can th interpret chapter 140 if you want, all of it

as an introduction to the theme of deliverance from exile. But much of chapter 14.0
be

could also/interpreted as an introduction to the theme of the redemption which Christ
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will bring to past 700 years after the exile. And. the book of consolation is actually

dealing with the whole history of redemption of which the exile is only a part. And.

mm so this chapter seems to me to be not a presentation of specific things that are

going to happen but an emphasis upon certain emotions which are vital, to all that is

going to ha-Pen.

You notice it begins with a theme of comfort in verse 1. And. then in verse 2 there

is comfort, going beyond. comfort there is a reason for comfort - the deliverance and.

iniquity is pardoned. She has received. at the Lord's hand the equivalent for her sins.

And then verses 3 and. L, the preparation for the xmm fulfillment of the work of God.

The opening up of the way in order that God's complete work may be made. It gives forth

the return from the exile. The straigthening out of the past before the exile, coming
work of 7

back. Is this worth the coining of the Gospel through Christ? It expresses the theme

that God. is preparing the way and He is going to am acdomplish His work. And anyone

who is doing this particular important function in God1s economy is carrying out that

which is called for in these verses. And verse 5 stresses the glory of the Lord. The

exiles tend to think of God as out of the piture. His city is destroyed.. His temple
7

has been wrekked. The foreign gods have captured his city and taken the people into

captivity. 'Out God says no, the glory of the Lord will be revealed and all flesh

will see it. /All flesh saw the destruction of Israel, and now all flesh will see the

glory of the Lord. And then the theme of omnis&cence. The mouth of the Lord has

spoken of it. You may not believe in God's glory, but the city of Jerusalem is gone,

the people are gone into exile. But here's the proof of it. The mouth of the Lord

speaks and. then the thing is fulfilled which the mouth of the Lord has spoken. The

ability of the Lord. to predict the future as a wonderful evidence of the fact that God

lives and God reigns. These last few thmmes as we noticed. more stress between Isaiah

40 to 55 then in almost anywhere else in the Scripture. The theme of mniiiifmtmam

omniscience doubtless more stress here, then in pehhaps any passage 10 times as long,

in the Scripture. The theme of omnipotence stressed here and. in the latter part of

Job, probably more than the rest of the Scripture pat together. And the glory of God.

is stressed in those next few verses. grass withers and the flower fades. But the
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Word. of C.od stands forever. The glory of O.od. and 1is omnisôence. What e declares

will come to past.

And then this wonderful verse in verse 9 and 10. ttThe comfort again. Deliverance.

"Say to the cities of Judah. Behold your God., God is coming with strong hand., and. his

army shall rule for him. God turns to His people. Comfort and deliverance again.

He shall feed his flock like a shepherd. He shall gather the lambs under his arms.t1

All of this of course is in Handel's messiah. Almost every word of this section thus

far, of chapter 14.0 is repeated. many times in the course of that good. oratoria. Among
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those twelve stresses again the omniscience of God, He will prove all things. He has

measured the waters in the hollow of his hand. He has weighed the inount&ins in scales

and the hills in a balance. His omnipotence. And. His omniscience. "Who bath directed.

the Spirit of the Lord, of being his counsellor teaches him?" He knows all things.

P. 202 (0)

.all nations before him are as nothing, they are counted to him less than nothing

and vanity. Then in verse 18 we begin a scene that is very common in these chapters, the

scene of the weakness of the idols, a scene that is -particularly appropriate tothe exile,

because the Israelites before they went into exile they were often guilty of falling into

idol worship. But in the course of the vxile the Israelites were cured of this and never

again did Israel as a nation seem to be greatly tempted by the attractions of idol worship.

Idolatry is something that they take and settle at this time. Yes? (student.l*)

Well, I think probably the fact that God seemed to be inferior to the idols and that the

idol-worshippers captured Jerusalem, but nevertheless he broht his people back and he

predicted that he would. And they came back and those who came back had their faith in God.
are

tremendously strengthened by it. And of course there wepe individual Israelites who fall

into idolatry as there's an individual Israelite who fall into all sorts of things, theBe

are many of them today who are Christian Scientie. But, as a nation, it was not a great

force it seems any time after (2) --the attraction of idolatry. In the Maccabean

period the attraction of the Greek culture was very (2) and a certain

amount of idolatry may be involved as an adjunct to that, but it was not the main thing.
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It was quite a secondary thing. When we get over into the time of Caligula, after the

death of Christ, the, thumbing through the records we find that Cal.igula, the Roman Emperor,

sent a great statue of himself which he ordered to be ptt up in the Temple in Jerusalem-

of course, Caligula was going mad and he thought be was God, he used to be in the temple

in Rome and. have the people pray to him, and say whether he wohld. answer their petitions or

not, and he had his statue put up in many temples in Rome, and he sent orders that his

statue would be put up in the temple in Jerusalem, and liiey brought a tremendous statue of

him and landed it in Sy±ia and began bringing it down the coast and great numbers of Jews

olaced
just went and put themselves in front of the progress of that and just e'iise& themselves

there, so it woud be necessary to just trample over them and. just destroy them in order to

get it through. They didn't actively fight against it but they passively placed themselves

there where it would have been necessary to have a terrific slaughter to get it and the

Roman Governor simply refused to do it, and fortunately for him Caligula died before word

reached. him. He was assassinated. before word reached him. But the Jews on the whole have

been very, very true on this point, since the exodus, the opposition to idolatry.

But at this time it's a real problem and here we find that this doesn't seem in much

place in the times of Christ, these passages, verse 18 following. God as superior to the

idols, it doesn't seem to enter into the picture much, the people are thoroughly convinced.

of it, but at this time it seems to be a very vital factor. (student. 3 3/L

.of course there is a difference. When they came out of Egypt they were comparatively

very low (Lb) but the whole teaching was given as they came out there, and

they had a great deal e to be assimilated all at once and I doubt if there was much falling

into idolatry for quite a time after that, but after a time they began to fall into it, and.

theythen we have their seasons of it off and on through, but then the exile seems to have struck

the death blow to idolatry with the Israelites. But even after the exile the great thing

the Israelites remembered. was God was the one who delivered. fhem from Egypt. The return

from the exile seems to be very little made of in Jewish services and Jewish remembrances,

while the deliverance from Egypt is still the great remembered (Li. 3/Li.)

So now we have this great passage here against idolatry and I imagine there are more
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of them between Isaiah 40 and 55 than all the rest of the Old Testament put together. Mr.

? The spiritual (5) yes. As a rule it does but of course You
these sageseea4) it isn't so much the word as the description of images, the description of

making of images, the worshipping and all that, the thing that is discussed in these chapters.

Some Jews would fall into it, but it never again was anything like (5k)




vezy, very soon after

their return from exile. The situation would pebhaps not be comparable with that of the

time of Christ, or even of the time of the Maccabees.

But right now I'd like to get on through chapter 40 here. The stress on idolatry here

is very prominent in chapter LO and in successive chapters. Much more 40 to 55 than any

where else in the Old Testament I believe. Here you notice how, verse 18, to what will

you liken God? What will yoiomtare him to? A workman makes a graen image, the goldsmith

spreads it over with gold and casts silver chains. There's a rich man making his idol.

Then verse 20, he that is so impoverished that he has no oblation chooses a tree, a good.

tree that will not rot. He finds a skilled workman to prepare a graven image that shall not

be moved. The one who can't afford the gold, the silver image, he gets a tree and fixes it

up. And then the Lord says, haven't you known, hasn't it been told you from the beginning,

the one that actually has created all things, is the one that sits on the circle of the

earth and the inhabitants are grasshopuers before him, the (7) that God

stretched in comparison with the idols just mentioned which men made with their own hands.

He brings the princes to nothing, he makes the judges of the earth as vanity. Now

this section (7). (Hard to understand.)

Let's look at the Hebrew. That's not a particularly common word. And I think it

would. be very nice ne of these days to look it up in a concordance and see just how it

is specifically used elsewhere. Does this indicate a spiritual earth or does it indicate
horizon ?

simply the rising, the round horizon around it? In either event it looks definitely

against rather than for, the idea of a flat world. (Li-O:22). There are those who tell

us that the Bible teaches that the earth is flat. And then the great discoveries of the
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last few centuries said the earth was round. Actually the Mble teaches no where that

,,j/ the earth is flat, and there are certain passages which sound more as if it is hound,

and there were many in the time when the flible was written who were convinced of a round

earth. One of the Greek scholars wrote estimated by the progress of the sun in an hour,

estimated how far it was around the earth. But that was lost in the Middle Ages and

people took the Greek teaching about the earth being a center while some Greeks thought

the sun one, most thought the earth was, propounded a theory that the spiritual earth

is the center of bur solar system is accented in the middle ages, instead of taking it

as taking it as the spirit as Ptolemy thought of it, they thought of it as flat.

But this was a Medieval misconception and many might read it into the Bible but it is

not in it. But it indicates a very great danger. The mra people in the Middle Ages

understanding that the earth was flat, having certain ideas of astronomy, certain ideas

of physics, certain ideas of science, looked at the Bible and read those into the bible,

and interpreted the Bible just that way. Then when science changed and discovered new

things they hadn't known before, people said the Bible is wrong. And now there is the

great danger that we will say that the Bible fits with the science of our day, and try
fitting ?

to find Biblical statements putting in with things that science has discovered, and many

things of science has discovered are true, are doubtless suggested in some way in the

Bible. But there are other theories in science today which will be complete.y abandoned

a few years from now. And we must be very careful hat we should not be zealous to try

to fit the ible into today's science, and then when science moves forward, people say

well there's your Bible. It is out of date. (I was just asked to announce, there will

be no class this evening in the course, "The Pastor and. his Wife." l1

Now we will look into that particular word, the circle later. It is a

rather uncommon word and I do not recall the exact possible connotation to the word.
Lord?wu,dthi world ?

What it might or might not suggest for sure. But the word here is picturing Himself as

one who sits above the circle of the earth, the inhabitants thereof in his sight as

grasshoppers. He stretches out the heavens as a curtain. The usual word for the word

heaven in Scripture is the clouds and the sky. The common idea of that - people live in

this earth and. if they are bad they go to hell and if they are good they go to heaven is
an idea which is founded on popular concept and not founded on the word of God. The Word
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of od teaches that when DeoDle die if they are Christians they go to be with Christ.

That they are to go to Christ and be with Him in an unclothed condition, an unsatisfactory

condition, that it is a condition of guilt, that it is a condition which is not a

satisfactory condition, they are unclothed, in other words they are separated from the

body. That the great thing that the Scripture looks forward to is the Resurrection.

That the Saints have their resurrection into life and ,of course the lost a thousand years

later have their resurrection before their great judgment of the lost and then their

otdemnation and their condition of course in the meantime is a condition of suffering
condemnation.

that they have not yet been given their condinenation. And they also are apart from

the body until the time of the resurrection. Now the word heaven is used occasionally

of the place where God is. As here, well here it says he stretches out the heavens.

Here it isn't speaking of Him being in the heaven. God is not thought of as in the

heavens. God is every-there. God is in the heavens. God is in the earth. God is

everywhere. God is in all places. He is not confined to any one particular spot.

And I'm not sure that you can mm speak of a spirit as being confined to a spot. A

spirit is not spatial. He is in a different category, altogether. When a person

dies he is separated. Can you tie a spirit to a specific spot? There we are getting

into things we just don't know. We just can't say. The ideal condition, the thing to

which the Scripture looks forward is not simply a state of heaven which comes immediately

after the earth. It is a resurrection, which takes place, in which the spirit is

again united with the body, a body cleansed from corruption and. from trouble. The
stretches out

law of God stresses about the heavens as a curtian. Spreads them out as a tent to dwell

on. He mimnin brings the princes to nothing He makes the judges of the earth as

vanity. The power of God as compared to all the forces of the earth. Again this great

stress on God's power which is found more stressed in LO to 55 than anywhere else in

the Scripture. The same stress in verse 2.

P. 03.

My way is hid from the Lord, and my judgment is passed over from my God. You

could very easily divide this into two documents. "Why sayest thou, 0 Jacob, my way

is hid from the Lord. Why speakest thou 0 Israel. My judgment is passed over from
my God?" That no body would think of doing in this particular verse, is a matter that
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is of Hebrew parallelism. A very common thing and parallelism is a rather common

thing in popular discourse of all times. ut particularly in Hebrew expression

Parallelism is very common. Therefore one should be quite cautious about intereting

it as an indication of two different thr*m documents. But you see the problem here.
you

Why did Israel say, we1l,iiim God has turned away from taking care of me anymore. My
Comfort ?

judgment is passed over from my God. The answer. Constant , promise of deliverance.

Haven't you known? Haven't you heard, that the everlasting God, the Lord, the creator

of the ends of the earth, does not faint, nor is he weary. The power of God again.

There is no searching of His understanding. The wisdom of God again. He gives power

to the faint, and to those who have no might. He increases strength, comfort and

deliverance to them. "Even the youths shall faint and be weary, and the young men shall

utterly fall." This verse 30 of course is a verse which cannot be taken by itself.

One unfortunate thing about our division of the Scripture into verses, a very splendid

thing, but an unfortunate thing which leads people to think of a verse as an entity.

And very often in this case is merely a portion of the sentence. Well, in some cases

a verse is two dis6inct sentences, or even the ending of one sentence and the beginning

of another.

In this case this verse has no meaning apart from the next verse. It means the

efforts, the trouble will be so great, that when the trouble is so great, that the

youths, the strong men, the young men who seem absolutely limitless in their energy m

they will reach the end of their endurance. They can go no further. In a case like

that, thode who wait upon the Lord can go still further. Those who wait upon the Lord

shall man= revew their strength. God. is there to strengthen those who are doing His

will. They shall mount up with wings of eagles. They shall run and. not be weary.

They shall walk, and not faint. A very interesting progress here. Not the climax as

we would ordinarily think of it, It is nice to walk, but when you run, you fly.

You are making progress. But here it is the opposite. Here, you mount up with wings.

You make your sudden great spurt. Run for what you accomplish. Here you will run,

and not be weary. There are trenmendouz big drive to atain, but they walk. They carry
through
thought a long patient thing the Lord tells them to do. Not merely a surgeon, no matter

how fine. Not merely a splendid undertaking, m that has begun and been laid aside.
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But the constant continuous perseverence nrogress in the doing of the ords will.
prelude

They shall walk and not faint. And so that is the end of our problem in which we have

stressed these different notes. We've laid them out before us. We've seen the

situation of God bringing comfort to the people, looking forward to the exile as

absolutely certain, in view of the wickedness of the nation. We see God bringing

comfort to the exiles of their region, and are assured of His powers. Assured of His

knowledge. Assured of His superiority to the idols. Assured of His desire to bring

comfort and deliverance to them.

But then we be*in in chapter 41 with a specific consideration of the precise

condition of the exile. We look at the exile here, perhaps near the end of the exile,

but for a long time they have been in exile, subject to the Babylonians. And now they

are in a condition of turmoil. There is a condition in which there is anxiety and

uncertainty. People do not know what is coming. And in that situation God calls upon

all the land to be quiet before Him, and to lèsten to the message that He will bring.

God says keep silence before me, 0 islands. The people over in Babylonia, think of te

long stretch of land, far to the west of the Mediterranean Sea, and then y beyond on

the very fringes of civilization are the islands, of Greece. The various Isles are

thought of as the very Ithtfi distant land. The great and vital lands that are so far

off that you would almost think of God as not reaching that far in His power. The

Persian kings tried to conquer the isles of Greece and failed. Largely because they

were too far ay for His supply line. And He could bring enough force, though he could

bring 10 times the force the 0-reeks could bring, he could not bring enough at that

distance to use in conquering the Greeks. Way off and thought of as a great tremendous

thing, far off in the distance. The Lord says, keep silence before me, and let the people

renew their strength. Let us come together in judgment. And then the Lord asks t1

question - who raised up the righteous man from the east? Called him to his foot, gave

the nations before him. Made him rule over kings? I've never heard of any suggestion

of a double indication of this verse. Itve never heard of any suggestion of this verse'

as a prediction of something in the distant future. I've never heard. of any attempt to

apDly this verse in any Messianic y, or in any way looking forward to things that are
still future, beyond our day. As far as I know every interpreter interprets it in the
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exactly reference to the context of the end of the exile. The coming of King Cyrus

from Persia. Sooken of here as the righteous man from the east. The one with

power and. skill and with a reoutation to fair dealing, wlich is a tremendous help to

his great wideextension of his conquest. And here is the Babylonian emire facing

evil death, as this great conquerer from the East is coming and he goes to the north

of Babylonian empire and he goes with rapid progress across Asia Minor right to the

very borders of the Greek kingdom, conquering one section after another and God so

raised him up.

7:75(Question: No, in this case it is purely a moral significance here. It is

quite common to have it used. as a specific faith in God., but not in this particular

instance. Well, there are those of course which go through the prophets and everytime

there is any mercy or any blessing it is the Church and everytime there is any cursing

or rebuke it is Israel. and it is a rather superficial way of dividing up the prophets.

The prophets have rebuke for the church and blessing for the church, rebuke for Israel

and blessing for Israel. And, of course it is also true that commentaries and Bible soot

notes do speak of the Old Testament Church, which of course was true, that God's church

is all through the ages, and there is the Old Testament Church. But very frequently they

do mean predictions of the future time. Now in this case I don't see in these early

anything of the soecific immediate situation rather than to the distant future. Just
P authorized

what is the Oxford Bible? Those who went into the more careful interpretation of

prophecy in those days were not so much among the proponents of the authorized version,
oxford ?

as the Geneva Bible, which was published about 50 years before the authorized version

and which was the Bible before the authorized Bible, it was the Bible of the Puritans

until 50 years after the authorized version came out, when eventually the authorized

version won its way against the Puritans Bible, the Geneva version. And. since about 50

years after it came out, it has been the great Bible of the English speaking world, and

it is a very great Bible. But whether the Geneva Bible is actually slightly greater in

some regards I'm not sure that we are in a position to say, without a careful comparison

of the two. But the Geneva Bible was a very, very splendid work.

The description of Cyrus, and God says, "He waits -" It is interesting, the

different descriptions of Cyrus, as you will dOubbleas notice, as you glance through
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these chapters. The ways that God speaks of Cyrus. And there are different expressions

showing different sides of Cyrus character, but it is always is claimed that God has

raised up Cyrus for God's purposes. God says, Cyrus has not known God. But God has

raised up Cyrus and. used him for His purposes even as He raised up Nebuchadnezzar for

His purposes and used him for them. And. God makes the wrath of wicked men to praise

him. And he makes for good acts of wicked men to work out m as part of the plans

of his kingdom. God controls all things as He chooses, but He permits Satan a very

large measure of freedom in this age, to do his wicked works.

Well now, the verse 3, "He pursued them, and passed safely." Cyrus' progress.

God says, Who hath wrought and done it, calling the generations from the beginning?

I the Lord, the first, and with the last; I am he." God's power. God's control.

MhW man Mprmm mm "The isles saw it and feared." What did they see? They looked and

saw Gimpn Cyrus coming. They see the great qualities of the man. The kingdom of

Persia, the kingdom of Lydia, they see Cyrus' kingdom in Asia Minor there. They

see the rogress of Cyrus and what do they do? "They helped everyone his neighbour.

And, every one said to his brother, Be of good courage." (Extremely hard.)

m It is very helpful to tell people to be of good courage, to think nothing about

it, and. often it is what people need. But as a rule some people like to have some

reason for it. They like to have some actual help given in the circumstance, and the

difficulty that we may face. And so here are the Greeks, they are helping everyone,

they are saying, be of good cheer, be of good courage, which is very good as far as they

go, but now what do they do about it? Verse 7, "So the carpenter encouraged the

goldsmith," What good is the goldsmith to deliver them from Cyrus? Well, they are

not preDaring something to fight with. "He that smootheth with the hammer, him that

smote with the anvil. They said, "It is ready for the sodering, and he fastened it with

nails, that it should not be moved." They are making new idols, to deliver them from

Cyrus. They are making the work of man's hands thinking that can deliver them from the

attack of the one whom God raised up and whom God has sent for His own purposes.

And in contrast to these who are so terrified and are rushing to their idols God says

to Israel, that's not what you should do. That "thou Israel, art my servant. Jacob
whom I have chosen, the seed. of Abraham my friend." And, here is the first place where
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we have that expression used, this new motif, The Chosen of the Lord, which is so

common between Isaiah 40 and 3, so many references

P. 204.

through these chapters and then after 53, but never again of the servants, and yet

used frequently through these, many of them say if you've noticed, are formed written

by different authors - which is certainly stuck in )sñim without relation to context,

but with a very definite relationship. He shall hear what the Greeks are doing. They

are terrified and they are running to their idols for help. They are making new idols.

Trying to get protection, but he says, Israel, you are my pet. You are the one I love.

You don't have to get worried about them. God will take care of you. But you notice,

He doesn't say that. He doesn't say, Israel was His pet. Israel was not set apart as )
P-Q-t7

God's ieop1ebut as God's pattern. They were His instruments by which He was to show (

His righteousness to the nations. God's means by which He w6uld bring His oracles,

bring the Word of God into the world. God's means by which He would prepare the way

for the coming of His son into this world. And so He says, Israel, thou art my

servant, Jacob whom I have chosen, the seed of Abraham my friend." Now the first

occurence of this word servant is this one, in chapter L1:8. And what is the servant
I

of the wor1d'in this passage? Israel? What is the mmt next mention of the servant

in the book of Isaiah? Verse 9 here we have the use of the term, the servant of the Lord.

What is the servant in verse 9? The word. Israel is not used in the verse, but it goes

in conjunction with verse 8, where Israel is called the servant of the LOrd, The one

whom I have taken, the thou of course is an insertion here, the one whom I have taken,

from the ends of the earth, and he called thee from the chief men therof, and said

unto thee, Thou art my servant; I have chosen thee, and not cast thee away. I think

that we would all agree that the servant of the Lord here is Israel again. Israel then

is the servant of the Lord.

And now He speaks to Israel. Comfort again. "Pear thou not: for I am with thee.

Be not dismayed, for I am thy God. I will strengthen thee. I will help thee." Sift

God's comfort. God's deliverance, The same theme in verse 11. And. in verse 12.

Those who have injured Israel will disappear. They that war against thee shall be as
nothing, and as a thing of nought, for I the Lord thy God will Mt hold thy right hand,
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sing unto thee, fear not. Iwill help,thee. rearlthou~not, thou work Tacob, anday

ye men of Israel; t will help thee, saith the lord, and, thy redeemer, the Holy One of

Israel. I will make thee a new sharp threshing instrument having teeth. Thou shalt

thresh the mountains and. beat them small. God is going to rule Israel for His great

rurpos9s. God is going to accomplish what He will, through His servant, 'fweii, God.

has called Israel, the seed of Abraham His friend, who has brought them out of first

of Ur of the Chaldees, and then He's brought them up out of Egypt, I think that it is

the reference to God's dealing with him, and until his day. Of course, it is suggesting
them

that God can bring him back from the exile to i$mnni Palestine, but I think that is a

suggestion and an inference which m is meant to be drawn. That I think the thing He is

saying, look at what I've done with you in the past. I've brought you clear up from

Ur of the Ohaláees, into Palestine. Then when you were way down there in Egypt, I brought

you back. Well now, why jiia should. you be despondent, and think because you're in exile

over in Babylonia, I can't bring you back to Israel. It is an inference that is suggested

but not actually stated. I think it is a very good. point to call attention to. Thank you.

Now in verse 17, the Lord. is telling of his mercy to Israel, comfort and deliverance

again. The poor and needy seek water and there is none, their tongue fails for thirst, the

Lord will hear them, the God of Israel will not forsake them. The Israelites receiving sod's

comfort, God's blessing. As the rivers in high places make the wilderness a pool of water,

this beautiful picture of the waters and the trees which God. provides, of his blessings for

his -people. And. why is he going to do this? Verse 20, the tress on the glory and power

of God. again, that they may see and know and consider and understand together that the

hand of the Lord has done this and. the Holy One of Israel has created it. It seems to me

that it is a policy of simply of abandonment and. surrender to do as Pfeiffer and so many

others of the critics do, to just say there's no continuity to Isaiah, there's beautiful

thought but there's no connection at all, he just jumps from one idea to the other. I

think if you study it closely you find a very close connection of thought. You find very

definite relationships, not the relationship of saying I'm going to do this, one, two, three,

four, and for this reason, one, two, not the logical type of expression but it's more the

thematic musical,te of expression, but the thought of it is very clear I think. And
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very closely related and there's a very definite thread running right throh of God's

secific message in this particular situation, a message that gets to the heart just as

much as to the head but addressed very dfñLñitely to the head also. And he does this that

they may see and know and consider and understand together that the hand of the Lord has

done this and the Holy One of Israel has created it. He's going to bring them back from

exile, he gives them deliverance, he gives them these blessings, but there's a purpose in

it all, that they may then recognize God more clearly than before and realize what he has

done and who he is

And how, from the theme of the glory of God we pass on again to the theme of the know

ledge of God. God's power and God's glory, you say God is the great one who created all

things, God controls all things, well the people in exile said bow do we know that? It's

easyto say that, talk is cheap, but after all, what does he do? What does he amount to?

The gods of the heathen are dominant, they're triumphant, they're in control, what does he

amount to? What can he do? And here's an answer, he is not at present doing things in a

way that they can see that it's he that is doing it. He declares he's going to do great

things in the future, but when these great things come to ass somebody may say oh it's 4e

through accident, God has nothing to do with it. He says I'm going to give you the strong-

est proof in the world of it, I'm going to predict it in advance. I'm going to show you
- yqu know

that it's I who do it by telling you in advance what I'm going to do. And then/when it comes

to pass that I'm the one who has done it. The great (8k) trump from prediction'. It is

very, very difficult to predit the future. It's very, very difficult to tell what's

going to happen, things may come out so very, very differently than we predict and. usually

do. But God is able, he's the only one who is able to predict the future. It's interest

ing, I don't know whether mentioned in the resence of many of you the experience I

had a few years ago when I picked up the magazine. I was looking over some old magazines

and I came across one that was then a year old. I picked up this old magazine a year old,

they should have been destroyed before a year has gone by because it's the sort of niagazina

that becomes very rapidly out of date. It was the end of lg%9. And here was this copy

of Liberty Magazine, a year and a quarter before that, and it may have made very interest-
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ing readng at the end of but it made very sad re ding at he end of 149, because

there was a headline on the front, on the oa'r that said this great astrologer, all the

great, b*illiant neoDle in the United States were going to him, to get him to tell them
in the government

about the future and he was charging large fe's and advisng Prominent neople/and nromin

ent neo'le in Hollywood and diffe ent niaces, wh,t they should do because he with his

astvology could foretell the future. And Liberty Magazine had oersuaded him to give them

a nreiew of 149, so they would know what was gong to hanr)en. And it must have been

very interesting reading at the end of IV , to hear this great brilliant man who could fore

tell the future tell you what was going to hannen tn '19. But the trouble is that I read

it at the end of '12 and he told in it how duringQ, he said there will be no war in

lurope. He said Hitler will die a violent death in this year. He said Stalin would show

hiw true character which is that of a man of neace and altogether different from a blood

thirsty Hitler. He said Roosevelt will declare during '32 that he is not going to seek

election for a third. term, and he went on, he gave about ten different Predictions of which

not more than one hit the mark. And I don't know how many 'neonle even remembered it in 139

of the many who had TrobLbly read it at the end of '30. But it is very, very difficult to

nidict the future in any regard. Thins hannen so utterly differently from wh'.t we ex'nect.

But God declares here, he says, Let the idols tell us what the future's going to be. In

verse 23, Show the thin,s that a"e to come hereafter, that we may know that ye are gods: yea

do good, or do evil, that we may be dismayd and behold it together. Behold, you are of

nothing, your work is of nought an abomination is the one that chooses you. Then he says,

I have raised un one from the north and he shall come, from the rising of the sun siall he

call unon my name. He is raising one, in other words, from the northeast. Cyrus will

come unon Princes and unon e morter and as the notter treads clay. He says, Who

has declared from the beginning, that we may know Ve evidently the claim is not that

this is just being written now when Cyrus was fully known on the horizon almost certain

to conquer, but it is being deUared far ahead so that the people then read it, and see

how God predicted it many years before hand.

"Who has declared from the beginning that we may know and before time that we may
say He is righteous. There is nofie that shows, there is none that declares, there is
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none that hears your word. Nobody hears the word of the idol because the idols are

unable to oredict the future as od has done. Roosevelt said things are going to improve

in 1933 and 34, during our wonderful plans to bear up economic conditions, to improve

the country will go forward, and then in 37 they went backward and after they had gone

back about 6 months, they began to go forward again and Roosevelt xmm said it was

timed for a recession. We planned it that way. But he said it afterwards. He didn't

say it in advance. And many people were rather skeptical as to his having planned a

recession at that time. But God is saying it in advance. He is claiming that he alone

can tell. The idols can not tell. Behold they are of vanity. Their works are of nothing.

Their molten images are wind and confusion.

C.Li2. Here's the servant again. Verse 1. Who is the servant in C.L,2, v.1?

Israel? What a beautiful picture of Israel in chaflter 42, verses l_Li? There seems

to be many things there that doesn't fit the Jews that I know of. And it doesn't fit

Israel in general. Yet it is the picture of the servant. An interesting problem

which we will look into tomorrow.

P. 205.

We noticed that in C.Lil Israel is told why (hard to hear). They are His

instruments. They are His servants. He has a purpose that He is going to do

through them. Then C.Li2 begins with the words, "Behold my servant, whom I uphold."

Is this Israel? Well, God is going to uphold Israel. God's soul will delight in

Israel will it not? "I have put my spirit upon him." He will put His spirit in

Israel surely. "He shall bring forth judgment to the Gentiles." How is Israel going

to bring forth judgment to the Gentiles? "He shall not cry, nor lift up, nor cause

his voice to be heard in the street." He is going to proceed with calm quiet demeano

with assurance that He can accomplish His work. J" j 111k M

The Jews today accomplish much. They are a busy and active group. But I do not think

that they are characterised. as a whole by this second verse, where they are calm and
success

quiet people, confidence of the rma of their mission. I think that one reason they

accomplish so much perhaps as many of them are little fellows, many of them with a

comparatively small amount of material would push and cry and go forward and they will

pass p right by a lot of lazy fellows who might have more actual poise back of it than
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the Jews have. T believe this particular trend described in the verse here, this

particular characterisftic is not characteristic of Israel today at any rate, and it

does not seem it would be wall, the Israel exile would have a job thinking of themselves

as capable of having sufficient strength,, sufficient force, sufficient faith to go

forward as described in verse 2, that without the need of energetic, impatience, emotional

excited maneuvering to go forward calmly peacefully, confident of the effectiveness of

the work they are undertaking.

Verse 3, a bruised reed shall he not break, and the smoking flax shall he not quench.

Again the calmness. Again, not the impetuous method of attack which strews a whole lot

of wreckage in the way. Yes? (question.) The first part, yes. I mean, when we read this

here, and we think of this as applicable to Israel we -*1i*, naturally think of ±h

Israel as we know them today. And there may be individuals among the Jews to whom this

verse 2 would apply today as much a or more, then to any of us. But there are many

among them who are very successful by means of a very different sort of a technique,

and so much so that they receive something of a reputation for that sort of a thing.

And I'm not giving that as a proof that this does not mean Israel, but simply as raising

questions. But the proof is rather derived from THE Situation of Israel in the exile.

Israel in the exile in captivity, in subjection, in a situation where it is difficult

to picture them as gathering the force and the strength to go forward in this calm

quiet assured life. You might think of the band of exile as perhaps making them

maneuveoue, to make a sudden escape, a sudden effort, but not this sort of thing. That

is the proof. Not the reference to today. That is merely suggestive along the way.

I think, interesting in that connection, but not -although I think another part of the

question raised of whether you can characterize (L75), I think that

it is highly questioned of what we can characterized (4:75), as far as it

is . But I certainly think that all of us are tremendously affected by

our environment. And different groups of us develop certain manners, in different ways,

Which become rather sort of twisted up.

You take the people from Scotland and England, that came over to this country.

And some came to the South, and e came to the North. Exactly the same people with
the same

backgrounds same God exactly. But the people who have lived in that southern
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climate of course, a few generations, and. the people who have lived in the northern

climate a few generations have developed different ways of doing things. So as a man

exnressed it to me when he came up from Texas. A man from Canada who lived in Texas.

He said. he made a trip north and when he got to Richmond, Virginia, he said everybody

was so harry to see him, so glad to take time out to talk with him, Why they were so

curtious. They didn't get a thing done today. They had tomorrow, and after tomorrow

there is another day. He said, when they got up to New York, the people were too busy

to speak to him because they hadntt caught up with yesterday yet. And he felt the

difference in tempo. And I think there is a characteristic difference which developed

among people and is transmitted not by blood, but by enfironment. (question.) Yes, but

they have a very close knit feeling as a group, which doubtless passes on a great deal

more of characteristics from the group to those brought up in the group. And. I'm sure

there are a great many Jews to whom the particular criticism I might have made didn't

apply at all, but there are enough others to whom it oild, that it 'vculd just raise a

question in my mind, is this a description of the Jews? Well, now, the real truth of

it comes rather of course in our looking back to the time of the exile, and thinking

would it be probable that this would be a description of it. This is merely a matter of

suggestion, as what they are today.

I remember once crossing the ocean. I played a game of chess with a very fine

gentleman, who was curtious, but very pleasant, and we played a game of chess and he

just rtit walked right over me in chess, and he was very clearly out of my class, in

playing chess, though there were two or three men I beat in chess there who thought they

were very good players. Well, the next day I played with another man, who took a

very different sort of attitude. He may be just as inwardly a as nice as the rabbi,

I can't say, but his manners were very different. And as we would play, he would say,

look here. What are you doing that for? Do you think you are going to win with that

kind of playing? And he was making all kinds of remarks like that as we went along,

and finally after a little he turned to the Rabbi and he said, say, you played with

him yesterday, he said, how did you find him? He said, I found him to be a gentleman.

I didn't know whether he 'was slamming me or slamming me the other player.
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It was a sort of a accustic which cut both ays. He did it very nieely in any

event. But the other one had those characteristics which made the characteristics

comparatively very few, but which colored the general impression. I Mal And which

are characteristics of many who have made a success, that is, many have made a success,
tactic ?

with the use of that particular type of citation, which is not the type of tactic which

is described here. It takes great confidence, great assurance of Jim= your effectiveness,

to utilize the type of procedure that is described, here. And I think that is what is

meant in verse 3, where we read, "A braised reed shall he not break, and the smoking

flax shall he not quench." He is not the one who has to just go out and push and pull

every{ way in order to get his work done. He is gentle and careful with a the things

which have a certain amount of goodness in them, he tries to make it break into flames,

the smoking flax, rather than to push it out of the way. The bruised reed which seemed

useless, be just tossed it aside. It is not necessary that he use that sort of a
confidence

technique. There is a power there. There is a conference there. There is an assurance

there, which above all things would. seem difficult to a race that was in exile in

captive ity, and tending to be fair as to whether there was any future for them. And

so we have a picture given here, just after Israel has been called God's servant, we

have a picture here of his servant, which people might very well begin to ask, how, how

can it be that? Is that a picture of us? Just how does it fit us? How can we carry

out that? And I don't think it would take much thought b before they would reach the

point of saying, God has said, Israel is His servant. Now God describes His servant.

He is not describing us, as we are. He is a describing the servant as the servant

should be. He is telling how the servant shall act, and how He shall do His work.

Now what must we do, if we are going to fulfill this picture of the servant? We are

God's servants, and here's what the servant is to do. Row can we fulfill it? It seems

to me a picture of the ideal servant. A picture of that which God says is going to ?ie

done by His servant. A picture of that which God demands, of His servant. A picture
of that for which He has brought His servant, to bring His servant into the world.

And He has told Israel, that Israel is His servant. And the problem immediately comes
in your mind, here is a picture of one who is powerful and successful and calm and

confident, and accomplishes this tremendous work, and here we are in exile.
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Here is one who is going to bring forth judgment to the .entiles. Well, it isntt

the Gentiles that we are worrying about their getting judgment. ow about our

judgment? We're in captivity. Who is going to bring us judgment? Who is going to

release us? But the servant is to go and. bring judgment to the Gentiles. And verse

L, "He shall not fail nor be discouraged," We are discouraged, we are disheartened.

We are even tending to wonder whether God is with us. We are questioning His power.

to be given over to the power of these wicked people, and. to these gods of steel and.

of wood, and of stone, are sewn up. And we haven't even a tempest. Our city is

ruined. We are turned. to be discouraged, and but He says His servant will not fail,

or be discouraged, until he has set judgment in the earth. Well, now, what does that

earth mean. Until he has made judgment in the land of oalestine. Well, we haven't

done that. Wickedness got so bad in Palestine, though it was nothing as bad. as it was

in Babylonia, It was bad enought that God. simply cast them off into exile. We haven't

succeeded in doing that in the land of Palestine. Well, is it in the land. of Babylonia?

How are we going to set judgment in the land of Babylonia with these mighty kings?

With this great power, with this tremendous evil and wickedness a that is all around us.

Or does it mean in the earth, does it mean in the whole world? Or does it mean one

land, the land. of Palestine, the land of Babylonia. Well, the rest of the verse sounds

as if it means the le world. Because he says, "The isles shall wait for his law."
needs means?

There are no islands near Babylonia. The isles, ha the coastland, the edge of the

Mediterranean Sea, the coast of Greece, the islands way over there. They will wait

for his law, of the servant of God.. And how can they wait for the law which Israel

is proclaiming, when Israel is in captivity, in bondage, in subjection, in this condition.

t a problem it raises. A wonderful picture given of the ideal servant, Israel is
fthe servant, but how is Israel going to perform the work?

Well, you can feel the note of discouragement in the mind of the pwrson who hears

these four verses given, and God immediately gives the answer to discouragement.

Immediately in verse 5, we have the note of God's power stressed again, to help the

one who is discouraged. "Thus saith God the Lord, he that created the heavens, and

stretched them out. He that spread forth the earth, and that which comes out of it.
He that gives breath unto the people upon it, and spirit to them that walk therein,"
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You ont very often in the Scripture find such a stress on Godts power. On is
direction?

creative activity. On 1is constant control and directness, as you do in this verse

here. The stress on the great power of the Lord, why is it? You're discouraged.

You don't see how it is going to happen and yet God says I am the almighty one.

Im the powerful one. I'm the creator, and. I say it is going to happen. He says,

I the Lord have called thee in righteousness. And will hold. thy band. You think

you can't do it. Well, God has called you in righteousness. And He will hold your

hand. He will keep you, and give you for a covenant of the people, the light of the

Gentiles. How wond.erfult Israel says how wonderfull God says He's got the power.

He's going to do it. He is willing to do it. He is going to make His servant a

light of the Gentiles, a covenant of the people.

P. 206.

now discouragement begins to set in. How can we open the blind eyes. The difficulties
of

we run into. Think of all the things we regret, what we've done. To open the blind

eyes, to bring out the prisoners from prison. How can we bring the prisoners from the

prison? We are in prison ourselves. We are in bondage, we are in suffering. How can

we go and bring out prisoners from prison? The ideal picture of continuing what the

servant is going to do. Israel is the servant, how are we going to fulfill the ideal?

The problem is before you? And then that sit in darkness out of the prison house. Well,

that is what we are doing. We are sitting in caDtivty. How are we going to lead others

outl others who are in this situation? Why we are in it ourselves. But God comes again

with His word of encouragement. He says, I am the Lord. That is my name. And. my

glory will I not give to another, neither my praise to graven images. His people are

in captivity to the people of the graven images. I The people who are
of

worshipping the Gods am living stones, they are holding his people in subjection, but

he says I will not give my glory to another, nor my praide to graven images. "Behold,

the former things are come to pass, and new things do I declare." The note of God's

knowledge is there. God's omnistience. God says, I say these wonderful things about

my power, and you just can't quite grasp it. It doesnt seem possible. In the face of

the situation, it just seems unreasonable. Well, he says, here is the proof. Here is
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And verse 16, "And I will bring the blind by a way that they knew not. I will

lead them in paths that they have not known. I will make darkness light before them

and crooked things straight. These things will I do, unto them, and not forsake them."

And the people are thinking, now how, now he says he is going to do these things. He

has been saying, the servant is going to do them. How re we going to do them? He

says His power is sufficient and yet how can His power work this y through us?

(question?) Of course it is true the note of the chastening of Israel.Perhaps,

I shouldn't say that. The note of the
4kstening of Israel, is a very prominent one aM

in the rest of the chapter. And. O it might be a question just as to where you are

going to put that note in. So possibly the note is not wrong at all, but there might be

a question as to exactly which a verse you would begin with. That might be.

Well, of course, there is this - in any heading like that you find two or three verses

that it very definitely applies to, and thenj the question is, where does it start and

where does it end? And so we hou1dn't speak positively on that, until gone on.

How that? Oh, that this is deliverance? No, I don't think so. I think this is

declaring God's - this is very gentle you know. This is - 10 to 15 is very general.

God's glory is going out. God is going to do a tremendous work. God is going to

accomplish great things. But it really doesn't say so much what He is going to do,

it is more of an emphasis on the power of God than just what the particular work is.

And whether you connect it up with what proceeds, as to the - o± course, you go back to

the work of the servant. God. is going to perform this work of the servant. Will he

do that? Will you just go back to verse 9, I have done great things. I am declaring

new things. Is it referring to deliverance from Babylonian captivity? Are we looking

ahead? Does it refer to the chastening of Israel which is mentioned ahead? Well, I

don't think the particular words tell what the work is that God is going to do. But

simply to say that God, is going to show His glory in a treMndous way, and He is going

to exert His mighty Dower. And, then you can infer for yourselves, which particular

one of His acts He is relating it to. What is given here is God's power. The stress on

His power, and the fact that He is going to act. He is going to work. And so I uldnt

say that I would put that particular note in at that place, but I wouldn't say a person
is wrong in putting in the note it might be a difference as to where you would, start
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the Drool that cant be denied.

"The former things are come to pass," I predicted exile to come. I nredicted

all these things to come. I predicted. that the Syrians would not be able to

conquer Jerusalem. They would come, but God. by His mighty rower, would bring a

deliverance from the tremendous Syrian army. It would come to pass. And I predicted

that they would go to Babylon, the captivity, not until Syria had gone. The

omniscience, the power to predict the future. Something that no human being has.

God says He has it. And He is ithththt exhibiting it. And here is the proof

to strengthen your faith in God. Before they spring forth I tell you of them.

" "Sing unto the Lord a new song, and his praise from the end of the earth, ye that

go down to the sea, and all that is therein." The wide horizon again from Babylon.

Way over here to the Mediterranean. "The isles, and the inhabitants thereU of.

Let the wilderness and the cities lift up their voice, the villages of Arabia. Let

the inhabitants of the rock sing, let them shout from the top of the mountains."

Declaring the glory of God, the power of God. This is what is to be exhibited, all

over the world. The praise to God His glory. His power. Everywhere when the

servant does His work. And you can see the mood. of the people. *Ifn a Alternating

between joy, between praise to God as they think of these wonderful things God is going

to do for His servant, and the pr'ie tendency to despair, and to become disheartened

when they see how it is impossible that they can ever fulfill this wonderful idea for

which God says He has preserved them. N Thou art my servant, Jacob, the seed of Abraham,

servant. And so He says, "Let them give glory unto the Lord, and declare his praise

in the islands." Far off in the distance, God's praise to go. "The Lord shall go forth

>like a mighty man, he shall stir up jsalousy like a mail of war. He shall cry, yes, roar.

He shall prevail against his The power of God, in verse 13 and in verse ].Li.

God simply filling out with His tremendous force. He is going to do the thing, every

thing that He desires to do. God says, "I'm the one 'ii. will do it." Well, He has

been telling them what the servant will do, and Israel is His servant. Now can they

do it? Now, the Lord says, 11m going to do it. Itm going to do these wonderful

things.
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consideration, you see.

1e goes on then, and verse 15, seems to be destruction. lL and l the note seems

to be destruction, and yet not connected. "1 will destroy and. devour." But is it

destroying and devouring as punishment for sin, or is it destroying and. devouring that

which injures, as a means of deliverance. He doesn't make it clear. But verse 16,

it certainly is a mighty act which involves deliverance. "I will bring the blind by

a way they knew not. I will lead. them in paths that they have not known. I will make

darkness light before them, and. crooked things straight. These things will I do unto

them, and. not forsake That seems m to suggest in verse 16 that it is deliverance

for Israel. But verse 17 contrasts with Israel, the idol worshippers. "They shall be

turned back, they shall be greatly ashamed, that trust in graven images, that say to

the molten images, ye are our gods. Hear, ye deaf; and look, ye blind, that ye may see."

And so God is pointing out the difference here, between His people who should be

following Him, and able to accomplish great things through their faith in God, and on

the contrast, the idol worshippers, who have misery and. trouble ahead for them, because

of great works that God is going to do, while He is going to bring comfort and joy, and

help to His own people, to those who trust in Him, and now He looks upon His own people,

and in verse 19, He says, "Who is blind., but my servant?" Here is Israel, the servant

of God.. Israel, whom God has called. to do the work of a servant. What is the picture

of the ideal servant? What is the work the servant is to do? He is to open the blind

eyes. He shall lead. out those who are in the prison house. He is to bring deliverance,

but who is blind, but my servant? Who is deaf, Iiia as my messenger that I send? Who is

blind. as the one who has the knowledge of God, and. should be a leader of the blind.?

Who is blind as the Lord's servant? What a situationt God's servant, who should be

delivering other people out of blindness, is blind himself. He who should be bringing

others out of the prison is in prison himself. "Seeing many things, but thou observest

not. Opening the ears, but he heareth not. The Lord. is well pleased for his

righteousness' sake." God's power again. What God is going to do. God will magnify

the law and make it honorable. God. is going to do His work. And Israel is God's

servant, and we've had the picture of t ideal servant. But how can Israel do the

work. Look at the condition of them. In verse 19 we've heard. that His servant is blind.,
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and deaf. Now in 22, "This is a people robbed and spoiled. They are all of them

snared in holes, they are hid in prison houses. They are for a prey, and none

delivereth. or a spoil, and none saith, Restore. Who among you will give ear to this?

Who will hearken and hear for the time to come?"

Here we are, we are in this situation. We're blind. We are deaf. We are in

prison houses. Row can we fulfill the work of the Lord's servant? And the Lord.

brings a strong rebuke in answer. He says, Why can't you fulfill it? "Who gave

Jacob for a spoil, and Israel to the robbers? Did not the Lord," You didn't get

in here because God couldnt help it. He couldn't protect you from the idol worshippers.

Youtre here, because God has put you in this situation. You're here because God has

deliberately sent you into this prison. "He against whom we have sinned? For they

would not walk in his ways, neither were they obedient unto his law. Therefore he

hath poured upon him the fury of his anger, and the strength of battle. And it hath

set him on fire round about, yet he knew not. nd it burned him, yet he laid it not

to heart." Here is Israel in sinf. Israel, which should be servant. Israel,

which has the work of the ideal servant and for t1 execution of this work, Abraham

was called. And Jacob was set apart. And Israel was brought out of Egypt. In order

that this wonderful work might be done, and Israel has turned unto sin, has gone into

wickedness, Israel, God has deliberately sent into captivity as the punishment

for their sin. The chastening of Israel is certainly here. Just how soon in the

chapter the heading is to be placed may be a question, especially in that it is not

a logical discourse in which He says, one, I'm going to discuss this. Two, going

to discuss this. As you look at this motif and that motif and that motif, and they are
even

all related logically, but niI ithk more emotional. And so here is Israel being

chastened, instead of being out doing God's work. Here is Israel in prison for flis

sin, instead of being out delivering others from prison. How is the work of the

Lord's servant going to be done? There the problem?

Well, He goes right on after that, a person might tend to despair in this statement

of what God has done, in the feeling of frustration, the feeling of the inability of

the people to accomplish the work for which God has called them, but now "Thus saith
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the Lord that created thee, Jacob, and he that formed thee, 0 Israel. Fear not,,'

tm Assurance. Confidence. Encouragement. God is powerful. God has called Israel

to do a works God is not going to desert Israel. Israel has sinned. He has chastised

them, but He is not through with them. He is going to hold them by the hand.

(Question: Why cant you do it? Why don't you do it? I'd rather leave that for

another three or four hours. If you would bring it up later I would appreciate it.

But there are two ways of studying this. One is to take each passage and to say what

light does the New Testament throw on it. And when you get the New Testament light on

it, you get the correct answer. But there is anotla' thing which is to take a passage

in context, as it proceeds, and get the play of thought, and reason, and see just where

it is leading, and just how it works together, and see what you can get out it, that

way. And then when you get that out of it that way, see how it fits together with what

is natural, ycu see, and. I'm approaching it, from that other approach. And the two

will come together, eventually. And I would like you to bring it up later. In fact,

any question like that, dontt hesttate to bring, because it might very well, that such

a thing might be of immediate? applicabI'ity, but in this particular situation, I prefer

to come to that a little later. But thank you for ji bringing it up, but you see this is

the approach I am taking now. It is so easy to get the impression that Matthew and.

Luke just grabbed the verse out of context, grabbed a couple of words, and here it fits

right. And of course, if you are going to do that, you could just grab a couple of

words that sound. just like anything you want, and you will ignore the rest that don't

sound like it, or you will have a lot of isolated verses. And. that is not what we have

here. And. so I am interested. in the otter approach at the moment.

(question. Combines them both in one

Now in chapter 43, and the chapter division here is simply an indication which

enables us to find the place. It goes right straight on, there is no real break at

all, but you notice bow quickly the thought goes from chastisement, from pointing out

why they are in that situation, to encouragement again, consolement. The Lord said,

"I have called thee by thy name, 0 Israel.'
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Israel has sinned. Israel has done wrong. Israel is ods servant, called for

odts purposes, God is going to be with them. "When thou passest through the waters,

I will be with thee. And through the rivers, they shall not overflow thee. When thou

walkest through the fire, thou shalt not be burned, neither shall the flame kindle

upon thee. For I am the Lord thy God, the Holy One of Israel, thy Saviour, I gave

Egypt for thy ransom, Ethiopia and Seba for thee." That's an interesting verse. What

does He mean? Egypt for their ransom, Ethiopia and Seba for thee? And the interpretation

of that which most commentators put upon it, and which seems to be quite satisfactory is

that God rewards Cyrus For releasing Israel, by permitting him to conquer

those very distant lands far beyond Palestine, Egypt, Ethiopia, and South Arabia. And

those lands, rin Cyrus conquers and. it is spoken of here as a ransom for Israel,
get all that

for letting Israel go. Now you wouldn't "m right out of this verse. But that same

fact is referred to elsewhere in connection with C7rus, as to make it very clear as to

show that that is what is taught elsewhere, In our immediate general passage and so in
Interpreted

this particular verse, it is best and marñi in relationship to that.

(question: Well now, Hosea was quite a bit earlier, than - Hosea wrote quite a

bit earlier than Hosea did.. Well of course, this part of Isaiah is looking forward a

hundred and fifty years after his time. Hosea is a number of decades 'before the time

of the beginning of Isaiah's ministry. And this is speaking about the northern kingdom

here, It is Ephraim all the time. Ephraim, and Ephraim, and Ephraim. And so here

- (question). Yes, but not in this chapter. In this chapter he is talking very

specifically about Ephraim and. the - whether he m refers *a here to, well now, take

for instance verse 3 of the next chapter. "They shall not dwell in the Lord's land,

but Ephraim shall return to Egypt and they eat unclean things in Assyria." Now whether

he means that part of the Ephraimites went to Egypt as we know that under the Persians

there were a large colony of Israelites in Egypt subject to the Persian king and rather

detested by the Egyptians as they looked upon them as reDresentatives of the Persian

king, protected by the Persians, whether he refers to that or whether he is here using

Egypt as a figure of speech, Egypt having been the land where they were in captivity,

and using that as a figure for the new captivity bo Assyria, would. take a rather close
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interpretation of the context, to be sure whether you could be sure of it, to find

out whether you can be sure of which of the two is meant there. But you notice in

verse 3 of the next, how he sneaks specifically of Assyria. (Question.) But it is

true that the specific mention of another place makes it lean a little more toward

thinking that Egypt is specifically involved.

Well, that's a very interesting problem, this in Hosea. I wish we could take

more time on Hosea. We would get many interesting things. Thank you for mentioning

it. Well, I think that is referring to the captivity of Eohraim, and whether it is

referring tm tb exclusively to the captivity in Assyria or also to a portion of the

people going into Egypt, I don't know. Well now, returning to Isaiah 43 here, in verse

3, we have here the - Egypt for thy ransom, Ethiopia and Seba for thee. Since thou

wast precious in my sight, thou hast been honorable, and. I have loved thee, therefore

will I give men for thee, and people for thy life," This idea of ransom, for Israel.

"Fear not, for I am with thee. I will bring thy seed from the east, and gather thee

from the west. I will say to the north, give up, and to the south, keep not back.

Bring my sons from far,"a,* Israel to be brought back to the land. Deliverance of

the Israelites. (Question:) Well, he doesn't specify very strongly here. He says,

He is assuring tern of His continued interest in Israel, And He doesntt give enough

detail here, to be sure whether He is pointing to that which He does right ay, am

in the account, or whether He is looking further to the future. In fact, the iatius

further to the future, this particular thing would look, the more, you might say, it

would fit the passage, because the big thought of the passage, is the assurance of

God's continued interest in Israel. On the other hand, he certainly did at that time,

to a large extent, perhaps as much as this passage could possibly require. He brought

back a1i 1I Israelites from all directions under Cyrus. It doesn't say how

complete the bringing back is. He brought back a small group from all directions.

But whether this is completely - finds satisfactory fulfillment in that, or whether

He is going still further, aM I don1t know if there is ammMa enough detail in the

passage for us Am to do that, one y or the other. But the thought of it is, God's

continued interest in Israel. The fact that they are not simply cast off and scattered

and that is the end. He is not here saying, I am going to tell you the specific thing
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in the future. e is here assuring the people of is continued presence with them,

and is continued interest in them by pointing out to the general relations that He

shall continue to have with them. And here he says he is going to regather,them.

tf2i
I "Even every one that is called by my name, for I have created him for my glory, I have

)
formed him. Yes, I have made him. Bring forth the blind people that have eyes, and the

deaf that have ears. Let all the nations be gathered together, and let the people be

assembled. And now you get back to the theme of omniscience again. You see how often

it is brought in, much more than anywhere else in the Scripture. Who among them, (among

the various nations) can declare this, and show us former things? Let them bring forth

their witnesses, that they may be justified. Or let them hear and say it is truth.

Ye are my witnesses, saith the Lord Lord, and my servant whom I have chosen,t' Again,

the servant here. "You are sty servant" in the plural. Ye are my witnesses. "Whom I

have chosen, that ye may know and believe me, and understand that I am he, before me

there was no God formed, neither shall there be after me.11 Theareat monotheism of the

second Isaiah. The great advance which the second Isaiah made is wrapped in this

wonderful idea of Monotheism. Not merely that He is one great God, but that He is the

only God. There was none before Him, and there was none after Him. "I, even I, am

Jehovah, and beside me there is no saviour. I have declared, and have saved, and. I

have showed, when there was no strange god among you, therefore ye are my witnesses,

saith the Lord, that I am God. Yes, before the day I am he, there is none that can

deliver out of my hand. I will work and who shall hinder it?" He is stressing the

power of God here, and His determination to fulfill the things that He promises. (8)

Isa.43:l14. And now in verse 114. the specific note of deliverance again, Thus saith the Lord, your

redeemer, the Holy One of Israel, for your sake I sent to Babylon and brought down all

their nobles and the Chaldeans whose cry is in the ships. I am the Lord, your Holy One,

the creator of Israel, your King. Thus saith the Lord, who makes a way in the sea and a

path in the mighty waters, who brings forth the chariot and the horse, the army and the

power, they shall lie down together, they shall not rise, they are extinct, they are

quenched as tow. That is the way in which he is going to deal with the Babylon (9)
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Now he says, remember not the former things, neither consider the things of old.

He doesn't mean this of course. This is a rhetorical statement, verse 18. God doesn't

want us to forget things done in the -past. He doesn't want us to forget his mighty works.

But he is here stressing the fact that the past works are nothing to what the future is

going to be. And of course there is a case where what he means is not what the secif Ic

words say. It is the emotional reaction from the words: don't remember that at all,
Of course you'll remember.

think nothing of it.! God wants us to remernber all these things. But what he means is,

don't remember that, there's somethihg far greater. Remember not the former words,

neither consider the days of old. Or yoican take this verse, if you want, as a question.

There is no question mark here in the English but of course that wouldn't prove the Hebrew

if it was a question you should have the (10) * He' at the beginning but sometimes you

have a question without. Don't you remember the former things or consider the things of

old? I incline to think that the authorized version punctuation is correct, that it is a

command rather than a question. That it is not asking that they remember but that he is

saying in comparison with that, there's something much greater. remember the former

~,~'Jjhing,
behold I will do a new thing now it will spring forth: shall you not knew it?

I will even make a way in the wilderness and rivers in the desert. The beast of the field

shall honour me, the dragons and the owls, because I give waters in the wilderness and

rivers in the desert, to give drink to my peoDle, my chosen. Rather general terminology.
very -ocifica1lyWonderful things he is going to do. Is he speaking/o? something far distant? Is he

speaking in great beautiful language of the immediate tremendous deliverance from that?

At any rate the thought is wonderful things God will do, wonderful blessings he will

bring, things that would hardly seem -possible, to give drink to my people, my chosen,

this people have I formed for myself, they shall show forth my praise. God is not through

with Israel, he will continue his blessing, he will continue to use them. Ye are my wit

nesses, saith the Lord, and my sergant whom I have chosen, and yet, in verse 22, again

the thought reverts to the inability of Israel to fulfill the great work for which the

servant is called. Yes? I,l-student)

.the people are to remember that, the great works God has done. And his command is to
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remember them, and this, if it is a statement, is a rhetorical statement, rather than

(ii /L4) . (student.ll 3/L)

Yes but I think this--God is going to do in the future great things. (student) Well, he

doesn't say. He's going to deliver from Babylon. He isn't through with Israel, He's go

ing to do things for Israel greater than anything he's ever done before. Well now as to

saying it is soecifically this or soecifically that, that you have to try to infer but he

doesn't say. He doesn't sayl He says I'm not through with you. I'm going to bring you

out from Babylon. I'm going to do great things for you, beyond anything you imagine can

be done. But does he mean this specific thing is greater or does he mean there are going,",

to be still greater things in the future? He doesn't say. And we can't tell beyond what

he says. I mean we can tell that what he says 1s true. Like if I say next month I'm go

ing to Philadelphia. Then if it tomes to the thirtieth of the month and I haven't been

to Philadelphia you can say tomorrow he's going to Philadelphia, because there's only one

day left. But as long as there are tht±ty-one days of it you don't know which one I'm

going to do it, and you can't say which I mean because there's nothih in the statement

to tell, unless you have evidence from another source as to which is involved. Well,

here he switches then from the nothe of power, God's encouragement, God's determin

ation, God is going to do the things he wants, and he says you're my wilthesses, you're my

sergants, and the wonderful work of the servant is going to be done, now he switches again

to the thought, how can they do this rk? How can they? Thou hast not called upon me,

0 Jacob, but thou hast been weary of me, 0 Israel. Thou hast not brought me the small

cattle of thy burnt offerings. Here s Israel that should be the servant of the Lord to

bring his blessing to the nations and he says you haven't brought me the small cattle of

your burnt offerings. You haven't honored me with your sacrifice. I have not caused you

to serve with an offering, nor wearied thee with incense. I haven't given you a tremendous

amount want, but you haven't even brought what I've asked for. Thou hast hought me no

sweet cane with money. You haven't shown the special signs of interest and love. Neither

hast thou filled me with the fat of thy sacrifices, but thou hast made me to serve with

thy sins, thou hast wearied me with thine iniquities. I, even I, am he that blotteth
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out thy transgressions for my own sake. You see the oscillation, the two thoughts are

here, the two emotions, the one--the love, the determination to bless them, the encourage

ment, the assurance that God is going to continue his work, he's going to do the great

things that he has promised; and. the other the discouragement, they have failed, they're

insufficient, they've gone into sin, they have gone into bondage, into captivity. You

see the two? Well, now it's easy enough to say one of these must come from one from one

spirit when everybody is hopeful and the other comes from ahother when everybody is dis

couraged, they show the background of that period. But actually, you put them together

and you have a theme being worked out here and I see it a in comparison, the two various

contrasting phases of the emotion being presented. And there are contrasting phases in

our emotion, most everything we do...

P. 208. ()

... and see how much ability there is in each and give a true Dicture instead of an unbal-

anced picture in one direction or the other. And here we have the different Dhases being
J3




brought out. He says, I, even I, am he that blotteth out thy transgressions for mine own

sake, and will not remember thy sins. Put me in remembrance, let us plead together, declare

thou, that thou mayest be justified. Thy first father hath sinned, and thy teachers have

transgressed against me. Therefore I have profaned the princes of the sanctuary, and

have given Jacob to the curse, and Israel to reproaches. Yet now hear, 0 Jacob my servant,

and Israel, whom I have chosen: Thus saith the Lord. You see the contrast? It is not

that here are a lot of isolated things that don't belong together and they're stuck to

gether, but it is an oscillation of ideas in presenting the different uhases of the idea

and.-the-.( ,,et,emtional..interests. that. enter in to ge,t,ipga..true understanding of

thje.ture. And that is true of every relationship in life, and it is true of God's re

lationship with his people, but in bringing the problems before us it brings the picture,

it helps us to see what is the real problem, how is it going to be worked out? It is

developing a problem here,you see, and looking to 1%W try to see if a solution

can be found to the pnbblem. Fear not, 0 Jacob, my servant, and thou, Jesurun, whom

If 1' 1 have chosen. Who is the servant of God in this verse here, Mr. Spencer, who would you
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think? Yes. How many of you think Jacob and how many of you think Israel? It is very

evidently both terms are used in the verse, it is Israel or it is Jacob, the same. Israel

is the servant here. Yet now hear, 0 Jacob my servant. Israel is the servant. Can Israel

do the serant's work? Israel is the servant. Israel must be the servant. It's for

this work that Israel was called. Its for this work that God has been with Israel all

this time. It's for this work that God is preserving Israel and going to continue to,

but how is Israel going to do the work, they must do the work. Here's the problem, what's

the answer? Peat not, 0 Jacob, my servant, and thou, Jesurun, whom I have chosen.

In a seminary at which I once taught there was a professor of 0l Testament, who is

there no longer, not myself, who gave an examination in Old Testament Survey, and the

idea was you didn't have to take Old Testament Survey if you passed this examination (3)

One of the questions was what is Jesurun?

I know there was only one in that class who was able to answer, the others felt that he

might as well have said everybody take the course as to answer a question like that. It

just reminded me a little as we came to this Darticular statement, and thou Jesurun whom
-F

I have
chosen.

But you know that actually Jesurun is simply Israel, it's at the end in-

stead of the beginning (3t)

it's simply a play on words for Israel. Thou, Jesuru.n, Israel whom I have chosen. For I

will pour water upon him that is thirsty, and floods upon the dry ground. The wonderful

blessing that God assures us, he is going to perform. He is not going to leave us desolate,

he is going to perform his mighty works, he has further blessings for Israel, he has com

fort, he has consolation for them, I will pour water uuon him that is thirty, and floods

upon the ry ground. All the promises that he gives them will be fulfilled, but that

isn't saying that he's giving here a chronological picture, I'm going to do this now, I'm

going to do this now, I'm going to do this now. He is assuring them of the continuance

of his blessing upon them, and. everything that he said will be fully and abundantly

brought out at one time or another, bf that we can be sure. I will tour water upon him

that is thirsty and floods upon the dry ground. I will pour my spirit upon thy seed,and
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MY blessing upon thine offsprin, and they shall spring up among the grass as willows by

the water courses. One shall say I am the Lord's, another shall call himself by the name

of Jacob, another shall subscribe with his hnd unto the Lord and surname himself by the

name of Israel. Here is Israel in bondage, subject, humiliated, under the Deople of

Babylon, almost ashamed to call themselves Israel, hoping to be assimilated into the

Babylonian race. God said the time is coming when people will be proud of being God's

people, will gladly say I am the Lord, will gladly say we are the Israelites.

Verse 6, thus saith the Lord the King of Israel and his redeemer the Lord of hosts,

(the power of God ts here).I am the first and I am the last% and beside me tere is no eh9P God. And who, as I, shall

call, and shall declare it, and set it in order for me, since I appointed the ancient

i people? and the things that are coming, and shall come, t them shew unto them. If there

are those who say we are their gods, let them show it unto them. It is very interesting

right in this connection with all this on prediction how, the speaker whom I heard Sunday

night mentioned how the oia idea of causation was that everything comes from a cause and

as something come from a cause that is less important than it is, it must be greater.

And so everything, he said, comes from a greater cause and this from a more fect cause,

and, this from a more perfect cause, and therefore you must have a great first cause.

But, he says, science now has completely changed the idea of causationi We no longer

are thinking of the past, we are thinking of the future. The idea of causation now is

that you do something and something else comes, and that ha-opens and that brings some

thing else and therefore it is for purDoses of -prediction that we're interested in causa

tion now. Because it's an ehtirely different idea of causation and must affect all our

thinking and we no longer need a great first cause. But it's very interesting he laid

great stress on this matter of prediction and ... (6-4) people make the most stupid errors

when we try to predict the future very far in advance. And it is only God who can pre

dict the future.

Who, as I, shall call, and shall declare it, the things that are corning. and shall

come, let them shew unto them. Pear ye not, neither bearaid, have not I told thee from

that time and declared, ye are even my witnesses. Is there a God beside me?
yes, there is no God, I don't know of any.
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They that make a graven image a-now the theme of idolatry here, stressed for ciuite a

number of verses. I don't know whether we have time to read them all, perhaos a few of

them. And their delectable things shall not profit. Who hath formed a god, or molten

a graven image that is profitable for nothing? His fellows all ashamed, the workmen of
(1

men: let them be gathered together, they fear. This is all the work of men, fallible men,.

these idols. The smith with the tongs works in the coals, fashions with hammer, works

with the strength of his hand, yet he's hungry, his strength fails, doesn't drink water

and is faint. (7* to 8 record not clear) The carpenter stretches out his rule, he

marks it with a line, he fits it with planes, marks it with the compass, and makes it after

the figure of a man and he is just a man. He hews down cedars and takes the cypress and

oak, he plants an ash and the rain nourishes it, and then it'll be for a man to burn, he

takes part of it, he makes an idol, he takes another iart of the same tree and he uses it

to bake bread. How can you have a god from part of a thing and the other iDart you can

-
just use to bake bread? Mid he stresses that idea here, the weakness of idolatry, stressed

more here than in any other cart of the whole Scripture. Well, I guess we have to inter

i/L/: l3tupt in the middle of this idolatrous passage. Youx{ may read on and see ... (8-h)

Next Class.

Isaiah L4:9. I believe that we glanced ahead rapidly at the next ten verses.

We'll look at them again but I don't believe we need to take much time on those next
14 ?
four verses, from verse 9 through verse 20, what is the theme here? He describes the

thought of ?
making of the idol, Verse 9 through 20 is the rail into Idolatry. He tells how

foolish it is to trust in something that his you make yourself. You have verses 9

through 20 here showing the absurdity of idolatry, a theme which is prominent in

chapters LiO to 53 far more than anywhere else in the whole Scripture. It is of course

touched upon in many other places, but no where so much dwelt on as here, fitting in

,1UII1n with the general exllic purpose, these chapters. Then in verse 21 in contrast

att1"i'




to the idols and to the people who worship the idols he calls attention as 'Jacob of

Israel to the fact that Israel has a special relationship to God. In verse 21 the

word servant is used. twice. Who in the first case and in the second of these two

cases, to whom does the word servant refer? Who is the servant referred to here?
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O jacob my servant, I have formed thee. Second, 1 thou art my servant, 0

Israel thou shalt not be forgotten of me. In both of them it is Israel which is

the servant. Israel will be protected of God.. Israel will not come to nought. Israel

will not end.. Israel will not disappear from among the nations, because Israel is

God's servant and. has been formed of God to do a service for Him. To render a work for

Him. Mjd what is the work? It has been described once thus far, at the beginning of

chapter 42. You had the picture of the ideal servant of the lord, a picture of the

work of the servant, the picture of the thing that he said the servant must do.

Jacob is the servant but can Jacob do the work. Well right here we are looking of

course at God1s assurance that they are not like the worshippers of idols, that they

have a special relation to Him. And. in verse 22 He tells, "I have bbotted. out, as a

thick cloud, thy transgressions. Return unto me, for I have redeemed thee." God's

redemption to the people. God's blotting out their transgression. They should return

unto Him. And verse 23, sing, all ye universe, rejoice, "for the Lord bath redeemed

Jacob, and glorified himself in Israel." The thought of comfort, the thought of

deliverance. Is it here deliverance from Babylon? What is it deliverance from?

Here deliverance from sin? Well, what's that got to do with it? We've been

talking about deliverance from Babylon. So what has sin got to do with this?

You mean that they were worshipping idols? Now that is a possibility. However it

impresses me that another possibility is a better one here. Somebody have an other

suggestion? It is true it is sin to worship idols, but there is no specific reference

here to the Israelites worshipping idols. It has been pointed out to them the futility

of worshipping idols. The foolishness of worshipping idols. But as to their having

committed sin and transgression from which they are to be redeemed, what would be the

connection? How would that fit in here? These are the chapters in which God comforts

the people who are in exile from suffering in Babylon, and tells them He is going to

deliver them from Babylon. What's deliverance from sin got to do with that hero?

P. 209.

God says how are you here in distress? He says how did you get here? Why,

God sent you here. You vent just simply fallen into I5ad luck. Israel is in

bondage because of Israel's sin, not because God is too weak to protect them.
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ut because they have sinned and transgressed against God and. God sent them to

Babylon as a result of their sin. And therefore the thought of redemption from

sin is something which is very, very much in point here. In fact, we had it right

in the very beginning of chapter 140. You have received at the Lord's band double.
The cause
Because of the Babylonian exile is the peoples' sins. I had a bad cold. and it stayed

in that throat for the whole summer. For two months it was there. Well, I had no

way to reach it there. It stayed. I couldnt get rid of it. The cold. would come

up from the end of the nose, and. I would have a terrific headcold. I know what to
side

do with a head cold. In sight of a day I can cure that anytime. But I cured the

head cold, but it didn!t do any good. The next week I had another. It went down

into my lungs a little bit. It got up into my sinuses. It got most everywhere.

I'd get rid of it if I knew where it was. But the root of it was in the throat, and

I couldn't get at it there. And I couldn't get rid of it there, and it stayed there

for the summer. It would reach out here and reach out there and reach out there and

I would cure it in most places, but what good would it do, until I got rid of it in

the place where it was centered, it didn't do me any permanent good. It was necessary
symptoms

to get rid of the mrmiam, but it wasn't sufficient.

Well now, the sin of the people had sent them to Babylon. On account of their

sin. They'd fallen into all this suffering and misery, as a result of their sins,

for their transgressions God. says to them, All right let's deliver them. Take them

back. What good does it do if they've still got the sin. They'll need to be sent

into exile again. If you don't get at the root, it doesn't do a lot of good. to cure

the symptoms. What the people feel is the Babylonian exile. They feel the misery,

they feel the suffering, but as he pointed out repeatedly in these chapters the cause

of it all was back in chapter 43 at the end. Put me in remembrance. Let us plead

together. Declare thou, that thou mayest be justified. Thy first father bath sinned.

Thy teachers have transgressed against me. Therefore I have profaned the princes of

the sanctuary, and have given Jacob to the curse, (hlsrael has sinned. and thats the

cause of all the misery. You cure the misery. You remidy th results. The cause is

there and they'll just be as badly off the next time. People are after getting the

results, getting the symptoms, getting all that cured, but if you don't get the basic
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cause cured, there is no great good. in getting the symptoms cured. And it is the

symptoms here that are vital. I mean it is the symptoms here that are pressing them,

but it is the cause that is vital. And so He is not dragging in something that has

no relationship. He is - this that he has come to here and just touched upon for these

two verses is something that he has been touchág upon and dwelling upon and leading up

to along here as he has been bringing out this thought. Israel is God's servant. God

will deliver Israel. God will redeem them from Israel. He is not going to leave them

there to suffer because they are His servants to do His work, and yet why are they there?

Because of their sin. Because they have transgressed. It is not enoght to deal with

the Babylonquestion, to have to deal with the sin question. And that's the thing He

has been working through and bringing out and pushing forward through these chapters.

And if we don't see that we are not prepared for what follows.
Otherwise
You have it as Pfeiffer says, "just a series of breaks taken in this direction and

that just like a great stream flowing down the mountain side, just here, there and the

other place, and no rhyme or reason to it. But if you get the basic thoughts of it

here, there is logic in it. There is thought. There is emotion. There is feeling

all directed together to bring out the idea that the vital thing is to get this sin

question settled. And if you don't, you can solve the Babylonian question. Babylon,

to which God has the power to do it. He is going to do it. But you are nowhere. You

would be back just as bad as you were just afterwards. And so the question of redemption

from sin is a vital question, but He does not say, let's talk about this. We'll go into

it. He touches it. Then He deals with their situation. They say, you talk about sin.

That's all right. But what we are interested in, is how we are going to get away from

Babylon. You talk about sin but what we are interested in is how do we know that there

is a God. The idols have come. They've destroyed our cities. They've cast us out.

We are here in misery. But what are we going to do? He brings them back to it. The

root of it is the sin question. He brings them back to it and stresses it in order that

they will get the understanding that this is the basic and. trly vital thing. And of

course that's the situation you face in Christian work anywhere. If all things go along

nicely and everything is fine. Any people in any land in the earth are pretty apt to

forget God and not bother with Him. And they think it is a nice thing to do to go to
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church and to do things. Well, that is very nice, but they forget the basic matter

of the sin question. When they run into trouble and. have difficulty and immediately

they look for help. And they'll look wherever they can find some help. And you want

to g&ve them the help. And you want to bring them the comfort in God's words, and the

help and. the consolation, but you want to show them what the basic cause of it all is,

and the sin is there whether they are in prosperity or in adversity and if the sin

question isn't solved all the rest is just symptoms. And so God. is dealing with that

in these chapters and bringing it out, and taking it forward and driving home to their

conscience to show that that's the thing that has to be dealt with in some way.

7 (question: Yes, because the thing is I gave you the great motifs - or you

might say the obvious things, the obvious things back in the day of Isaiah are

rebuke to the people for their sin and. turning away from God, declaration of

punishment to come, and then comfort from God. Those are the vital things there.

Now we are in this new period, where comfort and consolation are the vital thing.

The motifs are the obvious things that bring comfort and consolation. Comfort in

general, deliverance from Babylon, the greatness of God, God's knowledge is perfect,

H idol worship. ll these are the great obvious motifs. But it doesn't consist simply

indwelling on these. In the course of them other things are brought out and. presented.,

and as we lead up to the other things, you want to see how they are brought out and how

they come to the fore. These things are very important. These great obvious motifs.

But he is not giving them here simply for their own sake but to lead up to the under

standing of other things. And. so I did not mention the servant as the vital motif,
God delivering ?

at the beginning. We got into that as an answer to the question, why was Babylon

over Israel? Because Israel is His servant. And. when that is raised, you say, well

what is the servant? What is the servant to do? Well, chapter 42 tells you. The work

of the servant. Then we are interested in knowing, how can this work be done? If Israel

can't do the work, then how do you know that Israel is going to be delivered anyway?

If Israel is going to do the work, how is Israel going to do the work? Of the servant?

God says it is going to be done. How is it going to be done? That's the question.

And so the servant's motif is not you might say, a static motif. Something that is

very important, but you get it, and then you get it again, and you get it again, at is
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something that develops and pushes up, and as you go on you understand more about it.

And this other one,-the motif of the iyasonthe-areinabylon, the basic underlying

cause and then how are you going to deal with the underlying cause, and then the answer

to it, that is the other you might say dynamic motif which enters in, almost inconspicu

lously. You hardly know it is there. And then these two begin to open up and unfold,

and you begin to see more and. more how they are extremely vital. These two. And. so

as we go through these chapters we have not simply a presentation of certain obvious

but very important truths over and over. We have that and it is very vital, but it is

done for the purpose of developing two new and vital thoughts. Two that are not

included in the great general motif. And these two are developing now. 9

The people are there on account of their sin and what can you do about it?

How important is the sin, is the background of it? Not the rebuke for the sin

like in the earlier parts of Isaáah. Rebuke for sin and declaration of punishment

to come, urging to turn away from sin. That is not here. Here it is the cause of

your exile isnt the sin. You are here on account of that. That's what brought you

here. Now what can we do about it? God says He is going to do something about it.

He is going to blot it out. He is going to remove the sin. Return to Hit. He is

going to redeem you. Break forth into singing, the Lord will redeem Jacob. How is

He going to do it? What's the answer. How will He deal with this sin question?

This assures us that He will deal with it. But how is not yet given. That we are

supposed. to gradually question it, and wonder as we go on. And so you have these two

questions.

He goes right in verse 24 into the greatness of God again. One of our standard

general motifs. God., thy redeemer, who formed. thee from the womb. He is the one who

makes all things. That stretcheth forth the heavens. He spreads abroad the earth. It

describes the greatness of God's power. And that fits right into the question of the
Yes?

proof of us greatness. His omniscience. The next verse. It could be a proof of His

omnipotence, yes. But I think that in the developing structure here it is rather an

assurance of the deliverance He is going to bring. It is a phase of the deliverance.

It is the most importance phase, but that which would not be recognized. perhaps as the
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most important phase, and e is gradually bringing them to recognize the importance

of deliverance, of this phase of deliverance, redemption. Importance of it, and of

course, no one but an omnipotent God could. do it. And. He is assuring them that He

will do it. So the omnipotent God is assuring them that the work is going to be

accomplished. He is assuring them of that. He is bringing that to their attention.

And the omnipotence is in the back ground. But in the foreground I think is deliverance

rather than omnipotence. He is addressing the Godly in Israel who are thought of

as seeing the exile as absolutely certain. But lievertheless who are implicated in the

sin of the nation. They are part of the nation. They realize that sin is upon them.

As upon the others. And. so this is Israel as a whole. But it is Israel thought of as
realizing their trouble

the Israel of real life , re&lizes they are in sin, they are in Babylon on

account of their sin and desires - is looking for an answer to the problem. I wouldn1t

say that it is restrtcting it simply to the Godly, but it probably amounts nrnre or less

to that. It is thinking of it as the nation desiring to be His and. &o do His will.

It is pointing to those who will be recipients of this redemption. Yes. Very

definitely. But I think that here He is not saying that the redemption has been

accomplished. He is here making the prediction. He is giving the thing as if it has

already occurred, because of the certainty of it. He is giving the assurance that God.

Is going to perform the great redemption. The mighty God, is going to do it but how is

He going to do it? That He has not yet told. us. We are to rejoice because He will do

it. We look forward and. rejoice because He has done it. But how will He do it. It is

a problem which is being raised.

And so on in verse 25, the thought of the omniscience of God.. He frustratesthhe

tokens of the liars and makes diviners mad. He turns wise men backward. He makes

their knowledge foolish. It is the knowledge of the clever people who think they can

explain things out of their own heads. To be foolishness. They think they have

wonderful minds, and wonderful intellect. Great understanding of
PhilosoPhp.

as they

set out from their wonderful intellectual acumen to explain the universe, but God proves

them to be foolish, because He shows them that you cannot get the answer except from the

One who knows, from His word. And their predictions of the future prove to be absolutely'.
worthless. Those who set out with wonderful power to establish ffiMMM world. that would
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have freedom fromfear, freedom from want,-freedom of religion, and freedom of speech.

And there is probably less freedom of speech, freedom of religion, more fear and more

want in the world today than there has been for a thousand years. People start out

with the best of intentions and the finest of plans and poured out their life blood,

and the energy and the effort of the United States to do it, but a great objective
only

like that cannot be accomplished in human strength and human wisdom alone. It is abøpia

through God's power, Gods s wisdom, that such things can odbur. And actually our great

efforts to do good often result in a situation where there is less good, rather than

more good.

P. 210.

We are doing it in our human plans, our human ideals, and it is Godts wisdom and.

God's method is the only way it can be fully done. And so He chose the rise men back

ward and make their knowledge nmtu1i.ñm foolish, and performs the counsel of his

messengers. He says to Jerusalem you will be inhabited. The cities of Juiiah,

deserted, barren, empty, you shalt be built, and I will raise up the decayed places

thereof. That says to the dep, be dry, and I will dry up thy rivers. It is probably

a figure for the great rivers$ of Mesopotania, but when used. in that way as a figure.

Not that God is going to dry up the ocean. Anyway, what are the rivers of the ocean.

But these refers to as that great powerful area who read back in the earlier part of

Isaiah, about the river that was only channels, that spreads over ven the king of

Assyria. The river, the land of the rivers. He will dry up the rivers. He will

reduce the powers, of the mightiness of Mesopotania, and. continues - how will He do it?

ft That says of Cryus. This great aggressor coming from Persia. This great conqueror.

This ravenous bird from the East. This righteous man. He says of Him, He is my

shepherd and. shall perform all my pleasure. He will even say to Jerusalem, Thou

shalt be built, and to the temple, thy foundation shall be laid. Thus sait the Lord

to His messiah, to Cryus. The word anointed here, as you know, the Hebrew is the

Messiah. Who is the Messiah here in verse one? It is Cyrus.
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uestion) The Lord says it through Cyrus. The Lord declares it is going to

happen. e causes Cyrus to give them the resources and send them back to do it.

Well, they are both true. The Lord says it is going to be built and Cyrus is going to

do it. The Lord. says that thnim Cyrus is going to give the command that it is to be

built. Well, it is either the Lord. or Cyrus or both. They are both masculine. So

your word would be masculine in either case. And so you can1t expect it - if one was

masculine and the other feminine, or one was singular and one plural you very easy from

the grammar could tell. But when they are both masculine are you going to make it
to?

parallel that says it Cyrus, and says to Jerusalem. You could do it. Are you going to

make it subordinate ih that says it Cyrus, he will perform my pleasure and say to

Jerusalem. Either way is possible. And so - and both are ihiiip true. And when you

make a statement that in two ways it can be taken, and both of them are true, it isn't

always necessary to show specifically which one you mean. But if it can be taken two

ways and one is true and the other is false, it is mighty important to make a determinative

statement which will make it pretty clear which one it is.

(Question:) No, not there. In verse 26, that is parallel with messengers which

immediately-follows. And it is in contrast with the verse that preceeds, which is the

thoughts of the wise men and the tokens to the liars. They say certain things are

going to happen and they dontt happen. But God's messenger says - and Gods servant

)
says - I would think here it would be the servant, Isaiah. It refers to the book

isaiah has written. But in this book He says this is going to happen and God will

confirm the word of Isaiah. And. of course Israel is the servant of God, through whom

the servant of God came into the world. His servant who brought His message across.

That is the cause of the work in the larger sense of the servant of God. (Hard to hear.)

This verse is bringing home the message in advance, by this verse. Not the future

command that God is going to give. Not in verse 26. But in 28 of course it is Cyrus

who gives the command and God uses Him to give the command and causes him to give the

command and in chapter 45 he says to his messiah, to Cyrus, the one whom he has

anointed for a purpose and the anointed one is the one who he has set apart. I was

preparing some Sunday School lessons or the Evangelical Sunday School lessons, and

lessons from the Gospel of Matthew, and in some of them Jesus does this, Jesus does that,
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Jesus does that. Most of them said 3esus, but some of them said Christ did that.

and hristdid. this. And one member of the committee said wouldnt it be better to

have them all jesus or all Christ, and be consistent? Well, I don't think so. The

Bible uses both terms. Why should we adhere to one? But .nyway I put it up to the

committee, what do you. think? What do you think of these suggestions? This other

member said, I think it mould be better to have them consistent, and I prefer Christ,

His divine name. Well now, is Christ His divine name? The name Jesus means Jehovah

saves. The name Jesus is the name which God prescribed He should have, for He shall

save His people from their sins. That is as Divine as any name could possibly be.

It is also His name as a human being, as an individual, as a member of the clan.

You might say Jesus is His human name, Jesus is His divine name. You call Him the

Lord Jesus Christ. And when you say the Lord, you mean the second person of the

Trinity. You mean the one who has the right and the authority, but when you say

Christ - is Christ divine? Christ is divine but I mean the word. Christ is not

Divine. The Word Christ simply means He is the fulfillment of the cross, He is the
)

Messiah. Of an anointed one. The one who is to do these things. And there are a

few paasages in the Old Testament, that tell us of the Messiah is to be hbim Divine,

but they've not been recognized y the Jews in general. The Jews as a whole don't

expect the Messiah to be Divine. They expect Him to be a great one sent by God who

will perform the work. It doesn't seem to me that Christ is His divine name. You

might say that Christ is His official name. It is His name as the Messiah, the o

anointed to perform the work. It is very important, but I don't see how it is the

least bit Divine then the name Jesus. And. certainly Cyrus is never called Jesus.

But 0yrus is called Christ. He is the Messiah. And on the other hand. Joshua

is exactly the same, Jesus, and it is even given in the form, Jesus, in the book of

Hebrews.

Well now, here it is Messiah, to the one anointed for a special purpose, not the

great anointed one to whom the whole Old Testament waited. But the one anointed for
holden ?

a special purpose, to deliver the Jews. God. says to him, that He has appointed Cyrus

hand to subdue nations before him, and. God will loose the lotus of kings before him.

And open before him the two leaved gates of Babylon before him, and. the gates will not

be able to keep him out. God will go before thee, He says to Cyrus. 8
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Make the crooked places straight. Can you take that as a promise to youself 7

I will go before you and make the crooked places straight. Not directly. It is

a promise to Cyrus. Indirectly it is through Cyrus because Cyrus is set apart

to do a work for God. If you are called to do a work for God then you will

know that God will go before you and make the crooked places straight. You

have a right to apply it by implication to yourself, if you are sure that you

are performing God1s work and are called of Him to do His work. But specifically

and directly it is speaking of Cyrus and through Cyrus. He says to Cyrus I will

go before thee and make the crooked places straight. I will break in pieces the

gates of brass and set in sundry the bars of iron. Of what were the hates made

in Jerusalem? I mean of Babylon? He says, I will break in pieces the gates of
brass
ihmit. The first necessity for interprthtion of Scripture is to see what the

brass
words are. This says the gates are of iia. Well now immediately you ask, what

brass
does 1aa mean? Look up your Hebrew word for that. And so I would prefer an

other answer than brass, but since brass is the word that the authorized version

uses it is not a bad answer but there are other things you could call these. 10*

I don't think you can call them . Not when he calls them bad.

(Question:) How can you be absolutely sure? Well, let us say, immediately

that they may be possibilities. God may open up this gate or that gate or the

other gate for Cyrus and so we look in the Scripture and see what gate we are told.

He is going to open for Cyrus. And we have no specific mention. We have a

mention that He .s going to give Ethiopia and Sheba and Egypt to him, as a ransom

but there is no mention of gates or of cities there specifically, though

doubtless these are included. Perhaps he is speaking of the gates of Egypt or

of Ethiopia, but He has been speaking of Cyrus as the one who is coining to let

the Israelites go free and the way he lets them go free is by capturing Babilon

and releasing them from the power of Babylon and the whole discussion of the

next few chapters is about the conquest of Babylon and the subjection of Babylon

and in view that I thoroughly agree with Mr. Cldbam that we should not say we are
a hundred percent sure, actually sure that it is Babylon. But I know of no
alternative possibility.
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T would think that that is - would feel 90 sure of it. I ont know of

anything else it might mean, but it doesntt say that it does. Yes? (Question)

Do you want to take it figuaratively? It is perfectly all right. The only thing
is

is, he ba promised that he is going to conquer Babylon, and. he is told. that he

is going to overcome the power of Babylon, and. set the Israelites free and in

the book of Daniel we read about how he did conquer Babylon and sat them free

and so it would seem to me at least possible that when he speaks specifically

of gates in connection with the conquests of the great city that is holding 12*

the Israelites in subjection that he is speaking of the very gates of that city. Now of

course just above he speaks of the two leaved gates and that is one of the points that

the critics use to show that Isaiah didn't write this passage because they say how would

he over in Palestine know the two leaved gates of Babylon, that instead of it being one

gate like many cities, it was the two. And of course it's easily answered, that bylon,

was a very famous city and the reputation of it spread all over and of course God could

reveal to Isaiah it would have two leaved gates, but there's no reason why that's even

necessary, why he might not know that at this tithe about the two leaved gates of abylon.

But I fully admit it is possible that it is here simply a figurative expression, but it

seems to me that one cannot dismiss the possibility, I think I'd say the probability, to be

snecifically speaking', of the gates of Babylon. (Question: Who was the one ho ook Baby

ion by entering it on the river bed)) That is of course a Greek story and it corn s through

a Greek physician and whether it refers to Cyrus or is a different rocess I don' know for

sure. I have the impression that it is, and if it refers to this, it would fit t en very

nicely with the thing in Daniel when Beishazer, giving a great feast and all that, and

that very night the city being taken, you wouldn't expect a city to be taken as a result

of a siege that night, or to be taken as a result of a great cal attacks You would

expect some strategexn would be involved if it was to be done so suddenly. So it would

fit very nkcely with that fact, but just how much proof we have on it I don't t nk it's

a great deal. (Question) What that he'll open the gates before him. (Student.)

I see. Break ix/pieces the gates. Yes. So that would suggest then that it might be

somewhat figurative to break their resistance. And of course it is possible that the
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gates were made of lumber and that he's only using brass as a figure of even greater

obstanles than the actual gates. It's entirely possible that Mr. Ashbrook may be right

in his imagination but I think that at least the other conjectured should be made even if

it is rejected but the (lU 3/U)

P.211. ()

" ..(stUdent) No, unless he has a sDecial ministry there. (student)

Yes, there are plenty of other passages to refer to any Christians but this is talking

about Cyrus and he's (1) you have a right to say God

tells Cyrus he's going a straight way but he will make croked places straight before him,

therefore it would seem to be God's normal method of uroedure to make crooked places

straight before the one whom he sends to perform a work. Now that wouldn't mean he would

always do it. It might be God's will that a person should go through all the crookedness

and should meet the gate head on and be reDulsed several times before he got in. It doesn't

mean if you will follow the Lord in a work you're just going to walk straight u and the

walls will fall down before you. The walls of Jericho fell down, the people marched u

and they blew the trumpets and they. fell. A great sudden victory with very little effort

on our part, it will do that sometimes, but there are other cases where it ihis desire

that we should fight and struggle and work and agonize before the results are secured.

And just how much you can take one of these hings and secifica1ly say that refers to me

in this particular situation (24) I remember a great,

a (2) preacher say onee in the days of the depression, he waid when I meet a

man on the street and he comes up and asks for a dime, he said I know two things, he said

I know he's not a Christian and I know his father wasnbt a Christian, he said, because

Solomon said I was young, now I am old, yet never have I seen the righteous forsaken or his

seed begging bread. Well, if Solomon had never seen it does that mean nobody else will

ever see it? Does it mean that God will neverp-mit a Christian to get into such state?

I do not think so at all. I think that as a general princiDle, God's peoule as a general

principle through the ages, as a result of their industry in the church as it has been de-
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velooed and all that, and the general blessing of God upon them, you will find that they

go ahead financially]; and in general prosperity, as a general rule, but I think there are

many situations in which it is euh God's will that his people shall glorify Him by

patient endurance of suffering, and that adversity does come to the righteous as it came to

g: (student-31)

Well, you see he was 4in the Church of England. He was (3k)

We117:, I would say that in that case, in the first instance of Paul's talking, it's Paul

talking, the (3 3/Ll) is that I am one whom God has sent to bring you a

message. It's Paul that's talking. Well, now, it seems to me that you have a right to

aply to yourself what Paul aoDlied to himself, yes. Because God has given the Christian

minister, the message to bring, and God expects him to do the work and to be His Ambassador.

And therefore the real cause doesn't direôtly decide which by inference it certainly

does (L), and a great and principle is that these are all

believers, and we believe that the command to take the Gospel is to all, and therefore

there is a sense' in which this refers to all Christians, absolutely. The liturgical

churches have a tendency to abrogate more specifically to the ministry then

And thats a question of the exegete of a particular thing that I

wouldn't try to build it on a case like that one, because that is simply talk.

Paul says, as ambassadors for Christ we beseech you, because I am one whom God has sent
(5)

and. it simply isn't talk. Christ i5 the expression of

to lead us to say thus, but I wouldn't do it on the particular verse. You will find

plenty of others that will express it. And the same way here. I wouldn't build too

much on this verse. I wouldn't try to learn something about myself from this verse.

But I might take this verse as an expression of a principle which I find true elsewhere.

And so even as God opened up the way before Cyrus if I am truly in God's will and

doing the work that God tells me to do, God will go before me and He will, in a general

sense, open up the way, and there are cases in which in a most remarkable way we can

expect Him to open up the way. But there may be other cases in which God. will seem to

pit great difficulties in the way. For His own special purposes, they are of tremendous
obstacles . We seem to accomplish nothing. And if we don't accomplish anything
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perhaps it is because we are wrong, and we are not in His will, as we should be.

On the other hand it is good for us, because that is lfts will for us. ut we by

patient suffering and patient crossing of obstacles should edify God through our

lives and perhaps deliver throughurelves and maybe the next generation will reap

the fruit of the work He has done. It is pretty hard. to take the general principles.

and say this one specifically refers to these. But you. can take the general

principle and you can see the general dealings with believers and see more and more

what the possibilities are, and you can see certain definite attitudes which will

apply to either one of the other.

I don't think that God wants us to simply pick a verse and say this is what

God wants of me. He wants us to. get the principles and understand them, and see

how we can carry out His will in our lives and in our activities. Yes (Question).

No, I didn't speak of that specifically. I haven't looked that up. Commentaries

like that were written before the excavations of Babylon. But within the last 40

years, the Germans have excavated Babylon very extensively. They wrote about what

they found in ancient Bab35lon. Now, about the specific thing that they found about

the gate, I couldntt say and it is altogether possible that they might not find

evidence there, because something like that might be the very thing that might be of

value to an enemy that destroys it. You might have to infer from the situation of

the wall what the gates were like. But this word Brass here, I do not like. The

Hebrew word. is OLI2TTJ and J1v'flJ. means copper. It means copper. Well

now, brass is an alloy copper of course. But brass is an alloy of copper that we
copper

generally think of as rather weak. As I understand it you take bmamm and zinc and

you make brass, and if you take, I believe, 140% of copper, if I recall correctly and

60% of copper Imean, and 140% of inria zinc, you can make a nice alloy. But then if

you will take 1/2 of one percent of tin and mix with it, you have then not brass but

bronze and it is 2?- times as strong as it would be without that 1/2 percent of tin,

and if I recall correctly that is exactly what you have in a penny. It is bronze, not

brass, but you take out thatl/2 percent of tin, and it would be brass. And that little

bit of tin makes that tremeLdous increase in the strength of it. Now the word )TV2n3-
doesn't say whether it is pure copper , or whether it is copper in a comparatively weak
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alloy that has a little tin with it. The tin itself is not very strong, but with a

very tiny bit of it, you get that very strong alloy. Well, now if it is speaking of

strong gates, I would think that bronze would be more likely than brass. And of course

a good. general way to say it would be copper because copper would include all the

alloyies of copper. But this word brass perhaps in Old England covered them all. I

don't know. But in modern English brass doesn't give a very strong impression. You

wouldn't speak of having a brass penny in your pocket. People would. think you had. some

kind of imitation or something. It actually is a bronze penny, it is not a copper penny.

But 60% copper, we call it copper. The figures I gave you are from an expert of the

Anacounty copper company aath but he gave them about 16 years ago, and 11m sure I don't

misremember the figures but I might misremember something about the substances.

(Question: It was at the gate where they did their business and. it was

specifically the , but the gate was represented. I1ve never heard of them using

the gate in that connection to mean simply a place for a meeting place, which wasn't

actually at the gate. It may be a igurative expression. In this case it is altogether

possible that this is a figurative expression for the " Or it

is altogether possible that the gates of Babylon were made of lumber, but my inclination

is that the statement is to be taken literally and that it means a bronze gate.

(Question: It means that which pulls in or pulls out. I don't think that it

refers to their meeting at the gate. I d.on1t think it has reference to that.)

Now he says that I will give you the treasures of darkness, and the hidden riches

of sacred places. Now you read about the kings of Assyria when they conquered Blam,

and they tell you how they went into the treasure house of the king of Elam, and there in

the secret treasure house of the king of Elarn, which had never been entered. by an enemy

for 1500 years, they went in there and they brought out millions of dollars worth of gold,

and precious stone, and they carried them away to Assyria. They tell you that in their

records. And you read about th)nmm Salueus, the successor of Alexander the Great, how

he went into one of the capital cities in Persia, and he went in there and. he came in

and he found the secret treasure house of the king and. he took out simply millions and

millions of dollars worth of treasure and took it in carts and carried it off with him
east and it gave him the treasure in which he built up his great empire. But now when he
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says to Cyrus will give thee the treasure of the darkness. e means the

treasures that are hid. away in a dark place, so people d.on1t know how to get M

them, or that most people don't even know what is there. And the hidden riches

of secret places, now th I think there is little doubt that in this specific case,

what he means is, Cyrus you are going to come into this treasure house of the king

of Babylon, and you are going to take out of Babylon, these great treasures, that you

have hidden away in a secret place, which the king of Babylon has enmassed, you will

take them over. It would be just as the Americans in Germany went to the secret

treasure houses of Hitler and. of his men and carried ay, one colonel and. capt&in

I think got over a million of dollars worth of jewel)'y over here and. hid them in a

vault and. deposited them somewhere before they were found, and of course all these great

treasures are generally found. in a conquest, and Cyrus found them but the place where he

found most of course would be in Babylon. And I have no doubt that the first half of

verse 3, is a little reference to the treasures of the king of Babylon, taken out of

Babylon. I don't think that that is in any sense figurative. And. that suggests to me

the probability that the gates of baass and the bars of iron are literal ami but I don1t

think it proves it either. It might be figurative and it might be literal.

Well now, he says, Cyrus is going to do all this, to receive all these treasures

the great strong gates and great protection, it is not going to keep him out, and why

all bhis? "For Jacob my ervant sake, and. Israel mine elect. I have surnamed thee,

though thou has t not known me I have surnamed thee, I have given your name,

a hundred and fifty years ahead, for Jacob's sake, and Israel my servant, my elect.

So you haven't told me, Cyrus is the king of the Persians, what does he know about the

God. of the Israelites, but God has maae him a hundred of years in advance and God has

given him the power and God has put all this in his hands and Re has done it for the

sake of letting the Israelites go. We didntt get over much ground. today, but we got

over a number of ideas, and for the next time, you have gone through C.53,v.5 in the

Hebrew, and you've done I think if you do 5 verses in 0.248 that would be

good. 148: 15-19. Then for Mondaytake thenext 4 in Isaiah 53, that would. be 53:6-9.
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...last few words of verse number 8. All right, Mr. Richards, would you read us verse 8

please? All right, Mr. Munz. (student. i-i) Yes.

(i-) from the land. You cannot combine the (1 3/Li') * 17 with the * 1 2' because

you' e already got a J there, like you nicked

So that if it is from the land you have to have the article expressed. The only tk&ng way

you can get the article into it without expressing it is by ha-king it construct before a

definite noun. Now this particular noun here can be, it is form (2) can be

either absolute or construct, you can't say which, and it could be either, if it is construct

before an indefinite noun it's construct before a definite noun, it is

definite. And what is the noun that follows it? Or is it a noun? Where's your definite

ness, what indicates your definiteness? (student.2) What is the weM verb? Yes, living.

(2-) * plural, isittht it? Living is * The plural of living, absolute

plural is (2 3/L.)* b TT Living One. If you put an article on it it will be

* . Yes. There's no article on it, is there? Therefore, it's not

definite is it? It's not of some particular living one but it's any living one, those liv

ing ones that hap-oen to be living at the time. Not just some particular living one. It's

not definite, it's indefinite. And so (3)* L. i rE"M 1-Z- / it's from a land of living

ones, not from this particular land of living, or that particular land of living, or the

other iarticularll land of living but just from a land of living ones In other words from

laht we don't have to say from the light. Please put on some lights. We don't say put on

some the lghts. Now of course there's an English idiom, to say the land of the living, and

lived in
when he says the land of living, what land do you mean, why the land of living

Just like you go for a wall-, in the woods. Which woods do you go for a walk in, why just the

woods you went for a walk in. It's rfectly indefinite, it's absolutely nothing definite
AC, S

about it, but it is an English idiom to throw in a lot of t4e.Ge so they have any sense at
ut asall, though the thing is perfectly indefinite but you just throw in the the. our

EnishMthelhas lost a great part of its significance and we use it in a great many words

where it really has no significance at all. In Syriac they have carried our English tendency

to an extreme. We don't. want to think that we English are the only extremists, the Syriac
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is even worse. It throws in the the practically everywhere, but in the Hebrew it doesn't.

The Hebrew is more logical than either the English or the Syriac or the Aramaic in that

regard. And so in this case L.transiate& quite literally (L) - WOULD s

from the land of living ones, from the land of living, yes, from place where the people

are alive and talk. But of course in our sloppy English manner we sy the land of the

living, and we just mean any land that there are living ëople in. So it's perfectly all

right to translate it the land but it's not an exactly literal translation, it's just our

way, our loose way, of talking in modern English. But the vital thing in getting, this
wheher and note exactly /Hebrew word is to knew note exactly/what the forms are, what you can gather from the forms.

And here there is no article so it's indefinite, from the land of living ones. And then

continuing, Mr. Ross. Yes. Now somewhat, you say? Yes. Well, now,that word (5*)* ))J

is transgression. The word would have the same form in absolute or construct. If

it is absolute, it is from a transgression. If it is from construct, it is either from a

transgression of or froihe transgression of. And which of the two is it here? It depends

whether the next word is definite or indefinit. And if the next word is a noun it can be

made definite in one of the following ways. It can be made definite by being a proper noun.

It can be made definite by having an article. It can be made definite by hthing a pronomin

al suffix. Or it can be made defin±In by being in the construct before a word that is defin

ite. Now the last two are the same because a pronominal suffix is a definite word after.

That is my or our or his, that's definite, that's just as definite as a name. And conse

quently if it is followed by a noun with 'a pronominal subject then it is definite, and is

it in this case? It is. So how would you translate it? Yes, that's right. From the

transgression of yes, continue please. Wait, just a minute, now get the first place, from

the transgression of what? I don't think you said the word. Yes, from the transgression

of my peo-ole, and what's the next word? Yes. Is it definite or indefinite? Indefinite.

All right. From the transgression of my eole, (7)* // .c7,c'oW& , yes, a stroke comes

/to him. There is a stroke to him. From, here, the cause it is, from the cause of the

transgression of my people (7)'icr I ' 711,iT. there is a stroke to him. ('s)

* ,1 '°'' Oh, you mean the last word * 7 *T, J
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I don't know of any vwoorA that would have this particular form. I can't think of any verb

that would have such a form as that. There is a noun (7 3/4)* )) J A stroke. It is

just like . It is a segolate noun form. You've got two or three segolate noun

forms in this particular verse. A stroke is to him. Now this is 1IJ, it is a

rather poetic form. You find it in the Psalms a great deal. It is the same thing as

but it occurs in the Psalms. A stroke is to him. How many had their last two

words fully understaod? Would you raise your hands? 7. That's fine. Good.

(Question: Inverse L? Yes, well, it is a different form isn't it?

It would be like There is nearly always the verb of the same root. You see

this is a verb from this root. kO J. The other is the noun ))A. (Question: A

nuisance in any dictionary in any language to find. prepositions and prepositional
Tot,

suffixes. It is a question just where to look for them. No, I wouldn't know just

where you would. find. it in the dictionary. You would probably find. it, you might find

it under I don't know. Yes. You certainly would find it in a grammar. A

grammar would. give it to you. Doubtless a dictionary would too, but I'm not sure just

what it would fit under. It might fit under wthth which is the first form.

Under they might put all the derived forms from it. If a person had never

studied this particular thing, it would. be easy to see why you might have difficulty

locating it. Or if you've read. any of the Psalms I think you would. be quite sure to

come across it, because it is clearly found in certain portions of the Psalms.

(Question: Under the preposition they give the form with the various

suffixes. Yes. Well, if they give it under they probably also do under L.

and under ) , because it could be used after
any of those suffixes. Then if we

have finished the discussion of today at the time for the moment, then the assignment

for tomorrow is familiar to everyone. I guess you know exactly what it is. And.

Thursday you will review the discussion of the criticism and also the discussion of

Isaiah LO following, and. the written lesson Thursday will be restricted to those

particular subjects. Ordinarily a written lesson may ask anything we've had. in the

course of the year, but in this particular written lesson, it will be restricted to
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subjects dealing with the criticism of the book of Isaiah or the discussion we have

had of Isaiah LiO following including the assignments in Hebrew from tsaiah LO and.

following. There will be nothing in the written lesson for Thursday dealing with the

Hebrew of any other assignment during the year, except from Isaiah LiC on. So that

takes care of assignments through Thursday.

Now let's turn to the text where we were looking at our last meeting together.

We were in chapter 45 and in chapter 45 we had. begun our discussion of the early part

of the chapter with the Lord peaking to Cyrus, telling him He would go before him,

and He would open up the gates of brass, tear asunder the bars of iron, and Miss Ray

tells me that still in Nanking you have these gates with copper coverings over wood

interiors, and. you have iron bars actually there still. Although in this case I think

it was Babylon rather than Nanking, where Isaiah was writing here. But the analogy

helps to make it easy to understand..

And then in verse 3 we noticed. that the pikmth secret treasures, the hidden

things the king put aside, that the people at large didn1t know anything about, these

great hidden treasures, Cyrus would receive, the Lord would turn it all over to him,

for Jacob my servant's sake, and. Israel, my elect. I've even called thee by thy name,

I have surnamed thee, though thou lmstij not known me. Cyrus until he conquered Babylon

perhaps never heard of the God of Israel, was named. by the God of Israel, a century or

a century and a half before in the writing of Isaiah, in the previous verse he was

named twice.

Now in verse 5, the Lord reverts to the theme of the power of God.. The great power

of God. His glory, His power, His majesty, and He still is retaining in this verse, a

reference to Cyrus. "1 am the Lord. There is none else. There is no God. beside me. I

girded thee," Is that spoken to Israel, or to Cyrus. Who is the hee'in that passage

there? Cyrus and Israel are both talked. about in verse Li. It is true that in verse Li.

Cyrus has been addressed and so as you continue in the next verse, it would beern quite

probably that He is still addressing Cyrus, but by no means certain. Maybe He turns to

speak to Israel. Yes. "Though thou hast not known me" would seem to indicate quite

clearly that it is here Q.is and not Israel. I dontt say absolutely clearly but quite

clearly, for that would seem to fit Cyrus much more, the one who knew nothing about Him,
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than to fit srae1, the one who knew about aim,

?.2l.

portions of Israel which were very thmmm true.

Then he says, "I girded thee, though thou hast not known me. That they may know

from the east and from the west, that there is none beside God has brought Cyrus

to do the thing that Cyrus was predicted to do, in order that glory may be given to

God's name. am the Lord and there is none else. "I form the light, and create

darkness. I make peace, and create evil. I the Lord do all these things." Now the

Westminster Confession says that God is not the author of evil. And so which do you

accept, the Westminster Confession or Isaiah 1+5:7, where He says here, "I create evil."

How do you accept both? You mean that we must interpret Isaiah by the Westminster

Confession? Yes. There are two ways to find the answer to this particular verse.

The one is to look in the Hebrew Bible. The other is to look at the footnote in the

Scofield. Bible. Either one of them will give you the correct solution to the problem,

which is involved in this particular verse. The word evil like most words is a word

that expresses an area rather than a point, like all words. And like most words, there

is more than one general focal center around which you might gather the stress of it.

And in this particular case, this word evil in our old English has two principle

connotations in Old English. Connotations which may seem to us to be contradictory to

one another. Well now, there is in modern English, one of those two has mama itim come

more to the fore, but it is by no means, the one which is most common in Old English.

The word Evil.

Reading of Westminster Confession. tht Now this is very important. It is very

easy for people to pick one sentence or one phrase out of the Westminster Confession

and present it in such a way and stress it in such a way that it gives an unbalanced

view of truth. And you notice, it says, t1yet not in such a way as to violate"

violence is not offered to the will of creatures. You notice that. There are people

who take the first part of it in such a way that they do offer violence to the will

of creatures. The Westminster Confession is a wonderfully balanced presentation of

truth. And if you will read the Westminster Confession, and study it and see what it
says, mmth instead of what people say it does, you will rget a marvelous and excellent
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presentation of the teaching of the scripture, and a great many points, and you will

avoid the extremes to which so many people go. But this particular point at which we

are speaking here, the phrase used there is sin rather than evil. But the way that

people in modern English use the word evil, makes it almost identical with sin. In

Old English it is not so. In Old English the word evil is by means identical with sin.

In Modern English it is pretty nice identical with sin. In modern English evil is that

which is morally wrong. The usual sense of the word, in modern English. In Old English

it is very commonly used. in an entirely different sense. And the word evil here is a

translation of the Hebrew word )>1. And the Hebrew word ji 2 means bad, not

in the moral sense, but in the physical sense. It means that which is destructive, that

which tears down, that which takes something to pieses. That which is not useful or

effective in building something up. That is the meaning. You have it used where

Pharaoh had a dream, and he saw seven good cows, and seven evil cows. And these evil

cows were not necessarily vicious cows, which were trying to injure others, trying to

break the moral law. They were cows which were weak and not productive. And evil in

the old English sense, is most usually physical evil, rather than moral evil, and the

word, 7 I incline to think is always jal.eil. That which is destructive to

your plans is evil. If your plans are morally bad, that which is destructively to your

plan is morally good. If your plans are morally good, that which is destructive to your

plan is morally bad. But the word does not stress the idea of whether it is

morally good, or morally bad. It is whether it is physically good, whether it is building

up or whether it is tearing down. And so in that sense, Hitler was building up a

tremendous organization and great effective concentration camps and crematorians and

all that sort of thing, and then along came the forces of his opponents and did that

which was evil in the physical sense. They tore down his they destroyed his

accomplishments. They tore to pieces the things that he had built up. It was evil in

the physical sense. It was destructive. But it was good in the moral sense, because

it was destroying that which was evil. And so in this sense it is evil in the physical

sense, to tear down a building, in order to make room for a better building. It is evil

in the physical evil, that which you fail to accomplish. Your a failures, your

inefficiencies, your weaknesses. They are evil in the physical sense.
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And so what the Lord is saying here. 41't make peace .11 Completeness

That which is built up. That which is whole. And I create evil. I tear down that which

it is my will to tear down. .n The word evil, ))J in the Hebrew, when it is applied to

the plans of God, it is of course, physical evil. A small evil. That which is physical

evil, as relates to God1s plans is morally evil. That which is physically evil, which

relates to the devil's plan, is morally good. So the word may be used, and is, in many

places in the Scripture, where moral evil, is implied, but not in the word. The word

nans physical evil. And in this particular case, Isaiah is explicitly saying, God makes

the light and he makes the darkness, and lie makes each for His own purpose. Neither is

morally bad. They are morally good. They are created for God's own purposes. And. He

may use either one to accomplish His purpose. And God says that He makes peace and

wholeness. God produces that for building up and God produces the tearing down.

God can bring evil against you. He ñintm can tear to pieces your plans, your objectives.

He can cause you to be weak and ineffective. God is here declaring His power to accomplish

what He chooses. He is not saying that He is the author of sin, or that He is the author

of evil in a moral sense. And the Westminster Confession being made in the days 300 years

ago, when the English language had a different meaning entirely than it does today, very

properly avoided the use of the word evil in speaking of God. as the author of evil,

because in those days, the word evil, as found in the Scripture usually means that which

is physically evil, rather than that which is morally evil. 11.

When Jacob said of Joseph an evil beast had devoured him, he didn't mean this beast
morally

was morally evil, he meant it was (11) of evil, he might think of it as/evil,

that which happened was, from his viewpoint, morally evil, but the beast was not sDecifically

res-onsib1e for carrying out his nature and dealing with that which came in his way. Yes?

I took the Hebrw word. (ll*)* and 'I traced it through most of the Old Testa

ment and looked at practically all the uses of it and I found an abundance of instances of

the use of (ii)* to make it clear that this is exactly what * means.

On a slight evidence from the use of the word evil in the Bible, that the word evil is not

specifically ohysical evil in Old English like the word (ii 3/L)* is but it covers

a wider range of meaning, including physical evil, and, in modern English the word *
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has become specialized when we make it specifically moral evil. Well, as to the Greek syno

nyms I had not traced that field. And of course you have your situation on any of these con

de-its you would have further Hebrew words, you would have several Hebrew words, you get

usually, you have several Greek words, and there may be a Greek word which very closely

(12) a irticular Hebrew word and. they may not be. And so in translatin

into Greek they had the same uroblem we had in translating into English. One Greek word may

best represent the Hebrew in ohe concet, another in another concept. And so, and of course

your Greek background is very different from your Hebrew background. The development of

the words. And conseuently it would not stand to reason that you could expect to be at all

similar. It might be exactly so but you cannot tell until you've examined it. But that is

tracethe case with the Hebrew words, very definitely. It would be very interesting to

through the Greek words and to see whether there is a Greek which exactly corresponds or

not. It would be interesting to go through the Septuagint and see where thths word. (12 3/L)

9' is used and see what words they translated it with in the Greek. It's interesting

that in the Old English they translated (13)9' often by evil and in one interesting
it,

case, I think you're all familiar with/th translated it (13)9'

Where Jeremiah held up the figs, here were the good figs and here were the naughty figs.

And certainly very truly that doesn't mean moral evil in the case of the figs, it means figs

that were a thing of naught, they were worthless, they were naughty. In modern English

naughty means something very different.

I thought it was important though this is rather incidental here to an Isaiah passage,

6o note the danger of a misunderstanding of this particular verse. It's a little hard to

know just how to do in dealing with this material in Isaiah here. In a war, to take one

hour and start with Isaish LO and rush through to say 51 or 2, would give you a quick view

of the main features and would in a way give you a better understanding of chapters LiO to

2, than to give the same material spread out over two weeks. But of course you would. miss

a great many incidental features and lesser points along the way. I trust that as we pick

u tháse lesser points you ate also watching closely the main features and thus getting

that in these subsequent chapters which is closely related to that which we've taken heore.
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Because 40 through 55 is a closely knit passage in which it's not by any means just a lot

of ideas thrown out at random. It's very closely knit, there's a very closely related

structure and development of ideas here. And I'm very sorry if any of you have missed

that from our stopping to linger over incidental points, as we have last time and to some

extent this time. Even though I think from the general viewpoint of interpretation this is

a very important incidental point.

Now in verse 7 and then in verse 8 again the glory of God rejoicing over...

P. 2lLi-. ()

.and verse 9 similar to and Romans 9. Woe to him that striveth with his

master. Shall the clay say to him that fashioneth what makest thou? or thy work he bath

no hands. It reminds you of the man who said that he had decided to accerIthe universe and

(1) Carlyle said Gad he'd better. Of course these peoDle who don't like things

the way they are and they just refuse to believe it or accept it are like the little boy

who looked at the giraffe and saw the long neck and said there ain1t no such animal. And

it's just the wy that many people do when they turn their head the other way, but God has

-nut us in a world of fact and he wants us to see what there is and try to understand it,

and the same thing applies to His word. It is not a question of whether we like it or not
or whether it's the way we would do it,
but a question of what is, what is the truth, what is: and when we get an understanding of

what God has revealed we will find that it all fits together of course. But we with our

minds having suffered the effects of sin, and our minds being finite anyway, cannot expect

that we can take a certain phase of truth and. can go on from it and. can decide from that

what another phase of truth ought to be. We have to go to the Scripture and see what it is,

and then we notice the interrelation, and see how it all fits together. And so that is

brought out very strongly in verse 9 here. Peonle say oh I won't believe in that kind of a

God. How can you believe in a God that would allow such things to happen? How can you be

lieve in God when there is war in Europe, they say. How can you believe in God? Those are

(2-3-) that believe that the world came iiido existence throigh pure

accident. It's just impossible to do it, it's absolutely unthinkable. Its utterly Illogical.

It's Derfectly silly. The question is what is the reason why he's is. That is the
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situation? It reminds me of the time when I was walking with a good friend of mine in

Germany, and we were on our way to a certain hut in the mountains and we weren't quite wure

which way to go. As we were going through the mountains there we came probably the wrong

turn and we went along there. It was getting toward evening and we were both getting pretty

tired, it was in the snow, in (3*) seven thousand feet high in Eastern

Germany in Silicia and we were looking for the (3*) and there was no sign

of anything but trees and some trails there and we saw a sign, and we were up on a little

hill where you looked down and just over there was a sign but pointing the other way, and

he slumped. down tired, and he said you go look at the sign. See if it says tq1the (3?-)

because if it doesn't, I won't come down and so I had a picture of him sitting up

there on that little hill for the rest of his life, he wouldn't come down because the sign

wouldn't tell him how to get to the (3 3/LI) . Well of course he didn't

mean it that way but it's just exactly the attitude that many people take in life. They

give the silliest excuses for refusing to accept God's Word and. God's plan for their life.

And in most such cases, sometimes the way to deal with it is with a sharp rejoinder, but in

ott eases that is not the way to secure the effect desired. But in some other way to bring

them to a realization of the foolishness of the attitude which they have taken. In some

kind of way, a friendly heloful way rather than a sharp rebuke. In instances the sharp re

buke is the .thing, but I think in more cases than not, it is the wrong thing.

Well now here is a rather sharp rebuke. Woe to him that striveth with his Maker'. Shall

the tlay say to him that fashioneth it, What makest thou? or thy work, He hath no hands?

Woe to him that saith to his father, what begettest thou? or to the mother, what hast

thou brought forth? Thus says the Lord, I have made the earth and created man upon it. God's

glory, God has established it, God has His plan, God is going to bring to pass his wonder-

513ful
purposes. And verse 13 is again bringing the power of God but it is implying the wisdom

of God. I have raised him up in righteousness. It's part of God's righteous plan, it's

part of God's plan to bring to pass his victory, his accomplishments, his righteousness.

I will direct all his ways, he shall build my city and he shall let go my captives, not for

price nor reward, saith the Lord of hosts. Cyrus is not going to permit the Jews to buy
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their freedom, he is going to freely to give it, allow them to leave Babylon and go out and

freely go back. And. I have never heard of anyone who suggested any sort of a double inter

pretatioh for verse 13. It seems very specifically to be dealing with Cyrus, I've hever heard

of anyone who tried to bring any other meaning out of it. Thus says the Lord, the labour

of merchandise of Et.ia and the Sabeans men of stature, shall come over unto

c],early
thee, and they shall be thine. Now up to this point it sounds as if it means come to

Cyrus. But is it to Cyrus, or is it to Israel, that he means? That is a bit difficult

chains
perhaps, but as he continues,in eI&gG they shall come over, and they shall fall down

unto thee, they shall make supplication to thee, saying, surely God is in thee, and there

i none else, there is no God, it seems as if it must refer to Israel, to the Israel of God,

rather than to Cyrus. Now that at first sight, doesn't seem reasonable, because not so fery

far back, in chapter 43, verse 3, we had these same three p1aes spoken of. I am the Lord

thy God, the Holy One of Israel, thy Saviour, I gave Egypt for thy ransom, Ethiopia and

Seba for thee. God is giving these three areas to Cyrus or his successor Cambyses, God is

recompensing him for letting Israel go by giving him these three great nations to comDen

sate. God. declares that they are a ransom for Israel, here, hack in chapter Li.3 verse 3, but

over here it refers to the same three and refers to their coming and making suplication,

surely God is in thee, there is none else, there is no other God, and it would seem most

probable that this is not referring to anything which happened to Cyrus, we know of nothing

to correspond to it, but is declaring that at sometime to come, the labour of Egypt, and the

merchandise of Ethiopia and the manpower of the Sabeans will voluntarily be presented to

God as a sacrifice to the people of God as an assistance, and in that case of course, it

immediately becomes a question is this something which did occur in the early days of the

Christian church? Is it something which has already occurred, or does it look yet to a

future time? And then verse 1 is a very interestiflg statement. Yes? (question) My view

is that he is talking to Israel, not to Cyrus. But it is something which will be fulfilled

subsequently to this time, as to whether it has already been fulfilled or is still future,

I don't feel that I have possessed sufficient data to give a definite judgment, but I incline

to think it's not yet been fulfilled. (question) (8*) but
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that would be fair to the geograDhical region and very likely the descendants of those people

are still there. But in this rticular case it might be the very same people

Now the next verse is a very peculiar one, a God that hidest thyself, thou art a God

that hidest thyself, what does he mean by that? Especially as you contrast it with verse

19, I have not spoken in secret. Here you say he bides himself and here you say he has not

spoken in secret. That's a very interesting problem, just what that means, a God that hides

himself and the interpretation which Dalich gives seems to me to be a very satisfactory one.

I thought I would read you the verse but I didn't bring the volume over as I thought I would,

just to read you these few words on this, but the essence of what he says is that it means

that in all the forces of right God. is active even though not apparent. Though arth a God
j

that hidest thyself, thou art a God who is working even though it is not obvious, a God who

is accomplishing through Cyrus and through the mighty things, his purposes even though t

is not always heralded and proclaimed and perfectly obvious how he is doing it. But that

is what, is meant by the phrase here. It fits with the context erfectly and is an altogether

reasonable interpretation of it, though not that which would immediately occur to one from

the English statement, and the English statement is very close to the Hebrew here. It is

vital hi nt]wy immediatelyyjble Mr. Shert, you had a qiestion?

(10*) ...the second erso telling it way which it was? Yes, (10*)the feminine would

sound more like a nation rather than an individual, yes, so that would fit in very definite

our
ly with the idea of Ia elrather than that it is Cyrus. Thank youfor calling y attention

to that interesting point there. But (l0-) the feminine there suggests very definite

ly Israel rather than Cyrus. Of course, the difference there, the feminine and the masculine

there is simply a difference of pointing. And so it is the thing to be noted that it is

not the center necessarily because the pointing has been preserved by word. of mouth, hot

by writing and could. very possibly be wrong. But it shows that the prediction of the

±iththi coming is that the long way is more blessed to us, thinm and it shows that it

was understood by the Massoretes as being the truth.

There is a contrast then in verse 16 and 17. The fate of the idol worshipper,

contrasted with the fate of Israel. shall be saved with an everlasting salvation.
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te shall not be ashamed nor coLneoundedworlc1 without end. For thus ajth the Lord"itinm

ath Again the power of dod, the creation. What an emphasis on the creation of the

world in these chapters. Except for the latter part of Job nothing like it anywhere in

the Scripture. The constant stress on. Godts creative power. He created it not in vain.

He formed it to be inhabited." God formed it not just to be something that would

accomplish nothing, but in order that His purposes might be worked. out through it. The

(I do not think that this verse is in itself any proof of the restitution theory.

It can very well be the urpose of the creation rather than the condition of the creation

at any particular state in it. Some take this verse as saying, he didn't create it,

tohu and bohu. He create it as something that was a waste definitely. He created

it complete and then it fell into vanity as a result of sin. Now that may perhaps be the

case. There is no Scriptural evidence that it is not the case, but neither is there

sufficient Scriptural evidence to prove that it is the case. I certainly do not think

that this verse proves it, and I think it is a matter where a person should best not

claim to know that it is one way or the other, but when the Scripture does not say which

it is. (Question)

Yes, well certainly, Israel, the idol worshippers. They go down into confusion.
lasts?

They are destroyed. Israel was not destroyed. Israel continued. Israel lasted.

Israel eternal. There will always be those from Israel who will be outstanding as God's

people, those whom God is blessing, and the time will eventually come, when all Israel

will be the recipients of salvation. (Question:) Well, he is speaking of the fact that

Israel will endure permently, yes, and that eventually all of Israel will be recipients

of salvation. Not that all of his time would be, but there will come a time when all of

Israel will be saved. He is looking forward to that wonderful promise of the ultimate

complete conversion of the nations. Now you cannot draw all of that out of the verse,

but the verse fits with that, It gives the generalizing which fits with this prosperity

elsewhere. It is again an instance of the fact that you do not find in the Scripture,

now let's discuss sin, and these kinds of sins, the meanings of sin, he doesn't go

through logically one, two, three, four, or a, b, ô. He discusses this and discusses

that and discusses the other, and you get a partial view through him, and you get a

further against him, a further against him, and a further against him, and you take the
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each of them, and what is perhaps in each of them. you put them together

and gradually your picture opens up and you see more and more of it. And. ifimri every bit of

data on every one of these subjects is vital, but no bit of data by itself would give you

the complete solution or the full answer. And every bit of data taken all alone, Is

possible of an incorrect interpretation. You have to fit the data together.

(question:) That's right. By which he meant that he didn't give fleshly hearts

them to many individuals in Israel, just as he does now to many individuals of te

Gentiles. But he means that the day is going to come when all of the nations will have

them. But I don't think all that is in this verse

P.215.

9'jJThere will come a spiritual salvation. Therefore He said, "I have not spoken in secret,

in a dark place of the earth." He has declared these things publicly. They are there

for you to see. They are there for you to read. They are for everybody to know long in

advance that Cyrus is coming to deliver the Jews and that God is going to work His mighty

plan., and that God is going to accomplish His purposes ultimately. And we can see today

the seed of Israel continuing. A vital force all over the world. And. we can say, God

declared this many centuries ago and it has worked out that way up to the present day.

But God. declares it is going to continue. Man cannot destroy, no matter how hard he

tries. "I said unto the seed of Jaoob, seek ye me in His word that goes forth

from His mouth will not return to Him void. Jacob "is going to seek Him. It is not that

God gave the call, and Jacob turned away and all is gone. All whom God. has inubma

effectually called will seek Him. He does not call in vain. "I the Lord speak

righteousness. I declare things that are right." I don't think that Te t here

speaking of the moral angle. It-corresponds to fact, what He predicts will come to

past. It conforms to reality. What He is going to accomplish, He will accomplish.

He speaks righteousness. He declares the things that are indeed going to happen.
when he then comes

You see that/what He says proves to be right.

Then He calls here to the Israelites specifically, "Assemble yourselves, ye that

are escaped ô the nations. They have no knowledge." The idol worshippers. They have

no knowledge that set up the wood of their graven image, and pray unto a god. that cannot

save." But you are the ones that have escaped. The ones who are left of the remnant.
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The ones that have not been destroyed in the conquest. "Let them take counseif together.

Who has declared this from long ago. Have not I the Lord" ere comes cyrus. God

predicted it long before. I the Lord have declared it. There is no God beside me.

God's powe;His omnipotenbe, and. His omniscience. "Look to me and be ye saved, all the

ends of the earth." The wonderful offer of salvation. The wonderful declaration that

all the matter, no matter how far away can come to Him and can receive this blessing.

3"For I am God and there is none else. I have sworn by myself, The word is gone out of

my mouth in righteousness, and shall not return. That unto me every knee shall bow,

every tongue shall swear.t1 A marvelous prediction which is not yet fulfillec3; but which

Hill declares is going to be fulfilled. "Surely shall one say, in the Lord have I

righteousness and strength, even to him shall all men come, and all that are incensed

against him shall be ashamed. In the Lord shall all the seed of Israel be justified,

and shall glory." A time is coming when all Israel will be saved. Yes? (Question).

We do not maintain anything unless we find it proven in Scripture. And we find

the other note stressed, and stressed, and stressed. Now that might enter into it.

We dontt enter it in unless it is definite in Scripture. Now this time is up. We will

continue the discussion tomorrow morning.

Next day.

23-25. These verses are declaring the future justification of all of Israel.

I don't know if you could draw that from this verse, 25, alone if you had. no similar

teaching elsewhere, but this fits in with the clear teaching of that elsewhere. He is

not through with Israel. There is still a purpose for Israel in the future. (Question).

Yes, the word Israel can be used in two senses Just as the word church can be used. in

two senses. In fact, in three. Israel can be Jacob. It is Jacob's name. Israel can be

the seed of Jacob, in a physical sense. Israel can be the seed of Jacob, ink spiritual
j) 2)

sense, Similarly a church can be a building. A church can be an outward organization.

A church can be the whore_body of the redeemed. That is, the word if used in a physical
sense, of those who are members of an organization. And the word Church is used in the

Spiritual sense of those who are truly redeemed, by Christ. The similarity, the word

Israel, in the physical sense, means those who are the descendents of Jacob. And the word.
Israel, in a spiritual sense, means those who are by faith, partakers in the promises
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made to acob. Those who are descendents of Israel in a physical sense, of course,

includes the race of Israel. That exclusively. Those who are descendents of Israel,

in a piritual sense, include all who are redeemed through the Lord. Jesus Christ,

whether they be people of the seed of Israel, or people of some other national background..

All who are redeemed through Christ are members of the Spiritual Israel, just as all who

are redeemed through Christ are members of the Church invisible. The true Church. But the

Church as a physical organism, made up of saved. people and lost people, made up of sincere

people and hypocrites, made up of people who are in it because of some external circumstances

that has brought them in, and. made up of people who are in it because of their true saving

faith in Christ. It is comparable but distinct from Israel as a race, made up of those who

are from the blood. of Jacob, whether they are true believers, or whether they ave cast it

aside and do not accept it. That the use of the two terms, is similar and. there is a place

in which the two mean exactly the same thing. There is an overlapping. A great over

lapping of the two. The true church all through the ages, from the time of Adam on, you

might say is the true Israel all through the ages. Now that you might say. But the

pysical Israel, and the visible church are in general distinct entities, though there is

also an overlapping here. Where be speaks of the seed of Israel, here of course that

means physical Israel. That doesn't mean - "In the Lord shall all the seed of Israel

be justified.." He is not using the word Israel here in the spiritual sense of those who
I

are justified, it would reduce the sentence to a psychology, It would. mean absolutely

nothing. 'VIn the Lord. shall those who are justified be justified.. In the Lord shall

the true Chmich be justified. There would be no sense to it. He is saying here, in the

Lord shall all the race of Israel be Justified.----------

(Question: He means two things. He means that the seed of Israel, the race of

Israel, is going to continue, and they will be justified.. Justification, connected with

some of Israel in all periods, in all ages, in all times. There will be some of the seed

of Israel who will be saved. There will be justification to all the different generations

of a the seed of Israel. He means that. And, we gather from other teachings, of other

scripture, that this finds a completed expression in these times when all the living people
will be justified. But at every ra'iod, there will be some. You might say that the Word.

Of God comes to all nations. It comes to all people. It comes to all classes. God. saves
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some out of every class, out of every nation, out of every race, out of every group.

But that doesn1 t mean that C.od saves every individual on earth.

Well now,_chapter l6. Yes? You mean, is verse 23 a prediction of the gradual

extension of the knowledge of God throughout the word until eventually every individual

on this earth will bow and every tongue will swear, or does it mean that there is a time-

coming which He will brine in. in His own time when every individual on this earth will

bow before Him, and every tongue will swear. I would hold the latter view. I do not

think from the verse alone, we could tell which it was. As far as the verse alone is
spread ?

concerned, there might be a gradual return to the gospel, so that everyone is saved.

But I don't think we would find, that taught elsewhere in the Scripture. I think that

the other is taught, that there is coming a day when the Lord will bring in the

Millennium.

(question: Not specifically in the sense that He says I am now going to describe

the Millennium. He is now ba talking to the people in the tbih exilic condition and
-

is assuring them that Israel is not going to come to an end, and the worship of God to

end, and the idols to be triumphant. He says no. Quite the contrary is the case.

Peoples from all the ends of the earth, are going to be saved through the mercy of God.

He is the true God, and there is no other. He says, you are afraid that Israel will

disappear, and there will be no one in the world in who will bow to God.. S,o he says

the time is corning when every individual at in this earth will bow to the Lord of

Israel and every tongue will mm swear in His name. The Lord. says, I have the

righteousness and strength. They will come to me, He says. And all these, the enemies

of Israel. Those who are trying to destroy, they are going to be brought to nought.

And He says, the time is coming - he says, Israel, so far from coming to an end now, He

says, Israel is going to continue, there is going to be justification to the seed of

Israel at all times. In all periods, and eventually there will be a time when all the
" seed. of Israel will be saved. then has reference to the millennium. But

the millennium is not the subject under consideration. It is rather that it enters in

to the general theme of assuring you that God's mercy is not ending at the exile but is

to go on and become strong.
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ow chapter 46 is dealing quite specifically with the immediate situation. He has

just been talking about Eis great power, and. 1M how is power is going to be supreme,

and the day is coming when everyone in the earth will worship the Lord and bow down before

Him. He says, that in conquest to that that the InQ God. of Babylon, Mard.uk, bows down.

And Nebo speaks. And. this word., Marduk by the y, is the word which the Babylonians

call their God. All through their ages, unto shortly before the time of Isaiah. And.

shortly before the time of Isaiah, they began saying like some have said to say Jehovah,

the name of God, that's too holy, a name to take on our lips. Let's just call Him the

Lord. Well, the Babylonians instead. of using the word. Marduke, which has commonly been

used. before, they took the Babylonian word., for God, which is Bel. We write this Bel,

but usually pronounce it Baal. And Bel which means Mard.uke, which is Lord, i but in

the sense of (lLi') Lord., Marduke, it was used only at the end. He

bows,thnm not merely the second God of Babylon. He stoops. "Their idols were on the

beasts, your carriages were heavy mdm load.en. They are a burden to the weary beast."

Their idols are just carried. around..

P. 216.

They didn1t think of their god as being created. The average educated. Babylonian

knew perfectly well of a deity who roamed about the universe performing his will, not

limited. to one place. They didn't think that he was in any way bound. like a human idol,

but they had idols which represented. god, and. to them the idol was the actual thing

f which they worshipped, just as in most Roman Catholic countries today. The

educated. people know that God is everywhere, but the rank and file of the people

think it is that actual idol which they are worshipping, and which is their god. You

will find. that even in Philadelphia, among Roman Catholic groups. A man was just

telling me this morning, he said, he saw a picture of the Virgin, a monument or a statue

of the virgin, and he stepped. up amth to a person, and he said, well, what's that

junk up there, and they turned. Why, that's God. And thatts the way they express

themselves. And he said. that that is the common attitude among the rank and file of

the people. That that is God. Well, of course, if they, think about it a little they

wouldn't perhaps quite express it that way, but the rank and file of the people don't

think. And everybody here has ideas and concepts in some fields, some of them extremely
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foolishwhich you just accept. You take them over and you dont think about them.

And the ordinary abylonian would be bowing down and stopping. They cantt do anything

4,like the deities that roam the universe, at will. "They stoop, they bow town together,

they could not deliver the burden, but themselves are gone into captivity. a specific

prediction, That which would happen as a result of the Persian conquest. It would. be

seen that Bel and Nebo, instead of being the leading gods will be subject to the

fire worshippers of the Persians, to the Persians who believe in one God, the material

element, fire.

d Hearken unto me, 0 house of Jacob, and all the remnant of the house of Israel,

he says, 'even to your old age I am the one who will carry you." He said, I have done

all this in the past for you. I will continue it. Israel ñ± ni is not to end. Israel

is going to worship these idols. They are going ibm into captivity, even as you have gone

into captivity., subject to a foreign power.

- And then he continues with Him great theme of idolatry again. To whom will ye

compare me, and then he describes the goldsmith who makes a god, and then they fall

down and they worship it. fflinm m? mm ibh "They bear him upon the shoulder. They carry

him and set him in his place." The idol can't move from this place. He can't answer.

He can't encourage anyone. The Lord says, remember this, and show n that you're not

just thinking silly things. Use the mind, that God has given you. See the foolishness

of the claim of these blind idols. But it is a piece of wood. Utterly unworthy of an

intelligent being, that can only be the God of the universe. And he goes on to give

further proof of it from the proof of his knowledge. His prediction against them,
I am God and there is none like me

stressed so much in these chapters. "Remember the former things of old, declaring

the end from the beginning, and from ancient times the things that are not yet done,

saying, my counsel shall stand, and I will do all my pleasure." We have the constant

appeal to predictive prophecy. The great proof of God's power in a situation like that

where they can see the thing happening. "The man that executeth my counsel from a

fI(L2
far country." I have never heard anyone trying to spiritualize this verse, to make a

ravenous bird, out to be some kind of a great spiritual force, or anything like that.

It is very clear here that it is Cyrus. Elsewhere he calls the righteous man from the

east. Also, here he calls the ravenous bird from the east.
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cyrus is the one who is conquering land after land, and God sayse is bringing

for is purposes. he man that executeth my counsel from a far country. Yes,

have spoken it, I will bring it to pass. I have purposed it, I will do it. Listen

to me, you stouthearted,' You stouthearted. What does he mean by that phrase, you

stouthearted? I dont think it is particularly clear. It is a figure that occurs only

here and. in Psalm 76:6, and in Psalm 76:6 most interpreters think that it means there,

corragious. Strong of heart. Valiant of heart. Mighty of heart. Psalm 76: verse 6,

in the Hebrew, verse 5 in the English. Stouthearted, usually translated the ccttragious.

Strong of heart. stout.oarted are spoiled, they have slept their sleep, and none

of the men of might have found their hands. Now as used in that case, and in this

case, stouthearted, translated exactly the same in both cases. Most interpreters"think

that over here it means obstinate, strong of heart, mighty of heart. Obstinate. Well,

is it obstinate? Is it valiant? It is hard to be sure when you just have a thing twice,

just how you should translate the idion, and what it really means. The word, strong or

mighty heue, the same word is used in a different form to mean the strong one, and is the

regular term for God. The strong one. The word used here is strong of heart, mighty of

heart. 11 Hearken unto me, ye who are mighty of heart, who are far from righteousness. I

bring near my righteousness. It shall not be far off, and my salvation shall not tarry,

for I will place salvation in Zion for Israel my glory." Verse 13 is perfectly clear what

means. God. is going to bring His purposes nearer. Bring His usness near. It

won't be far off. Well, if you want, you may interpret, this as you obstinate people.

They are away from righteousness, and. they refuse to do God's will. Listen to me, I'm

going to accomplish my righteousness and my salvation, and I will place salvation in

Zion. I think that most interpreters probably take it that way. Personally I thin,-- a

better way to take it is to say, you brave ones, you who want to stand for what is right,

but who think that righteousness is a long way off, who think that you can't see how God

righteousness can come to past. You are far ffom righteousness. You say, well, that's

good enough. Righteousness. But here we must bravely face the situation, that is before

us, what can happen to help us here. God says, hhIve removed my righteousness. It wont

be far off. You think it is far away. You feel that righteousnss Is, far away. No,' he

says, "I'm going to bring it near." My salvation won't be a long ways off. It will be near.
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Itll place salvation in Zion.

That is, I consider that it is a comfort entirely. Well now, if you want to take

it as somewhat of a rebuke, there are other passages, that have the rebuke idea in it.

There is no objection to that, but comfort is the one more likely. (Question).

It is Israel that has gone into the exile, and they are there as a result of their

rebellion, but which is now comforted to trust in Godts righteousness, the power to

deliver. It is thought of more as Israel in trouble and. in difficulty in these passages.

The rebellious idea is not- in the first part of Isaiah. They are th treated as

disconsolate people here, not seeing bow they can ever be delivered, and be says, you

will be delivered. God can deliver them.

(Question: From the early part of Isaiah, you found Him speaking to Israel as a

mass and then you found Him (lOt) turning His attention to the Godly in

Israel, and talking to them. He obcillates back and. forth between the two groups.

But in these chapters it is not Israel but His agressor. (Question:) Well, that's not

in this passage here. The word Zion is used in the physical sense as Zion. It is also

used sometimes in a figurative sense of the place of God's blessing, which may be

wherever God blesses. That is true. It is used in both cases. Any word whatever may

be used in a figurative sense. But ordinarily any word would be used. in a literal sense.

(Question). No, not at all, in a great many of the New Testament they are speaking of

the literal, specific Zion, nothing figurative about it at all. In other cases in the

New Testament, they are speaking of that which looks forward from the literal specific

Zion, which is speaking of the. Gospel, its beginning there, and goes out to the nations.

But Zion is ord.jrily the literal, specific lace, the geographical area. And the

geographical area may occasionally be used as a figure for the whole of God's blessings.

The place where God throws it out. But that is not the usual use at all. He is here

talking to Israel about how Israel is going to be delivered from Babylon. And He is

declaring to these people who are going to be delivered from Babylon, that their

deliverance from Babylon, will not be postponed forever. But ñitiii in the near future,

it is going to come. His salvation will not tarry. His righteousness will not be far

off. It will be brought to deliverance, and brought back to Zion. He has just been
talking about Babylon before. He is talking about deliverance from Babylon. The coming
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of 1yrus. 1e speaks of it specifically in these verses. He goes right on in the next

verses, "Come down, and sit in the dust, C virgin daughter of abylon,U Now if you are

just going to grab a verse out of the middle of it, and say now, he is not talking about

Israel at all. He is talking about something entirely different. Well then, you can't

be sure of anything what Scripture means. (Question).

Altogether it expresses the whole future course of God's blessing and God's

fulfillment of His righteousness and. of His salvation. But it is the greater part of

it applied to that immediate thing which He did in deliverance from Babylon. But He

is not simply saying in this verse, I'm taming you out of Babylon. He is saying, I

the Lord am going to continue to do my mighty work. To accomplish my great work. My

plan is going to be worked out, in its full. Not that which you will be able to see,
it

specifically and definitely, is not far off, 1niti will not tarry. It will come right

soon. "I will place salvation in Zion for Israel my glory." (question). This is not

dealing specifically with Zion, no. We have other passages dealing with that, which we

have discussed at some length last semester. But this here, you might say, that it is

an overlapping, but nothing of that which could be specifically drawn from this passage.

No, I didn't say that. I said that this includes all of God's future works, through

all ages. Everything that He is going to do, is completed through it, in this statement

that God is going to accomplish His righteousness. It is all a part of Gods righteousness.

But that which is particularly in verse, is His delivering His people from Babylon,

and taking them back.

P. 217. (a)

this great picture of the future, but which he has not gone into at all, in this verse.

The sit situation that we have just been having of the victory which God is going to

establish over Babylon. The establishment of the rightful condition of Israel being

free, as over against the unrighteousness condition of their being subject to the

Babylonians.

And so he says, "Come down and sit in the dust, 0 virgin daughter of Babylon,

there is no throne, 0 daughter of the Chaldeans.t' And he goes on in the next two or

three verses picturing Babylon as a figure of a woman used to having everything that is

good and now reduced to this condition of misery. And the reason is because of what the
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Lord is going to do. The Holy one of Israel. "As for our redeemer, the Lord of hosts

is his name, the Holy One of srael" And then after five verses of that, in verse 6

He says, was wroth with my people, I have polluted mine inheritance, and given them

into thine hand. Thou didst shew them no mercy. Upon the ancient hast thou very

heavily laid thy yoke." And He is picturing here, Babylon, as to be subjected and

reduced as God brings to past His righteousness, in the freeing of the Israelites from

the Babylonians and the putting of the Babylonians in a position of inferiority instead

of the leadership of the world that they had at that time. The suddeness of that which

is to come. The whole chapter is dealing with the Babylonians and with the punishment

God is to bring upon them. A most particular detail of that which is expressed in

general in verses 12 and 13 of the previous chapter.

And then at the end of 47 He turns on to the Israelites in contrast to Babyloniamã

and it is not such a simple thing as an ordinary patriolic Jew. The Israites

in subjection. Here it is the Babylonians subject. That is not a simpler solution of

the picture. And He goes on to make it clear. What He is doing is not simply saying,

you are my people, Israel. And you my people of Israel are going to receive Blessings,

while the Babylonains are going to be punished. That's not it at all. Surely those

things are tnue. It is far from giving the whole picture. Israel is saved because

Israel is God's servant. Israel is saved because the light must be brought to the

Gentiles. Because the people in prisondom nust be brought forth from them. It is
a servant's ?
Israel's work, but how can Israel do it? Israel is Himself in prison. How can Israel

perform the work of the servant, the work to which God has called Israel. God has

called Israel. And so He is trying to bring those ideas out and make it clear that

Israel is saved, not that it should be saved and Babylon pinaished, but because God is

going to perform His whole work of salvation, and that a part of that work is the

deliverance of Israel from its condition of suffering and in order that the work may
continue through Israel and that the work of the servant may be performed.

And so He is trying to point out the fact that He is going to deliver Israel.

People are not going to get discourage and think He isn't going to perform it. He is

going to perform it. But on the other hand, that His work is a work of grace to Israel.

Not a work of desert on Israel's part but Israel is in this situation of misery because
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Israel deserves the misery. A Israel was saved because Israel was to reveal the great-

ness of God and his power, and his majesty, and his existence, all this is tremendously

important to impress on their minds. And so he says Hear this, 0 house of Jacob, which ae

called by the name of Israel, come forth out of the waters of Judah, which swear by the

name of the Lord, and make mention of the God of Israel, but not in truth, nor in righteous

ness. He says you have all the forms , you're worshipping God, you're claiming to follow

me but he says there's something wrong. It isn't sincere down to the depths of your being.

There's something wrong. He says they call themselves the oly ity, they y on the God

of Israel: the Lord of hosts is his name. Now he says to them I have declared the former

things from the beginning. Again omniscience, stress on redictie thought. I have de

clared the former things from the beginning, they went forth out of my mouth, and I showed

them, I did them suddenly, and they came to pass. Why? Why did he predict them in the

Dast? Why did. he do them suddenly? Why did they come to pass exactly as predicted? Be

cause I knew that thou art obstinate and thy neck is an iron áinew and th brow brass,

and even from the beginning declared it. Before it came to pass I showed it lest thou

shouldest say, my idol has done it, my graven image, I did it so you would have absolutely

no way of getting round the fact. Here is the fact before you. The fact is that God pre-
-1

dicted what he would do and then he did it. Now you can't get over that just accidentally.
just

It7hapened that way. God predteted it and it hapDened. You can't say, oh, well, the

idol did it, that was good luck, that came to pass because we worked, our cleverness (6 3/L)

I said to a Jew in Philadelphia who wasne time orthodox

Rabbi, I said to him isn't it remarkable, I said,ali the systems of writing, alphabetic

writing, in the world have come from the beginning of Palestine. I said isn't it wonder

ful what comes from Palestine? Oh yes, it's brains, brains, that's all it is, brains.

Well, there you are. It's evidence of brains instead of what God has done. It's credited

to something else rather than to God's grace, God's goodness, God's wisdom, and he says

here, I have done this so that it would be perfectly evident and unmistakable that it is

God who has done it. You've hear,a see all this, will ye not declare it? I've showed

you new things fro this time, even hidden things, I showed you the things before which

are going to hapDen. They've happened. Now he says I'm giving you new things to happen
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but he says your heart is hard, you are obstinate, you do not want to accent God's will,

you want to go on in your own selfish way. They ath created. now and 4-44 from the begin

ning, even before the day when thou heardest them not lest thou should say behold I knew

them. Yea, thou heard not, yea, thou knew not, yea, from that time tha thine ear was not

opened: for I knew that thou wouldest deal very treacherously and wast
railed

a transgreseor

from the womb. For my names's sake will. I defer mine anger, not because Israel is good,

but for the name of God and for his raise. He defers his anger--for my praise will I re

frain for thee, that I cut thee not off. Behold, I have refined thee, but not with silver:

I have chosen thee in the furnace of affliction. For my own sake will I do it. It is that

God's work be performed, the work of a servant be done, the work for which God has called

Israel is to be done, not because of the goodness of Israel, not because of the goodness of

any of us, but because of God's provision, and of that which God intends to carry out. For

how should my name be pouted. and I will nOt give my glory unto another. You see the pro

blem. The work must be done. The servant's work has been described in chapter

1,2. Israel is the servant but how can they do a good work when Israel itself needs a work,

Israel itself is in captivity, is blind, is stupid, is holding 'back from God. The Babylon

ian cantivity is the result of Israel's sin. Well now you deliver the1, he's going to de

liver them, he's going to bring them back. If you deliver them and if you don't deal with

that thing that's at the back of it, there'll have to be another captivity. There'll have

to be anr exile. Beôause it is sin that has brought it on, and. just to get deliverance
f

from the sin is not enough, you have to deal with the root problem (9-~Q

So he is striking at the root problem An these passages and raising the question what are

we going to do about this root problem? How are we going tcjsolve it? And so he says

hearken to me, 0 Jacob, and Israel, my called, I am he, I am the first, I also am the last.

j hand has laid the foundation of the earth, my right hand has spanned the heavens, when

I call upon them, they stand up together--stress on God's mighty power again. Assemble

yourselves and hear, who among those idols could declare these things? The Lord has

loved him, he will do his pleasure on Babylon, his arm shall be on the Chaldeans. God is

declaring still the deliverance from the Babylonian captivity, that which he's (lo-)
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known of, he's going to bring it to pass, it is done in order that his servants may be de

livered, but what's the point of just one deliverance of his servant, ou want to strike

at the root Droblem in some way. And now he says he has called Cyyus. I even I have spoken,

yea, I have called him, I have brought him andhe shall make his way prosperous. Now is

that Cyrus he's talking about in verse_1$ We've just been talking about Babylon, is it

Cyrus delivered from Babylon, or is the serant he's talking about, the servant who is to

do God's work and cannot be held in captivity to Babylon because he is God's servant and

God is going to deliver him to carry on his work. I have spoken, I have called, him, I

have brought him and he hall make his way prosperous. It's a little hard to be sure as

you read verse 15 which he is talking about Is this Cyrus? We haven't had any specific

mention of Cyrus lately though we've just been speaking of_BabylQ. Babylon raises the

auestion of immediate delivery, it also raises the question of delivery from the sin

question, the vital question altogether. Now what (11*)

Who then is Cryus? Well, Cyrus has been called the servant of the Lord, he is the servant

for immediate -purposes, but is this the servant for the immediate urPose or the servant

to do the whole work that is called? You might think that perhaps it is the servant to do

the whole work because of the next word. Who is speaking in verse 16? Who is the one who

is here talking in verse 16? Mr. Hyer, who is the spokesman in verse 16, is that Cyrus

talking there? Is it the Lord? How many think it's the Lord? Mr. Hyer, what do you mean

by the Lord? Ishe roDhet? Oh, the Prophet says, come to me, I have not spoken secretly

from the beginning, fromthe time that was, there am I. What does the prophet mean by that?

Yes, but does the proDhet say, I have not sooken in secret from the beginning, from t1ia

time that it was, there am I. What does the prophet mean by that? Come ye near to me,

hear ye this, I've not spoken in secret from the beginning, from the time that it was, there

am I. How does that fit the Drophet? It doesn't fit the proohet? You don't think it's

the prophet. Well, wh.t is it then? God. Is that what you meant by the Lord? God.

Well, just who is God. here? Well, how can God say, now the Lord God has sent me? How can

God say this? (13) Is it a break? Does one man just quit talking and another man start
(

talking? Does the Lord quit talking and Cyrus talk something? Mr.(l3*)
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who do you think is talking? Could be. Mr. (l3) , who do you think?

mean
and that may be that now the Lord speaks,

and someone may quote the Lord, is that right? So it could fit with either interDretation.

Now verse 16 the Lord say the Lord God has sent me, does the Lord say that? Could

Cyrus say it, I have not spoken in secret from the beginning, from the time that it was,

there am I, could Isaiah say that? If Mr. (1L) would phrase his answer slight

ly differently I think it perhaps mightn't be such a bad stab at the oroblem. If he would

say would suggest something here that would fit a little more directly into what we've

been talking about, perhaps he might be rather near it. Now imagine you're a man in the

Old Testament time, now here's a problem. How are you going to answer it? It's who's talk

ing in this verse? Who is it? Well, it must be God. God is speaking surely. I haven't

sooken in secret from the beginning, from the time that it was, there am I.

P.218. (")

he says God has sent me, how can it be? Well, now just above he was sneaking about,

I've called him, I've made his way prosperous, is that Cyrus, or is that the servant of the

Lord? Is that the true servant of God he's talking about? Does the servant of God referred

to in verse l, and does he himself -cersonally speak in verse 16? Can it be that the ser

vant who is Israel is neveMTU an individual, one man who may speak in the singular, in




1a personal way, and yet who may speak of himself as having been right through, in actie (17)

right through, in the time that it was, there am I. I have not spoken in secret frmm the

beginning, but in some way there is one whom we may call the servant of the Lord who never

theless has mighty divine attributes, who has been from the beginning, who has from the

time that it was, there was he, and who s going to perform the servant's work and he says

that the Lord God and, his Spirit has sent me. Now what does that mean? The Lord God and

his Spirit has sent me? How does the Lord and his Soirit send somebody? Well, we ought

to look at this part of the verse in the Hebrew. Supose Mr. (1 3/Li) read

the last -oart of the verse in the Hebrew. I think we've assigned this already to everybody,

this section in the Hebrew...Mr. Elwin, would you read us just the last part of the verse,

starting with And now in the Hebrew? Well, now that's not the way the authorized version

says it, is it? Yes, is that wrong? Why not? You mean the Hebrew order here proves
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that and his spirit proves the subject of the sentence? t can be either one? You

are going to take a middle of the road stand here. You wont favor either the

authorized version which says the Lord God and His spirit has sent me or the Revised

version which I believe says the Lord God has sent me and His spirit. But he straddles

it here, and that is a very sensible thing to do. Where the Hebrew expresses the thing

that there are two possibilities of interpretation we get much more literal if we say

there are these two possibilities in the Hebrew, even if we go on to say, I personally

incline to say this is the correct one. Yet it is well as one points out that that is

the correct one. Yet it is well to point out that that is your inference and not the

statement in the original.

In the original it does not show whether this is subject or object. You could very

easily show that it is an object by putting before it. Then it would be perfectly

clear that this word is object. But if you don't pat in, that doesn't prove that

it isn't an object, that leaves it uncertain. You do not know which it is. And so we

do not know whether the Lord God and His spirit have sent me or the Lord God has sent me

and His spirit. We don't know which it is. There is nothing in the original iãdicating

it. You can only make up your mind between the two possibilities because only one of them
can true ?
most reasonily we think, be proven. The word is not subject and object. Doubtless one

or the other is the sense. The Lord and His spirit have sent me, or the Lord has sent

me and His spirit. Well, in either case it is a rather peculiar way to speak isn't it?

The Lord and His spirit have sent me. What does that mean? Eisenhower in Europe might

say, Roosevelt and his spirit have sent me. What does that mean? Yes, it would be a

very peculiar way to speak. And to say Roosevelt has sent me and his spirit, would make

no sense at all. Well now, this is a very very peculiar phrase. But if the servant of

God is speaking and if the servant of God can attribute to Himself divine attributes, in

this way and speak of Himself as having been from the beginning, from the time when it

was (5), then it is something which might suggest that there might

be great iwginmm thrones and the divine economy which we do not fully understand and

which the Lord was beginning to give us a few glimpses of. From this then you have

certain divine attributes he speaks of here. This one who is perhaps the teue servant
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of the Lord. The one who is to do the work of the Lord, the work of the servant then

can say the Lord has sent me and is spirit.

And of course as you remember in the picture of the Messianic King andi in Isaiah 11
would rest? him?

it said that the Spirit of the Lord went/upon them, and it went on and it gave the

attributes of the Spirit, that would. rest upon the king who would. be born out of the

course of Jacob. So it is not altogether alone. You have a similar idea back there in

Isaiah 11. Now somebody might say what on earth reason do you have to think that all of

a sudden you have the servant talking.

Let's jump forward for a second to chapter 49. And in the beginning of chapter

49 who is speaking in verse 1? What makes you think it is the servant? That would

suggest it wouldn't it? Now as you look ahead would you find anything that would make

it not merely suggestive but positive? Definite? Verse 3. "Mm m And said to me.

Thou art my servant." This is that servant sDeaking. And who is speaking? What does

he say? "Thou art my servant, 0 Israel.'1 Then it is Israel that is speaking, isn't it?

"Thou art my servant, 0 Israel." Israel is the servant Well, you get down to verse

5 wndi "And ijow, saith the Lord that formed me from the womb to be His servant, to

bring Jacob again to him.t' The servant is Israel. Thou art my servant, 0 Israel.

And this, the servant is going to bring Jacob again to Him. The servant says,

"Though Israel be not gathered, yet shall I be glorious." Verse 6, he said, "It is

a light thing that thou shouldest be my servant to raise up the tribes of Jacob, and

will also give thee for a light to the Gentiles." So God has called Israel as His

servant. Israel is to be saved, because Israel is Gods servant. The work the servant

is to do is portrayed in chapter 42 at the beginning, the picture of the servant's work,

the thing for which God has raised up the servant. But how can Israel in sin, in misery,

in disappointment, in discouragement, in captivity, in blindness, fulfill the work of the

servant? Well, there is one who is the servant of the Lord, to whom the Lord says, "Thou

art my servant, 0 Israel." He is in a very special sense, actually Israel. He is one who

is of Israel. He is one who represents Israel. He is one who does the work of the

servant. The work that Israel must do. He ma is one out of Israel. He is one who

represents Israel, but the work of the servant, the work to which God has brought

Israel into the world, has reference not only to the Gentiles we see here, but also to
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Israel, the servant. And e then must do a work for Israel as well as for the

entiles.

C. )42 told us that He was a light to the Gentiles. And now we find. He is not

only a light to the Gentiles, He is a light to Israel. He is not only one to redeem

the Gentiles. Israel also needs redemption. And so Israel is the servant, but

Israel also needs redemption. And the work of the servant must have reference to

Israel as well as to the Gentiles and the work of the servant for which Israel is

called must be done by Israel, but it must be done not by Israel as the whole nation,

but by Israel as the nation being the means through which there is separationmade for

the coming of one, and through which the one comes into the world, who represents the

nation in this work and who does the work of the servant. He is the true servant of

God, in one individual doing the work for which the nation was called. and. the work has

reference to Israel as well as to the Gentiles. And so that idea which has been

suggested at various points as we've come through these chapters, it is touched. in

that direction a little. It has presented a problem. The servant is to bring them

to open the blind. eyes, to lead. them out of captivity. But who is blind but my

servant? Who is in captivity but my servant? But why are you in captivity? Because

you stand against the Lord. You are in this. You deserve it. But you are the

servant. God. is preserving Israel in order that His servant may be brought into the

world. He is preserving Israel in order that the Word. of God may be given. He is

preserving Israel in order that the work of the servant may be accomplish. He is

preserving Israel in order that through the servant Israel performs the work for which

Israel will fill in in a very good place.

Text Day. (11).

We went ahead and took a brief glimpse at 49, so as to throw a little light back

on a phase on 48, but we hadn't finished. looking at 48. Do you remember that we are

noticing the different scenes in this passage which relates so particularly to the

situation of the Israelites in exile. And. we call their attention to the particular

ways in which God is answering their needs. We also have noticed that although we have

these particular tthim things which will be done in chapter 40 and. which have been
stressed and repeated through the chapters since, as the exile starts, assures that God i5
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His great power pointed out to them. His knowledge, is power to predict the future,

given as a proof of His Dower. The constantly recurring theme of His comfort and the

deliverance He is going to give. Specifically the deliverance from Babylon. As these

notes are stressed and the futility of idolatry, these are stressed, we found a new
theme?
thing developing. The Servantto the Lord. God is not saving Israel simply because

He likes them. He has called Abraham because He had. a purpose for Abraham to do. He

called Him that in order that through Him a great work might be accomplished. The work

is the work of the servant of the Lord.. And as we read in chapter 42 what the work was

that the servant of the Lord was to do, we've wondered, how can Israel do its work?

And at the end of chapter 42 it was very clearly brought out, the great difficulty for

Israel to do the work of the Servant of the Lord for which Israel is to be preserved.

Through the Babylonian captivity. Other nations go into captivity and they disappear.

They are assimilated by the conquerng fold. They lose their identity. But Israel,

God assures them will not lose their identity. They would return from exile. His

mercy will remain with them forever, and all because Israel was God's servant to perform

His work. Yet at the end of chapter 42, He said., "Who is blind but my servant, and

deaf but he whom I have sent," Th servent t to-deliver, to be a liit to the

Gentiles, but yet Israel itself needs light. The servant is to lead the Gentiles out

of captivity and yet Israel itself is in ti.yity. So God. said, how did you come to

be in captivity. It is because of your sin. It is because you have rebelled against

God. Israel is in captivity because of the more important thing, the sin question.

So it is necessary that the sin question be dealt with 'or taking them out of one

captivity can only lead to sending them into another captivity.

And so here is the problem. Israel must do the work of the servant. God. gives

His assurance that the work of the servant is going to be done, and yet how can Israel

do the work? And. gradually the thought has been brought before us, that the work of

the servant is a work that i to be Anne_b3r Israel but not by all Israel That

there is to be one out of Israel who will represent Israel in doing this work. But

through this one God. will carry out the great work which He has promised.. Then we

came to that startling verse in Isaiah L8:i6, in which we find that it is God speaking

but it is also the servant speaking. And. it is pretty difficult to disentangle how

much is God speaking. How much is the servant speaking. How can both be speaking
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a term that is clarified in the New estament.ut the servant actually is .od imse1f.
God

tut the miixaih is only one, yet God is three. And right here in this verse we have

the theme brought out. "And now, the Lord God a hath sent me and His spirit." The

three persons of the Godhead brought together in this one verse. Not explained in

a clear theological fashion so that a person can get out of it the full explanation,

of the trinity, that the doctrine of the trinity is the key-that unlocks the verse

and makes it perfectly clear, and without that it is difficult to get any clear

understanding of what the verse really means.

Here and in Isaiah 9, the Christ, the Messiah, the everlasting God, the mighty

Father, the prince of peace. How can a messiah, a king of the reign of David,of the
line ?
light of David have all these things said about him and yet that is said. It is a

problem. It is a difficulty. It is a strange thing. Here is a verse that we can't

understand, in the light of our present knowledge, about the being of God which needs

more revelation. This is brought out in these verses. This is not Isaiah speaking.

Isaiah couldn't say what is said here. This is God speaking. And yet He says God

how can it be? It is the servant speaking. And. yet how can the servant say what God

can only say about Himself. A problem. A difficulty. A problem that he would hold

up. Something that perhaps he would get more light on, and then the whole thing would

become clear. The difficulty is that so many people leave this scientific method of

approach, of taking the thing and recognizing it as a problem and holding it up there

and waiting until you get further light and. can fully understand it, these ideas.

Therefore I explain it away. They don't fit with my previous ideas. I mmaitha

reev&lutate the terms. Therefore I explain it away. I give it some kind, of an

explanation that makes it more understandable.

And so here we have a glimpse at some phase of So here is a glimpse

of the Deity of the se.rvnt pf the Lord. The coming one who is Israel and is also

God. How can one be Israel and be God? The coming one is the servant of the Lord.

How can one be the, servant of the Lord and also be the Lord? You cannot tell until

you get the full explanation of the Trinity. And therefore it is easy to say, Oh well,

I just don't understand it. I'll just explain it away. There's something wrong. It
be true. It is true! It doesn't seem to you to fit because there is another
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factor which you do not understand. You get the other factor in and the hole thing

clarifies it and then you can see how it all fits together. So often in any science

we find two things that are proven to be true and yet they seem to contradict each

other. They don't contradict each other. They seem to. But the reason is because

there is another factor which we don't know about. And once we get the other factor,

it clarifies it, and it falls into line.

Well now, we have this wonderful glimpse then. This wonderful glimpse of the

Deity of the Servant. Certainly a wonderful. expression of the pre-existence of the

servant, and the fact that God has sent the servant and sent His spirit with the

servant. The Revised Version I think is undoubtedly correct. The Lord has sent me

and His servant, rather than the Lord God and His servant sent me. The Hebrew as wetve

noticed could be translated in either of the two ways. I think that probably.,a little

bit more probability from the Hebrew alone for the Revised Version because the order

is like the Revised Version. The Lord God has sent me and His spirit is the order of

the Hebrew. Well of course the translators of the Revised evidently thought though
11 .and His spirit comes at the end)it was subject rather than object, and so in order to

make it that way in English in which position counts so much, they moved it back out of

the order of the Hebrew. But the understanding of the teaching I think and comparison

with other Scriptural passages makes it fairly clear that here the S-cirit is the-one

sent rather than the one who does the sending. G The Father sends the son, and the

Spirit, but the Father and the Son send the Spirit. The Spirit rests upon the son.

The son is endued by the Spirit. But the order of precedence of the Godhead, is the

Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Each fully God, equal in power, equal in work,

but there is an order of precedence.

So then the verses followed by this statement that The Lord is the one who gives

Israel everything that is worth while. The Lord is ithmin the redeemer, the Holy One of

Israel. III am the Lord who teaches you to profit. Who leads you by the way that you

should go." Oh how hard it is for us, as human beings to recognize that there is one

who can lead us by the way which He performs. You notice that even with the smallest
)

child, you try to lead the small child in one direction and immediately he decides he

wants to go in the opposite direction. You have to put some little bottle in front of
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him. some little divrion to attract his attention in another direction and make him

think that he chooses to go in that direction. And somebody says if you are going to

understand grown ups it is a mighty good thing to learn to understand children. It is

exactly the same with most of us older folks. It is the little bottle, it is the little

tinsel, it is the little thing that appeals to the lust of the flesh, or to the lust of

the eyes, or the pride of life, that it makes a big pull on us to go this direction, or

that direction, or the other direction. And we all think that we want to follow the

Lord and do what He wants us to do, but when one of his servants comes to us, and gives

us some advice, the immediate reaction in just about everyone of us is to immediately

resent when somebody gives us advice, and to immediately - insteadof trying to profit

by the advice and to show the person that gives it to us, that after all we either had.

those thoughts already ourselves and did need it, or else that actually they aren't

very good. It is the immediate instinctive reaction of the human being to reject to be

led. To reject any sort of direction coming from another one. And that was exactly

the reaction of sinful Israel. The Lord says in verse 17, I am the Lord who teaches

you to profit. Who leads you by the way that you should go. 0 that you would.

hearken to my commandments." The Lord shows you. The Lord tells you what to do, so

that you can hearken. We will say, 0 how the Lord. so plainly indicated that was what

I whould do. If I had only paid. attention. But I went off this way because of it

appealed to me much more. 0 bow plainly through one of the Lord's servants it was

indicated. that I should do, or that this is what I should do. But I preferred to go

off this way. It appealed to me more. He says, "0 that thou hadst hearkened to my

commandments! Then had thy peace been as a river, and thy righteousness as the waves

of the And He speaks about how Israel would have been continuing and. enlarging

and would have had a great name if Israel would. follow God, would know what was really

for Israel's good instead of being led off at every little point seeking His own

gaiiuñ desires and His own purposes and in this sinful world that is the characteristic

not only of the unbeliever, but of everyone of us. And, it is necessary in. dealing with

a church and. dealing with Christians, in any kind of Christian work, to recognize that

fact.
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I think there are two things we ought to dQ. One is, we ought to say, what is

the Lord1s will? I shall do it. Determine His will. Determine to follow it.

Determine to put it first and not to let these little considerations lead you. Thatis

extremely important. But I think it is important when you deal with others, to

be tolerant. You say, what's the matter with that fellow. It is perfectly plain, that

is what he should do. Why on earth does he do it this way. Well, how do you know

you would be any better this way. You may have to use these methods to try to lead

people to do what is right, and to try to accomplish what is the Lord's will. You

may have to put the little tinsel or the little bobble in front of them. You may have

to do it, in the world constituted the way it is. And there is only one person who has

ever lived who has followed the Lord lOO. That of course was the Lord Jesus Christ

Himself. Every other one has had M± hini his faults and therefore have the lO

greatest fine qualities, but sometimes you find the most glaring faults with them.

I remember a man telling me how bad he felt. This man whom he had been following

so blindly and now he found the man had a flaw. And he felt so bad. I felt like saying,

I wish somebody would tell you that there is no Santa Claus. It is a fact that it is

so easy to take a human being and think that human being is perfect, and you will find

human beings who are very very fine. And who are very much worth our following in many

regards, and who will give us much that is tremendously helpful. But if you get any

surprises they have feet of clay well it is time you woke up and realized that

there isn't any Santa Claus because as they now have feet of clay, if they don't they

drill have arms of clay or a head of clay. You will find that the finer the person is,

the more likely you are to find some pretty glaring flaws if you get to know they really

well. But the way that human nature is, in this sinful world, and God gives us the

power to secure the freedom from this condition. But it is a long slow process. He

gives us the power and if we avail ourselves of it, we can make tremendous progress,

even within the short space of this life. And it would be a good thing for, if we would

while on the one hand doing the best we can to make progress, on the other hand, be a

little more tolerant arru and charitable of the other person and realize that everyone

of us has plenty of flaws. And the one who has the most glaring series of little flaws
may not have the one big flaw that so disfigures some other great leader who is really
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tremendously used of the Lord in many ways.

ow it is interesting after these verses to in verse 20 suddenly again to have

the mention of Babylon. Just as we had. it up in lLi. We are still dealing with

deliverance from Babylon. Deliverance from Babylon is the immediate pressing problem

which is before the Israelites. But God is using this great pressing problem, this

vital problem, this problem which is one of the great issues of the book of Isaiah,

he is using this as a means to bring far deeper and. more vital problems to the minds

of the people. And. to call their attention to that that thm1ii were so ready to turn

away from and. not to ay any attention to. And. he is using a pressing immediate need

as His means to bring to their attention the far more important for a basic underlying

need. That is what you are going to have to do if you are going to reach people for

the Lord. You are going to have to keep your stress and. keep your emphasis upon the

things that are vital but you are going to have to deal with the thing that interests

them which are real problems and. vital problems but which are not as important as the

thing you want to get across to them. And. combine the two to whow them how the one

leads to the other. Any Christian work that is effective is worth which finds a common

ground and. which goes forward from this point of common ground.

The Lord could very easily say what difference does it make whether you are in

Babylon or not. After all, the suffering that you have in exile here is nothing to

the suffering of eternal punishment. It is not worth mentioning in connection with

that. The difference between your condition in Israel and your condition in Babylon,

is just like nothing in comparison with an eternity of suffering. Let's forget exile,

and. all these things. And. let's think about the vital things. What about your etel

destiny? He could. say that and. the people would say, how do we know Israelis eternal

destiny? And they would forget all about it and they would pay no attention to it.

And God deals with them in a way to deal with the immediate thing that presses upon
them and to bring in connection with the vital eternal thing, in such a way that He

gets the thii± vital thing across to them, while also dealing with the pressing immediate

need. And. we have to be the same way ourselved, if we are going to be effectively used

of the Lord.. We have to keep our eyes on the thing that we are after but we also have

to find out n1ai 1 what is the thing that the people are after, and to how great an extent
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is it a legitimate thing, and when it is, deal with it properly. o he says, go forth

from abylon. They can't go yet. Cyrus hasn't yet come. Flee ye from the

Chaldeans. They can't.

P. 220. (a)

They aren't exactly in prison. They are in a land. The Babylonians troops are all

around. They couldn't move without being shot down. But he says, "Go ye forth of

Babylon, flee ye from the Chaldeans," They can't do it. Well, he is making a prediction

The command is a prediction. He is saying, I am going to make it possible for you to

go forth. I will open up the way. It is not just ironic. It is not just taunting them

go forth from Babylon. You can't do it. It is pointing out the fact that God is going

to let them go forth. He is going to open the way and lead them out of the land of the

Cbalcleans. "With a voice of singing - even to the end of the earth, say ye, the Lord

bath redeemed His servant Jacob." Jacob is the servant. Israel is the servant. Israel

is being redeemed. God is redeeming His servant Jacob. The work of the servant needs

to be applied to Israel as well as to the Gentiles.

Verse 21, a strange change of attitude. Before we have bad, in verse 19, the

regret of what might have been if they had. truly followed God. In verse 20, looking
commanding ?

zfiiniwmth forward to the delivery from exile and demanding them to take advantage of it.
describing their ?

Rejoicing in it, and verse 21 s-trtv -t1ere being led through the wilderness.

Describing their being given the wonderful mercies of God. A description which is

perhaps right here a directly a description of what He did when He brought them out of

Egypt. When God brought you out He didn't bring you out just to die in the wilderness.

He led you through the deserts, but you didn't thirst. He caused the waters to flow

out of the rock for you. This is the way that God dealt with you in the past. Do you

not believe that God is going to deal with you similarly in the future. Looking ahead

for those who trust Him. They can flee from the Chaldeans. They can have God leading

them and opening up rivers of water where they have no expectation that such rivers will

be. It is a verse which describes how God has dealt with His people in the past, which

unfolds the way that He is going to provide for them and go before them to give them

protection. To go with help, with nourishment along the way and it is a picture of God's

method of dealing with His people with a direct promise to us, but of a description of the
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way oc1 deals with His people. And we can know that if e is leading us even though

e lead us through the deserts we need not thirst. We may thirst, but He is able to

cause the waters to flow out of the rock and He is very anxious to do it. And to provide

for us everything that we need except where He has special reference and blessings that

He wants to give us through a temporary endurance of a sort along the way. So a going

through ithm without complaining of the things that He puts before us, before we get to

theplace, where He cleves the ii rock and causes the waters to gush out. He has purposes

and lessons for us along the way but we know that the rock is ahead, the rock that He

will cleave and cause the waters to come out in a most unexpected place, and then verse

22 which seems almost thrown in here. It seems to have no relation to the rest of it.

"There is no oeace, saith the Lord unto the wicked.t1 It is just a little incidental

remark showing the comparison. God's followers, well-being, it may not seem so. Maybe

in captivity. Maybe in oppression. Maybe in difficulty. But God has well-being for

you. Peace does not simply mean freedom from war. Peace means well-being, completeness.

contentment. Peace of soul. Peace of mind. It is all gathered together, in this word

peace. That is what the true ollower of God can have, but the wicked He

says, there is no peace to them. A little incidental contrast, quickly put in. The

wicked may have his plaasure, his bobble, his little thing that seems to give him

contentment and happiness, but of real peace he knows absolutely nothing. Now this

little verse that is stuck in here as giving us this little sidelight on this other

aspect here, but not by any means meaning, now a weve finished the main section.

Chapter 48 and. )49 are closely bound together. There is only a slight paragraph division

between 48 and 49, Not a main division at all. But some people who are looking for

external things, rather than for internal things, evidences of meaning, will look at this

in verse 22 and then they will turn ahead, they will read ahead and they'll catch

chapter 57, and there in 57 they'll get to the last verse of 57, and they will read

again, There is no peace, saith xttha imi my God to the wicked. And then they will

go on to the end of the book, chapter 66, and they will read the last verse of 66,

which is a description of the eternal torment of the Lord, and then they say, that is

certainly similar to these two verses, and those two verses are identical. Therefore

that is the division, and. many a Bible dictionary will tell you, Isaiah L.o-66 is divided
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into three parts. L0_)48, )49_57, and 58 to 66, and as proof, each of these parts either

ends with this verse, 'here is no peace saith the Lord to the wicked, in 48, there is no

peace saith my .od to the wicked, in 57 and the description of eternal punishment at the

end of 66. And it can very well be when you have three sections of a subject that you

end each of the three with a little motto which are the.* same. Or begin each of tle

three with a little phrase, as in Micah where we begin our three main sections with
such an?

the words, Hear ye. It can very well be, but it need not be, and when we find. definite

evidence we want to stop and. ask ourselves, is this an evidence, or is it not an

evidence, and. not to jump to conclusions.

And. in this case, chapter 57 and 58 are so tightly bound together that there is

no possible break between them. And. chapters 48 and 49 are so tigbly bound together

that it is absurd to make a break between the two of them. And on the other hand,

in the middle of chapter 6, w have a break, which is the most important break in

the whole of the second portion of the book of Isaiah. And so these little indications

here are not indications, and that is the warning about this sort of indication. It is

not a proof. It is merely a suggestion. It is a suggestion worth investigating. When

you find. the logical sequence, and you find the natural break, and, you find. a little

indication at the natural break, you find, good, there is a seal to find that I am

correct in my interpretation, but when you find. such a logical division, or such an

incidental external mark, where there is not a logical division, do not let it mislead

you as so many people have been misled. in their study of Isaiah and of other subjects.

Now chapter 49 continues with the same one speaking who was speaking in C.L8: 15.

0 isles, unto me, and. hearken, ye people, from far." Who is talking? Who can

call out this way, and. call upon the isles to listen to him? To call upon the great

nations afar off to hear what He says? Who can do that? Is that the prophet Isaiah?

Well, it might be but there is plenty more in the section that doesn't seem to fit

Isaiah. Is it Israel as a nation? How can Israel as a nation do this? Israel which is

in captivity, in exile, in suffering. Is it God Himself speaking?Well, He says, the Lord.

bath called me from the womb. That d.oesntt sound like God. Himself speaking. Who is it?

Actually we are told in verse 3, "He said unto me, thou art my servant, 0 Israel.' This

one is Israel the servant who is speaking And so Israel the servant, begins and calls
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upon the distant lands to listen to 'Him. e says, The Lord has called me from the

womb, from the bowls of my mother bath he made mention of my name.1t What a peculiar

thing for Him to say. What a very unusual expression for a man to make, to use of

Himself. Why should Israel say this? Why should Israel make such a statement about

himself. Why should Isaiah say such a thing about himself. What is the reason for this?

Well, of course, it shows the one spoken of here is one called from before his birth.

Well, why, whatt s the great importance of that in speaking to the isles. Surely there

is here a suggestion, just a suggestion, not a proof, but a suggestion again of the

Virgin Birth. We've had suggestions of it before. And here is a suggestion. Nothing

that we could build it upon. Nothing that would teach it to you. But a suggestion that

fits in with other suggestions, of the fact that this one is one who has been known before

His birth, called before His birth, and there is something very strange and unusual

about His birth. And he says, "he bath made my mouth like a sharp sword." That you
'LI




remember, we are reminded of chapter 42 where we have the picture of the ideal servant.

Here the servant is speaking and showing He is indeed like he ideal servant. His

mouth is like a sharp sword. In the shadow of His hand, has he hid me, and made me a

polished shaft. In his quiver hath he hid me." You think here of an instrument

ideally adapted to the carrying ot of the work to which it has been called. One which

is made ready and prepared and bound to accomplish the work for which it has been

established. This reminds us of that wonderful statement in chapter 142, about the

servant of the Lord, who will bring judgment to the Gentiles. The one who goes forth

quietly, steadily, patiently, with full assurance, because He has the power that will

accomplish the work which He has set out to do. He shall not fail nor be discouraged.

He bath set judgment in the earth, and the isles shall wait for his .(ll). And

he said unto me, thou art my servant, 0 Israel, in whom I will be glorified. Here is

the servant speaking. The ideal servant. T11e one who represents Israel. "Thou art my

servant, 0 Israel, in whom I will be glorified." And yet as He says it, you think now

for a minute. The servant of Israel. Well now, let us see what Israel has to say about

it. "Then I said, I have laboured in vain. I have spent my strength for nought, and in

vain." Here is Israel in suffering, in bondage, in exile. How can Israel accomplish this
work? I have said, I have labored in vain. Israel is in exile. It's being impossible
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to accomplish the work. ere is jit a suggestion of Ihe little note of uncertainty

here, of what was told in chapter 42, the ideal servant would never be discouraged.

He will not fail nor be discouraged. 1e shall go forward and do is work. Here is

just a little note of frustration, a little note of desperation. It seems to be

bringing out the theme again, how can Israel do the work of the servant? Thou art my

servant 0 Israel. Well, then how can do it? I have laboured in vain. I have spent

my strength for nought, and in vain." Then He has the assurance, 11Yet surely my

judgment is with the Lord, and my work with my God." The ideal servant can never be

discouraged because God is to be the assurance of His success. His judgment is with

the Lord.

The ideal servant begins to speak, "And now, saith the Lord that formed me from the

womb, to be his servant, to bring Jacob again to Well now, how can Jacob bring

Jacob? an Row can Israel bring Israel? Very clearly here, the servant is Israel,

and yet the servant is one of the people who represents Israel, and who has a work to

be done fii for the rest of Israel as well as for the Gentiles. now, saith the

Lord that formed me from the womb to be his servant, to bring Jacob again to him."

The servant then is one who can be thought of as apart from Jacob. Apart from Israel.

He is not the full of Israel. He is not a remnant of Israel. He is not a group of

Israel. He is one of Israel, who represents Israel, he comes out of Israel, and

performs the work for which Israel has come into the world.. now, saith the Lord,

that formed me from the womb to be his servant, to bring Jacob again to him. Though

Israel be not gathered, yet shall I be glorious in the eyes of the Lord, and my God.

shall be my strength."

Here is Israel in exile, the servant, the glorious one. He said, "It is a light

thing that thou shouldest be my servant to raise up the tribes of Jacob, and to restore
completed?

the preserved of Israel." The servant's work is not continued with the gathering of

Israel, with the raising up of the tribes of Jacob, and restoring the preserved of Israel

"I will also give thee for a light to the Gentiles that thou mayest be my salvation

unto the end of the earth.t To be a light to the Gentiles. In chapter 2+2, the ideal

servant, all that we had mentioned was the Gentiles, the light to the Gentiles.
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were there thinking of Israel as the servant and wondering whether Israel could

perform the work. We now have seen that Israel needs to have the work done for it,

and how easy it is then to forget the Gentiles and to think if you do the work for

Israel, you've done it. But He says no, that's only a part of it. That is only a

part. The full work of the ideal servant is to be done. "I will give thee for a

light to the Gentiles, that thou mayest be my m salvation unto the end of the earth."

And the Lord declares

P. 221.

"Thus saith the Lord, the Redeemer of Israel, and his Holy One, mm ib1mnmibñinn

to him whom man despiseth, to him whom the nation abhorreth, to a servant of rulers,

Kings shall see and arise, princes also shall worship, because of the Lord who is

faithful, and the Holy One of Israel, and he shall choose thee. Thus saith the Lord

in an acceptable time have I heard thee, and in a clay of salvation have I helped thee.

And I will preserve thee, and give thee for a covenant of the people, to establish in

the land, to cause to inherit the desolate heritages, that thou mayest say to the

orisoners, go forth. To them that are in darkness, Show yourselves. They shall feed in

the ways, and their pastures shall be in all high places." The work of the servant,

going out and extending to all the earth, to every nation under heaven, to bring out

the prisoners, to bring out those in darkness, to enable them to feed, to give them

pasture land in the high places, 'They shall not hunger nor thirst. Neither shall the

heat nor sun smite them, for he that bath mercy on them shall lead them, even by the

springs of water shall he guide them. And I will make all my mountains a way, and my

highways shall be exalted. The difficultes to be overcome. The mountains or the

marshes. The marshland to be lifted up and the mo8ntains to be leveled. Nothing to

stop their progress. tf

"Behold, these shall come from far, and lo, these from the north and from the

west, and these from the land of Sinim." Now I have been told that this word Sinim,
section of China

is a word which comes from a sethommcthma which is the section which is furthest

west I believe, which would be the first that would be entered as one would come on a

caravan from the land of Israel, from this area. And it would have been known to the

people in the day of Isaiah because there was traffic accoss Asia all the way.
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Prom palestine clear across to China. ot a great deal of traffic, but there was a

certain amount. And when the word Sinimis used, He is not speaking of the whole

land of China. He is speaking as far as men at that time would understand, of that

section of China, which would be the first one that you would enter as you came from

the west. That section im± which would bring you there into a new country different

from the others which you would pass along the way, with different people than those

you would have known along the way, and clear off from that country, they are going to

come. tobe included among the blessed who are described here, to whom the Lord gives

these wonderful blessings. Certainly the going out of the Gospel to the Gentiles, the

spreading of the knowledge of Christ through the whole earth is fully taught in this

chapter /9 of Isaiah, as anywhere in the New Testament.

Now this verse, I attended a seminar in Interconnections a few years ago in the

University of Pennsylvania, in which they were discussing early trade relations and

the different matters of that type, very early times, between the different countries

of Egypt and of Palestine and of Mesopotania and India, we had there professors from

the University in all these fields including a professor of study of China. And these

men were there and the different subjects were brought up and the question was raised

about this word Sinim here. And. a statement which was made there was as I have just made

it, that this was a section of China, which was one of the first regions coming from

Palestine, and consequently people there would think of the whole land of China, and

name it by that section, but it was said in that seminar that a very interesting thing

had 1nipx happened, later after this book of Isaiah was written. But a conqueror from

this section of China had conquered all of China, and that he had established a government

over all of China which he said would endure for all eternity. And. forever China would.

be ruled. by his house and by those who came from this section of China. And then, his

government, if I remember correctly, it lasted lass than 50 years, and it passed out of

his household altogether, and it passed to other sections of China, but in some way the

name of this province came to be the name which is used by foreigners for the land of
China, and so I was told there that this land Sinim here, tomes from the very name from

which comes our name China, and though it is not used by the Chinanese themselves for
their land, but it is the tame used by foreigners outside of China, for the whole of China,
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through a development which occurred later than the time after which Isaiah wrote this.

And so it is very interesting in that way to see how Isaih in selecting a name that

might be used for the land of China at that time, would select the very one which is

related to the name which is now used by all the world to represent that great land.

And so we have China mentioned here in Isaiah 49 as one of the places from which will

come those who are to be the followers of the Servant of the Lord, those who are to

receive these wonderful blessings which are described, here in this chapter.

So he says, m rmibhm "Lo, these from the north and from the west; and these

from the land of Sinim." (question.) Well, it is a little hard to be sure, through

some of these verses here whether it is Israel as the nation which is spoken of, because

there is a certain, there are terms used. which seem to fit the humiliation of Israel,

rather well. And. yet there are terms used particularly which fit the actual individual

servant especially well through here, and the terms of humiliation used in it, most of

them could be as well applied to the individual servant, He is one whom man despised
of rulers ?

and the nations abhorred, but the servant as a whole is a little bit difficult. But

from either viewpoint it is pretty difficult to know what is meant by that, a servant

of rulers. Perhaps it means that in his day, that in the day of Christ, even as Israel

here seems to be subject to a lot of other nations, subject to foreign rule, mmm that

similarly Christ seems to be jJ subject to Pontius Pilate, He seems to be subject to

Herod. He seems to be subject to human secular rulers. He seems to be subject to

them and under them when actually of course He is the one who God is giving for a

covenant of the nations. And He who seemed to be subject to these rulers actually

kings will see and arise and princes will worship. And. of course that has happened,

throughout the world. Kings and princes have proclaimed the name of the servant of the

Lord, and have rejoiced in the salvation which He had brought them.

I think there are phrases in it which seem to suggest that it is Israel as a

nation but that actually on closer examination it fits better with the idea that it

is throughout this chapter the individual servant, rather than Israel, which the

servant of course represents, and through which the servant does a great work as well

as for all the nations. And so we have this work going out and reaching a great
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climax in these coming from afar, from all the land. And then of course, a great

in verse 13, a great work of praise to the Lord, general words, very general expressions,

Draise to the Lord for the great work which He is to do. It .as in it the simple note

of comfort, the note whth which our whole section of Isaiah begins. ye,

comfort ye my people." "Sing 0 heavens, and be joyful, 0 earth, and break forth into

singing, 0 mountains: for the Lord hath comforted his people." He always comes back

to the immediate situation. We take it as a starting point. We go on and look into

the distant future, We see the answer to the problem. We see the vital way in whdth

God is going to work, but we always come back to the immediate situation. And here we

are rejoicing in the great work the Lord is going to do, He comforts His people, and.

then we have the complaint. "But Zion said, The Lord bath forsaken me,"amxâ Yes, this

is very well to talk about a wonderful work that is going to reach as far as the land

of China, in the East, and far off to the isles of the distant west lands, It is very

interesting to talk about that but what about me. The Lord has forsaken me. God has

forgotten me, Zion says, and the Lord comes with comfort to them.

/
a woman forget her sucking child, that she should not have compassion on the

J'son of her womb? Yes, she may forget" yet even if this happens I won't forget you.

This He gives as one of the things that you would think of as unlikely to happen.

Cne of the very uncommon things. One which is extremely rare, and yet does happen.

He says, "Yes, they may forget, yet will I not forget thee." I think there is a good

lesson for us there. When you build your analogies of God's dealing with His people,

recognize them as analogies. give them as arguments. Speak of mother love,

ttink how wonderful it is. God's love is far greater. And though the mother forget

her child, yet will not God forget His people, because there are exceptions to all the

analogies which you can draw. Everything human is imperfect, and there are exceptions.

I remember once attending a class in a Bible institute. The man was speaking of eternal

security, and he tried to prove it by an illustration. Now the illustration can illustrate

it but it can't prove it. And. he tab th proved. it, and. that's the sort of thing that

can back fire. It can boomerang. When you give a proof that isn't a proof, and.

somebody finds that it isntt a proof, they may give up the whole thing that you've been

proving that way. I was so struck by it,. Here this man gave this wonderful proof. He
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said, After all, you are a child of God. e said, you are born into His kingdom.

How could you ever fail? You are in His kingdom. You are born into it. You are

His child. People, can you imagine my letting my child fall, letting my child get

injured. He said, I'll hold unto his hand. I'll watch him, of course, he said.

How absurd to think of such a thing. It was a wonderful illustration. It is a good.

illustration. God's love to His children, as great as a love of a parent to his

children, it is far greater. But to say it is because
Ais

not a proof at all. It is

an analogy and God says it is like this only greater. Not because. The thing that

struck me so about it was that I read a very striking story of Bret Hart's right after

that. You know, Bret Hart, the great w±iter of western stories, who lived in the

United States, a hundred years ago, 75 years ago, I guess. And this was such an

interesting story, that Bret Hart told about a fire out in the west somewhere, where

a man had had trouble with his son, and in a disagreement between them, and the father

told the son to get out, and never come back again, and the son went. And the story

is told by a man who is riding in the stagecoach and he is talking with a man who is

there, and he learns something of his story. And this fellow is coming back, and he

is going to see if his father is ready to welcome him back yet, or at least he wants to

see what his father looks like. And then the man, it so happened that the father is

thrown into a stream in such a way. He is about to lose his life and the son is right

on the spot and he saves the father's life and pulls him out of the water, and the father

gets a good look at him, and the two separate, and then the man who is writing the story

happens to drop in at that home, and is entertained over the night, and the father tells.

He says how he fell into the water, and. somebody jumped in and grabbed him, and pulled

him out, and he said, who do you think it was. It was that low down good for nothing

brother of yours coming back here to insult his fathers gray hairs. And. he spoke just

so terrifically at the son, and then the next day the man met the son going back on the

stagecoach, and he recognized the attitude of the father. Such things do occur in a

world of sin. Such things occur. We read about them in the papers. We see that they

the analogy of what human beings are like.

You can show what He is like by the analogy of what human beings ought to be like.

And what obably the great bulk of them are like. But this story is certainly not an

unreal story, nor not untrue to what occasionally happens in this wicked world of sin.
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I heard of a case just the other day in Baltimore that I think was almost as bad.

ot quite, but almost as bad as the case wzich I described. One in which a friend of

mind knew the individual, and. saw it as actually happening. He doesn't say here, would

you think of a woman forgetting her sucking child. Why, it would be just as unrighteous

that God would. forget you, ii as a woman would forget her sucking child. No, he says

they may forget, yet will I not forget thee. Nothing iiman is sufficiently good to

be a proof of what God is. Our best human things are only a weak human analogy, of

what God is. And so be careful in your speaking and use human things as analogies, not
/

of proof. The proof is in God's word, and that is the only place we can find it.

What is God like? What is Godis care? What is His purpose? We can't draw it out of

our imaginations. We cantt draw it out of our sinful hearts. We can't build up a

theory and that explains it. We can not do it. There is one way to find, out, and

that is to see what God. says in His word. And here God. says, yes, you don't think it

is likely. It's extremely rare. It is almost inconceivable. Yes, but it may happen.

They may forget, yet will I not forget thee.

P. 222.

"Behold, I have graven thee upon the palms of my hands. Thy walls are continually

before me. Thy children shall make haste.11 The people of Israel are not going to stay.

They are in subjection in Babylon, day after day. Will it ever come to an end? Will,

we always be here? No, they shall make haste. They go forth with rejoicing. "Thy

destvcyers and they that made thee waste shall go forth from thee. Lift up thine eyes

round about and behold, all these gather themselves together, and come to thee. As I

live, saith the Lord, thou shalt surely clothe thee with them all, as with an ornament,

and bind them on thee, as a bride doeth.1' Israel has a great future yet. There is a

great purpose ahead for God's Israel. For God's people. For those descendents of

Abraham whom He has chosen. "For thy waste and thy desolate places, and the land of

thy destruction, shall even now be too narrow by reason of the inhabitants." Even

now. That is now means we are looking forward all the time. The time is coming.

Now you see that this is the situation like in Micah where we had, now this, now that,

now the other thing. Now it shall be too narrow because of its inhabitants, dwelling
in that place, and they that swallow thee up shall be far away.
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he children which thou shalt have, after thou hast lost the other, shall say

again in thin. ears, he place is too strait for met give place to me that I may

dwe1l.1 The children that thou shalt have, after thou hast lost the other, One

wonders there whether there is possibly some,- what we had back in Isaiah 29: 22,

when we read , "Therefore thus saith the Lord, who redeemed Abraham, concerning the house

of Jacob, Jacob shall not now be ashamed, enither shall his face now wax pale. But when

he seeth his children, the work of mine hands, in the midst of him, they shall sanctify

my name, and sanctify the Holy One of Jacob." His children, the work of mine hands, in

the midst of him. The addition to the true Israel, of those whom God will gather, of

every nation of tongue and tribe whom He will bring to the knowledge of the Lord Jesus

Christ who shall become a part of the true Israel of God. The children whom thou shalt

have after thou hast lost the other, a great multitude of so many, that they are

pictured of as saying this is too narrow ibo for me. Give me room that I may dwell.

"Then shalt thou say in thine heart, Who hath forgotten me these, seeing I have lost

my children, and am desolate, a captive, and removing to and fro? And tho has brought

these? Behold, I was left alone; these, where had they been? Thus saith the Lord God,

Behold, I will lift up mine hand to the Gentiles, and set up my standard to the people;

and they shall bring thy sons in their arms, and thy daughters shall be carried upon

their shoulders. And kings shall be thy nursing fathers, and their queens of thy

nursing mothers: they shall bow th down to thee with their face toward the earth, and

lick up the dust of thy feet; and thou shalt know that I am the Lord: for they shall not

be ashamed that wait for me." And here another figure, "Shall the prey be taken from the

mighty, or the lawful captive delivered? But thus saith the Lord, even the captives of

the mighty shall be taken away, and the prey of the terrible shall be deliveed: for I

will contend with them him that contendeth with thee, and I will save thy children.

And I will feed them that oppress thee with their own flesh; and they shall be drunken

with their own blood, as with sweet wine; and all flesh shall know that I the Lord am

thy saviour and thy Redeemer, the mighty One of Jacob."
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next Class.

or today you have written out the themes between chapters 48 and 52, and so

will perhaps be able to move a little faster then on some occasions. We, I believe,

finished up chapter 49 last time. Chapter 50 begins, and what is the the of the first

verse? Verse 22 of 49 speaks of how the lord is going to cause that the Gentiles, the

nations that are now oppressing Israel and oppressing the people of God, that Gentiles

are actually are going to become useful in the kingdom of God, and are going to give

assistance for them. And he says in verse 21, you think you are lost. You think you

are ruined. You think there is no hope. Well, he says, you are going to have so many

children, you will say who has begotten me these. I lost my children, am desolate,

a captive, but look at all these new additions to the Israel of God. And then he says,

11m going in fact to lift up my band to the Gentiles and I'm going to the tribes of

nations all over the world, mbi'nib and. shall be giving help and support and assistance

to the people of God. And so He points forward to the fact that in the days to come,

there will be individuals, he doesn't say all nations here. He doesn't say all the

Gentiles. But there will be individuals in leadership among the Gentiles who will be

giving support and help to the kingdom of God. And be predicts those things. Well, of

course we have many illustrations in the history through the ages in subequent times.

And kings and queens will take a part in it. They will bow down with their face to the

earth and will lick up the dust of thy feet. It doesn't say all the kings of the earth.

It doesn't say all the queens of the earth. But that there will be those who will

recognize the great humility their, the great supremacy of God and of His people.

"Thou shall know that I am the Lord; for they shall not be ashamed that wait for

me." And they shall not be ashamed that wait for me, is of course a statement which

does not refer to the immediate, but looks over a period of time. You take a group of

people who will be true for the Lord. And who will follow His teaching, and try to do

His will, and over a period of time you will find in most cases, that so far from being

ashamed that they are actually in positions in which people are looking up to them.

That is the way it works out in human life. It is not immediately. Many a one bears

despite, bears ruin, bears ridicule for the sake of Christ, but if YOU consistentlybear a m testimony you will find that in most cases during a period of time that the

attitude is slightly reversed towards you. John Wesley, I think is a very interestjn
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example of that. ohn Wesley, who early in his ministry was ridiculed and. rotten egged,

and the bishops forbad him to preach in their areas. The people picked up stones to

throw a at him. The newspapers ridiculed him, and. ridiculed. these foblish people who

were going around with his preaching and so on. And. he met all sorts of opposition

but he kept steadily at it, day after day month after month, year after year, and the

Lord permitted him a long life of service, and at the end of his life, he remarked.

on what a tremendous change had taken place in the attitude of the people toward him.

There were many who of course did. not accept his teaching, and there were many who

accepted much of his ih teaching, but had no use for his molding them. But almost

universally by the end. of his life, he was honored and admired for the work which he

had. done. And the leaders were proud to give recognition to the wonderful work that

Wesley had. done. And in most cases you will find, that when people strive in a sincere

earnest fashion to serve the Lord. and to put Him first, that over a period of time,

they receive recognition of the world. They are, so far from being ashamed, they are

actually given praise. Given praise even by those who have no sympathy with their
fruits?

real teaching, but who see the proofs of their efforts. And. the sad thing is that o

many Christian efforts which start in with absolute loyalty to the Lord. and which

resist opposition and antagonism, ridicule, hatred, and go through all that
sphere?

successfully, get into this period where they receive the plaudits of men, and. then

God-gets ahold of their minds, that way, and turns the thing into just a good.

respectable sort of a thing, and loses its first love. And if Satan can't win through

the first stage, so often, he'll win through the second stage. Well, that's not so

apt to be with the same people. It is apt to be with the successors in the institutions.

But it is a fact that those who wait for the Lord are as a rule in this life ultimately

not ashamed as a rule. There are individuals to whom have never reached. this stage.

There are individuals who all their life tested there the reproach of Christ, but of

course, even in their case, even though that ultimately they will not be




Plaudits
but will actually be receiving that which is far more important than any products of
human kind. he "well done thy good. and faithful servant of Jesus Christ.1'
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And so the statement, they shall not be ashamed that wait for me,t is a general

statement. A general statement of a fact of experience. A fact of observation. Here

it is a prediction. That it is a fact. We can see it has been fulfilled, and it

includes within itself, also the ultimate which we cannot observe, that in the light

of eternity, so far from their being ashamed, that it for the Lord, the one who is

to be ashamed, are then the ones who have denied him, and repudiated him, or who have

been slack in their service to him, and have failed to accomplish what they might have

accomplished with the talents that the Lord had given them.

And so the verses from 19 on through 23, have given a glimpse on into the

future in rather general terms, looking at certain specific phases of the movement

of Godts working in the world in subsequent years, in subequent periods, but not so

much to pointing to individual specific occurrences. And then in 24 he comes right

back again to the immediate situation as He had in verse 124. said, the Lord hath

forsaken me. The answer 15, comparison, analogy with the woman and her child. That

God shows his love and steadfastness far greater than that of any human woman. And

now in 214, He comes back again to the human situation, "Shall the prey be taken from the

mighty,"xnm ibi Here is the powerful human holding the prey. Can it be taken away from

him? Can the captive who had been captured lawfully by the one of great power be

delivered? Thus saith the Lord, humanly it is impossible but he says, his power is

greater than that of any mighty, of any terrible victor. He says, I will work out my

purposes. I will contend with him that contendeth with thee, and I will save thy

children. And I will feed them that oppress thee with their own flesh; They a±b

shall be drunken with their own blood, as with sweet wine, and all flesh shall know

that I the Lord am thy Saviour and Thy Redeemer, the mighty mn One of Jacob. And it

is a fact through history that while God has punished the people of Israel, for their

sins, God has scattered them abroad through the nations. He has made them to undergo

suffering and misery for their sins, and their failure to obey Him. Yet that He has

followed them with His protection in a most marvelous way and with His vengeance against

those who have persecuted them.
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And those nations which have persecuted Israel. Those nations which have

mistreated the descendents of Abraham have themselves suffered most terrible

retribution, not directly, but in the course of Goals economy, they have suffered

terrifically, I think in every case, most of them. And God has thus indeed

P. 223.

contend with thee. Thy children, Hitler set out to kill thousands of these and yet

find that today the few Jews that remain in Germany of such a tremendously improved

position that many are trying to accept Judaism and change to become Jews for the

advantage that it gives them in the eyes of the occupying armies. And I think that

the American Jewish Rabbi in Berlin made a statement in a magazine that he was not

going to permit any Germans to become Jews unlews they gave absolute evidence that

it was really a sincere change, and not done imply to get better rations and better

treatment. Many were killed and many were destroyed. God has willed t1' these people

be set apart for Himself should continue until the end of the age.Should continue

until that time when He will convert the nation in a day and everyone will become a

believer in Him.

And so these principles here, as described - they are not principles which you
bound ?

can say, here's a principle - heres an individual that is found to be this way.

They are not principles like that. They are principles which state - here is a situation

Here is the general principle of God's working. You see that in the large it will be

this way. (Question: When Japan was in 1750 I believe, the Roman Catholic missionaries

would come into Japan and they had begun to learn Roman Catholicism. And they had

thousands and thousands, a very large group in Japan. And then one time one of the

Spanish officials in Japan, I guess he had been drinking too much, and the emperor

made the statement that these would come in and make a good foundation there, and

eventually the king of Spain would take the country over. And the Japanese became

frightened at that and thought that it was a movement for conquest. Although I'm

quite sure that the Roman Catholics who were over there working in that country, were

interested in winning them to Roman Catholicism. But they were so persecuted that it

is my impression that they were wiped out altogether. The Japanese government decided,

that as a result of this that they were going to close up the nation and shut out all
foreign influence, and Japan became a hermit nation with absolutely no influence from
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the west until 1860 when the United states naval ships, Admiral perry forced his way

in and made the nation become more oDen. nut here was a minority,-which was a rather
completely

large minority, and there have been many minorities that have been/wiped out. 5.

Now when persecution comes upon a minority it increases their zeal of the

minority, but it is a question how long that condition continues before it will rule

out that zeal, or if the persecution becomes so great that it will destroy them,

whether it will leave any trace to tell about. Now in the case of the Jews of course

the Lord has prevented the persecution from reaching the place of extermination. And

we have maintained the nation alive in spite of it. There have never been the

continued long period of such persecution as Hitler did. There have been individual

periods just as bad, but they have never been very long. Now in this particular case

of course, if the United States hadn't entered the war and humanly speaking it was

entirely -possible that the United States would have never entered into the war. And

if they hadn't or thi even if they had and the war had continued another six months or

a year, humanly speaking it would look as if Judaism would have been completely

çmthemmñ1aabT]mn exterminated in Poland and in Germany. But it came to an end short of

that period. Now you take down in Yeman in South Arabia. I read an article recently

about Jews going from South Arabia up to Jerusalem and how it is necessary for outsiders

to pay their way up and to pay a certain tax to the Yeman government in order to get

them released from the government, and those people hadn't had a square meal in years,

just barely enough to keep alive. They are undersized, they are weak, from the

persecution, the treatment they had been under for years and years, and yet through

the centuries there had continued that little group of Jews in South Arabia. Now they

are released from it. You don't find many minorities like that. And of course, in

Yeman they could have killed them off altogether, but they didn't do that. They

carried it to the point that would have put an end to most minorities but not to the

point of extermination. And so I don't think that one can say that it is purely a

natural thing that any minority group will survive. Many and many a minority group

has perished, and I think there's many and many a minority group that survives with

great zeal, during this initial period of persecution, but when it settles down to just

an ill treatment over a long period of time as new generations come on, they wonder,
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why bother with this. They gradually pass over into the majority party.

ut in the case of the Tows, Frederick the Great, the skeptical German emperor,

the close friend of lloltakte, an emperor over a very Godly country at the time, very

Godly people they were, but he was trained in French infidelity and a close friend of

Voltaire, .ino was an utter scoffer, and Frederick the Great said to his court chaplain

onee, give me in one word some proof of Christianity. And the Chaplain answered,

the Jew. And there was a case where the emperor was just unable to give an answer to

it. The survival of the Jews through the ages, persecuted, suffering, scattered,

under great mistreatment from the , mistreatment in the sense of forbidden to

this, and forbidden to do that, and foridden to do the other, in country after country.

No such forbidding in the United States, and yet the tremendous social restrictions in

many areas in the United States, but those forbidding in all these other countries, and

yet in every one of them, surviving and in many of them coming to the front. There is

something that is unparalleled, in history.

(question:) Mhm As to just what portions, there are of course two peoples are in

mind in this chapter, in this section. Two peoples which are ruling at the time in

which Isaiah writes. Here is the Israel according to the flesh. The d.escendents of

Jacob. And there is the people of God, who comprise a sizable group among the children

of Israel according to the flesh. And the one is a portion of the other up to the time

of Christ. And then after that you have thin your people of God still continuing to

include a large number of Jews, but branching out to the putting in of a great many

of branches from the olive tree. Well now, in these particular statements in which we

look forward to the future, it is difficult often to be sure whether he is looking

forward on this life, of Israel according to the flesh, or along this line of the true

people of God coming out of Israel and including much of Israel according to the flesh

but also including over a long period a great mass of people who have no fleshly

relations to Israel. And in these particular verses, it sometimes is a matter of

testing the verse, or the section to see which particular thought is uttermost in it.

Now I wouldntt wish to be dogmatic as between the two. My own inclination is to think

that in verses 20 - that are in verse 19, my own inclination is to think that in verse 19
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up to verse 23, that it is the people of God who are in mind. That it is the Israel

of God. Whether it is the true followers of God who are there spoken of and referred

4/9 If 23
to, thth comparatively little emphasis on fleshly Israel, that's my inclination, in

those verses, and then to think that in verses 2L$ to 26, it is specifically fleshly

Israel that is in mind. That's my inclination but I don't know whether we can say

- the only way we can say is to examine the content of the verse and see which seems

the more reasonable interpretation of it. It is possible that a verse may give a

general principle that applies to the whole content of the Israel according to the

flesh and the Israel according to the Spirit. It is entirely possible. My inclination

is to think that here the two are separate. That is a question however on which there

might be considerations, weighed and examined for a considerable length of time. I

don't think we perhaps ought to go into it more fully in this class. The thing that I

think is vital is of course to recognize the two lines upon which he is looking forward

to the future. And they are both vital in the treatment, of the Prophets. They are

both involved. And many of these statements between verses - from verse 20 on seem to

be quite parallel to other statements in which it is the spiritual Israel mib±

specifically which is in mind, and they seem so closely to parallel these statements

here in Isaiah 29 where it is the calling of the Gentiles which is specifically in

mind, where he says that Jacob shall not be ashamed, when he sees his children, the

work of my hands, in the midst of him. They seem so closely to parallel that that I

incline to that ia±mia division of the two sections here. iTzui thin in

Now in chapter 50, he is very specifically speaking to Israel, the race, Israel,

the descendent of Jacob, which of course includes the Israel of God, includes the

true followers of the Lord. "Thus saith the Lord," it continues of course from what

precedes and it continues the same thought. "Where is the bill of your mother's

divorcement, whom I have put away? or which of my creditors is th it to whom I have sold

you?" What is the answer to that question which we have? This is a very long verse.

The first half of the verse we notice is a question, and where do we find the answer

given to that question? Well he says, "Where is the bill of your mother's divorcement?
or which of my creditors is it to whom I have sold you?" There are two specific
questions. "Where is the bill of divorcement, and which is the And the
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questions are connected with an or. And where is it? That is the answer. Which

of you credited? What is the answer? What verse, or statement in a verse states the

answer to either one or both of these questions? In other words you would say there

are - what would you say? The two questions are in reverse order at the end of the

verse. But do these statements that belong to the verse, answer these questions. UTO

which of my creditors have I told you?" What's the answer? To which one. It doesn't

state that. It isn't answering the question at all, but by giving another Mash! fact,

which shows that the question is actually out of place. The question is a rhetorical

question, as if I were to say well now, which train did you come down from Philadelphia

on?

P. 224.

You didn't come on any train. You didn't come on this one. You didn't come on

that one. Which train did you come on? Well I didn't come on any train. I hitchhiked.

The answer is not a direct answer to the question., of what is stated. The answer is

simply implied. He doesn't say I didn't sell you. He doesn1t say there isn't any

ëreditor or bill of your mother divorcement. He say either thing, but it

is implied. This is a rhetorical question. You think you. are deserted. You think

you are lost. You think there is no hope, for you. God. isn't interested in you.

Well, he says, show me the evidence that God has gotten tired of you. Where is your

bill of your mother's divorcement. Which creditor of mine did. I sell you to? Show

me someone that I've sold you to, that Ive gotten something out of selling you.

Why, he says, I didn1t sell you at all. I didnt give your mother a bill of divorcement.

There's no such thing. He says you sold yourself. It is your transgression which

resulted. in your mother's present situation. The mother of course is used to refer

to the nation as a whole, considered as the mother o± the individual members. He ma

asks a specific question. What's the answer? There is none. It is very effective in

bringing out an idea but it is much more effective in the spoken word than it is in

writing. I remember once in Philadelphia we were having a discussion in the

Presbytery of Philadelphia of the USA Church, about the book, "Rethinking Missions.'

And the committee of the General Assembly which had opposed the action of the General

Assembly which had given its approval to Pearl Buck who had so strongly praised this
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book, Rethinking Missions. And somebody said, well this was approved by a committee

of the General Assembly. And I said, it was approved by a committee? Who is this

committee? Who are these men? Now as we went on to see that they were Auburn

Afirmationalists. They were people out of sympathy for the great truths of the

Church. Well, they said, who are these men? One of the men in the back was reading

the names down a list. He said, here they are! Here they are'. He started reading

off the names, and giving the names down the list. But of course he was looking for

the chance to point out that these were prominent members of the church. These were

men who, what they said must be right. But I wasn't asking what was their names. I

knew that as well as he did. I was asking a rhetorical question in order to give me

the chance to point out the fact that these men were men of a certain type, and he

jumped in and seized the opportunity to try to heckle me and try to give a different

impression than that which I was giving, by my question. My question wasn1t a

question. It was a rhetorical statement. And that of course is just what this is here.

It is a rhetorical statement. You think that God has deserted you.. Well, where's

the bill of your mother's divorce and where is the evidence. Which of you came to me

for the fact of selling you into captivity. What benefit was it to me? It was no

benefit to God in the external fashions. It was quite the opposite. It resulted in

His name being blasphemed. It results in people saying, Oh, God doesn't amount to

anything. The Gods of Babylon are greater than He. They've come to his land. They've

destroyed His cities. They've destroyed His temple. Therefore we think He is a figment

of the imagination. He says what did. I get out of it. Well, it is all the result of

what you did It is not something that I've done. It is not a matter of my ifnm whim,

my desire, my lack of interest in you. It's your transgression that has resulted in

this situation which you are in now.

He says, why was it when I came there was no than man? When I called, there was

none to answer? These are rhetorical questions emphasizing the greatness of God, the

power of God. It is again a vital fact, the people have not gop!e into Babylonia as

exiles because God couldn't help them. Because God couldn't protect His cities. They

have gone there because their sin brought this about. And the Godly in the nation are

implicated in the sin, with the rest. They are as members of the nation implicated in
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this sin of the nation. And as a result of the sin of the nation, the land has gone

into captivity, and into exile. It is not God's weakness. It is not Gods absentminded

ness. It is not God's whim. It is a direct result of the sin of the nation. Here's

all my power. I make the rivers a wilderness. I do these tremendous things. I fill

the heavens with blackness, and. I make sackcloth their covering. He says, I do these

tremendous things and do you think that I couldn't keep you and protect you from the

Babylonians. You are not there because of my whim, my lack of interest in you. You

are there because you have sinned..

And so He is again stressing the fact that though He is bringing them comfort,

they are to he delivered. from Babylon, and He is bringing them promises of God's

blessings, but everything must get back to the basic question, what is the cause of

it all? It is the sin question in the heart. And you notice how through these chapters

the Lord takes the things that interest the people and. are so vital to them, but Re

works back and. leads back to show how it all gets back into the individual heart, and.

into the individual situation. There is an article in the Reader's Digest this month

on work being done in the prisons in New Jersey. And it is not specifically along

the line of Christian testimony at all, the article isn't. But the article is about

a group technique that is being used. to get prisoners together and the thing that is

basic in it, is that he gives them a chance to air their grievances and to frimmsi

tell everything they are disgusted about, and of course everyone of them is in there

because he was framed, and. he isn1t at all the fault in it, but it puts them in such

a situation that as they discuss it, they see the pretense upon the part of the others.

And each of them come to see how the other who is putting up such a big front and.

everybody is against him and. it is all on account of the warden. He d.idntt get the

breaks right, so he is in the situation he is. The rest of them are brought to the

position where they point out in this particular instance that really the man is at

fault himself. And then one by one they pointed out back against each other until it

forces them to look them back in the face, and. to see the fact that they are responsible

themselves for the situation that they are in. And he quotes different ones there who

stated in the course of the discussion that they were trying to keep from thinking of

these things. They said, a man would lose all hope if he realized that he is at fault.
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IV.
He says you'd have no friends, no outlook if you realized you're at fault, you/just got

to push that back out of your mind and. think of how mean everybody's been to you and how

you're going to get even with them when you get out of here, he says, or he says you would

just despair if you look at it the other way. And he is bringing people to a realization

of the fact, and that's exactly what God is doing in this case here with Israel. He is

bringing them to a realization of the fact that it's their responsibility that has put

them in the condition theyre in and when you get to that realization you've gone a very

very long distance, and everybody who goes into Christian work, if you could come to a

realization of that e&- it would be one of the greatest helu to you in accomplishment in

Christian work. To realiza that everybody here is going to be in plenty of situations

where you're going to know that if it wasn't for the meanness and the weakness of the

reoole you're associated. with you could really be accomplishing good things, and that if

it wasn't for the way these other oeoole don't take resnonsibility and. the way that they

just wreck the wonderful things that you're working out and the way that they expect you

to do a lot more than any human being can normally do, and the way that they're doing all

this that wrecks your efforts, things that you would accoplish, everyone is going to have

oeriods when you're going to feel exactly that way, and. you're going to be absolutely

sure that that is the situation and every% single person, if they can get back to

this teaching of these chapters here, and. can see that though there are many situations

where the deeds of others and the weakness of others and the things, the attitudes, of

others affect tremendously our outlooks, yet the v_bing, over the period of the years

is the a;titude we have and the willingness to see where we're wrong and to see where we

need the Lor&'s help, and to be charitable to the weakaeses of others and very hard. and

critical of our own weaknesses, if we get to realize that, that will almost automatically

increase your effectiveness one hundred. Dercent, in your service to the Lord, just to get

that realization and that attitude, and. it's the hardest thing in the world to get some

body to realize it. I doubt,if the Lord tarry, there's a erson here who will ndt in

the course of the next thirty years sometime visit a good friend of yours who is in

difficulty. Who is in a work that they're doing and they're serving the Lord. and they're
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striving and. they're struggling and things just aren't working out right, and. it's some

fault of theirs, it's a lack of tact, a lack of understanding, it's an over-emphasis

on certain features, it's a failure to take the time to develop themselves in certain par

ticular features of their personality of of their attitude of $ their manner of getting it

across that would make all the difference. And. any outsider can see what the reason is.

If you will find that your friend is just convinced peoile are against him and he won't

listen to criticism, he knows that if anybody criticizes him that they've just got ih in

for him, they're not showing a Christian attitude, and you will have the hardest tithe to

get them to listen o you, and to see what is the thing that is wrong with thern. They just

won't liten, they'll get angry at you I had a fellow once, he wouldn't speak to me for

three years as a result. Fine fellow, fine Christian fellow, earnest fellow, trying to

serve the Lord, and he got his whole church dead against him, dead against him because of

his lack of tact, and I tried to point out what the situation was and. I hadn't said three

sentences before he decided I was an enemy of his. And up to that point he'd been ready to

do anything in the world for me and for the next three years he never even spoke to me,

never even said goodbye to me that time. He was out of the church a week later. Three

years later I think he realized. his fault, he saw his mistakes, but there was three years

wasted when he might havebeen serving the Lord . He was just convinced that anybody that

criticized him, they were interfering with the work of the Lord and there was something

wrong with them, and most Deoole get into that frame of mind sometime, 'out everyone of you

will have the situation where you will meet others who are in that frame of mind. And you

will talk with them and. you will try to help them and if you come straight out and tell

them what is wrong, in most dases they will immediately decide that you're just another

of their enemies, and there's no help in you. And it's wonderful to see the tact of the

Lord in these chaDters, how through these chapters he nresents the situation to Israel and

hew he deals with this aspect and that aspect and the other, and 1ust when he gets to a

point where it's just unavoidable, the inference, he comes right straight out with it, but

he doesn't start with it. You don't have it in chapters 40 and 41. And. in 42 the stress

is onthe weakness of the children of Israel, rathethan on the (12*)
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and it's on the fact that helplessness of the children, and. gradually he leads it around

and brings it out and forces you to the realization of the truth of the situation, and what

a lesson we can learn from it in our dealing with others, to reach them in a Dsychoiogical

way that will bring a willingness to listen to th thing that they need. And what a bless

ing we can get from it if we'll aDuly it to ourselves and see that in our work in its effet

iveness, the greatest tiling S going to be our own responsibility right straight through.

And. our ersonal relatiun to Christ and not what other DeoDle do or how well they work or

how poorly they work, what their attitude is toward as . And so through these chters

there's nothiñ of this, as the c±tics say, just a lot of ideas, statements like a stream

rolling down the mountain side, hitting this and. hitting that and hitting the other. There

is a carefully worked out,wonderfully organized arrangement here, of Dsychologically reach-

ing these ideas and driving them home and taking one area and another area and another and

throgh it
gradually/bringing to the fore these vital thoughts that are so important and bringing then

to the realization that the most important thing is not the solution of the Babylonian

question but the solution of the sin question, and. that unless the sin question is dealt

with all of these social and political things that mean so much to every one of us are just

of no importance at all, and the deliverance from Babylon will accomplish nothing in the end,

if the sin question isn't dealt with. And how often the Lord has declared his power, and

I hope you all stress under verse 2 and 3 here again the power th tile Lord.

When we come to verse L here which is a strange verse again, the Lord has given me the

tongue of the learned, whose tongue, whom has he given the tongue of the learned? It's

been the Lord who has just been talking. Thus saith the Lord, the Lord speaking to Israel,

but now the Lord has given me the tongue of the learned. Whom has he given that tongue to,

is it Isaiah, is itlsrael as a whole, who is t.1king? The Lord. has given me the tone

of the learned that I should know how to speak a work in season to him that is weary. So

Isaiah is doing it through these chaDers, the Lord is speaking through him and he must

(lL) run with the rest. Is t Isaiah who is sneaking here? Re wakeneth morning by morn-

ing, he wakeneth mine ear to hear as the learned. (lL 3/Li)

and then he continues, the Lord has opened my ear and I was not rebellious, neither turned
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away back. Is that Isaiah sfleaking now?

P. 225. (*)

It sounds like someone who is far greater than Isaiah. Is it Israel who is speaking?

V.5. Lord God hath opened mine ear, and I was not rebellious, neither turned

away back." That doesn't fit with what we've read about the mth rebellion against

Israel. "I gave my back to the smiters, and my cheeks to them that plucked off the

hair. I hid not my face from shame and spitting." It is not a patient submission.

There's nothing about that. "I hid not my face from shame and ifith spitting." It

comes not because of any vo1unry submission to it. Who is this that is apeaking?

In these verses here? Is it Isaiah or is it a rather exaggerated picture, hmpm

perhaps, and if so why? Why does it have to do in the context? Or is it the servant

of the Lord spoken of in 49? And 148:16.

"For the Lord God will help me. Therefore shall I not be confounded. Therefore

have I set my face like a flint, and I know that I shall not be ashamed. He is near

that justifieth me; who will contend with me? Let us stand together: who is mine

adversary? Let him come near to The confidence, the trust. "Behold, the Lord

God will help me; who is he that shall condemn me? Lo, they all shall wax old as a garment;

the moth shall eat them up.' The wonderful invitation to absolute confidence in the

Lord and obedience to the voice of the servant of the Lord. Here there was a marvelous

light. He speaks here to the true believer mfluin verse 10. To the one to whom the

gospel call is given. The invitation to believe on the name of Christ and to come

into the clear light that comes through trust and confidence in the word of the servant

of the Lord and then in verse 11 He turns His head in the other direction.

And in Isaiah 50: 11, He turns His attention to those who refuse to accept the

faith and simple trust in the servant of the Lord, and come into the light through

Him, and He said, "Behold, all ye that kindle a fire, that compass yourselves about with

sparks." You, who believe that you're going to accomplish the work, you who think that

you are going to mmmmp turn iWnm mnnth build the fire. You're going to do the thing.

You're going to heaven by your good works. You're going to work out a beautiful way

Of accomplishing everything. He says, "Walk in the light of your fire, and in the sparks
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that ye have kindled.tt Lets see you do it. As Martin Walsh said this morning, A

man said he as going to heaven through his good work. Well, Martin Walsh said, it

wont be heaven that you will If that's the means by which you are getting

there. He said, you are on your way to hell. ttLet him walk in the light of your fire,

and in the sparks that ye have kindled." If you think you can do it let's see bow
than

far you will get, that way. A better approach in most cases with simply straight

forward denial. Somebody says, well, the golden rule will get me to heaven. If I

follow the golden rule I'm all right. Well, the answer isn't maybe. !aybe the best

answer is, No, you've got to follow the Lord Jesus Christ., to get to heaven. But in

many cases the direct answer is all right. Are you wa-s following the golden rule?

"Walk in the light of your fire." Are you getting there by it? Are you truly following

it? Here is your means. Is your means successful? There is many a group, a cult,

a belief, that will presents a few good works, an ethical program, and it may be always

an inferior ethical program. It is easy to point out in any system compared with

Christianity, how inferior its ethics are to Christian ethics. And yet in most cases

that is not the immediate approach. In most cases it is easy enough to show that the

people who hold these systems are not themselves living up to it. To show that even

though we have a better ethical system than any of them that their ethical systems are

not sufficient. The person who refuses to accept the Protestant Bible, who say that

the Duoay Mthth Version is the true Bible. So look at the Duoay version. Are you

following that? Are you living up/that? You can find the message of salvation clearly

in the actual words of the Duoay version. After one finds it, one may find it useful

and try to get a translation which is perhaps a better translation, an understandable

translation, but there is sufficient right there for the showing of the way of salvation.

"Walk in the light of your fire, and in the sparks that ye have kindled."

There is a common ground between the Christian and every human being upon this earth.

And you will get further, by following and finding that common ground, and following

it out and showing where it leads, then you will by simply saying immediately, you've

got to cast aside the whole fire and you've got to come over to this point. Eventually

that is what you do, but the common ground is the means that leads you there, and you

get there far quicker than by any system of immediately presenting the sharp clash
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and. taking the attitude that there is no good in the ot1,because there is good in

everything that continues. Every type of belief, thought, or philosophy that continues

any time at all, has a certain amount of truth in it, and a certain amount of good, or

it would immediately die of its own making. And in most cases the better first approach

is to take the true one and show where that leads, and show where it leads to the

rejection of the false one, and eventually leads to the necessity of which

is found in Christianity, rather than to start immediately with the false, and try to

make out that it is all equally false.

And he ends, "This shall ye have of mine hand; ye shall lie down in

You walk in the light of His fire, but you don't get anywhere. The sparks you have

kindled, are insufficient. In the end, the Lord says, you must lie down in sorrow.

And so in verse, in chapter 51, He continues right on

He says, you are following after righteousness. You say, you are seeking the
ci I




Lord. You say that you think that in your system, you are going to find righteousness.

Well, look for the origin of the system. Look unto the rock whence ye are hewn,

and to the hold of the pig--whence ye are digged. Here is a person who says, what this

wor'd. needs is American Ideals. We are going to bring them to the world. Where do the

American Ideals come from? Where would they start with? Can you reject the God and

the Bible from which everything in American Ideals have come and think that American

Ideals in themselves are going to bring much that is good. to the world. That which has

made America great and. that which has made America a force in the world is the extent

to which it has fallen. The ideals with the founders learned from the Word of God.

Through that America has reached a egree of prosperity. A degree of power that no

other nation has ever reached. in the world, but it is building on ibEii the ethics of

our forefathers, not our present leaders.

f- I (question: That verses 4 through 7 would quite specifically and exactly fit the

true servant of the Lord, as we find Him to be when He came. But at this time, as

Isaiah gives it, you are getting a little here and. a little there of the teaching.
And the picture is ecoming clearer as you see more and. more aspects of it. And

as you read this here, the Lord. is speaking but is it the Lord, or all of sudden toes

someone else speak here? And it is not Israel as a whole, It doesn1t fit Israel as a
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whole. It hardly seems that it is Isajahis Dersonality injected here. That it is

Isaiah who is specifically spoken of. There is much of it for which we have no

evidence of any particular application to Isaiah. It certainly does not fit the

attitude of Israel in the suffering which came to it, even though the suffering can

be described with these terms, Israel at xtthxa .km' that time, and at many times since,

has gone through exactly the suffering described here, But the expression here, is one

that submits himself rather volunrily to this; submitting to it and who can it be?

As you read it, the question would come, what can the answer be and it would seem

almost inevitable that the answer would be, I don't see quite how it can fit the .1

Servant of the Lord. I don't see quite how this wonderful one who is coming to go

forward as is described in chapter 42, without discouragement, without hesitation,

without fear, stepping forward confidently, to bring the light to the Gentiles, and

deliver the people from captivity, how any of these statements said here can be true

of Him. I don't see how it can be true. And yet I don't see niiiw who else it can

apply to, and therefore I put it upon the shelf here, whre I say it looks as if it

must be the Servant of the Lord. I don't see how it can fit anyone else, but how can

it fit him. We t it up here, and we wait, and we see if in subsequent chapters perhaps

Isaiah will give us the answer to the problem, and whether in subsequent chapters he

will reveal to us something that we don't know yet, but will make perfectly clear how

this can apply to the Servant of the Lord. And if we do not find the answer, in this

chapter, we find the question in this chapter. And we get the answer three chapters

later.

Well now, in chapter 51 He is continuing right on with his point there in verse one,

to look back to the origin. 'You are following righteousness.U You are going along in

putting this aspect to the law, and that aspect to the law, trying to keep all these

rules, regulations and these details, preseriptions and you think you are going to get

salvation through them? Well look,where did all these come from. They came from n

thnm Moses, they came from Abraham. Your whole life came from Abraham, your m father

and Sarah your mother. Look to them and see where they got their righteousness. Did

Abraham get his righteousness because he kept the Mosaic law? He never heard of the

Mosaic law. Did he get his righteousness by obeying all these minute descriptions? Not
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It is exactly the argument which Paul brings out so fully in the book of Romans.

That Abraham was mm! circumcised as aand a seal of the faith which he had. et

being uncircumcised, but Abraham was not saved. through circumcision, but circumcision

was given him as a sign and a seal of the faith which he already had.. And that the

law was given to Israel, not as a means of salvation at all, but that it was given to

them as a means of becoming a peculiar people; a sanctified people. As an indication

of how the redeemed men should live, and as a picture of the means of salvation in order

to drive home to their minds great truths of how it is that they are saved. through the

Lord Jesus Christ. But Abraham without having had any of thes wonderful ceremonial

law and without having had the blessing of the ibath mifi iWn imiam detailed law, holding

us, which was given to the people of Israel. Abraham was one whom God. called. and.

blessed and increased., and God. did it out His pure grace and His mercy, and called.

Abraham for His own purposes and it was by ifith i faith in God and. that alone, mmiii that

Abraham was saved..

And. so he says, all this is fine. Youve got this following after righteousness.

All these are good they are fine, but what do they really mean? What is the origin

of them? What is vital in them? What is the source of them? Look back to the rock

from which they are hewn. To the hole of the pit from which you are d.igged.. It all

comes from Abraham. And. how was Abraham saved.? God. called. him alone, and. blessed. him,

and increased him. And the God who did that to Abraham is going to give His blessing

to Zion. "The Lord. will comfort Zion." There you have your theme of comfort.

Lord will comfort Zion. He will comfort all her waste places. He will make her

wilderness like Eden, and her desert like the garden of the Lord.. Joy and gladness

will be found therein. Thanksgiving, and the voice of melody." God assures the

-oeople that He is now truly with Israel. That there is a wonderful future yet ahead,

for Israel.

P. 22g. (L?)

C. 51-l-3. There is much of specific literal prediction. The thing that is

brought out from it is the wonderful promises of God. taught elsewhere in the Scripture

which can be properly related to this, are certain and. bound to occur.

So in verse Lt, we have a new paragraph. He tells of the wonderful things that are
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ahead. joes verse L connect up quite closely with verse ? Well, you cannot say for

certain about that. Verse Li is again stressing the assurance of the fulfillment of

God's promise and the fact that He will establish His justice as a light for the

people. That of course suggests, not so much simply the rebuilding of a land, but the

out going of the knowledge of the glory of God. The outgoing of the wonderful

blessings. The wonderful messeges of God's mercy, His love, as His justice. This law

IY'is going to go forth from E'm. He continues, my righteousness is near. My salvation

has gone forth.t And this again, whether does it mean immediately. the time when He is

speaking or is it a picture transferred looking into the future. It is a thing on

which one cannot speak dogmatically from the context. The certainty of it, yes.

"My arms shall judge the people. The isles shall wait upon me, and on mine arm shall

they trust." The isles here of course is not Palestine. He does not refer specifically

to the Jews. He is here looking far beyond the horizon of the Jews. He is speaking

very definitely, of His message, of His power, and His blessings going on to nations

far beyond Israel. isles shall wait upon me, and on mine arm shall they trust,"

The isles, the coastlands, the land of Greece, the lands far beyond the immediate

territory controlled by the Jews. The coastlands are going to wait for God and to

trust in His arm. This brings us back again to the wonderful promises in chapter 42,

±mbmthm of the work which the Servant is going to fulfill. His work is not to merely

bring the Israelites out of exile. His work is to be a light for the Gentiles, and to

bing salvation and freedom from Captivity to those in bondage, whoever they are, Jew

or Gentile, wherever they may be.

And then He stresses again the greatness of God, the power of God, which is so

common in these chapters. The background, the certainty of the fulfillment of His

coming. "Lift up your eyes to the heavens, and look upon the earth beneath: for the heaven

shall vanish like smoke." What does he mean, it is going to vanish like smoke. Is the

place of the departed dead going to vanish like smoke. Is the place to which we go after

death, the wonderful blessedness of the redeemed, is that going to vanish as smoke.

Very clearly here he is speaking of the sky. Of course, that is the ordinary meaning of

the word heavens in the Bible. It is more or less by a figurative extension that the

word heaven which means the sky properly and the clouds, that this word can be extended
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to mean the abode of departed. spirits. It has come to be a common term in the

cripture, looking forward to heaven, Some one has gone to heaven. But it is a

ver/y loose and superficial way of speaking. Actually the Scriptural teaching is that

the great thing to which we look forward is the resurrection. That is the hope of the

future, it is the resurrected. That is the thing that is stressed constantly and

repeatedly in the Scripture. It is also is stated that the intermediate period prior

to the resurrection is a time of bliss with Christ for the Redeemed. But it is a

time of incompleteness. It is not the goal or the ideal to which the Christian is

looking.

(Question: The resurrection itself is in itself the beginning of something.

That which is beginning is the thing to which the Christian looks forward. It is

that existence which He will have, in His resurrection body. That's right. It is

like a man who might run for Presidentcy of the United States, and he would say, how

I am looking forward to my inaugeration. And the big thing that he is looking forward
not

to is/his standing up on the platform and taking the oaths and going through a ceremony.

It is that which follows it. And so a our statements are greatly improved in

precision, by Mr. Hook's suggestion, and we appreciate it very much. But the thing

that I was trying to bring out is that the hope of the Christian is not what we call

heaven. It is not some disembodied bm state that comes immediately after death.

The hope of the Christian is not something that comes immediately after death. It is

something that comes for all who lived at the time of Christ, it comes a long time

after death, and prior to that period, there is a period of bliss. It is a period of

what the Scripture speaks of as glorious, but it is not the great hope of the

Christian. The great hope of the Christian is that glorious experience, the time and

situation which is ushered in by the rsurrectionof the body.

And so this word heaven here, as usually in the Scripture, simply means the sky,

and in extension we can use it to simply mean that which lies beyond our ken, beyond

our reach. Heaven isn't where God is, God is everywhere. God is not spacially

limited. He is not somewhere in the sky, anymore than He is right here, where we are

now. God is everywhere. It is true that the Lord Jesus Christ was raised up into the

sky, into the heavens, and the clouds received aim. He is in a body. Most Christians
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are disembodied, most Christians at present. There are very few who have been

raptured, but as noch and El ijah, there are a few who have been raptured, and the

aints who were raised at the time of the resurrection of Christ, and who have had. the

resurrection already, and been raptured, or else who had been taken right up into

heaven. But for most Christians the rapture is something that is still future,

whether they be living or dead. For Christ, the resurrection has already occurred.

He is in the resurrected body, and therefore that body is limited.

And while Christ as God is everyhere His body is spatially in someone place, and it

is proper to speak of that place as heaven, because it is beyond this earth. It is
be

someplace to which He got by being lifted up into the sky. And of course, we will
with Christ.
this But since we after death are disembodied, there is no particular relationship,

between our ±mmib dsembodied state and His resurrection body that our fellowship with
His

Him has no particular relation to ith±st body until after the resurrection of our bodies.

So the intermediate state is a wonderful thing, as Paul said, "To live is Christ.

To die is gain.I It was a great improvement over the condition of life in this world,

through Him, but the great hope to which He was looking forward was the resurrection

of our bodies, not merely the instant of resurrection, but znam thi all that which

resurrection introduces, and which continues thereafter.

(question: But the Bible said, a cloud received them out of their sight.

We know nothing about it. I would say that we know nothing whatever. He might be

half a mile from the earth, or he might be a hundred million light years removed from
40 that

the earth. All,, kno is that the last i the disciples saw Him, was when a cloud

caused Him to disappear from their sight, and after that, where He went, or what

happened to His body, it simply isn't given. But since the Scripture says, a cloud

received Him out of their sight, I don't see what right we have to say that faith had.

anything to do with it. It is entirely different in a way from our body. There are

many ways in which it is different. But the intermediate state is a disembodied state

here. A state which is spoken of in the Scripture as being unclothed. It is a state

which is incomplete. It is a state which is unsatisfactory, but it for the Christian

is a state of bliss.

lL.(question: No, I would say that the great Old Testament predictions of the time

after the resurrection referred to a period which begins with the millennium, and what
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follows the millennium we are not sure. whether the millennium introduces a period

which continues with a little change for many thousands of years.

P. 227.

Whether there are many thousands of years after the millennium or whether there is

a marked change at the end of the millennium. It is something which is simply not

revealed to '. There are a few verses which throw a little light on it, but they are

not enough of them to be absolutely clear. But that it is the - that which comes after

the resurrection of the body, which is the great hope. But of course where he says

where Peter said, for a hope reserved in heaven, for you, He is speaking of something

that God. has for you. Something that is apart from the present condition of this

world. Something that is away, from what you have access to now. But it is a hope,

which is not merely a place, or a time, but which involves the whole process of our

perfection, about being made like unto Christ, of our being brought into the full joy

of that which Christ has for us. (l)

Well, now that is erhans a good. bit of discussion for this one word heaven here in

verse 6, but it's not merely a discussion of a word along the side because we are involved
in

here in Isaiah e the full matter of the wonderful hope that God has for His believers and

of the great things that he has in store for them. And eo he says, Lift up your eyes to the

heavens, and, look at the earth beneath. The heavens will vanish like smoke and the earth

will wax old like a garment, but my salvation shall be forever, and my righteousness shall

not he abolished.

(2*) Christ and that which God has established, nothing else can

destroy, no one can remove. God can alter his form and c4 change it into such a way as.is

in accordance with his good pleasure. But for those to whom he has nromised eternal life,

it is something of increasing excellence and nothing that is ever going to be lost or de

stroyed.

And now again a word of comfort in verse 7, Hearken to me, ye that know righteousness,

the eople in whose heart is my law fear ye not the renroach of men, neither be ye afraid

of their revilings. Here is a word which can be useful for peoDle in all ages, and in our

present age, can be very useful. He says)do not fear the renroach of men, do not be dismayed
at the reviling,s. Remember the fact that the things of God are eternal and the human things

few Difl tricks. And even thou in
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They said, that the wise thing for us to do. We're on the winning side then.

Then you know when the American armies came in and overran France, and Paris

was liberated that then the French people began to grab everybody whom they called

collaboratQrs. Everyone who had cooperated with the Germans in anyway, they put many

of them in prison. The women they shaved off their heads and they made them rediculous

in all sorts of ways. The leaders of the government they put in 104k&. Some of them

they executed, and the other side was completely victorious. Well, it didn't look as if

that sort of thing would ever happen then. It looked as if Hitler's eich would last for

a thousand years.

Well now, this is of course, an entirely different situation, because it is not a

matter of two people, who is going to succeed? This group or that group? This gang or

the other gang? It wasn't a situation like that at all, that we have facing here. It

is a situation of those who were on the side of morality, of truth, and those who were

on the side of God's mill, who are in this world, which is under Stan control. Who

are displaced Dersons here, in a world in which Satan is ruling, and naturally they are

reviled and reproached. They may reach tituations where they may be tortured. Where

they may suffer. Where they may lose their lives. The question is, shall we collaborate?

What is the harm in collaborating with the forces of this world? They seem to be supreme

here. Should we not go along with them and watch out that we get along as well as we can

in this life though some of us are there in the mmham position where the problem hits

us very strongly, others comparatively little. But all of us are it hits us to some

extent.

And he says here, Do not be dismayed at the revilings of men. Don't fear the

reproach of men. All they can do is to take away the body. All they can do is to cause

the physical body to suffer.. He says, God1s righteousness will be forever. His salvation

is to all generations. This is a temporary situation, whether it ±m continues a year,

ten years or a thousand years, it is temporary, and God's control is eternal, and

therefore he says we should not be dismayed at their reviling,nor submit to their

tortures
)because,

he says, there is the condition is to be reversed eventually and it

is better to be on the winning side, in the end, then to have the brief satisfaction,

of being ofi what seems to be the winning side, for a short period.
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And of course in addition to that, what he will establish, is not merely he

victory of one gang over the other gang, as in most human wars, but it is the victory

of righteousness, and. of that which is in accord with God's principles, over that is

wicked and hostile to all that th which is good. And then after this has been expressed

after this has been pointed out, that God is going to be triumphant. That His

righteousness will endure and be established. His salvation will endure through all

generations. In some of these verses we looked at it, as i it had already occured,

back in verse 3, for instance, we looked at it as if it already happened. God had.

comforted Zion. Now in this situation, naturally someone thin turns to the arm of the

Lord, and calls upon it, to bring to pass that which He has promised.

He says, this is absolutely sure. It is certain to us. Well then, let's see it

' baDpen. Why doesn't it come? Here we are. God says it is certain. Well, let's see

some action. "Awake, awake, put on strength, 0 arm of Jehovah; awake, as in the days

of old, in the generations of ancient times." 'Is it not thou who hath cut Raba'b in

pieces." Rabab is a figure for Egypt, and God delivered the Israelites from Egyptian

bondage. The power of Pharaoh, the greatest true oppressor of the day after many

decades of cruel oppression of the Israelites. His power was broken, and the Israelites

were allowed to go free. God has done this. Why then sm should He not now act again?

Why should He not free the Israelites from Babylon? And, of course, in the back ground.

is the answer, if He frees them what is accomplished? You free them from Babylon, and

there is another exile ahead, if you don't deal with the thing that led them to Babylon

in the first case, the sin question.

(question: Yes, I don't have it on my tongue's end at the moment, and this Bible

has no marginal references, but I think that most that have will have a reference to a

verse that will put it right particularly parallel with Egypt. Isaiah 30:7, we have
fthe statement, For Egypt helps in vain, and to no purpose; therefore have I called her,

(Rahab) that sitteth still. And so Isaiah, comparing Scripture with Scripture, we see

what Rabab means over here in Isaiah 51. What does the King James say? Their strength

is to sit still. Well, the Revised. in this particular instance is a little bit more

clear presentation of the verse. And. it explains this passage here. I don't think you

would need it to explain this passage, because the context would. make it

clearç"
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But from the context, you might still have just a little bit of doubt. The parallel

makes the difference. In the context here, you have God1s cutting Rahab in pieces.

You say, deliver us from Babylon. Aren't you the one who cut Rahab in pieces? It would

seem to me, aren't you the one who delivered us from the "previous monster that held us

,i/Oin
subjection. Well, what about erseJi. Didn't you dry up the red sea, and make the

depths of the sea a place for the redeemed to pass over? It doesn't say the Red Sea.

It just says sea. Perhaps we should say the Sea of Reeds. But at any rate, it is

referring very evidently to that which came when they came out of Egypt, as another

instance in the wonderful deliverance that God gave the people in the past. He says,

you gave these wonderful deliverances in the past. You freed us from the power of Egypt.

You led us through the Red Sea, when the power of Egypt was right behind, and Pharaoh

was ready to destroy the people. Now, he says, 'Awake, awake, 0 arm of Let's

see some action now. Why aren't we delivered now from Babylon? Why are we here

suffering? Oh, Lord, he says, pour out your mercies now. And the question is, why aren't,

they poured out? The question is, why did the Israelites get into a position at all,

where they need such mercies as this? And the answer is, as we have had in the previous

ten chapters repeatedly, it is your sin, which has brought you into this situation.

didn't sell you. You have sold. yourselves, through your iniquity.

And. so in verse 11, he goes on with the wonderful promises. "The ransomed of the

Lord shall return, and come with singing to Zion, and. everlasting joy shall be upon

their head. They shall obtain gladness and joy, and sorrow and mourning shall flee

away." Again, a rather general statement looking forward to wonderful blessings for the

future, but not showing in the very specific way, precisely what they are. It is the

sureness and the certainty of it, that is stressed here, rather than the particular

details which are given very clearly in other passages.

lLs..(Q,uestion: That is an interesting question. There are various conclusions which

might possibly be reached on it. There is a later passage in Isaiah, where He gives us

the prayer, the unworthy prayer, and then gives God's answer to an unworthy prayer, and

you infer from the answer that the prayer given is an unworthy prayer, and most

commentators have not done that, and therefore have run into great uncertainty in their
comments at that particular passage . ...................................................
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illustration - chess game with man on ocean liner

27 bruised reed, smoking flax
God's describing His Servant not as the servant is, but as he should be

28 A problem: Why does God's Servant not deliver us?
A questioning of :od's power
Wonderful picture of ideal servant but how is he going to perform the work?

42:5 God's answer to discouragement LC
His is stressed again

29 42:6-9 God's ans. to Israel's discouragement

30 42:9-14 mood of people alternating between discouragement and joy, glory & glory

31 42:16 question asked re note of chastening
-r




God's 2gwgr

32 42:16-19 Contrast between God's people and idol worshippers

33 42:22 Iszael's chastening LC

34 43:1 Question answered re method of study

35 43:2-3 Cyru rewarded LC
question answered re Jjg.aeit 11 it Egypt NC

captivity in Assyria or in return to Egypt




(?)
36 43:3 near or future?

God's continued interest in Israel

T 37 43:7-9 theme of omniscience'
L 43:10-13 monotheism

43:14 deliverance
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38 43:18 a IN

a command rather thana question

43:19 wonderful things God will do
43:22 Israel's inability to fulfill the work that she has been called to do

39 not foretold Zwhhea God will do these great things for Israel
illustration

43:23-25

40 43:23-25 contra 19-21 oscillation of emotions IN
encouragement7Tsc-ura gement

43:25-44:1 different emotional interests
44:2

41 Jeshrun = Israel

42 44:5 clear, LC
44:6 Things that are coming, New idea of ausjion in

scientific thinking. Prediçn.

44:8

43 44:9-20 absurdity ofj.atry
44:21 Israel's relationship to God

Israel - God1s servant

T- T 44 44:22-23 comfort, deliverance

/ 45 illustration from bad cold that eentered in throat
must the root rather than the symptoms LC

43:26-28

46 not enough to deal with Babylon
question: must deal with question, settle it first IN

47 sin is a problem whether there is prosperity or adversity
question: ans. re motifs

48 Two underlying motifs:
God's servant is Israel

,eL
The stasgn Israel is in Babylon

Two other questions:
What do about our sin? NC

44:24 God's greatness

49 deliverance rather than omnipotence NC
44:25 Omniscience

50 Best intentions of human wisdom producing bad results IM

44:27-27

51 question answered
Important principle stated IM
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,, 51 question answered
44:26 Cod's messenger - Isaiah

52 use of name of Christ

/' 53 45:2 cyrus NC
The gates - discussion, question

54 LC, IN
question re conquest by river bed

A1v 55 45:2 makes crooked places straight LC
falacy of misapplying texts

56
-

on making_application

57 gates of(copper)
composition of-brass, copper

58 bronze rather than brass

45:3 treasurqts of darkness
'---astiriy of statement

59 treasurers of darkness(cont'd) IM,L

45:4

60 53:8 construct-use of words
61 the living, the transgressions, a stroke

62 53:4 not usable in present form

63 45:1-2 gates of brass

45:3 I have called thee -çyrus
45:5 I have girded thee - Cyrus

64 45:7 I create evil__ IM, very useful

65 meaning of 'yi1.!. -- physical evil LC
65a cont'd - not specifically physical

66 naughty figs in Jeremiah LC

67 45:9 Cod us placed us in a world of facts LC

68 rebuke
45:13

69 45:14 Egypt, ft1pia Seba given to Cyrus
Talking to Israel, not to Cyrus

70 45:15 A God who hidesjlimself- cf. Delitzsch LC
Israel rather than rus

,c47 45:16,17 fate of idol worshipper
- God's creative power



71 45:18 ThepEseofcreation rather than its condition LC

72 45:19 His public declaration; rebuke of idol worshippers

73 45:21 A marvellous prediction...which is not yet fulfilled

45:23-25 Future jtiificationof all Israel
The word 'c!the word "Israel" (uses of)

74 45:25 Israel and the church. Future justification of Israel

'' 75 Millennium not the chief subject under consideration

76 46: Deals with the immediate situation LC
Jjo atry. Illustrations.

77 Idolatry foolish

46:2-11 running comments

78 46:11-12 "You stouthearted" Obstinate? Valiant?

46:13 jness - bring my righteousness near Clear
TTieme of comfort

79 Zion

80 47:1 Future course of God's blessing His fulfillment of His righteousness
7'- and salvation.

81 47:6 Subjugation of ,yLo.and deliverance of Jerusalem

82 How can Israel do a good work when Israel itself needs a work
done for her -- in captivity, blindness, stupidity ?

Phila. rabbi == It"s all brains brains, brains, instead of God"s grace

83 48:12

84 48:15 Who is speaking here? Cyrus? The Lord?

85 48:17 The Lord and his spirit have sent me
86

T 87 49:1 The speaker? The Servant

88 The Servant

89 Servant who brings light, needs light. Servant's work is to be done
by Israel, but not all of Israel IMP

90 48:16 Three Persons of Godhead
Glimpse of diety of Servant of Jehovah

91 No contradiction
RSV correct. H.S.is the One sent IMP, clear







92 Understand children to understand grownups IMP
Advise insaETly resisted, rejected. Each desiers own will & way LC,clear

93 1) Determine to follow God's will_ IMP
2) Be tolerant of others

F1nt qualities with most glaring faults
Finer the person the more glaring their flaws Pnactical /

Lessons

7
94 48:20Babylon

Uses a pressing need to call attention to a norejic need
Find a common ground

Immediate need// ultimate need

95/1-5 48:20 Not ironic
48:21 Ahant attitude

96/1-4

96/5- 48:22 Meaning
7! Only a slight paragraph division between ch. 48 and 49

97 NobrealLbetween ch. 48 and 49, or 57 and 58. Yet a definite break
in middle of ch. 56

97/7-10 49:1 Israel, the Servant is speaking Clear

98 49:1-2 Clear, IMP

99 49:4-5 Note of uncertajj

99/8-10 49:6

100 49:7

49:11 Difficu1j..to be overcome; mountains or marshes
49:12 Sinim a section of China

lO. Origin of Name China Clear,LC

102 Servant of rulers, dissussion on meaning of

103 49:13 Comfo
49:14 Complaint. Don't make arguments from analogies IMP

104 49:15 Danger of proving by Maloa
Bret Harte. You can't show what God is like by analogy of what
human beings are like.

105 Nothing human is sifficiently good to be proof of what God is. Clear,LC

106 49:20,21

107 49:21-23 Some will be brought to acknowledge God's supremacy

49:23 "they shall not be ashamed' -- looks over a period of time.
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108 Example of John Wesy as illustration of "they shall not
be ashamed who wâTtfor me"

i Sad when lose first !91f-.e LC,ckear

109 A prediction and a principle
,9 109/6-10 49:24

110/6-10 .Jewin Germany treated better after WW II
/Question ans. - RC's in Japan NC

111/1-5 Persecution of
/6-10 Minority groups persecuted NC

112/1-7 Erederick the Great's Question = Answer: "The

49:19 Israel according to the flesh or the true people of God? Which?

49:19-23 True people of God in view

49:24-26 Fleshly Israel in view

113/8-10 ch.50 Speaking to Israel, the race. Isael according to flesh spparate
from Israel according to the Spirit

114 ch. 51 Discussion of rhetorical question

115 Illustration from Presby. of Phila. Rhetorical question

50:2

116 Facing up to one's on i içy for sin.
Illustration from N. J. prisons.

117 The proper attitude toward our difficulties IMP
Reaction toward criticism LC

7 118 Facing our faults. God' wise tactfulness

119 Learn from God the right way ofapproachtopeop1e'eeds.
Most vital question is not the Babylonian question but the
sin question.

50:4 Who is speaking here?

120 50:7,10 True believer is addressed

121 50:11 Martin Wajillustration NC
2 Other illustrations re: Walking in the light of your,

Finding a conmjp,.
------- 122 50:11 Best in dealing with error

51:1 Bring Americj4i1s to others --not what meets basic
needs found only in Bible LC

51:4-7

123 How is 51:4-7 true of the servant of theLord?
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123/7 51:1 You are following righteousness LC

124 How did Abraham get righteQuan2

124/10 51:4 New paragraph

125 Assurance of fulfillment of Codes promises. Present or future?

51:6 Heavens vanish like smoke

126 Heaven = abode of departed spirits LC
The hope of the Christian is not heaven but the
resurrection of the body

127 Discussion of resurrection. Intermediate state is a disembodied state.

128 More discussion on heaven

51:7
Contrast between temporary reproach and

129 51:8 eternal righteousness.

Brief success vs permanent victory IMP
Illustration re conditions innce LC

130 Fateof collaborators

DIsplaced persons in a world in which Satan is ruling

131 51:9 Rahab a figure for Egypt LC

132 51:10,11



E-39 - 145 - tJkh3JU

you 4a-ai4h-e-ee-trtg-e-- It is a chasenlng or a testing te4ow for

an opporutnity to show your faith and thus spread the glory of God.., they knew

that through their suffering He was going to be glorified.., therefore we rejoice...

Yes? The Imperative? The grammatic ... what we have here is ",. and is

translated in some of the versions as if this ... an imperfect and if it were an

an Imperfectn/ and if it is an imperfect, it needs tau at the beginning, but it does not have

The form is an imperative. Now there is a possibility of an error in transmission,.

the possibility that it is meant to be imperfect, but whenever it- we can, we should

interpret it as it stands... And we should ... as it stands, then it is a

command as well. Command is a review of God's promise, that we should keep

ourselves ,.. from the oppression that comes upon ... When He commaids

(Q)Okay, now, Me. Lee, did you read? Mr. Butler, yes, yes, yes... yes , you
It will

have finished, have you not? /1'ot come near unto you. Here-w4H-- Terror

will not approach you. There is a rea cause of tenor. We are not to fear becasue

the real use of tenor will not come unto you. Mr. Butler... Mr. Butler seems

to get shorter verses all the time. Mr. Butler.

Behold, someone will indeed -s-t4i-stir up strife, -T-h& It's emphasis is to

sti]xr x up strife. The stress is something that is going to happen. He says that

Don't think that in this life you are to be free from everything that is unpleasant.

He sas- says the termr wont approach you. You don't need to fear, but he says that

this see-doesn't mean Vie-se41-to say that there is not going to be any difficulties,

any problexms, because he says t1-re area going to be some. He says 4e1-

behold one will surely...Somex Is this definitely going to happen. But he says

itjiotfrcm me. I'm not going to cause you 4.ft±edlfflcu1ty. If I sayx something it is

for your good. It is for your best interest . It is nct m desire that you should suffer

but
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but I may 03C send somethirg to test you or to use your witness for my glory

so the stirring up against me is not from me. Hiw Whoever has stirred up

strife, oc those that injure God's people, those that injure God's eeh
/

chosen people, they will suffer for it. Mr. Lee again. In other wcrds, all the

forces of this life, they come from God. God has established it. God has established

the fine work that produces that which is diffio.i it... to produce. He produces 1

all theforces that mold . to make us what he wants us to be. He has established

them. They are for our chastening, nct k for our destruction. He has made the

engraver, that has the fire of difficulty that we go through. It is part of God's

plan. :Yes, n, I have not checked through the use of this word to see just

broad it is. The English word engraverneans one who ;makes small. The english

word te-3ee4e botd-brea¬i-4s-r. . is one who jecmakes large things, like

the; 91,eeesoe- shoes for the horse. And forger. but the man kwho forges things,

would x be the man who makes the big i engine wheels. We don't have any one

English word which covers it. It is strange how that in some languages g me- one

word covers a lot of things, and another word... and to get the exact coverage

of different words varies tremendously with different languages, now this next word

I have not checke d to see whether the usagesc will ena ble us to tell just how berad

broad or narrow is what is inclkuded I n it. Lext see if the Englishman's here vll

be able to throw any 4- light on it. NAny language , in order to find out how broad

is the use of a word, you have to have a considerable ee t4Fy-- number of

passages, or of two might not give you sufficient evidence to show the cprecise

meaning, but the Isradites went down to the PhIlsdstines . .1 Sam. . . .is

translated Smith. The e war, no smith found in the land of Israel. but the Israelites

went does--down to thelhiloi Phi-el Philistines to get theiitheir things sharpened
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So the Philsdstines wouldn't give them weapons, they would just give them

agriculturRal ...well, there is something that we.ti1&- wouldn't make you ..and
/_

it translated carpenters c k in It Kings 22 .. -pehpas- perhape-craxfts, an

in 24. In Zechariah the L.eof Lord showed me four oo-carpiitars . In Isa. 44:11

ix it is ttaiI-trans1ated simply grkman. I don't know what ... it is tri*sat

translated such as ... in II Chro9cnicles ... so evidently is a man who is e&

able to i- handle metal, and to take nEtals and to make them into vth at is

desired, now that might include the fine work, 13t- but it isdefinitely includes...

--- - or for airplane mechanics. Thc e rticular occupations

they didn't have in those days .-Ta-- And there are occupations that they; have

And so the Lord says that He has eecreated the Smith , the one that is going

to . .the coals in the fire, that suggests a large we work ...where as our English

word should suggest a small one. and the one pretty narrow. This word..is a word

that you cannot translateth exactly in English, - because it covers all ox sorts

~Of
movable instruments, it may include ricultural weapons. I dedon't say that

this should necessarily mean weapons but it kgoes on with , for His work rather

than . . the one who makes the stools, arri Ec it seems to me that thefigure here

is that all the forces that shape us in our lives , if we are devoted to the Lord

he is handling and He is handling it in oieder to shape us into an s- lit iei-

e4cemn--instrument for His purpose. Just like He-the smith makes the tools that

He will use to work in the-- fields, so if God x is going to ; se us in His harvest

He has the forces tha will v--4he4d- mould us into what He wants us to be,

so He is saying don't feel so bad , if you are truly a believer in the lord, don't

feel so bad about the exile that you have gone through. Don't feel k bad about

other miseries ;...because God is-- who is going to make this wonderful result
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in the future , it dx is in the meantime ptt-moldingx you that he can use ;you.

So He has fashioned you that way. We should not worry about things , because

we Rknow that no real harm can come. We eetd should trust him and know that

all things will be used for His purpose, and so the different parts that we have here

look further forward, than we are looking now. We are looking forward to the ultimate

things. Now , we are looking at the process,d. along the way, when we will be eMa194h

e stablished ar free from worries, becaus e our hearts are staid upon Him, am

and we realize that the fee&4at--f ,reoes-eiee-4e eea-forces that come

into our lives, would mould us into what He wintwwt-wants us to be, if we

truly belong to Him. -Lest-- That's right, He created the it-waster to destroy.

In other words, Go d has created the forces that are to mold His we- own into

what He wants them to be, and also the watter to destroy. In other words,

God has created. The ox forces that are to mold his own into wia t He wants them

to be , also the watter to destroy that which is e e aevenxtually to be destefye

destroyed anyway.

E-4

And I am the one who c createx the smith, and I have created the waster to destroy.

So that a person...there is the wicked , the sin in the world which does not come

under the blood. That is k the .. while there is that which has been cleansed.

I think that the two are ee-distinct . Behold I am the one who has created this.

They are not just two aspects of the same thing. Yes. It doesn't seem to me that

he would put the its on the end .... iit; is for a definite pff purpose. The ebrtte,-

instrument has a good purpose. I would be inclined to think that ... well, we have

still just one v&4- verse left, and then we will go ahead of this. There is an order
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there. Now, we are going to build a house. Well, we get the ... You say, Now,

we are going to build a bou1-house.We can sec say we went and dug a wee

whQ in the ground and put in the cement, and the sides ,a-d-- but ... so there

is... so we have here 54 which is more kdiffla.itl,.. to ±tdeeta understand that

than 53 or 55. But it is understood in relation to them. We 1 d looked, ad.c maybe

we went a little bit.. .1 don't know whether we have a great deal to gain to spend

-: I4much time on verses 11 and 12, wM-with their picuctures of variai s jewzels. But

it is diff1 cult the-to pass on the knowledge when the langu age is dead. We

have to haive specific evidence, and the particular thing t-they that they refer

to, I 30--think that most people are fairly mT 4e- There is much mie to gain

ft ... it is going to be beautiful, . Now, in verse 13, I think we should look at

13 again, and . they 2ax shall all be k cut ores of Vie Lord. Now, does this

simply mean that somebody ..and I think that we cannot ...we don't have a great

eaI--many uses of oc the word , but we do have something, we have 6 uses of

the word. Of corse the word_- to learn, and the piel of is eae-cause

toearn_or±ot-cth. And so, while it is true that k while k you look at this word

as Isa. 8:16. Bind up the Law . . and Isa. 54. is I have the tongue of the learned

It says kliterally... but he suggests disciples, but ourdisciples is somebody who

is interested. I don't think that c4 4pIe--.this word invos more. I think that

the word involves .--4*d4n.g-y-not simply being ... this word for instance here

all of thy children?c shall be taught of the Lad, but-so then are you -going

be considered as those that have a chance to learn about God. They will all be

removed. (it is a noun). But it is derived from the the- piel. The one who has been

caused to learn, and I believe that when you look lx at the word, now, the word is

used four times in Isa. and twice in Jer. and in these-the-e- two uses of
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in Jeremiah, they are Jer. 2:24, where it is translated you, and in Jer. 13:23

It is tran. ated are accustomed, so let us kglance at... but when the . it Is

p retty well agreed that the ... evidence tot he contrary. The idea that the

NoW, ;er.
24 says that a wild cat used lo the lderness. ... It seems

to suggest that the wildcat is accustone d to the wilderness. She is x one

who is able to handle the secrets of the wilderness . She is not simply one

who is trying to learn about the wilderness. But this is more than a learnedcr.

This is one who. and I t think that is brought out injer. l3.23, where we

find that . ..Can the Ethiopian charge hisx skin or the leper k hips spots.

Then may he also do good that are accustorEd to do evil.. That doesn't

mean that they xxxw are ingrained in them. It means that evil is I ngrained

in them. They are disciples of evil inthe sense that they are so trained that

you can say that you aFe-1cannot make yourself good, can the Ethiopian cl-a nge

gk his skin or the leper k hiss spots. This verse surely uses the word move-removed

--th-in the sense of one who has been definitely trained, and reached a very definite

state of accomplikshment, in some way... In Isa. we notice in Isa. 8:16 bind

up the law among thy disciples, might be just those that wf,t-wart to learn,

or it can mean those that have learned. Bind up the law among thy disciples.

The nation is going bad. Hold the truth withocin those that have learned a good

deal 4.ffl-from me ansd are able to carry on. t is not ?s-tit-just those thc. ..and

the toc other to two cases are in one verse, Isa, 50:4, and that c in the Engish

is a rather peculiiar verse. The Lord has given me the tongue of the learned, t at
to him & who is weary.

I should know how to speak a word in season/ He wakeneth morning and morning

He wakeneth my ear to hear as the leaRe- learned ,now that doesn't convey

Etyloaially--..,Etymologically, it fits perfectly. It is the tongue ofthe on
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who±x has learned that (too much static). The Lcr d has given me the tcnue of

one who has taught. That I should know to speak a word in season. K It wakes

me up morning by m-enmorning, as one who is taught, one who is trained ....

E-41

You have the Servant of the Lord described.. .of couxrse a number of times.. and

this is ... and another... chater . who is among you that-ee&ye-the-bo--that

obeyeth the voice of His servant. That is sort of k out of context. Not much before

and not much after ... Isa.-i-t-the context doesn't seem to fit .... a few of the other

passages about the Lord are better... this servant.. .4ts- then, we only have six

cases but they all fit together pretty well, in fact, ' two of Ek t1 cases... and I

one of them are not used. ..the idea of making. is not thek idea of learning something

13 but one who has ...socthis verse says ac aUf thy hiJn...have been taught

of the Lord. In other words, predicting the far greater z powa of God over ... ;yes,

now, that is a very interesting questin. The Lord teaches them, they are tauj ht

of the Lord. They are taught about the Lcrd. -1-94s-They are the trained ones of the

Lord. I would be . that . taught by the Lord. I would definitely ... 1 don't know

whether we could be very dcmatic or not. God is goir to. of øci*se- ccrse
2:26

you lwethehave these cases in I Johr/wh Lrd

Lecd-- These x things have I written unto you concerning them that seduce you,

but the anointing that you have received of him abideth in you, and you need not

that any nn teach you, but the same anointing that-teee4e&yeu-- you have received

of Him abideth in you, and you need not that any man teach you, but the samee

anointing t-hat-keepot1-you- teacheth you of all, and is truth, and is no lie,

and even as it hath taught you, ye shall abide in Him. And now, little children,

abide in him that, when he shall appeark, we may have confidence, a rrI not be
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ashamed before him at-M8 his coixing. If we'ye know that he is righteous, we know

that every one that doeth righteousness is born of hoax him.

But it is certainly a promise of far greater. Certainly God teaches His

people to interpret, there is no eeita4n- question of that, but-he there is also a

direct leading.. there is sone thing. As John says the anointing . that the one vh o

has truly believed- Christ and belongs to Him, God W 11 wa1h out for Him

in a par-verky particular way. T1B t doesn't ne an that he can put himself under

false teachers and tlg--think that he is perfectly k safe. He is saved, but hi

witness can be ruined. There is no question of that, so Paul says the anointin

that you have received of khim abideth continually. God gives apromise, butwe

And so here is the promise k given which will find

J ) its outworking through Christ in a special way, but perhaps all thy children shall

e- be taught of the Lord, and ...Yes, great shall be . and this word , it }s

does not just mean..It means . but how important ...you mean what is His whole

.much more than ...and great shall be the peace of thy children. I don't

think that he is specifically referring... to ... but I am inclined to think that

great shall be their well g being. T-he- It doeiseem as if it goes beyond any...

before the coming of Christ or since. So it would seem to me that it is looking forward

to . ..but we have to draw that . but I think that the promises has relevance for today,

We do read about Israel, a nation born in a th y. at the end of this age. I don't

know. I would like to think ... but great shall k be it is a promise... I don't think

that it is an automatic promise, but I think that we have the right to claim it... if

'we simply bring children into the world in the hope that so i time we-w they will

go to an evangelistic meeting and be saved.. I think that we have the right to claime

that ±kx and He will in His own time bring them to the Lord. We cannot say just
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" Lord, the promise is going to pass. He has promised and he is going to

if we carelessly ignore, and other ignore their own children, and the children

turn out bad. e is not doing k what the Lord wanted them ... but I think that

.and :es, whatever bdx Oh, great shall be the well-heir of your children,

It doesn't say,tha- wherever you have Christian people &4&-who study the Word

and try to follow it. Now, ther eare exceptions. There are world-wide... but

in the average... in the great matority of cases. " over a period of & generations.

that is a general principle... they will be . . but .. on the whole the child ren

of believers are " so that would seem to tie it up to quite an extent. -Gret--The

relations to . and the completekness.. great s 11 be the peace ofthy cMd,

children. Look at the fourteenth. Now that of course would fit with what would

they are going to have well Ing. And by means of righteousness. -w You

will be ex etab1e- established in righteousness, or by means of righteousness.

The outvo rking of therighteousness in the body of believers is going to gvK become

establikished...and continuing. You correctly translated the third word as a n

aorist. And the King James Version tranates it as an ie- imperfect, and the

kittel Bible has a footnote which says read it as an-t-pref- imperative. I

It is hard to get the sense of it...

E-th&c 42

In righteousness, by means of righteousness you shall be established, you might

say you are going to be established by righteousness. Don't you becm e that would

be a natural way of taking it. Don't oppress others, for it goes on, for you ac ahll

shall not fear. Just how do you get that as the basis for not oppressing others. Because

" because it wont come near you. Is that...you are going to be established in righteousnes
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/; Now, that is not k natural. But you take this as the imperative, it almost seems

to be required, Now, if you take it as an imperfect, as the King James Version

doesn7-wk,, which of coursex is implied, at the beginning of the word, why

the)cn , in righteousness you will be established, you will be far from oppression

for you wont fear, you will be far from oppression because c no body is going

to htt4 hurt you, it wont come near you. But lea.&e--because you wont fear...

don't exhort. . be far from oppression. Because you-d&- don't fear, that makes

a peculiar thought , but just how you are going to fit it in,, but it can k be

translated for, although, or but, or that, but I don't think it is that. That

oft indirect object, it is not a perfect. Itis far from oppession , so that you wil

not fear. I don't believe that is the emphasis. Be far from oppression when you

do not fear. That wouxldn't make any sense would it. And from terror, for it

will not come near. Be far from terror, you don't need to be terrified, the Lord

holds things in control. Be ax far from oppression, because you don't need to

fear, arid from terror, bexcause it wilinci come near you. The oppression . doesn't

fit in. There is , of x course the poss1biliy, that ... there is always that possibility

because . ..that the text has been-eon*p-corrupt. . .t but I don't like to assume

that, but at the present I have not been able to work out... the proper . that shalt

be far from oppression is of coi.rse ... therefore you don't need to fear. I should

think that ..maybe we can come back.. the ee11*nef1&t- commentaries. ..yes, no.

The imperative is sore times used ocx. and the perfect is .. like , Wi ere it says,

Joselxph told His brother. .--He said, Do this, and live. Now, the command

is to live, but the command goes back to what.. .wt this do and by means of doing

though there the imperative is understandable. this do and you will live.., and

as a result of doing this, live, why should you die, you can live,-you in a case like
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q" if you will simply do what I tell you. In a case like that , the imperative

-4 I don't see how this could be an imperative, unless the assumptia was

and of course if you combine . that would seem to suggest... that either the thu

was lost or they kk didn't ee4o-see how to mkae-make sense out of it. A-peeu4a-

peculiar verse, I think that this chapter is a difficult chapter. It-is- I think that

me have done pretty well so far to find only one verse that . . maybe...1 haven't

seen it yet. For thou shalt not x fear... Let's go on for the moment- Mr..Mr. Pucket

here we have just been told that we don't need to fear . We have nothing to wary

about. But then we say , It is true that there are going to be those that will stir

up strife against... so that you are not to take the verse as e-absolutáy

a s someone, there are troubles all ether-over. There is nothing to fea, Yes, there

will be troubKle . There will be cases whe re somebody will stir up strife, but

say ,-tin-- think of 1k what the Lord said, In the world you shall have tribulation,

but be of good cheer, I have overcome the world. But it is not that God is going to

show His enmity toward, His ai ger . . .Lç Ut not showing His wGca--wrath there.

will be those that will stRir up trouble aarfts--- against you, c but it wont' be from

me. On account of you for your sake. Now, this means here is quite... It is-iau

u sually a question. don't know whether it is k often used for whoever, I haven't

checked. Have you found any casews. In English the word who is ...It may express

a interrog. who diEd it. But in Hebrew har1s ually the relative, anl this is

normally a question. I don't recall off hand any case where it is a reaI.-relative.

Lket's look in the ei4eh- Englishman's here and see if-there-#sI see anythin.

One .... whosoever. those are the examples that show it does not really-ftiaft-

mean it. Exodus 4*4-whg-2 4:14 Who ... let ... they translate it, whoecsoever.
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Li kg.- Then they say, Isa. 54:15 .who is fearful that in return. In other words

they say that k it k alxways has the idea of a question, but maybe you can gt

a question in here that will be4a]a-t3-d--translated by a whosoever. Who will

cause trouble with you on account of you , he will fall. And of course that in Ength h

is best renEdered as a relative pronoun. But the actual 4e48--form is a rhetorical

/
. . . it is a-perfect. Who has st4Feed.siFee- stirred up strife with you. For you sakes

he is gaing to fall. And of course ... who persecutes the Lord's people, He punishes.

Those ... that persecute Israel, He punishes, and those that persecutes ... believers

God c punishes. I would incline to think that this is not by . means not from my

anger, they stirred up quakrrels. They rouocse mischief a i'--against you.. .1 may

use their wickedness, for a chastigment, but I will not use or originate their

wrate as an 9dnstrumext of my . or ae&raeftMfis-antagonism. The attitude

that they show is a n attitude of hatred. This attitude does not come from me.

I may use it, for xthastisement, the scn that Ithe father receiveth he chastises.

And if you x are not partakescrs of His chastisements, then are ye bastards and

not sons, but he will permedt them to come into Ic our lives. For the purpose of

chastisement, but God does-He is not the source of enmity, he uses their enmity

but He will protect us from the ... so tint it will not reach tie point lx h ere it

is destructive, but only to l& where it i s in line with His purpose for our Good.

Now, that is a lot to get out of this verse. But I don't say flat -Loe- the Ic Lcrd is

against me. Looked what happened, God has no interest in me. Go d has no use
terrible

for me. He is causing all these/ things to happen. Now, say God loves

me. We belong to him. Therefore, I am go1n to have troublke. they will occur

but it is not that God hates me. He permits these things to happen for my good,

and He will not permit it to go beyond the point for which He will give me the
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strength to ±c enjcdure. Now , this is a great word and we ought to be able
Irterpret the 14th

to,4at.e-#t-n such a way as to get this verse, x especially when it starts

By means of righteousness you will be established.

E-4 3

Now, the word means ,t ic. Nowr-No, I think in this k case it is more like

the blacksmith, the engraver. This or theone who...the word lx I think that the

b].acksmilxth. Behold, I am the one.. a man with great power who is doing this

and continuing, the one who forkges things in the fire. The one who . the instrument

for His work.. I have created Him. Yes, now, that is rather difficult. I am the

one who has created , k causing to destroy, means to bind, or to . It would

seem to me that this is declaring God's sovereignty. He says that you don't need

to fear the enmity of human beings. You don't need k to fear terrible acts, for

even bej hind these forces which are beyond your arntrol , I will ... Mr.Butler.

Yes, there is a pee-relative without an ashur. lust like ... here you will . the

word is occasionally trait1& translated... shall ... you s1 II be éeeadeclared

as guilty.. .the one who rises up in judgment. You-høc shall declare him as guilty

--that is to say. You may be maligned, you may be mistreated, but don't worry

about it, the Lord will show... contlnulng...Yes, here then we have the Lord gives

us.. .but I don't think that is . usuaUylx -Ge e4ea4 eea occasionally it is

" ..and therefore they wont to trans11c . .1 don't . ..so I feel that -thee- here we

have definitely an indication of the . . this I s ... from k me... then we have

vacation, and would you like an assig. this is what the w servants of the Lord

received be-through the testament, the -p*e- portion of which was given them.

This is their portion. ..And now, there are many other sections. I thought that

Dr. Kim might have a; suggestion. And I made a list of k interesting paa passages.
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This is the beginning of the passage ... the words would really mean to do what
r 7' J




what is rightly done in order to x to do . in order to accomplish, so t1 t it

is posEible , but it is not possible tFa t . . now , a person can act wisely

and there can be a special catastrophe to prevent him from aeope1hg'

accomplishing by His actions, so that a person ca n-pe&- prosecper, and a

person can prosper who knows . but this word has both ideas in it. I don't

know any way to get it... but the idea is tht;the servant is... now, he is gDing

to accomplish 'r by his . ..the results aix for whikch God sent Him, kt byc so

I;don't know t just how to get it. ..but he will, by His wise actions. Now,

the tranis ationx, is ... 1 just don't know. ..-the- each of which ... has part

of the n- meaning but neite r of which has the whole meaning... He will

be hight. It's a physical word. What form is that, and these three words

altogether ... altogether is a physical lifting up. Any word for 'tphvsical lifrmna

up is a figurative word for praise , hoinor, and extol, and glorified, what they

say is to be hysica1ly high, bc to be raised up, that is what it says, and of

course most trans1thclaors have translated it extolled, praised, or sonietl-i ng

like that. Of course exaltin Engllksh means to lift up, x but the word exalted

is used so much in agt figurativç sense, praise ing him, exalting him, that

the word, whjle it. is a physical word, k has me to mean a word of praise, rakther

than a physical lifting up, but all these words here express a physical lifting

up, and of course if somebody c in Isaiah's day, it might not mean much,

the &eies-servant ...that could mean. what else could it be. He is going

to act wisely, He is going to aeeep1si--aecem4s4h-- accomplish the purpose

for which he is sent. -We4 Wait, until you get over to t1 New Testament where

it says I, if I be lifted up will draw all men unto me, and-He- His great wcr,k
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ahkeit which was absolutely necessary . was carried out

through His ..but kyou have to know about crucifixion, you have to know about

those things that nobody ever heard about those things that nobody k ever beard

of at kkx the time ci Isalahx in order to see how they. .This is a . .but the natural

thing to do . you certainly don't . ..but ... why put this k stress on how he is

going to be saved, if you are k going to go on and talk about how He is goirt

ge--- to be humiliated. But he is going to accompl. h His work, He is going

to be lifted up high, and the answer doixesn't... so you find that I Peter says

that the prophets were searching what or what manner of tire the Spirit of Chlrst

whi. c was in them did signify, vhen He testified before hand the sufferings

of Christ, and the glory that should follow but they knew that they had a ... wonderful

vision of something future, well, maybe Isa h understood it, but . ..b;t they ;might

have understood it ... otherwise, 1 Isa. hine1f.. It doesn't add much to the content

of thought. But then we go on and show how we -on-don't praise Him, they canpt'

can't understand... 1 never saw this k before. So then, the next verse the n, Mr.

Puckett. He will be exceedingly highk. Now, of course, if you get to be exceedingly

high. Yu-wYou di-- wonder . .-rseme- youx see some pictures that put it way

up high. And i t can't have been awfully 1c-hgh- high, andyet whekn they reached

--I think that is often pictured . of...xx still , I think that if that would reach

the amount with your hands. There wouldn't be much point of cairse we know.

E-44

Whether there... well, continue then, ..Well, now, w1ry did you say ...You have

nothing to show whether it is was, . . or will be, but just before x it , you have

had predictions. All ink the imperfect. He is going to be lifted up, going to be

very high, so it seems to me that it is axt least worthy of ons- consideration
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whether it is .. so He will be . . marred ... so he will be ...now, from axx

From , can be the source . Does that mean some man is going to marr His appearance

It doesn't seem to fit. That doesn't seem to fit. In that case k anyway, I would think

that ti-a t c would mean source. He will be marred by orders af a man, ti-a t is the

man would be the source from which . ..but that doesn't make any specific sense

--you could say. You take a man in Siberia who is tortured, and you would say

that He is tortured by ti-e ...but I believe that the Mm would be proper to ...He

would be tortured. . from the " . but I believe that the mm would be proper to refr

to the He would be tortured x though He is the source from which it comes

--oc so I would be inclined to think that it doesn't fit... though He could be the instrument

thoughtx the sources... Ixx and so thejji. . 4e-a as expressing the agenKt of source.

What other means. If it is comparison in English, we would say, this is..this is

figurative.. this . in thi so the minas comparison is a rather common. He is

more met'-marred than a man, more marred than any man, but I don't think you

have a right to put in the any. Jus t more marred than a man means that a nan

is. ..so the comparison, though you will find many a t& translation that will

use. . . He c is more marred than any man, you c could say a man t is mcre versatixie

than ... 1 don't know.. .He is living then... but you would say that one is moe

than ...that may...there is no difference here, soldon't think that the comparison

fits as to the use of the word, and in addition to that it doesn't make anyparticular

sense, certainly not far more c than any nun can... so it doesn't sera-seem to ire.

Certainly in the crucifixion he K was greatly k marred, but it doesn't seem more

marred,-t4at-n--.. it cc does not occur... but I do think it does fit perfectly. . with

the Heb. that is the Heb. Is the x and He was marred from. which that He was

so marred that he was carefully mutllatedk flesh. And these two senectences

Now, in this chapter 111. in the use of the word .. . it is very important that we use
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E-4-In this ,&pechapter 52 and 53 there re- are quite a few uses of the word

Mm, it is very valuable .1 t is very important the meaning that is used,xx... because

you cannot take all the possible relationships. Yett If you had every possible ix

relationship ..lyou cix would probably ha ..I don'tk know that any language has

" . . so those 8-10 carry quite a variety. I remember seeing a book w once called Aerate

literature by i.anugae, and the man, I forget his namesaid a t the begining. lxjust

to show the different meanings of the word by ... }x I wa was just sa--yc-t-efeay

yetedy-thInkIng yesterday, he is on vacation, he is at work. Whir is one

on vacation and why is at work.. He is at work. The use of prepositions, if you

have a very fine understanding of why this one or that one, just about every sentence

and ac every language. There x are several possibilities so tia t you don't say

so that they say that this preposition in this language .... soothat±x It is about

the last thing that one gets perfect in the language .... One of the mott reiiwarding

.is to 1a learn exactly...When I was in Germany, I had a studerteridentification

card and it read... and then it had my name, and it said... b;t it didn't give-man

Well, in German x it means that he was one of those who belonged to the group.

There is a certain connection. We would ... locality. but the Germans So here

we have a number of uses of . . so they are so different, but we can see how they

all go back, K we can see that but they have developed so differently that it makes

a very interesting thing in 61 Exegesis to find out exactly 1ix what ee-e-sense

it does mean. So we have seen three possibilities and we ha noticed the one

that I am quite convinocced belongs. I am convirxced because the other twodon't

pay particular sense to me as they are expressed here. I am convi e d of it because

it fits with what happened, and because it fits with the-s'tw'e-structure ... so
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marredmarred from huiTmi affairs. There is a comparison between what has happened

to you and K what is going to him, and how is he like . ..k the Revised Standard

Version says as many as have been aston.ted k at him, the Heb.yi. The Heb.

you, then we shouldn't translate ijjm, but there is a-eepas comparison,

and hw were they astonied at Israd., because Israel didn't seem like a nation.

Israel was more marred than any nation had ever been. ..They were astonied

at Israelee-because of Israel seeming not to be aiination at all . So the . so

he seems not to be . . He as x an tM-1nfnite being could indure infinite

±s4-- suffering He was infinite, thereocfore he -ee4- could suffer infinitely.

He could bar-e- bear the sins of the whole world, and no other man could bare even

his own sins. And so there is the difference, there is a similarity and yet there

is a difference. You cannot strictly compare wwith a man. Aid he is compared

I think, not so much here from the viewpoir of the suffering, but ... 1 would

say that He suffered just the same. I don't see how we could say that, but we

could say that He... go way beyond what humans could experience. Yet 44t

it is similar. Our sins were laid on him -and He died in our place so there

is a dx definite comparison, but.. .-eoet- could bare the sins of the Kv1ole world.

Than, do wehace more than this.
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It doesn't say...and so . it seems that it is ... away from..-. butziw& SO YOU

can hardly see. ..but only the . ..It was truly... but the the appearance...

then ... Mr. Lee. I think that ...the similarities. He will sprinkle.., many

ar- nations ... 1 thirrgk . you have the cashier, just as that, so he... and

by means of this, so there is a result so he, and by mearxs of th9cis, so he

' Iw ill sprinkle many nations, this is the work that he doesn. Just as .. and He

willxx sprinkle m ....He ... not . ..that is the end of the statement.He will prosper

..and the work will clsne ira fly nations, of course , the modem Mrakakt4e

k translators will make ./. .but ifnfortunately the translators . . .there is no one

this finishes the sta... } Ut c you c so shall he sprinkle ira fly nations.

And then we start a new idea ... and the new idea x runs v through several verse

of the new clter. And so . -concerningconcerning him kings will shut their mouths.

They are ... unable to . there is sonE thing here that they ei'-don't unde stand.

Concerning him , kkings will shut their mouths. Why do they shut their mouths,

because ... they shut their mc ths...We have never encountered anything like

this, t they shut their mouths because they have not-, seen what has not previously

been part of their understanding, they w4-were looking for some gatgreat conqueror

--but they didn't underst and beefore. But at that time, they had ef--cnever

but what... had not been.now they because they will . This will. .it is future

perfect, they wbc will shut their mouths, dx suppose they will. because tie k

ear-hour will hve- have come to an end. Our leaving is 4te]ater than our having

come to an end, so from thepx point when they have shut their mouths, they

look back and they say we have... from the viewpoint of the writer, it is future

but from the viewpoint of the verb already used, it is ... a complete event,
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becal.E e when they do it, they then w4U have seen, and tie n continuing there

then' have considered, the word seen means to consider or understand. It means

t o consider its. It;s the contruct.(We have in most of the grammars that the

Hithpolel is reciprocal and refleeeve , because it is true that it is reciprocal

but only rarely. .1 only found two iverses...And then the reflexive. . but not

altogether more than a third, the- it does have some.. .&- it's the -eftee

sense of x what Dr. Spiser called, an iterative durative, a doing of " now

we read in Genesis that Enoch walked with God and was not beca e God took

him,.,. It will shut their mouth because ... when d- they do it, they will

they then have been.., they have considered and they have conceived.

This is hIthpolel. It means to consider.., they have conceived.., the word

means to consider or to understand. This is a hithpolel. It means to consider

or ... they will .... It is the kind of ... You we- will read that inmost

of the grammar book .... Hltphpael... It is either reciprocal or reflexive.

It is a very poor statement. Because it is truly reciprocal. That is doing

something for each other. There is nothing by definition. And then the reflexive ....

but there is a lot of ... not altogether all conservative or ... does that come

as ...? Is this the fact of ...? Is this interested in ...? Doing the same...?

Now, we read in Genesis that ... Dr. Speiser called... And the reflexes,,,

From the viewpoint of the writer, it is future, but the viewpoint of the verb already

Its perfect is completed then. They will shut their mouths. Because

when they do it, the perfect is ... they will shut their mouths, because when they

do it, they have not seen.., but ... continue there please. They have perceived

the word being used to consider or to understand. This is hithpolel. This 4

means to consider its consequence. They will.., it is not reflexive. It is
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-, . The word being is used to consider or to understhaand. Hlthpolel. It
Mints

means... They have perceived. The word eg means to consider or to understand.

This is hithpolel. It means to consider... It means to consider it consequently.

They will.., it is not reflexive... This is hithpolel. It means to consider or

to-it constantly.., it is not reflexive.., it endures.., it is core tant. You will read

that in most grammars. Hlthpael is the reciprocal or refle'xive... the constant

doing of something. You will read that in most of the grammar books. That the

hithpael is the typical or reflexive.., it is a very poor statement. Because it is-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

true that it is reciprocal in a few cases.., only in two verses this is found.

That is doing something for each other... That is doing somethii for each other.

We find only two verses. Naturally this is the definition. And then the feflexive...

Hithpae]. is reflexive or reciprocal. This is a poor statement . ... I found only

two verses. And then the reflexives. there are a lot of them... It is reflected ....

But not altogether... just that ... for hithpael... In a l few cases ... that is

doing something for each other. This is ... two verses. This is not the definition.

And the reflexives ... there are a lot of them that are ... but not altogether...

Just that much ... It is the sense of ... Dr. Sieir ... It is the sense of

what Dr. Speiser calls... In other words, doing what .... Now we read in

Genesis that ... and Enoch walked with God. And walk in tp-- hithpael.,.

Walk with God.... Enbch dert constantly walked with God... He lived so steadily

Enoch constantly walked with God. He lived so steadily in the presence of the

Lord that- , with the Lord that it is complete.., about a third occasion.., the

occasion is where ... it says,in job, God says, Where have you been? Satan

says, I have been te walking back and forth in the earth, and ... about a third

occasion, hithpael contributed to ... the occasion is where .... it says, God

says... In job, God y&-- said to Satan, Where have you beeN ?
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In Job, God said, Satan, Where have you been? Satan said, I have been walking
L .:

ak- back and forth in the earth , up and down. Then walking myself... I have

been constantly walking back and forth .... I have been constantly walking

back and forth... It is ... constantly ... he is meditating upon these things ....

It is true that God ... . That is why they kept their mouths. Because now

they have walked .... People got a new idea that .... That is why they shut their

rmth- mouth. Here they 1a ye meditated. They have gone through. They have

succeeded. They have now succeeded. They have not revealed.., they have

not heard of anything that is .... so, that is why they shut their mouths. Because

now, it is gone. And people began to $ get new ideas. They contemplate on

these things, and they will meditate. They often think that they will

Usually it is backward. Meditate upon this ... / He will preach on the fact

that ,.. Pastor, I have got a new idea... It dawned on to me while you were

speaking.. every night, and after about seven nights.., he went on to preach

He came up to him and said, Pastor, I have got a new idea.., while you were

speaking ... Salvation is entirely free. It is something $ that you can earn...

Well, in other words, you have to repeat and stress and look at H from a

different angle,. before ... they shut their mouths.., because they have come

to perceive.., explain ... something I have never heard of... I will receive,

and so they w'A-- shall be ... because in the next verse there is no background

on it. Certainly there is a chapter division here also. There is no background

for it. Whe4e- Now, they see, and they shut their "Ns-- mouths. And certainly

there is a chapter division here. Here in the next verse there is no lbackground.

Who is ... particularly when you take the report There should be a chapter division

here. Because in the next verse/ there is noV background for it. Who hath believed
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Who hath believed ... particularly when you take the word report, ... they

shut their mouths, and there will be a chapter division here, and also ... Now,

they see, so that they shut their mouths..., there should be a chapter division

here.., the next verse has no background for it, . ..It is the king. It is the

people that will come ... . They eebe believe that did not at first seem

real. There should be something that God wants us to ... and so, the chapters

together... We know the king... It is the people that comes to us... They

believe that which o-at¬4r&t- did not at first seem real. There is

something that God. They believe that which is at first .... God's way is

different from ours. God's way is different from ours, ,,. -.t so the next

verse is .... yes? Yes/? I would say that the kings ... kid then even

the king comes to the ... not,6all kings here. All those that are lntereste'd

All those Who are saved.., all those who come to know him... they come to see it.

Now, they understand... And then this is brought out ... starts wt- wp-- out

even with ... then there is this ... then there is a narrative coming in

It then narrows down again. He goes to find .... Those that did not believe...

That brings us to resurredtion. Or they ... Or then Mr. Butler? Because hearing

as used there in English, and this is .... our hea ing would be in singular. When

we heard.., but this is a participle.., who has believed or who would have

believed? In relation to the participle... ______(SHMA.E) But this is a

participle. Who has believed our report? Who would have believed? In relation

to a participle. -__(SHMAE) What kind of participle is this? This,6

is a qal passive participle. And e-- that is being heard. But it is the magic.

It modifies/ it. It is used as a noun. It is a substantive. It i-9- represents

something which
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It is qal passive participle. And that is being heard, but it is an adjective.

5 It modifies it. It is used as a noun. It is a substantive. It is a-bsubstantive.

It represents sone thing whe1 to which the reaction is attributed.., therefore if

you say who hath received ... the participle being heard.., the thing that

has been heard? that has to modify something. Well, I would say, he likes

living. He likes the living. Of course, the living is ... something that would

not ... to divide it between the living ... well, I would say, he likes living.

he likes the living. Of course, the living is to be in the same ... probably it

would not..., but the living is a participle It is a participle with the excpetion

being understood. He likes the living. You can have the participle. It vuld

be the subject of the .,. Now it is understood... Ø' it is ... as well as

in English only in the Plural. Not in the plural, by any means .... But in

Gerna n you can have any participle.., but in most languages the German uses

In German you say, you see that man over there? He likes the living. In

most lan'giages, in German we can have any participle.., back to the subsequent

or plural or masculine or feminifie. Of cyre7 course, I think now. .. In Germany

they say that you can le have participle with the subject of ... now being

understood. In English only in plural, and not in mg-- by { any means.,.

in German lti- you can have any participle.., singular or plural. Masculine or

feminine. I think now in ... Germany they say ... you see that man over there?

You say that ... In most languages ... you can have a participle
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In this case we have to recognize that this is a participle so to put it into English

e-4- it would be our being heard thing. But being heard would be

the best way to translate it. Who would 1a ye -bIir believed what we have heard.

Our reports in the sense of the report... that has come to us, it means exactly

the same thing as being heard. But the trouble with English is that our report

can also mean what we-eaA--. " we said. It is perfectly all right. With the

idea exactly same... It also can mean another idea. And therefore it is not a

good translation. It is not an idea that is not in Hebrew. I do not think that

this is the idea that is ... So, it gives what we have heard. It is exactly

what the Hebrew here says /// By us or ... who would have 1334e--m- believed

what we have heard? Yes, To whom has it been revealed? revealed or laid

bare? Now, this word ... this word properly means upon ... time concerning ....

there is another word EL, which has an analysis ... instead of ... which means

so, strictly speaking, one would say, this cannot be unto. It must be concerned,

or upon , but it so happens that in the Heew,- Hebrew, it seems to.,. strictly

speaking, one would say tia t this cannot be unto, it must be concerned...

or upon, but it so happene that in the Hebew- Hebrew, we have to- got to become

confused. In Hebrew the two seem to have got confused. El with Ayin is used

a good many times, where 14-+s-eaed--------------------------the sense is called ".

so that being the case.., we cannot say that el is wrong. It is originally impossible

to say that truthfully, the arm of the Lord is revealed. But I am inclined to

think that it is perhaps a little one.., it is concerning... the arm of the Lord

bs been revealed. Who would think that this Galilaean is- was surring as he did?

Concerning whom the arm of the Lord has been revealed? Who would think that
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Concerning whom hath the arm of the Lord been revealed? Of course, if you

take it ... then it means who would have believed what we have heard? And

to whom would the arm of the Lord be revealed? Who would see it through ?

Who would have understood it7 ,efore the a*m-e-the-h Holy Spirit would reveal

it to us? Well, there is a possibility. It may be true. Because Al is revealed.

But Al is what is really means. Al is what the other meaning... All right,

then, Mr. -Lee, is this? Please finish the verse. Some of the

people there ...Can any good thing come out cf -.4e- Nazareth? Who would

expect anything worthwhile out of Nazareth? Then he said, come and see.

And then they saw him and they ... hear here on ... way over there in Palestine...

Back.., civilization .... He says, come and see. And they saw him and then later

on they went to Rome, and people said, way over there in that small country

Palestine... backward in civlization, can anything come from there? They said,

come here and find out!(l1.75) and ... who would 1 ye believed it? Who would

have thought of it? It was not from the background... It sounds like

'i It is a great salvation. It is a great redemption. kAnd so, he us like a root.
I-. I




He is like a root that comes out of a dry land, comes out cf a dry ground.

In Hebrew, there is no word... There is no word like ... in English.... It

expresses by ... there is to him means.., he has no harm.., they say,

why should we look at this? This thing comes out of Palestine. This thing

comes out of Nazareth. Why should we look at that? That is not what we

expect. That is a great result to come. There is none of this ... display.

That is where the world is going to ... We should desire him. This does

not mean that ... simply the kind of ... they were thinking. It was not

there. Instead of that what was this? He was,., it was king or the &- other.

Formeraly ... so its future from Isaiah's ... He was because it seems...
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So, it is future from Isaiah's time, and looking back.., he was despised and

ected of men, and (10.05) Well, we were reviewing again Isaiah 53 which

we went over last semester. And I think that ... / Now, we were at the end

of the hour... starting with verse 3. Mr. Butler, suppose you start with the

beginning, and finish them ... Usually, of course, man is usually iesh

Haiaehr)-,-hett&t--ffi- -ykk Usually man is hannashi but here it is

just iesh. It suggests just lesh. It suggests as you ... you might say

instead of saying ... this word means... It is sort of like that it is following the

regular system instead of unusual system. Now, of course, we have somewhere...

in English... I read it... they follow the plural which is ... but the Old

English is very common .,.. like ox and oxen, and various kinds of past like I run

and he ran. But in words and uncommon we. simply ... grammatically

well, then when you get to the word.., in a way )K in between ... we make

it an ... it gradually it moves the old form.., and moving into the common

pathah... so at different times different words may be ... too make a shift

like that.., but it is a fact that we have ... what exclamation it is I do not know.

WhIher they are beginning to develop.., become attributed to that or sometimes

words that are developed from different meaning... which is in Hebrew... which
it means

in Hebrew means (rouach) in Hebrew you cannot tell whether/to rest in

the sense of relaxing and getting recrdated or whether the word rouach to rest

is like a rest 4ft on the table. A building or anything .., simply .. . it is

there, but it has the assuming just like rest has ... then the word has

Hiphfl which has different form. One of them means to cause to rest.., to get

to ... the other Hiphil form is to cause to rest in the sense of getting to ... rest

on the table. Whether this word is going to that direction, I do not know.
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Wbther IESHIM represents direction or something like that I do not know. Now,

please continue with this -m- Mr. Butler. 53rd chapter of Isaiah. 3rd verse.

Nearly the end of the verse 9. Yes. (Q) You said, (salt) because

not two words expand.., it would be perfectly right, but the way that combination

comes ... Is not persistent. This word actually means a pain or somtM- suffering.

So, it is most commonly used for ... pain.., then it comes to mean to be dependent.

te--meeithe extended to mean to ... pains and sufferings.., of Christ, and

this might be thei- for the one to be ... rejected ... one to the failure...

the progress which one should... ll these sorts of things.., the sorrows that

can accomplish.., but if you say that... it is not absolutely imperfect.., meaning

the old absolute ... sorrow or ... in mind. It means an arrangement of

I do not think that there is anything.., so I would say sorrow.., pain... I would not

put in ... because it suggests different things. Yes? (Q) despised and we did

not consider him highly. It did not ... First, what is here? Can we say , not

probably, but certainly? Secondly, in the light of the context, in the lishgt

of the whole situ ion, what do we select? That is why I do not like ... this

page is ... We have today in the New Testament.., there are many ... in the

beginning Greek, and in that it applies to the kingdom... then there are some

which ... there are great many ... Dr. Machen... Then there are some that

are ,,. Dr. Robertson ...But then there are some ... Robertson ... which makes

8 cases. When I was an eighth case, -therewere--- there they have dative, and

ablative,.. Now, they say, go back to the Indo-European... all these languages

a- and you find that .,. therefore they say, it is only a simple thing that Greek

has,., therefore they say, it is only )( the se4- simple thing ... we might as well

say that we might ... people back of a few thousands of years... they

pe-
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there is no indication of it in English... in Greek there is no indication of it.

You look at the form ... Probably in-- English did have one... If you go back

a few thousands of years... and there is no indication of it in English. But

in Greek there is no indication of ... you look at - a form and you may find

that it is ... dative, vocative, or ablative.. . It may be in the light of

etymology.., in the European language... these forms have followed to get

these words are actually one of them. But there is no difference in form. In

any case, I mean we have forms that are altogether.., in every ... there is a

form together in every word.., since there is no difference in form..../ for

us to make a sufficient ... we make decision not on the basis of tcnn, but

on the basis of ... I think that two steps should be rigid.., first, what is the

form? second, out of the proper continuity.., which one fits ... if you do

not rigidly follow.., less confusion and ... &&4i-t-he-ccerr
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Sog,in ift this ca, what does it say? Does it say ... the promise

was from him.? So, in this case...when I ask you what does it say? Does it

say from us ? or from him? Well, at that point, the direct answer would be

that the form.., in this particular word ... . Therefore there was .,. there is

to be one designation ,.. that did not ... instead of that.., so in this case, then

I ask you what does it say? Does it say from us? or from him? At that point,

the direct answer is that the form-ed-i--4 ends in either form.., this is a
in this particular word/

case, whereas the new form fallen together ./. Therefore there is ".. it is

foolish to make one designation.., considered together. But eeftskier- to consider

that we have to say ... this is either ... for from us.. " as far as the

form is concerned.., we cannot tell this.., then some of us will express...

0 the interpretation o- in light of the context.., which is the result ct

like when you have the ge- beginning of ... so you have .... You say, what is

it? Is that ".. is that the passive participle of Niphal? of ? Only

it can be the first ... and plural common plural inuperfect. It could be either

one, or ... The two are utterly different.., the first and the second imperfect is

those two are utterly different.., the perfect being the apparent ... the context

we form.., is ".. the first verse does not consider it at all .. .. This should be

much of one .... apparent from the context of the imperfect .... It is perfectly

obvious that they are going to get one.., that is perfectly apparent.., at it can

be the 1st common plural imperfect..qal participle... It can be either one...

But in this case, the (Hou) assimilates the ... so you double it...

It is otherwise ... it does not occur.,, this word then we cannot ,,, but it is .

like
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kone causing to hide faces from him, he was despised arid we did not consider Him.

That is, if he were like one who , at when we see, let's say lets go round the kax

block ...that would mean the ...if if he wee one who was;caused to hide face

from us, that would mean that He was one who would ... it doesn't seem You might

say One who ... (the static is terrible but I would be inclined to think that it is

.to make upon us the impression that we don't want to get mixed up... that's

TOO MUCH STATIC

E-4 8

We have a footnote referring to the verse in Math Matt. I think that all of the

reference ones have a footnote referring to the verse in Matt. But sorre Bibles

in addition to that , refer to the verse in I Peter, where 4et- it says He bore our

sins, but the only thinkg in common between that verse in I Peter is the wad

for, for--because ... which is sin, and that is certainly is not a quotation...

but that verse goes right on and quotes some x later verses in Isa. showing

that it is the influence, but the I reference is ... which are defInitd y-not y quoted

after Peter, not to this ix one, wh kh has only one word in em- common, but whecich

is quoted at lengths in Matt. Yes, Mr. Lee, I don't think that it directly connects

--I think that it is a fact, that the- oeet-4s-every blessing that we have ever

had is a result of the atonement. We deskerve nothing. .of God , if it we re not

that Jesus had boRrne our sins on the cross. And sen consequently as a result of

the a atonement , we eie enter into the new life, and that new life eventually

includes a resurrection body, but I don't think that in this chapter there is

explicit* reference to the resurrection. I think that this verse here is a reference

to the healing e-1he work that Jesus did when le was there in Galilee. Now, th#&

I don't think that this verse has zkx . . entirely a reference to those.aId9hay-
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3 9' works of Jesus, and says that He feels diseases that no man. and yet the people

who saw him do that. When He was cruclflA ed they thought He waw-- was smitten

of God, I don't think that this verse4e- has anythii to do with our resurrection

body, but I think that elsewhere the Old Tet-ee Testament and the New Testament

that among the . .ewe are going to eventually have the resurrection body74t+

M-tk1-o1ywh1ch is free from-s4--- sin, but in this life,we have the right with

any difficulty I or trouble that we have come to our 2 Savloiz , not mine will

but thine be done, if it is your will I pray that you xk will take this from me.

The apostle Paul said that he lac had ax thorn in the flesh andthree times he seu

sought tax the Lord to take it from Him, and the Lord chose not to do it.

The Lord does not want to see us suffer, so that we can kncw t1 t He may

want us to suffer in order x to make us quit putting so much attention to 4heee-caity1y
earthly
Ønxings and to make us pray more and to bring us more to Himself, but-that-then

after we do receive the mbeneflt o f the ..we can be sure that He will take it

away, but if we pray to Him to remove it and He does not do it, then we can know

a S in the A case of the Apotode Paul , He has a purpose, and we can reAjoice in

the purpose. And be satisfied, because after all, rewit none of us, if our Lord

tarries is going to live forever, but we will all have somet-4i--things that . and

then He goes on, you see this is all the same note that we had..from the last

verse of the previous chapter, where he said the Kings shut their mouths at Him.

They say the things that we never heard of before . ..who has believed what

we have heard, Who would have believed this,
to
whom is the arm of the Lord

been revealed, we despised Him, we didk't understand him, but they say, we

xx saw him, and then they say, Well, we saw Him. Surely He did carry away
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our sickness, heal our diseases , and yet, when Axe He was mtr-o4-cruk-,ified,

He was smitten of God. The poor fellow ea4-can't help himself. But we were

wrong in our 4ep interpretation, but this particuh r verse... the people who saw

His healing ministry, and confessed later that they should have recognized that

this was proof that k. . who is this man whom they have ...they sd--sald

which 1s-here harder to say your sins are forgiven, or to say to the pasI- paxlsy

['se

up and wl-- walk, and he shows them that ..but He didn't heal everybody.

lust certain ones, and eventually the receet4e-e-- body, all right , Mr.

Butler , then744eWhen you say for, you suggest . In order to have an effect

upon. You can get that with for. He appeared... or it may be a little harder
than these jweep prepositions

/.but I think that if we can get something that-i&- has the mm here rh-rather

definitely. I was thinking of -the as a result of it. the mm we noticed yesterday

--three different mins, arri they all.. coming away from. andit is not mm, does

not express-ptpe&e purpose, but course, or separation or comparison, and all

so that this I s not saying ..God ad-says, What shall we do about these sins,
send

for, in x order to deal with these sins, we wllVr Christ to the on the Cacross.

That is c all x true, but that is not what he says in -the- this particular verse
was from our sins

But it was the source from which His pearcing came, ,n other words it was our

sins that made it necessaryx for lz Him to die, it was our sins that ledJ. so that

is the .. it the source from which it cores is the . or it -4&h-- Is the
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comparison. . or it is the thing from . . of course.. " it was the r1e-o---result

of our sins that He died, He was pierceds the result of ourx sins. The discipline

of our peace was upon Him,-a-d-conveyed the idea that He 'c underwent something

intentionally.. the first two couldn't be ... Itwas something that He couldn't

kk help... The wresult of the sin s which either had to send us to hell forever

or had to find some other result, and they found their result in His death.

It was due to them that He died and the self-discipl that makes for our peace

that whicbwas planned and underwent and word ked, so here ic it is a vek*at

voluntary. ..so that the self-discipline wehwhich produces our peace was

on Him, He took it upon k Himself, and now we get a different p'oep preposition.---------------------------------------

is a noun. It is a noun which is derived from the verb Just like

the nglish word ... of course that is purpcely accidental thesimilarity , lxx

a better illustration would be . and in Hebrew x It Si . axti in Hebrew you are

abt to put your fcrms at the beginning instead of at the end, and ... is one

of the commonest, to ma-make it abstract ac or an instrument of ..and in Hebrew

you are abt to put your forms at the beginnirg, and mam is one of the commonest

" .M&(elft-make it azn ax abstract, or make it a word of instrumentality ... various

--et4s-e-- It is a noun. So that the self-4ee4p4e4r- discipline ... that me- makes

oi.r peace was laid on Him, He took it upon Himself. Yep, but then-we-the knext

word ...Yes, here we don't have mm, we have bu, very often expressed as instrument

a agency, by ne ans of His wrat)i. Thx e suffering came to Him as a result

of what we have, but a result that constantly and intentionally put in the way of

--the results of our e4- iniquity he suffered, heit was the seef- self

discipline, bc and it was by the means of ,-t by the agency of . His strife

thathealingcone stous.
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e-ehere will be healing to us, there will be glorification, and there is

no very-verb expressed that shows time, the Mx healing expressed for future

Is... there is healing. . Mr. Lee.?

EKE-49




and-u "OWH- sef-- The word means to wonder,

to go aetiye-astray. He turned each one to His own way, z ..instead of seeking

what we are;m&e made for by the Lord. The subject is put first here. Usually

the verbs is first, but when the subject Is fm first .... yes, but the Lord caused

to light upon Him the iniquity of us all, and at the beginning k there He was

oppressed and He was afflicted, Now, I suggested last semester that a different

translation might be better, Now the facts that are needed to be know&n the main

facts are. the third word 4s-has two possible meanings, the meaning to be afflicted
I

--that ltx is the niphal x has an idea of ea3tbe- passive that way, the passive

idea , He was afflicted, that is a possibility, now . ..the word also is used...

to mean and in the niphal ..now, does this mean that ... of the suffering that

He g endures . or is it a reflexive, He humbled . . that is I different. .from the

meaning of the word which one would have to find in a dictionary, because

there are many cases x where there are no questions . and there are marr cases

wie re there are no cases where it means to be humble, so the possibilities are mt

it Bu-where-e-t -ee--1eek4h&y-- looking at the three words as they stand

do you see -that- any evidence that would suggest the selectiai cf one I. stead

of the x other of the two. Now, if you had that at the very beginning. If it were

who... that could mean. He was afflicted.. He was oppressed and afflicted -

when it comes second, to say that He was oppressed, and that he was ell-afflicted

there is no particular p reason to put the stress on the subject of the sec nd versed')
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if the two verses are simply parallel , the y mean the same thing, but if the

7 two vei'se-verbs express an opposition, Ifx if the first express ses an idea nad

and the -se-- second expresses something that would not naturally be expected,

then there is reason to put an emphasis, -but-He was oppressed but k his reaction

to the oppression was not what we expected. He was opresecsed but as for him

instead of At--getting up and making a fuss and calling legions of angkels to

eliver Him, they simply humbled Himself. He did not say a word in His defense.

He submitted to the ways in which he was ±g treated, because it was part of the

way He was enduring for air redemption and that paralleled exactly what followed

--lx He did not try to defend Himself, and the latter part of the verse, it is perfectly

clean what it means. Now, we get the same idea in the first Pa rt.-wlee--which

is jutt as possible as the otle r, but the ekphaeemphatic word before tie secmd

there shows that there must be a contrast k rather than simply a parallel. -There

i-&--He was eppee oppressed but as for him, he didn't react the way we would

expect, He didn't stand up and object He didn't edeliver. So it xi seems to ire

that with the x-rimeMarrangment of the w rds, that it makes it quite defin.kite.

Yes, and then of course in that last part I e et-suggest tha this is like a yott

ewe-lamb. Not as a eye-ewe-lamb before her shearers is 9C dumb. I am not sure

that x would be 4tth----I think that it would ratFe r be a conjunction.

does have a -eye-ewe-lamb k before her shearers. So this is like a very

unus&ual ewe-lamb, this is like the ewe-lamb that would be dumb before her

shearers, different from ordina y sheep. He was different from the ordinary or4b4m

criminal who z always has plenty to say in his defense, and Ek3x and always

says he has been framed. Someone wait into a prison and talked with all the
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people. He says there was not a guilty person there, everyu one has been

framed. They all make exekiw-excuses, but He didn't make excuses, be was

wFa t you would not expect, he was like the unusual ewe-lamb that lx would

be dumb before here shearers , he we-opened not his mtt--mouth. I guess

we only have one or two more minux.tes. I think that we ought to eat- continuesc

next week makybe a review of this. But Dr. Kim did you have a suggestion

Yes, for an assignment next eww-week. Let's review the rest of 53, let's

take 40:18-20, and 4&44t&-87e-45:5c-7, those six verses, plus reviewing

the rest of 153, and then next week, you can give us a couple mae for the

following.

Let's look first at chapter 46, the second part of the as signnBnt, butt I think

that c it has some very interestl ng things that we might look at closely,

and if some fx of you didn't get all through don't worry }x about it. M Chapter

4 6? Mr. Butler, will you read us the first one. Of course the perfect shows

a completed action, now the action may be comEpleted In past , present or future.

This can be something that has already happened, it can be a present situation,

it can be a future prediction, now this whole section here is looking forward and

preparing, ...rather than sometlt ng going on. Now, lit what is this ...we have

had in Kings a good deal of r teimention cf Baal, and tc is this the same

--no, that has another.-. 1eBaa1, and " are the same word but different language,

Baa]. is the word... and there are time s when this word* baal was used the true

God, when he was called the ..baal was used fa various local gods, and

the god of k Tyre was often called.. . but &i¬- and that . . but nc* this term lxnc

here is . .a babylonian king, ac and in the babylonian, .. .maybe you save that
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when you have an e you have a guttural that has been lost. And it only... and

thus this word... is t"e B& e4r Babylonian ... which is the same as the Baal

used for the Canaan.ite God.the God of 4ypeTyre, and &g4ne-again, it is like the

word Baal...Baal here came to be x used. very widely fix as a substituted

for the principal god of the babylonians. When you reand material about Ass yrlLI

you would not have mention of Baal, you wo-would have the mention of Astoreth.

I don't t believe that Ashtoecreth is mentioned, the leading god of Assyr, I don't

believe that Ashtoreth is mentioned, ..Ashtoreth as a man .. b;t we don't

we have the land of Ashtoregth. But the Assyr n empire overcame the Babylonian

empire, and then k the Assyrian empire made a coalition of its enemies. The empire

lingered on until the 4bb-battle k of Karkar in 604, a d thtx that was complete,

so after that me don't have the God ax Ashtoreth, and the God astoreth... But

now this refers to god-- 4s-the-Marduk who is the god of Babylon.

Hardly it is known... There were many gods then ... (Q) But the word Bale in the

$' wetern... like ball now ... this bale stands very ... deity... I like to know

but this is just bel without 1, is a Babylonian and that means that does not mean

God. He uses any god, but it came ape- once upon a time... Yes, it is .., Marduk

is called bal.. it is a title rather than a name. Yes, yes, ... means lord...
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so the eventual meaning of a]ale... its usage is different, bale means

it is committed... well... Ale could be applied to any of the Babylonian

but it was principally marked ... could be applldd to any of the Babylonian but it

was principally marked ... it would never be accepted ... any god might be called

my lord.., but Marduk in the time of ... the master.., so then instead of

they -cetl- would call it . ...So, here we have a very interesting question of the

neo-Babylonian empire, and those who say that this is written toward the end of
local

the Babylonian exile can point to this as a mark of a very excellent /power. Because

this is the time of Isaiah and Assyrian power is gone .... And this points to the
in

leading Babylonian power... not leading the Assyrian... but of course,4saiah

39... IsaIah predicts that Judah would be taken ... as ... Assyria... by the

Babylonians .... that would ... against.... So that the knowledge would be

contained in Isaiah 39, so that it would be ee-ned- ... is going to be bowed

down..., of course this has to be ... It is the leading powqio of the

so we read then that bal bows down... How is that? chapter 39.. Isaiah 39.

In Isaiah 39, which was written at the time when Hezekiah was still king.

in Israel, and Hezekiah was taken ill, and a man came who ... recovered from

and Hezekiah showed the ".. and then Isaiah came and who- said who are these

men? He says, there is a small band... The land is a very difficult ... What

did he show? Isaiah says, ... comes and Jordan says ".. And e- of course,

t--& that sounds like ... it is something like ... saying ".. This is something

that proves ... words are ... not a great thing .... The United States will someb-day

there are some measure of strength... Then in chapter 40 follows Isaiah's

comfort of exile... +1-g- the godly people... ge-- godly people came and

bale and then there was another one... Yes, through the king Ahab... was
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across
Yes? Yes? This is from Babylonian. Way rof1he desert. Well, this is the

For the great empire was Babylon. Babylon was the capit4l of the great empire.

For the great capital empire was Babrlon. Marduq was ... there, but ... bale

and then there is another one. (Q) Yes, yes, who these kings Ahab worship

were westerners.., for the great empire was ... but the god whom Ahab worshipped

was the god brought by the ... who came from Tyre and the god of hire ... called

£)e- Nelthah... was the people there called ... so the term bale was ... and in

fact, the e bale was applied to od. But the kings use that ... It is applied

to the ... it is the god of Tyre... so bale in the important ... this god of Tyre ....

so bale in the before the foundation they had ... they are one of the many kings...

locally called ... but in the time of the miserable bale.., it supplied to the god

of Tyre... who deteriorate to climb to make ... and this word elohim .,. Is

different from the Babylon, but etymologically it is only from the different language.

The Babylonian ... so here we have Marduq... yes, yes, yes, in the time of

Isaiah when Hezeklah revoked the king of Assyria... the Babylonian ... came

from Hezekiah... and they came ... we have the names and ... of the kings....

Beishazzar... has the name bal... Now, Mr. Butler, can you tranlsate

Do you say that Bel has bowed down and then what is the next word? The next

word means to stoop. Yes, it oped---Wle4s stooped. Who is the people?

Do you know? Yes, the second thought of Babylon is Marduq. It represents here

but the Babylonian comes.., he is the second of the god.,, and you notice

the difference. Marduq has bowed dawn. Nabo stopp-oped over ... and now

the difference is that Marduq is the great j political ... he is not the supreme God...

but Nabo whose name is Nebh-- Nebuchadnezzar , he is fm god of the wisdom.
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He is the god of political power.., it is something that comes along.., the wisdom...

is on the wane..., from the beginning to going down. Now, Mr. Kim and Mr.

Nabu is stooping. Still, there is a great power ... whose name we begin to

reign. He is stupid... (Q) That is a little bit hard to demonstrate , is it not?

The images have become ... the images ... the idols have become ".. for beasts
an

and for cattle. Now, that is/impossible interpretation of it. And it is ... it may be

a correct one. But, this word ... there is a similar word which means

paint or oil.., and this ,.. is an idol.., an idol becomes ... and then continue ....

Yes, he is overburdened.., some of these things ... are very ... showed me

complete.., pleading and pleading and trying to think that god is ... losing

out ... Now, this is to the Hebrew .... God is going to prove himself superior to

other gods of Babylon. God is going to caryy. thei-he- This speaks of

This is speaking to the Hebew... and is trying to think that ... no, this is

speaking to the Hebrews. This is - speaking to the Hebrews... but God is

(going to prove himself superior to the gods of the Babylon. God is %' e-- going

to prepare ... but the Babylonian gods are ... something to prepare ... are

now espcalnt ... the animals are being prepared. Wpuld you please read the

passage, Mr. Bytler? You were ... 45, 44. Maybe then it is ... 1:46, yet.

Maybe we had better do this ... I rvvlewed this before... but it does not matter.

Maybe we had better go back there. I refuse to do this .... Well, it does not

matter. I do not think. I will be practically ... we will be able to ... considerable

amount,44' out of it. I got this for so many other things... I think I would take

it first. But actually there is nothing in order as far as the signs are concerned.

LThat is chapter44:9-...? (Q( Yes, now, what did you say? You did that
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We did that in class, did we not? (Q) Oh, let us look at that verse. Chapter

41 is .,. how far have you done? Yes, let us look at that verse. What is the

root of the first word? What is the root of the third one. Is

What is the root of the third one. (RM) Is what is the root ci the t-

first word? What is the root cf the third word? And in some cases, there are

they are quite similar.., you can usually ... sometimes they look identical, but

/
they ... It could be ylrahoo... yirahoo... ylrahoo would be ... yirahoo...

h-- ylrahoo... this is a different accentuation. ro- irons and coastland.

distant regions,. distant coastland... has seen and feared.. See you see the

difference in tenses again. The first one shows a completed action...

they become aware of what happened... one shows the present faith..., they

fear... t1and has seen.., and what they have seen is ... the second one

shows that.., the coastland has seen and they ... fear . .w1+- and what they

have seen is coming to be established..., the kingdom from Persia .... This is

the Asia Minor... as Daniel says- describes...as Daniel describes, he comes

he as he goes... yes, ? (Q) ... Our own selfish pleasure.., but we were

amazed by the Lord... Yes.., the subject is put first here. For the emphasis...

the subject is put first here/ for emphasis.., then a subject is .., but the Lord

caused to light upon him the inkuIty of all of us. Mr. Butler? And beglnnp(tng

çj.
there, he said, he oppressed and he was " I suggested that last semester

Now, the facts that have to be known-re--- is that the system there

there are two possible meanings... Niphal is often ... Niphal

often has the idea of passive that way. That is a possibility. Now, this word

also may be used to mean to humble, and in the nipal it would be to hu nte

yourself.... Now, does this mean that he was afflicted.. the passage if the

suffering.., or is it a reflexive. ? HhubJedhr elf.? That is different.
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and there are two possibilities of the verb ....

The meaning of the verb (ana) is something which one would have to

He humbled himself? .... which one would have to find .... at- any dictionary

would give us ... there are many cases 'where there are no .... (A!LA)_

One would have to find it on the top of the dictionary... But any dictionary would

give it to us... there are mari cases where there are no ... __(AN1) means

to strengthen, and there is no questi on that it means So that there

atwo_possibilitiese in it. But now, with those two possibilities in mind,

looking at the 4ew words as it stands.. . / to see any evidence he re that would

suggest a reason for selecting the one for the other.., if you have that...

that was the beginning it was ... it was true.., that is new.., that is ... that

means he means..., he was suppressed, was oppressed and afflicted. He was

oppressed. When it comes to the second. They say he was oppressed and he

was adversive... there is no particular reason for particular stresss on the

but if the two verbs simply are parallel, they are simply the same thing. But if the

two verbs express an opposition, it is the first that expresses..., and then the

second one express something that would not actually be affected. Then there

is a reaoQn to believe that there is emphasis.., he was oppressed but his

reaction -- to the oppression was that ... we would expect.., he was oppressed

for him and he was getting up ... he-was-makH-fahe-ws-ea1].4ig--r.-
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But that prediction was given prior to... in chapter 39. And then in chapter

40 following, Isa. comforts the exile, atd--the golly and, we know that

z and God is going to deliver them from-e14-exile. Here he names Baal arri then

eanother one. Yes, . .whom King Ahab worshipped, is from Babylonia way

a cross the desert , . .and Mazduk was the God... but the god of Tyre was called

" . andk the people there called... so the term Baal ... so Baal befcxe the comecing

of Ahab.. .but in the time of Jezebeel, Baal w.z was the god of cTyre whom the

Assyrians were trying to make up ..and then this wad, Baaod..but etymologically

only from a different time. So here wec have Mart duk. In the time of Isa.

there was a revolt against the King of Assyria. %x And we haEve the names

of k the kings .. .WeL4, Belishazar ... Now, Mr. Butler , continue then, Baal

has bowed down . The next word means to The second Baal god of Babylon

and he is the second of the gods. Maktid-4s- Marduk is bowed down. Now,

the difference is political. But not . He is t' e god of wisdom, and the political

power is represeknted as becomxing acbc but the ... the-beginning to go down.

Markduk has bowed, N..bu is stooping, but iv even political . but still there is the

great power 71eeses-- of _which remained . . .thetr images had become.

Now that is a possible interpretation, and it 1e-may be c a correct one, but this

word there is a similar word but it means . ..arid but this probably is

their idols. And continuing. Yes, it shows the complete... and trying to

Now, this is to the Hebrews to tell -that-them that God is going to take care

of them, but the Babyloniansc gods are k going to be something Out bc 1 S to

be carried. Could you read us the next one, Mr. Lee. You are still in 44.

Well, then, if neither of youhc have done 46y 46 yet, mayeche you better go back

to 44. 1 reviewed this... I thought this la d so many interesting things I thought
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I would take it first, but naturally you pdzv put them in the order of . and

that was 44:9 to . Yes, what did you say. Let's look at tia t first , then,

chter 41 is a n intensly interesting chapter. How ' far have you gotten

1I in 41. Well, let's look at that then, what is the root of the first word. And

what is theroot of the third word. And in some cases their forms are quite similar.

but you can ttetU4y- usually e1s-w- tell what it means. Sometimes their forms

look identical but they are pronounced differently, like this word.. it could the

and . ..would the- . ..they would see. There is a little different accent connection

..would k be they will see ... There is a little different accentuation, and of

course in this case it makes it absolutely clear. The islands or coastlands

... have seen and they fear. ee the differente. The first_shows a completed

action. They became aware of what is happenocing. and the second shows their

'e present state. They feared. And what they had seen ..and conquiered..

as a ...Yes,

k E-55

" , Boshath could be the order, but I think that in this case " the word is a very

broad word... and in fact, the word ..and that means the ..the are a on the

edge of the sea. Naturally, they are filled with fear as Cyrus is coming, and

as they see Cyrus coming, their fear leads them to take certain definite steps.

And what are thce steps ? Now, you notice .ke-the interesting form tha e.

You have a man singular, and so they help...every many his neighbor, t at is

a very correct interpretation. It is every man helping. Andevery man. but I think

the most literal is they help. Yes, he says . . in otte r words filled with fear.

Ordinary enmities are forgotten, I ordinary situations are laid x aside. Each

one sakaysays. The Hamth. . .encourages ..Now these are two different

terms.
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- He perhaps is the man who make he tle carpenter is a little bit not

pc precise.. The skilled artisan. He . and the ..& the; sorath is the pne weh

who takes the metal and puts it into sh pe. Of course the ... they don't feel

" they have to look for something that will do more good ei-tIa n weapons.

So what they looked for b is somth1ng...fix it up in alithese wasy so that

w it will stand by 1t2-lcf itself... The peopode have to do so much . . .arid

this . is very .. striking here. But I think that we ought to show 4t-the

" that the Lord makes in the next verse, . ..Now, Mr. Butler can you read

the next verse. Now, ordinarily you k don't have to express the thou. Ordinarily

you just have the ... but as for thee. But this gives... Israel, quite

different , at least it shoukl be different. Yes, the one who loves me...my

.because . that is entirely right... but the way that the term is used... the

one who I love or the one whbm. . he says he should n't have to do these. becue

you are x my servants, now that is saying in modem Engish you think

" . and of Jacob as a man. Actually, Israel and Jacob... and his . . .t+e-

and Jacob whom I have chosen, our friecknd. The one who loves me. the one

whom I love. Yes, that is true both ways.. .both ways are... and bet therefore

his descendants should not fear like these others. But . .now, Now, the servant

of the Lord. introduced-thet-- here. But out.. .and the whole nation. And Abraham

)
was in a very special place, and Abrahamw- was the one who God called.

And Abraham does not receive any blessing on account of His ancestors. He

Abraham when you get Isaac. So Abraham 'ci is the beginning. xkx It would

seem likely that Ab raham... that Abraham Isli.. yes, God established ...

Abraham... It is a very interesting... God strengthened Israel, but God hardened

Pharaoh's 'x heart, the same. .he " so that steitThat is very ife*-interesting.
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Leth look at it :42:l7. Now that is ..Now, I believe that is ...ard we don't

I stress the Ayin, Ayln verb becat e it is . but it is the Ayln--they btx that have

been turned back, yes, Chapter 42 ... They have been turned backward

it comes from the verb . .de-pe- to pour out.. used of pouring out mI milk.

They have been turned back and they are ashamed. Saying to a molten image

you are our God-.- god.

E-56

And they tried to k do the things that...and they weren't able to . the magiciak-is

of Egypt were not able to stop.. as Moses did, but there werein sorre cases

something similar... and they were able to imitate ..what Moses did, but they

weren't able to . ..clear up.. But then what was . ..One is k ashamed, likes

to hide hat he has done. Now, he can't ..andlthink that i it is much ...and

f the next is 144:9 ...Mr. Lee, in order that they should continue. They don't

think and they don't know. I think that this casexb it is meaning the idoxis

themselives. 1hey are their ..The isles the mselves are ... they are unable

to say, speak, unable to know, they will witness this in order to ... they shall

be ... it is a little

We were looking at Isa. 44. And I think today I would like to read a little bit

before this passage star-A- starts , to get the context.. -1sthe previous verses

are quite simple, Mr. Lee, would you read us 44:6 , just start in at the beginning.

.yes, thus the Lord, king of Israel has said. But you di*- doubtless will

have to leave the have said until then, thus saithe the Lord. And his-re-- Redeemreer

Lord of Hosts. I am ... only I question whether this... but I think that te-

asher means afterwards, I think that it -ne -be--rearlly means I am before

and afterwards. I dm 't think that the concept of afterwards is actually what follows.

Yes, I am before you and I am after you. I come before and I come later. After.
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I am the beginning and I am the end, but I don't think that.. .1 think that it is

what follows. I am vx the latter thinkg, I am what comes later. In our

ordinary ...we don't have the-- this word... in the ... nlne. .and from not.

and you know what after means, as means until , so then from not until... aside

from . . yee- me. there is no god. It all k depends on how you interpret the

w ord... the means ..which is often translated the end of, o&or

the last days, but I have examined all the app-- passages , and t-dee&t--t,

mm---mean- I am quite convinced that it doesn't mean ..it means to follow

the cc days that come after the dais . Yes, if we translate we will

k parallel that to translate _the last, but if we translate as

w hit comes afterwards it would be x parallel tax translate that ashwhat comes

before. And I don't think that either of them would be quite ..... it is-for-sort

of in between. It is whatever is a t the head of the thing. ..it deems 4- -doesn't

necessarily man the first of all. Yes, that is , t as far as this world is

concerneçl , bdx before; this world It will parallel that to translated tk-w

and I oc dci-i't think that either of thi m quite gets the idea, it is rx1 sor

of in-between. yes, but itis whatever is at the k head of a certain thing.

That iã doesn't necessarily mean the first of all. Yes, tia t is k as far as this

world is concerned, before tFt s vreIe- world was here, God was here, and if

this world wer e to disappear God would still be here. He was here and he

brought the beginning of the world, and üi e end of the world. It ee4eI could

7T-be interprexted tie re. There is nothing earlier. .first middle, and x xend.

I am the beglning,arrl the reverse, and we hae had our . . it meazns to draw

things up in a .. to accept things in a line, but you notice it has the ending

--Just as the same as the " declare it aid set it up in line --we will
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In other gwrds,he was at the beginning of all things in history, a He rl

will be g there after all things in history z are ended, ...but who, like Ic Him

can understand all the things in history, who can call them out, who can

declare them. Who can e put them in proper orda and relation. and then

the next word is anaea--uet4- uxnusual. So that it would be from i

and it is an infinitive construct. The word sumor-sen- from my placing...

puting in place. And you know wha ..the ancient people. Their beginning.

You take off the feminitne plural enduing from it. Take off the waw, and

what three letters do you have. Whenever a roci ends in waw or in yodh, it

4t&- it's first formic is represented by a Hay, so k your ver, would be

and is a verb which means to come. Which is not very common in Hebrew.

Here c it is used. So that the verb is ; to come, and what is mwe...would hoe

have the holem with the first radical... so tk t the coming thing. . the things

that are coming. And coming is e4r--t-here-. . moving toward you. They may

a be moving toward you, but they are knot the cause to -e~irldr continue...

and what form..now, this word Bo never means come. Bo means come in or

enter. You see, the athah or the things that are approaching, the-but the

bo is they actually will reach you. They will enter in. They will come to pass.

They are ee4leon the way, and which willi actually enter, who will

Who, like me, is called the begixinning from the end. From my setti g,cng of the

ancient people and the things that are coming which are going to enter you can

continecue the who over, a nd who will declare them, or you can take them as

the rtwe-new sentence, in relation to that. . . and can declare these things

--In other words it is the argument from the knowledge of all things that God
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claims to have. He knows that He ee4-and now you see them come true,

and you ix see the truth that He actually .... so that it is the argument frm

His power over History, His ability to predict the future, id then the next

verse, number 8. Mr. Lee, buecx because you will not, would be a declarative

sentence, this could have thou or Lo, but ails always a negative request.

It is do not. Had I not caused you to hear from that time, He says flat these

things that are happening was predicted long ago, that is the proof that God

is at powerful and told in advance wha t He b is going to do. Have I not

caused you to hear me from that time.

E-57

You are my i witnesses, in other words you are- know that these . .. ..were

made long ago. You are my witnesses, and t en z he starts a new sentence

what is the ;yesh, that is the only time in the bookof Isa. that you

Iwe-have. usually it is used, in the plural. . . he uses theword in the singu. e

.ordinarily elohim is used of God, a plural majesty. But here there is only

the only time that it is us-s- they haven't accompisihed it. Them thou. .. yes,

so that ... you can see even though it is . ..and you desire something . and

it is going to be delivered... you see these things happen, but they are going

to have to be witnesses that they c are . and then of course there are the se

terms about the making of the gods, how they make de m, to bring up the fact

that their gods for meixre creatures of god- their hands, and so they get all

this k vocabulat ry. Number 10, so as not to profit them... they will all be

hi the same boat. They can't accomplish it. It is an ...adverb. together

-like one. Yes, they give it as a vercb. Is it listed as a verb. What do they

say it means. It is doubtless derived ... then yes, that is a very helpful suggestion
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This word... is used . in the mouth of two witnesses it shall be established

--the witness gives evidence as to what he has seen. God is saying I have

predicted the past. He speaks of thx what happened. You are witnesses.

Now , he says . they will prove that toc they can't do anything. They will

have to admit, and back here in 43 in this passage, here-ere- there are a number

of times where he brings thods out very stxrongly. This same truth, the word

--ac it is God wants His people to witness among the people x as to His reality

and His superiority, and to k tVec the false gods. To have further to get... 44:8

in 44..8 and also it was back in ..yes, verse 8, and 9.-4-4- 8 is Israel witnessing

to the true God, a nd 9 -&1- is the idol -makers he'%4havIng to witness tia t

the ãbc idols are4ow- worthless. They are being compelled to " so it is an important

word in this section. Yes, I heard a very good statement made ...God is not looking

f or lawyers , he is looking for witnesses. It is not so importaht what we argue

as to prove what He is and what He can do , b-&e-- and what He has done for

us, arguments maybeused...butourwitness is ..so He says you are witnessc

so when they seeand they will have to be witnesses when they see when the idols

fall and when ..they will have to be w*.t-witnesses " You can be witneses

and " sonE body once said that the Frederick the Great, the king of Prussia, was

quite a -3-kIe- skeptic, he says Give me in one word an evidence tFa t Christianity

is b& c true. z And the ohepefr-chaplain said, the Jews. The Jews have existed

a 11 thrugh the centuries when the other ancient races all eneded. They continued

a s the word of God said, God kept them from being destroyed but they were not

they were an object. They wm t tr*---through terrth suffering. aid they gave

a witness. Sothenext verse.

It is probably not a Semitic word at all.. .1 ut He is . the smith of k iron.
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Now, this is ... it is something that they use in that work. You see the type

of the work is changed. And some o± have suggested. With this particular

xlnstrument. -Gthet Otherks have ... It should g be the best known woxid

in Hebrew, because it is from this word that we get the names for our stems

--Hip--piel-pual, hi4p-hiphil, hophal, they are all forms ci this word Paal.

Even though the word doens't occur. That he makes them ... In Egl&h-English

we would say the strength of . his army. But the meaning is the same. The

armor is characterized by the- being the arm of His strength. le-Whcdch

is to the vlsizble expressionof His k strength. We would say simply strong

arm. They ' say the arm of His strength. The smith makestha se things.

But then sore thing happens. In other words here is a god which the smith

makes, and he makes this with His-his 4xg strong arm. lx But the smith

gets hungry and he is weak. He gets thirsty and he falnzts, so th what kind

of God is that that makes only... that ha s to have food in order to be able to

do it. That is the point. He is;h8ungry. He doesn't drink water and he faints

--a, l these steps tia t they take. Now, you see there you don't have the

but if you can take it by yoti&e yourseW. and one- consequently I find that

it is the hardest ..Running may be a participle and 1xc it may be an infinitive.

I In English we use the same word for both. Running may be a prt1.cple or

it may be an infinite. And that is what confuses us. f we had a different word

it wouldn't , but runningç may be two runs. Running is twe-.-good exercise.

Or running a may be an a4adjective, a part of it. The non is running, or the

running man is too heavy. he running man we are not so abt to say, we dat 't

use the participle often as a direct adjective, but the participle is an ae

adjective. It can modify a noun or it can be used in place of a noun but k it is
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still ax noun understood, and in this is the verb idea, so it cannot be a fitting

person. That would be a participle " This is an infinitive. In order to have a

house idol, 1t " But a house ... there flaw- has to be a lot of work done.

There has to be a lot cf work kdone in making this idol ready. (Q)

E-58

R'-t--It takes someor who is skilled, . ..you tA e even a 44t1- little idols that

is home. if you can"God is the creatorAnd then He goes on

t another . ..showing that ..and this word ...God makes man after His image.

But man makes God after man's image. There is a parallel. God has made us

in His image, after His likeness, but we make idols kafter our image, but the

image of the man that the idols are made after all altogether different than

he image of man that the idols are made after ik are altogether different from the

image of God that--men are made after. There is an interesting parallel.

well, now, the rain will cause it to grow. In other words the rain will cause

it to grow .... but that wont grow unless it is something that t e man ca 't help.

Man makes it but it requires the things beyond man's strength to produce.

The rain makes k it grow. He goes and looks at all these different kIr s &-t

of trees. It takes time for a tree to grow to the point where he can make hlmsd f

an idol. Of course that is an Interesthg prom-problem there. The t1eogt,
world or world

theologians, the thlnkscers of the Babyloniand and the Assyrianx/. but the prophets

deal to quite an extent to the attl]dtude of the ordinary people tc who thought cf the

idol of being something in itsief. Much like in the Roman Catholic x church.

The the&getheologiens of the Roman Catholic church will tell you that the Virgin

Mary .is, represented by the image in the different place, but the average tfteae

uneducated person worships the ie-s-- idol as someth ng in-4ele-.- itself.
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So he is dealing here not,xw with what the thee.o4eaR--theologians or the

Assyrians _. would say but what the mass of the people a4a41','- actually

believe. Well, we will have to stop there. There was a lot of v,eau'lar

vocabulkaryin this lesson, so we wont assign so s awful much... for next

time. Let's take ... 46:1-7. , and let's review wl4-tLK this again. And

s the man goes and takes out the good tree,and this tree, he says which

he is going to make an idol of, it is x to be for mankind to . .No, I am

not sure how to fit this btitInto the -'-sre--Does it mean that it will

come about that man willneed -
something to burn, Dee- Does it mean that

the tree will become something for man to burn or tha t it will come to pass

--the situation will spread out , where ±k a man needs . ..I think that it would

make more sense, doesn't it. And then the context comes when a ;man needs

fireworks. It comes to pass for a " man to learn something.. and so I thin

that this first phrase is best interpreted that way. And it doesn't of course

mea n that e'¬ryth4-everytIme somebody takes a tree . . .But it means here is

a situation ... but then the time cones when a man needs firewood. It comes

to pass.that there is a need for-t- man to burn something. So I

think that this first phrase of 44:15 axis interpreted t1 t way, showing the
after the man has found the tree.

situation t1 t arises /.It doesn't of course mera that athanytine that-afty

ee41ieverytime that anybody takes a tree for an idol ..it doesn't e-t'aa-

mean that at all. Here is a situation. A man goes to the wood. He takes

a fine tree. The rain has made it grow. It is real large and everything, ad

then comes a situation where there is need k of something for a man to burn,

and tit comes to pass. Well, now, the previous verse..How does the previous

verse ... the previous is well, then ye have the future.. .and anoak. It is

strnathn d arnona the trees of the forest.
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I He has planted. And then the waters and the rain..makes it get large,

and then k your next .... nd it comes to pass tFa t and he has . and goes

on. This is what has happened under such -e* circumstances. If it

comes to pass..and so 'hat has he done, thtake it fromthere and ...

.x.
and what else does it say. mqc Yes, In other words , , this is a vejX unusual11

verse in Hebrew . It k has so rny unusual points. In the first pa.- place

the Hithpael here has had a .. Now, that .. in arabic and Aramaic, and

this o word is avays occurs Inthe... so it has peculiarities of a middle

guttural, and that is . But then you have what is axkcEx nitz, ha, who,

that is a singular. Because the uu there represents a final vowel. If 4e

this were plural this would be . If it were a plural it would be another

one. That . He mad e it an image andhe wow- I bowed down to it. And

you notice the rather poetic style of language. And so here you have a man

who makes an idol out of wood to s ee what odx he wants ..showing

the absurdity... 11 there weren't so .. yes, well, it x is a process. I don 't

knw. In the- the context.. The others . ..but you do c use others

Mr... 1 think that the senEtence...

E-59

Where sarath had more the idea of the .... burnir in that sense. From

the in poetry .... Is used simply as a substitute for . ..ard yet you would

probably &say in it. Just like we had Lamo...which could be to him or to

them. But this ... is used I before the word H, aid occasionally is-4-it

is substituted simply from the book. Now, you notice how k there is- it is

not expressed in e eee4- chronological order. Half of It He burns in

a fire. And then another half.. decx on that he .. x me. Well, the me

/
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the " me is a complete statement. e . .wroteai d he ..k it is not a ... b..it

a logical statemert . He wrote. . ac or beectter ... from t1 viewpoint o4I

of the Greek the .... But the Hebrew is apt to look at it logically rather than

chronologically, He I s . . .ard then this rt is used...ard then after h

he describes ... he tells how he ..givesthe conclusion first and then the means,

so that the suggestion is made but I dcn't think it is necessary. I don't feel

Lc it is necessary. I think that it is just ... in order ... you would think that

there wouldn't be anything left. After ".. or you can way -say he will...

and he will say... deliver me because you are my God. He is showing me...

something that grows natue4ly-naturally and he uses for common ordlna y tasks.

He can also use, for you are macy ... wouldn't... what abQi t it... Yes, upon.

part of it. By means of ..the al has a rather broad meaning. By means of./.

He will be able to c eat flesh(?) and then he tells ox how he will be able to

eat flesh. He ixx uses it thc-a-a--as a fuel, he wrote me... It I s describing.

It is a "qhronologlcal order. It is describing the roasting meet before they

eat. But you might say ... it describes the purpose of ... He uses this as

a means to get food. (Q) Yes, he is able to eat flesh. Yes. Yes, by means

of ... he is able to eat flesh. That was an entirely possible way to refer to

It is possible however that these two words got transferred from ... that would

make it a more chronological order.., that would make RI.- it a more chronological

order. Then youcansay...upon ft,,,hewill ,..hewill beglad to,,,

he will be satisfied. It might impress it ... more logical. Though it may very

well be that thwe-- those two words will be transposed to the ... in the course

of ., . I do not hcwever ... because I lave the feeling that very often
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that you could say, upon it... part of it, he will cook it and he will eat it...

and be satisfied. That would be two sentences. It might impress us more logical.
in the course of copying

So, it may very well be that the two ... may be transposed to/... I do ro t think
it is completely transpos&i

however thaVbecause I have the feeling that very often often they express

purposes before they get to the means. It might impress us more logical. It may

very well be that the two words are going to be ... in the course of copying.

I do not think, however, that ... because I have the feeling that very

express the purpose before they get the meaning/ instead of .,. but it would be

a very natural way to a. person and consequently, it might be ... I MO uld think

it more easy, more to be transposed into the natural orde r of time. It may

be transposed officially. According to the New Testament scholars. The

hardest thing to be considered would be that this is going to be ... going too far.

Yes, it is in a stride... But I do not know wh,-7 the meaning of course is

same here. ,.. The two words are not particularly similar . ... From that vlewpd. nt

I would think that it is harder... but a harder

reading which is ... naturally ... is not changeable.., but who can ".. it is very

loiical. I do e not think that ... it is possible at all .... Number 8. Mr. Butler?

(Q)... And so in this case this is lookkit at the early stage before the man

or whether he is ... at the fact that God turned the emotion.., to actively

I would be inclined to think that this is either individuals who ... or that it

is implicit... Inother words , so that ... God ... hardened sothey would

not ...In this particular case, lam inclined toward ".. Dr, Kim...? Verse 18.

where it says, for he has shut their eyes rwhat-was-te from sin, what was your

Is the subject of " This refers to the people in exile or

refers to the people themselves,-19 in person or would it refer to the Lord?
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There are two possibilities. It does not make the fact ... the fact that it is

singular ... (Q) Yes, it is not ... it is not derinite, if there is .. . that would

make it definite. It can be an imperfect. That they closed their eyes from sin...

Yes, Yes, yes,
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oy-ere both are true... I do not think we are sure of which one

Well, then; y- you have finished verse 18, then 19. This fits more with the

idea of impersonal... they do not turn backMs there is no krowledge. There i s

no one. They ... I will There is no knowledge, there is no understanding.

What did you say again? And this fits more with the idea of pereet- impersonal

they shall ... that there is not turning back.., and there is no knowlwedge, no

understanding. They ... OUMAR, I will eat, OKEIL, I will eat... Pe Aleph verb.

I will ... he says, I have faith, I will ... I will ... abomination.., of course,

they will .... a dollar was an abomination.., and to an abomiration...

like ... to see the absurd.., by making the last part of the question.., shall I

I will roast flesh. .. and to an abomination, to a block of a wood, I will bow down.

He says, there is no understanding to see the absurdity.., and King James tries to

by making the last part of the question ... shall I bow down a block of wood?

It would be just a matter of ... shall I bow down a Mock of wood? That would

be just a matter of dint tone of voic No body can see the ... in English

you can show it by making it a question. But tie re is no question in Hebrew.

So, whether they are correct in making the question out of it or not, that is a

matter of interpretation. But if you do not make a question of it, you will

have to have a tone of voice ,.. it is very ( evident that ... whether they are

correct in making a question out of it or not, that is a matter of interpretation.

Part of it will be ,,, ti -rest- -i-eeoe-GeTT. and the re4 of it become a

god.., as to whether it is ... abomination ... or the Lord only or ... it grants

the Englishmen ... we find that the overwhelming man... abominatin to the

Led-oMy-erd the Englishmen ... but there are definitely ... where it will
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mean something other than religious nature lik/Prov. 23:20-23...

these are abominations to the Lord. That is not judt idols. Now, here the wicked..

Prov. 20:19, even in-pay- the wicked( men ... their prayer shall be abomination

to the Lord. I am not sure whether it ever means abomiØnat1on... except the Lord

Idolatry... the wicked.., that which is abominable to God... Yes, abomination

shall be ... three times in Isaiah, Isaiah 1:13... 41:34... abomination

abomination ... yes, yes, It shows that the Lord ... Sometimes it is referred to

as ... ) it will be an abomination to the Lord ... I think that it is not , as far as I

am concerned,,, Prov. 15:... it is abominatIa to the kings.., that means that

abomination ... it is abomination ... that is .,, but I think that it is not.., as

far as I am concerned... Probe It is abomination to the kings.., that means

the abomination te in the sight of the king or it is abomination ... then it is

Prov. ",, &i Now, that is a little harder.., it is abomination to the kings

that applies to the kings ... ... I would be inclined to think that mc t of

abomination ... I would be inclined to think that for most of us, the word abomination

would be ... So, this onewould be ... inthecase like that B.D.B. might be

handy, for tye you do not look through t1 whole list'. They might arrange it.

are before the Lord. -s judges ... befcre the Lord, now the word

their judgment may not ... but at least they might put the roup... now that is

what eee counts for ... if they take up the ... a lot of instances ... they

have enough to ... r enough to speak of ... their prejudice or their

Here whether he is pointing out to Israelite? Yes, I think that he is pie- pointing

out to the Israel... how foolish the heathen is in ... idolatry, and how foolish

the Israe].les are ,.. but it would not be for the content... This is named

after the god of the universe, again the Israelites I do not hink
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Israelite's
against the4dol worship, against the heathen idol worship.., the folly of the

Israelites... k(Q) At the time of Isaiah we read how Nezekiah destroyed

the Ø idolatrous worship throughout the land. And then ... nearly hundred years

later King Josiah destroyed the shrines of idols.., in the land of Israel, so that
in

he got rid of those that ... but/this sectlcn of Isaiah here, Isaiah is here

through the godliness ... he is warning about the coming exile, and gist ng

us the assurance that God w44.1- ; is going to rescue them... and invited all...

available.., for them showing ham the exile is coming to the ... exactly as

it is propF6esied... He is urging that this wh- should no.. so that if you are

going to write ... I would be inclined to think that ... here we are trying to

tell the Israel that ... the folly of the idolatry, rather than so much ... this is

and other times throughout the ... (Q) The theory of the second Isaiah is

that this section chapters 40 through 66 was written at the time of exile,

when the Israels were in exile. There are other times throughout the

the theo/ry of the second Isaiah is that this section 40 through 66 was written

at the time when the Israelites were in exile for good many years, written

shortly before Cyrus delivered them. Now, well, that is the time when Isaiah

had in mind. I s alah looked forward to that time. But there are many cases

where the strong efforts are given to the fact..., the fact that God has already

forgiven them.., and ( it is utterly different things to go beyond ... is the

fact that God has already predicted and that he has predicted things beyond

that there are many pheases in it which ... and of course, in Isaiah's time,

the people of the nortern kingdom ... he must feel ... and that would make

the soutern kingdom very consequen... and they saw these things.., and they

were a minority.., they must have realized that the exile was ,.. the re was
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And they f saw these things. They were a minority. They must have realized...

it is not at all teaei unreasonable that Isaiah ... saw the nottern kingdom

going through the exile... thout the exile coming to them in writing.., comfort

their hearts, and encourage them, and exhort them to trust upon the Lord, and

at the same time, and it is perfectly ... when people (4.50) And they saw these

things. they ... at the same time the purpose of ... when the people worry

aoub t .. they would find comfort.., the second Isaiah and at the time same

time ... when the people worry about G-- they would finally ... comfort,

some tkae these to t1 second Isaiah. And it is almost written by Isaiah

Isaiah is risen from the dead.., there is no ... first 1e4- Isaiah ... they sa

that the 4i-A- first Isaiah will be ... the second Isaih shows the ... well,
in

the first Isaiah , the first part of Isaiah was written- -eerteern4n.g Jerusalem

and ... looking forward to the .. thinking of the people who are going to be gone

away from their homeland to the exile, and ... Infinite.,, is stressed here,

but there is no contradiction here. (Q) Yes, there is similarity there, and it

is very vital.., yes, the similarity there is very striking. It names definitely

on the }-- other hand it is not some changes.., like where the word is.
there are some changes

beginning the seventeen.., on the other hand it is not . . . like the word for the

exile. Thi is a different word. You have.., the w-r- word ransom ... you

have in the beginning of the 17, and here in the quotation, 19, we read here
olgith -&lg slight

in the quotation 19... you have a Y sgk-h,ihange in wording, and it might

have all been identical. And that is a good argument. For that has transmission.

And there may very well be ... there is a transpostion to have occurred. They

very well be ... on the other hand, there is simply not .., identical. I do

not hink o, but I think that it is a good idea/ to (2.55)
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(Q)yes, yes, yes, I think that both are possible, but the fact that so many

words are similar is the evidence toward that direction. Now, ... called

identical. Yes, now, we finish ... Then verse 20, Mr. Butler? This word,

Resh Ayin, there are two or three different meanings that could be

at the beginning of the 23rd psalm.. . it says, (adoni roi),a nd

you know what that means. And the word, ra with ayin, there is a robt that

means to be assiqiated with ... there is another one.., shepherd, and the

shepherd is often , and the shepherding is often translated as the or who

takes care of the sheep. It is used of a king. Thepherding.,. and so , the
is

interpretation... the associated with ".. it is perfectly all right . .. Now,

associating with ... whether it makes a good sense, ehp shepherding khe-eep-.
as

That is not thinking of the man that-is-eating himself, but /providing for

I'would be inclined to think that
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a different
There are/number of4ossib1litiesr-btt- for this word, but there are number

of rules that have the re- ratio of ayin... but it seems to be condemnation,

a general condemnation.., the ... of about burning ... part of it is ... the other

part is for God ,.. there is something that may as well be ... You will really

need.. . You nedd a preposition to show the relationship. It is a pretty condensed

language. You have an idea as to that ... yes, yes, many of th%'ose are

they are poetical context, from the poetical context, sometimes you can get

and other times more difficult.., but this is the case in Genesis ... it is good,

because that is more comprehensive background where it is fairly ... you can

see how it is used.., and there it is Abraham... for it says, 4eaee--...

It seems to be a general condemnation... It speaks about ... It seems to be ...

the other part is used for God... It simply means ashes.., there is something

it may just as well be ... what is this ... You really.., it needs a preposition.

It is a pretty much condensed language. Do you have an idea on that? -4m-
sometimes

(14.00) Many of these are really poetical expression. And from the poetical context/

you can get clearly menaings, and other times you do not. But the case in

G-nee-- Genesis 7c is particularly good, because that is more concrete a

background, where it is quite easy to see how it is used. And there it is Abraham

who said,... I who ... here he is using tt to show himself to be .., in our particular

case here, of burning the

wood, and that would produce ashes. And so one ow would put clay on top of the

other.., nothing but ash, nothing but ash, but how do you fit it with ?

If oten translated as (p1) Probably in modern English

means he... but I think that it is translated to give someone... to give someone ...

take care of it ... mainly to take care of ... Let us look into this matter...
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Now, we were looking at the end of the hour last time at the beginning of verse

20 of IsaIah 44. And it begins with two words that are rather us- unusual. In

fact, one might say, t- the general style of the passage 0 is not ... not school

going object... a little e- bit of a brief statement drives us home.., and we

find in the first 1 verse roua which normally means . Now,

the next word is normally used ... Dr. Kim, would you like to say

a few words? But ... The phrase is rather difficult. Te- First place because we

1w have (ra), When you have the ... of course there is a word

(roua)in Hiphil, to raise ... but very often the form... (resh,

ayin, cheth), But l3ery- very often in a poem resh ayin, and cheth... we have to

have that as a possibility. Resh, Ayin, and cheth... and from that

that would not fit here. Then we have the ra(resh, he, ) Gesenius

gives two verbs. pastorate, tend et- grass.., it is one that associates with

it... and to associate with that which ... as a verb. We have q-ieu-- a noun

that goes back to that, which means ... he-- under tia t he gives ... pasture,

the shepherd... and under that it has ... 120, and then in number 2.

and underneath it ... it e-'- gives.., and underneath it ... maybe a fifth...

but it seems that there is a tremendous ... to take care of sheep... It i tremendously

I find myself rather ... whether the word actually means to shepherd

it seems that is getting pretty far. I am inclire d to think that ... see this ...

I am inclined to think that ... it is possible that that ... refers to the Ephra41m.

He is preaching pretty well... But Ephraem... I am going to find out from .

Ephraem is ruling and leading. That is referring to the

leadership. He is meeting... that is referring to the ... common people...

to the leadership ... as leading them to the direction .... I cannot be dogmatic
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And that is the case in 0,46 Genesis 44. Chapter 34 44 speaks about ... and

they then hsaw the 'W' seven wings and ... and -only if there is

they captured, but there is no expressed there. And so it looks like

carrying them leading them, and feeding them, shepherding them.., caring for

them, feeding them, all that a shepherd does ... shperhding ... carying for

them leading them ... also taking them ... like the flock. I am inclined to

think that ... now, in good many occasions like ... like a ... that is

that .,. there is a mouth ... in... is up. The mouth of fool ... in the sense

of taking t care of them, rather than in the sense of bn-the sheep.., from the

master. I feel that.., very thoroughly convinced that ... in that case,

very simply, it is a matter of a suffering.., because there .., somebody is

leading them.., there is no one ... but there is no ".. expressed there. That

looks like ... every other one that I looked at makes me... there is another

interpretation, which some commentaries give. They take ... they try to take the

word , pasture, as referring to a tree., like a plant or .,. one fellow

is adjective, and the ei---. other fellow takes it as objective.., of course,

4- it is a fellow.., sometimes it is taken that way. Now, they ask

I am not sure whether we should ... it refers to the shepherding.. . and

it ge- does ... it refers to the leaders who are ".. through the idols.., they

are getting accuratd y , but they are giving things, not ... what the ... I would

not be dogmatic... Mr. Lee? That is a question. That is what I am suspicious.

We normally have the sense.,,, I would not be dogmatic. Mr. Lee? What is

your question? That is a question. That is what I am suspicious of...
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normally has the sense of taking care cfr sheep or animal, and from that

come, 4ie&7-he-wer------------------r the two ideas of ri4- ruling them,

directing, and giving of food, and from that it ... that is a question. That is

what I am suspicious ... normally has the sense of taking care of sheep

or animal, and from that the two ideas ... to be used ... hped1.ig... the kings

provide food .. the kings provide leadership. Kings shepherd )( people. Jacob says,

.near the ,.. at the end of his life, he says, Lord/ shepherded me. I do tro

not think the word should be translated as shepherd ... .it means that the Lord

shpeherded. That is what it means. Now, the other interesting thing is that

There is a great possibility of ... but I am inclined to think that ... Yes, that

is the Intrepretation which good many ec commentaries use.., feeding on

but I just question if that is correct. I do not know. That is the way it is

usually taken. And it is made ... but I am first inclined toward a little other

direction. That may very well be a dee-- correct one, but what I read

the previous ... it says,., the house of Israel was defeated; Judah yet ruled with

and was ... &1faem Ephraem... / following after Ephraem... dealing with

following after Ephraem... following after Ephraem... desolation, and

to Egypt... he is speaking there about the leadership to come... the leadership

of Judah is still with ... but the leadership of Ephraem ... and following fter
they

Ephraem... dea lation and . /covenanted with Assyrians / But Judah yet rules

with ... they make a covenant with Assyrian, and they ... what the leadership is

doing. The leadership of Judah is still ruling with God, but the leadership of

Ephraem is a suggested possilbility. But the leadership of E-p-- Ephraem is

leading them into ... following ... instead of ... considering ... as the leadership...

There is a sugestion ... I would not be dogmatic on it at all, but I would
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be inclined toward at direction/ in view of the context, the general idea.

I am inclined toward that direction.., the increase lies ... it is not what takes

in but what - gives out. The direction of producing life and ... and the word

has the leadership as ... presently something that is so widely used
said, God delighted in him,

that.., we certainly would not say that Jacob says God ... if- God shepherded

him. And the Lord is my shepherd, not the one who delights in me.
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Yet, in English can be someone else or ... yourself, but

that is transferring them.., but the older.. . B.D.B. says ... but the older one

says.. " this would be the ... I know in a- I am inclined to think that

the opposite s}t uld be the case... I am inclined to think that ... I am convinced

that .. I know ".. I am inclined toward the opposite directon. I am inlined to

think that ... it stretches the word ".. when they were ".. such a pressing

when they were ... and shepherding and feeding ... (Q) Yes, I would say that
as

yes, I would say that it4"-a possibility that it means that these leaders

who follow the idols are ... leading ... but the other possibility is that

perhaps instead of describing the idol worshipper, it is describing the i4cls.-

(Q) Perhaps . . . How about the people who are following the idols Are they

not the flock? (Q) But they are Images.., in the context. In order to give

them help... They worship them and they say they deliver them... For the people

were ... Yes, (Q) Yes, he certainly saw the .. .. (12 .00)1 am incllrU to think that

the word should be taken ... I am inclined toward the ... the word

(roel) should be taken 'l as meaning which it has dozens and dozens
the

of cases... shepherd.. and therefore we are Justified.. and just as we are/sheep

of God.., that the person that worships the idol is making the idol the .., he is

the sheep of the idol. And the idol is a shepherd of the 4-- ... Yes? (Q)

Verse 28, God says, Cyrus is ... that means Cyrus is the one that is going to
Those

" -accomplish my purposes as the shepherd does to his flock. T-he.re-would be
two

the same/possibilities. They would be the same two possibilities. Theyare

It is n interesting problem, but the difficulty , of course, is that he has the

little, short , ep- ellptlcal ... which are hard to fit together. He is showing

the storm... the d- idols... so vehement and it is breaking ... it is breaking
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The difficulty of course is that he has the little, short, eliptical sentences which

are ard to fit together. He is showing us )(the ... of the idols... ieh-ve-

with such vehemence that the... little statements, the little sentences and

so he ".. the vanity or this is a shepherd of ... the shepherd does often

he is delighted in ... Yes, what? (Q) The difference between a noun and a

participle is often ... really a matter of viewpoint. A participle is used often

and it becomes a noun ... . A good many times participles become ... used so

much that they become to be thought of ... (Q) Is in parallel with what? Well,

that is a construct, is it not? ... It is not a participle... It could not be a

participle.., would have to be a perfect. Would it not? (Q)

Then, what noun does the participle agree with? You mean that ..? I wculd

say that the difference e- between a Øarticlple and a noun so much that it is

It is accepted as ... as participle of one ... with shepherd are identical.

And ,.. the ap- participle and ... are identical ... . I do not know whether he

does it or not. The forms are identical. Which is ....? Yes, I would be inclined

to think so. I would be inclined to think that it is a noun, I would be ]tnclined
----------------

to think so. I could not be dogmatica. But I would be inclined toward that

way. That it is a noun. It is difficult ... any way. It must go with something

else. Does it go with vorshippers? or does it go without? That is a question,.

Which does it go with? Well, I am inclined a little bit to taking it to the idol.

That the idol is the shepherd of . The shepherd of ... the shepherd cannot do y

you any good. This is made out of wood that can be ... that can be ... that

can give you advice directs your life. Your heart is deceived when you bow

before them. He is the shepherd of the ... Well, we should continue here. Mr.

Butler? How would you continue? Mrs. Butler? They led him astray. How

would you continue?
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He was led astray is not a very good translation. But it is quite ... extremely

literal. What verb does it come from? Yes, (NATTA) means

and nATTA in this form ... is skipped ... when you 4we- have this

(5.45) In 44/ other words but when you add a suffix, _______, you do not have the

vowel letter. So, this HE Is entirely different from the he of the first. This

Is the He of the second. (Hlttahoo) You do not need the

vowel letter there ... so this is the He suffix which has turned ... He has turned

him .... And this somebody has ... someone aside .... You do not need the

vowel letter there by the way. /... So, this is the He of the suffix... He has turned

him.., and since &eey-- somebody turned something a- aside, it sretches

eetk1g- someone ... This is He of suffix... TOUHOO? You do not need

the vowel in that case. So, this is the He of the suffix. He has turned him.

And since somebody has turned someone/ aside, and . nce somebody has

pushed--turnedaside, .. . had this effect on someone.., then we have to look for a

subject. And the natural subject, of course, is ... and that leads the other

verb... nothing to go with ... and oonsequently the suggestion is

going to be made... This is ,$. the only way to make sense out of the three verses.

To take it as a relative clause without the assurance expressed. And we have

a good many, and although the assurance is much more commonly expressed...

and that leads the other verb ... nothing to with ... and

And the ica --erd- and consequently the suggestion that Mr. Butter

has made seems to be the only way to make sense out of the three verses.., to
assurance expressed

make it as ... without as&u'4i'-TTy and we have good many, and although the

assurance is much more commonly expressed, and yet there are quite a few

this is the He of the suffix.., and since somebody has turned someone ae- aside...
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I would question whether you can distingUh o*-et- between noun and participle.

I think this is either one of them is -- It could be a &p- shepherd or

It could be a shepherd or it could be ... I would say that it is either o ne...

,Yes, it would be either a noun or a participle... I would say that either one
/

'1 Either noun or participle. I do not think that there is any difference in meaning

or in form... I do not think that you can tell . .. either a noun or a participle.

Yes, either a noun or a participle... I do no think that there is any difference in

meaning or form. I do not think that you can tell... 23rd psalm. The Lord is

my shepherd. The Lord is the one &- who is shepherding me. I do not think that

you can tell... I think that the two are identical. (Q) Id-e-- I do not think that

there is any difference. (Q)---$- He is not really Pelt- shepherding me at all.

(Q) I would say that there are many nouns which are actually participles.

I would say that there are many nouns ... which are actually participle... Like in

English if you say .. . a -, that is a man who displays

It is a different form, but the meaning is identical with th participle...

He says... the runner is the &- same. Who is the runner? The man who is

running. The runner is the same. he- Who is the runner. Who is the man who

is running? It is an active participle ... An active participle often ... I do not

think you can tell which is which .... Active participle often becomes a noun...

the active participle often becomes a noun .... I do not think that you can tell

which is ... except by means of A shepherd is one who

shepherds.me- A shepherd is one who shepherds me... It is a very nature of ....

It is a participle .... It is used as a noun. It seems... I would feel that the two

words are identical in this case. In the 23rd psalm, it says, The Lord is my

p-her4. shepherd. It can be taken as a noun. The Lord is the height of a

pe&e-
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This He is entirely different from ... this is the He of suffix.., this is the He of

the suffix... But in Hebrew you can leave it out. Because you have more form...

up here, so you are taking here.., as a relative and it is ... ifictGOO in that case,

it is ... It is hard that has been deceived.., apart from ,.. that has been deceived.

You cannot blame the idols which are mere - shepherds of ashes which are

unable to accomplish anything... this is to be set aside ... the idols can do

nothing. Øan not do any good. And so it is to be blamed for all... In March,

that has been ,.. as turning aside... Mr. Lee? (Q) Continue, please, now, and

it cannot say ... there is life or there is ... I think that there is ... it won't say

save his life... Here is the situation. Here is the great danger. What is he

going to do? Well, the idols cannot do much any way. They cannot do

Now, when we translate that ... The waw in Hebrew ... the children of
He shows the stubbornness of te idol worship.

But we will not say .1. He is going to accomplish anything for us? It will not

save his life. It does not ... (Q) V 1 He is accomplishing anything at all...

He will not save his life, yet he does not ... his 'i eyes. Is not there a

cal]Y to exceptions? (Q) Yes, I will take the noun a shepherd. And the se-

shepherd... -t-- I do not person ily think that is the case .... (Q) I do not personally

think so . The noun and participle... I would say shepherding... participle...

(Q) Well, I would say that the two are identical, noun and participle.,,.

I think that the noun shepherd.., one shepherd has to be ... I do not personally

think so . ... cqdx I would say, shepherding... I would say that the

two are identical.
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pera, n, the noun, sherpherd. The Lord is the shepherd, one who - is shepherding

me, one who is performing ... I do not see any difference between ... (Q)

Yes, it is used so many tin... t-4t-eaiec Mde +hatr as that

therefore it can be considered as participle. But it is not. It is a formation of a

participle. It forms the participle. Its meaning is identical. It is a partlciIIe.

A participle is a verb that ... a verbal adjective which comes ... the differente

is whether you are thinking of it M te,-o- from the viewpl mt of activity.

Whether you are thinking of it in ... in terms of the description of the noun. Either

way should be fine.. . I am not dogmatlct about it at all. I am interested in

any further ... It is difficult e -lave4e-e-th-ere7 It is so often

o the Lord shp- shepherded me. I told them. I do not think that the Lord will be

delighted. There are many cases where ... Here in this 20th verse. Th

This is the consummation of the next two verses... Mr. Lee, would lead us to the

next verse? Rembmer these things. Jacob, and Israel... You are mu servant.

The next two verses are quite ... not having ... at all, Mr. Lee, would you
this verse

please reclte/frr us? Remember these things, Jacob, Israel, because you are

my servant. He-s ,-et-are-J Do not let rka- anybody else

take care of you. Do not let anybody... I do not have any other source. You

are my servant, and he says, Jacob, Israel... that is an interesting use, is it

not? Actually this is a poetic term. Btoh terms represents the people of Israel.

For you are my servant. The next line? You know the next one? Do you know that

/ frist fiord? There it is an infinitive. It is a noun. I have one of

(9.00) You are a servant to me. I think that is translated as ... You notice the

different... -mu-s-- my servant ... you are my servant. You notice the difference.
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You notice the difference. It does not say you are my senant. It says you are

a servant. / It says you are a servant to me. You are my servant, and you

are a servant to me. There is difference in my servant.., my servant. It does

not have to ... Israel is God's servant. But here he says, you are a servant

to me. You are a servant to me. You have a relation and a servant to me

I form ... then the next? Then he goes on and he tells about ... the Israel,..

Now, shall we go on to chapter 46? 45:16,17. Let us look at that. Yes,

chapter 45:16; Mr. Butler? Yes, That will we will remember

That way we will ,.. it could be Niphal perfect. It could be anything else.

The first common plural imperfect.., as a free form of -NUN The first

common plural imperfect ... as a free form of NJ-N-, and this has ... this

cannot be the first common plural ... so it must be a niphal perfect, %ecause

niphal perfect has the sufformatbve . There are

two things that we are going to look for. What could it be ? That way we

would never ... it could be a niphal perfect. It could be anything else.

yes, the 4- first common plural imperfect has preformative of nun and i'tkt-- nou

sufformative. This is the sufformative. So, it cannot be the first common plural/

imperfect. It must be niphal perfect, because niphal perfect has the sufformative

and preformative .... so, it would be they have eefed also been., they have

been ashamed, and they have been confounded. This sounds like that ... Does this

look like ".. that word means that they have been confounded, -they-have

this is ... went into confounding or ... noun... idols.., they went 1r6hains,

Number 17. Would you read 17 please, Mr. Lee? It is a $inoun. It is a noun.

It is a noun here in the construct state that has the ending ________(eft1- aeth).

Here it is related to the wo d yoshua
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Here is the word related to the abe- word they have been (SHOUAcH

is 8alvation... It is the construct. Israel has been saved in the Lord. The salvation

of OULAMOU. It is the construct state. Israel has been saved in the Lord.

This is just one oulam, and it is many oulams. This word (ad) here is the wcrd
If I




which has the same meaning as OULAM. It is less common, but it has the same

set of meaning. This is something different from ... But this is in plural. This

is just one oulam. This is many oulams . ... of eternity. It is less common,

but it has the same set of meaning. It is same as if ... say oulamei oulam. Forever

and ever. Until eternity of eternity. Forever and ever .... Forever and ever. That make

it pretty long. Yes. The same ... continues in the beginning of 46.
in

Yhat! That makes it pretty long. Yes. The erne-- same .. . continues/ ,he

beginning of 4 which we have ... specifically. 46

there could be a ... tending to follow the false gods... What we have here is
vital

and there could be a -B4e vital error.., there could be a ffl1ty error but

I do not think ... the R.S.V. often says ... if we change it ... the Hebrew

the Hebrew should be what the Hebrew says... and I am not sure ... Mr. Lee.

And there... lam e- not sure... Mr. Lee. ... captive, and (of course

they are looking forward to the ... if you look forward to ... gods of Babylon ....

which are supposed to turn to the people of ... which was supposed to carry the

people.., they themselves have to be ... they care carried off to captivity. They

are weak. They cannot ... They are carried off into captivity. They are weak.

They cannot ... students.., contents ... they cannot do anything ... what

God does for us... It is -peay probably simply a way of ... actually

I mean that it is ... we should get to the ... .. Thank you, Mr. Lee. For the

next time, 46, 1 was thinking that they might
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F 1tte,H.onwhetherh -ert-make -deci-sei-beeen-rrotiri--a rt-j,et4eip1-e

Fkit I am not sure that you can re& ly always think inter terms of participle

or not. Participle *.rs-es is used as substantives or noun, but whether ".. I think

that it still.., yes, yes. I would wa-- say that there are quite a number of

nouns that are derived from participles, but they have simply become used to

so many common ... like a person who takes care of sheep.., that is of course a

participle. A man vho takes care of sheep, but after a while you get e- so . .iidicate

the man is so... Indicate the man as ... you do not ... then it becomes a noun.

I would feel that ... yes, that is what I mean. I would feel that ,.. that is

definitely right. Now, ... 1941... Just in translation ... that would be the

that had to bow down. That does not necessarily mean that that is something

happened. But he is picturing scene. The perfect shows the situation which has

occurred. He is picturing a scene in which this has occurred. They stepe- stooped,

and they bowed down.., they have not ... what did you say? Yes, he r able to

".. Of course ... yacol is ... They have not ... He has been able. They

have ,.. the word means to escape, (malaec), but this is peipiel which

is causative here. They have not been able to cause .k

the king James says, they were ... they, -he-not- een-ae-4e--e&tIse-w+et-we-rrr

they have not been able to deliver., they could not deliver the I do

not see any pointing of putting the here, for there is no the in Hebrew. They could

not deliver a bird. Instead of their being able to carry/ something, could do something,
MASSA

they lose out. They could not deliver any bird. This word NASA-1s derived from

what root? This word now here is the verb which is derived from ?&SPr NASSA.

And Nassa means to lift up or carry. This word is not derived from a participle..

We have a word derived from a participle. But you also have nouns which are formed
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by prefixxing a mem to a word, to a verb, just like we add the ending dom to king
to

to make kingdom; we say, holy plus ness, holiness. We add -the edning, and

they .add to the beginning. Mem is very often put at the beginning of the word

indicated instrument, and the image placed ... sometimes it can be an abstraction,

and here it is a noun.. " to indicate a place... it is sometimes it is a sort of

abstract.., and here then it is a noun but it describes the idea of carrying and
something to carry

delivering../ in other words, and the first verb is used very briefly before

sone thing ".. animals to carry, but it also is used for a message that IGod

got-to-de1erTTT-wlieh gives to hisp' prophets, a message which produces

a burden to those to whom this is given.., surely a message of ... it is called

It is interesting that in the earlier part of the -r Isaiah,. we

41,e-eei44er- part-of- the4-sea, --&pa ages-w1e- ate -ettitIe- as-the-

it is interesting that in the earlier

paf of Isaiah we have about six passages which are entitled as the burden of

Egypt, the burden of Tyre and the burden ... country, and U those are
to bear for the4.r his

showing what that nation has /.. there--sin, and then all of sudden ... the

burden of the east and south, and we are not talking about the message but
kings

we are talking about the attribute of the kMgdct of the Israel's identity so that

is confusing to a person that is ".. the word can be used Iri-- strictly in literal

sense/ like that or ".. in general sense.., here they could not, they had not

been able to deliver a burden. Ten continue theieplease. Again I think that

the perfect... it has gone. Butthey themselves ... they ... they X themselves

their own lives have gone into the captivity. Yes? I think that in this case

it s- will be Idols... I believe that f you take verse one, the peace of idols...

if you take verse one... they will bow down ... I believe that in ... verse one...
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Aa4ft-I-that--77 the verse one ... -they-e-then it speaks about
onY the they are heavy laden,, and

the animals there. Their idols are on the beasts and/cattle, and /they are a burden
beasts

to weary lea&. And now -etø-th- the beasts carrying the idols and then I think

that we -&oti-- should go back ... in the beginning of the ... the th idols is

not being able to e-&r- the idol is not ae able to deliver any burden

Then I think we ought to go back to the beginning of the verse. The idol is not

able to deliver any burden. It has to be carried itself... is not able to deliver

any burden. It has to be earry- carried itself ... The idols is not able to deliver

any burden. It has to be carried itself ... becomes a burden and is not I-- able

to do anything but itself can go ... It is a rather figurative expression for Cynis'

conquest/ of the Babylonian empire, and Marduq and not and not

but it has gone into captivity. It is rather figurative expression eei'teeri4r-the

eejeet-e of Cyrus' conquest of Babylonian Empire. And it discusses Marduq and

they are not able to do anything, but they themselves have to be carried

and they are not able to carry anything. They even have to be carried ... they

c annot carry ... they cannot deliver anyting ... they 't themselv are taken into

e$4v4 Then we were going to read We are right on verse 7. We are going to

read right on verse 7. Please read There is a definite
III) t




relationship of: the context. The animals here, the idols cannot carry the people

and the idols 1-a ye to be carried away by the ... the idols have to be carried

by the animals. They cannot carry the people. They pay attenticn' to the people/

to the people of Israel, and shows the contrast. How does that belong? Mr. Butler?

Israel itself? Israel is flefinite, and the refore the -eoMa construct before it

is definite. That means that ... definite the eeQra-et construct before it becomes

definite. So, it is ... you are right. All the remenants of the house of Israel
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You think that there is contrast there ... what about them? From wculd be MIN

This is 0 MI) ? (Q) The King James version takes it as the one .. by me.

The one who is being carried by me? Then of course you know there is no word

showing ... it relates there ... I think there is ... that makes ... that makes

1 different it is similar grammatically,( But t-h---- just the form

qu
But just warn .. what does it v,'- say? What does that mean? He is

appointed here.., that he is ... the idols are unable to carry the burden. They

have to be carried by the ... but that the people of Israel are .'able to jbo. carried

by God. He is able to carry them. The idols are not ae- able to carry them

there. The idols have to carry... God will carry them .. " #e- it certainly is

God carries his people.., so it is certainly logical that have the word (MIN).

God carries his people... and so it certainly is more logical that means ,.. have

the MIN before ... what itef literally would be. By me. by me 0' is a natural

way of saying ... is there any other way of saying it other than by me? This word

MIN ..and so .. of course is a common ... mema... is a common

word. By me.. But MIN would be a very natural of saying it, and it simply

but the only thing is that then you will have nothing that would connect wi-t+t-

up with ... say it and simply it senses.., but the only thing is that then you

hve- have nothing that connects up with the we- ... the one wf.ee4--
n is

'ho formed from me.. " as to the one who/carried by me/ as a woman

this sort of jump in thoughts ... are beginning to fit together... continue there

please. I saw a man the other 'd day. And he was an elderly with grey hair

He said, I guess you do not remember me, do you? And he told me that t- he

was in my second Hebrew c 1 ass. He took a beginning Hebrew from me, the

second year when I taught, and my, I wondered is- if I had changed as much as
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he had changed.., but his hair was grey and -they- but his hair was all grey and

he looked so .., then after he spoke, I remembered his name. I caught .. from

the tone of his voice. His name and the sahpe of his head, but he

with--greyh¬ir ... a lot o¬ more than what I have. He was one of my students in

my earlier days of teaching, but he.. right up to the grey hair. Yes, (Q) I will

carry. It does not say that I will carry you. Here I will carry. You is understood.

Since you have got this, I am the one, until grety hair... I will carry ... some

arguments can be made for the suggestion like ... that the first linen' does kt-- not

say... who is carrying.., but the second, but on the epMrery- contrary, but in

contrast to the idol, they can carry people but they have to be carried... He says

that you are carring from the womb.,, you are ... up from th#i time of small

infancy, and unto old age I am the one who carries, until greyheaded, I will carry.

the--Andso, I am he ,lnakes the fact that he will -e-- carry, and I know thet- when

it does not. That is entirely possible. On the e- other hand, the kee-re

It is a little l rd to think of the ... standing alone.., there is nothing for it, and

so it may be that ... considerable ... it does not expect the idea at all.., it

is contrasted with idols.., idols cannot carry anybody.., the people of Israel

who h'- have been earry- carried by God is-- whom God is going to carry

Hesays, Iamtheonewho...Yes? (Q)anduntil ...Iamtheone...itisa

subject.. tM-- I think it is a subject. It is a noun clause.., you do not have

to ,.. the other is expressed later... I will carry. You mean the second Isaiah?

I am the one who will do ... Yes, Mr. Butler? Oh, yes, I see... think that

h e is thlnking.7T3,h I th-}h- think- he is thinking here of a he is tinking

of the individuals .,. here is thiking of the nation. I think he is speaking here

of individuals. I think he is speaking here of individuals in the nation.(l.75)
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in
individuals of whom the nation is composed. You notice that/the verse before

3
he uses the plural which seem to distinguish the individuals. You listen to me

or the house of Israel.. the house of Jacob. Here be uses the plural. He

Oh, L1sten to me, G-heu of4cae, 0 house of Jacob, He uses the plural.

all the -reiwet remnants of the house of Israel. He- It is plural. He could

have used singular... all the remnants of the house of Israel. He is thinkong of
a figure of the nation

individuals, and I do not think that there is any-pit the-iak*i that came

out of nothing... Abraham, Isaac... and then goes on and reaches the end of

it and then he says ... he is never to be reached ... He says as long as the

sun and the moon and the stars ... I am going to continue my favor unto you.
a fiture of

So, I doubt if this is/the nation. The plural is used to indicate individuals.

It makes it mean the members of the remants of the Israel. So, those who have

truth and those who have survived the terrible situation. They are being killed.

k-44e-te-Iit41,e1(&t Jane e4at--
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The next line continues.., you have finished the line... (Q) This word

(ASS.A)- means to do or to make. Well, in English they are quite different

ideas. One is to produce something and the other is to- merely to form an action.

It means to do or - to make. Now, in English they are quite different ideas.

One is to produce something and the other is merely to form an action. But in the

Hebrew, one word conveys the- both ideas. Making or doing, but ordinarily making

in English requires an object. We say, in English, we say, do you think you will

make it? You think you will make it? What is he gong to make? It is an idiom,

but of course, we: do put in an Ø object, but- It means to succeed. Will he get

it done? Will he make it? Will he get it done? Well, I would say that

There is the same sort of idea.. . I will eies-- cause you to escape. Id will

cause you to escape. He is going to ... bring them out of the situation there.

Number 5, Mr. Lee? Yes, yes, .. fine. As you pointed out here, those seeming
just the

contradictons are very interesting. .. How the images... the's opposite of God.

claimed to be the same with God but exactly opposite.., very interesting. Thank

you very much. Yes, I appreciate tla t very much. Thank you . That is fine.

Those contradictions are brought out by the mid.., and those contradictions are

brought out .. . and those contradictions are brought out by ... specially

well, are they not? It is to show that it is very interesting... $pw Now, you

are going to read it. Five, Mr. Butler? (the mashal) is a word that

is used for a parable... simille..tbe noun, so that here is your hiphil. In whom

will you make a comparison... ? Yes, yes, (Q) This brings out all these

contradictes- ions. He sums them up. To whom can you eaefn- compare these?

Whom can you liken ' me? We cannot comprehend there... Yes? I do not think there
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I do L'Ite think there is. There is not.., of course, the word begins with. I do

not think there is. There is not ... of course you have the word... The same

word occurs ... the meaning is the same.., the word is used for measurement...

They say that this is a poetic expression. This is to emphasize, to drive at-home.

God is not ... Verse 6 translates ... Originally ... , no other ... yes, verse

6... originally it 1et4er'eoes it came to mean standard or norm, so that they

measure out the ... the golden seines.. in the scales.., you notice this word,

to w1-- worship.., again how it . It has an extra vowel in it?

One of the 1ew words that has an extra vowel that is preserved. They bow down,

or they worship.., they worship and they bow down.., they worship something

that will ... something that they have made. Hithpael .. number seven , Mr. Butler,

that word is a vet- very interesting word. That word isavery eret4

Interesting word... w-is-the-----------------------Recht--------------------9-.O-

What is the ? Rouach is the root, and the rouach has two different forms

of the hiphil. There is (yommiach ( __ and there is

(Yamin.tahc)... One form is the normal ayin waw or ayin yodh form. Ya... the

other form is formed by the keeping the hiphil and then in order to preserve and

keep the pathah... In order to preserve the pathah, the doubling the nun, ,, Yainmi,

and the two have become specialized so that the one yammiach ... think of the usual

type of Ayin waw... hiphil. That is to cause one to ... given ... whereas the

other one is caused to rest in the sense of merely placing It... the re is no personal

so there is ... they place him .... jf You further ... The other one is caused to

in the sense of ... the usual type of ayln waw hiphil... 4-i±e- is used to mean

cause one to be fresh. It is given to mean ... to give them rest.., whereas the

other one is caused to rest in the sense of merely placing ... there is no personal
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sense. So, they use the imperfect hiphil... they place him ... you I'iedbeter--...

Kim has pointed out, b s lihrty God

can ... whatever He wants. The idol, you put him there, and he is stuck there.

He is immovable, except sombody moves him. He is put in this place.., designated

for him, and there he ... he cannot move away ... He is the immovable ... Now,

this here.., he was called upon the-- and he was ... he was to answer ... in

English that was ... It is good to ... For ... The fcrm is simply 3rd personae

masculine singular imperfect, but since the two, since these two are clearly

different from the context ... to make the translation. Moreover, one will call

*1- to him, and anyone that will come will .... the second ,.. the first imperfect...

then ... 'IThe first is impersonal. If anybody calls him, he cannot answer.

I think there you do not have to have ... there is one difficulty, there is one

trouble.., he cannot deliver him.., but this would not refuse him.., but this

would not refuse ... once you bring this back to the ... he will provoke

we should introduce.., difficulties.., he will not be ali.d to help.., he will not
chooses to.

be able .. the idol is immovable. God has liberty to do what He-want-&. Did

you say that verse 7 through 9? Yes? The statements of the Lord .,. usua]'

the perfect... The English translation ... It is usually ... the Lord has said...

It picture' as .. the Lord has said.., this is , k this one is a picture of

It is usually God has said ... the Lord has said.., this is ,,. this bne is the

picture.., the events are occurring ... thus this is the declaration that God has

the particular ... It is extremely important, and God calls on the idols, and

the heathen gods to come and present their case. Bring your case, the Lord will

say. Bring me your case, the Lord will say.., cause to approach to

God is ... can mean to read or qoph resh aleph... here there is
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but hr. there is no .a& a].ph. What are the things that will

occur? It is feminine... He will declare... It them declare what is going to

happen. Because here the thing that ... (bawoo) This is a participle.

Bawoo is a participle, and it is an adjective ... it is us"d often ... It could

become a noun. But it4ias not become a noun. It is used very strictly

Th. coming in it is feminine just as the ... The things that are going to happ*,

I do not think that they are coming... because eomin is just motion/ ... The

coming in to them.... It is feminine.., the abstract... the things that are going to

.4r_x.,x_. x-zsj-. e$axf4t s,x-,x-itx4ex1*.e&atemZ-X--

I do not like to say corn., out come can just mean mot1onL into a destination.

I think that ... explain to us the meaning of ... to us ... explain to us the

meaning of what? e-).-plain to us the back--round of the first ... It could be taken

that way ... That is... I am thinking that way. It giald be taken that way.

I am thinkint that way. It c'uld be taken that way. But I am incUnd to think

that ... and it came to pass that I declare unto you ... I would be inclinad. to

think that ... I am sure that this is going to hajjp.nd then I said,

Now, how about God producing ...? Then I said. ... Then I said... you are nothing
that was going to hpp.n

H(w,about God.? How c"n you d.// Jeremiah predicted something ./.. a thousand

years later. 500 A.D. Then I said, a thousand years 1art.i-.,.p.w-Ezekiel was showing

in advance what was going to happen 500 ?A.D.... I was at ColUnswood last

Saturday night . ... the prophecy that ... How about God? Can he prod.uae anything?

Ezskiel showed what would happen in Egypt years later, in O0 j.D.

How it would happen... Zz.kisl could not understand. how it would happen but he

did show what was going to happen, and. they were fulfilled.. And. then I
which

opened a passage iu.the New Testament.../ Julien the apostate tried to ....wr.sk.

and. how he was unable to do so.
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Again we re looking at Isaiah 1:2]., aid the following which was dealing with

not so much the mocking of the idols as to show the ... of the idols. We we
1/Is I
7/ I began to look at 21, we have not gone very far. I think that we will just stop

at 21 ain. Would you p1.ase read us, Mr. Butler? Please? This

is to bring forth ... not that the Ird is saying, but that the lard is

as doin this as the beginning of the case like the ... hear ye, year ye

is now here, and bring in your case. So he says, Bring forth your case. Yes.

() The same word. .Lesoum... numerous, and. so here where the

the Assuwnma... Th. ohly instance is ... I do not see in the word how you get
open

the idea... an expensive argument any more than ... Of course, here he is &ttaaking

the/dol. We might say that theAr deities are supreme ... but their claims are that

their idols are supreme, and he has failed. That is their claim . ... Strong

whoever he is... but their claims are that they are supreme, .... It ierong

,ho,mrhe is... It is a strong argument, it is an ep.nsive argument. Bring

forth lour strong point. And of course, ... that shows the strength of your

sass... so it strengthens the case... I question if there is any real ... that

he will attack them... the only ase whirs ... that is very interesting...

ana the nation is often ailed Jacob, and. It is often called Israel, but Usually

when we say the king of kings ...but it certainly is rare... It is either hers

very few people or ... In .xcell.ht point Dr. Kim has brought out... they are
an

bringing their ease before the highest tribune.., it is not before 4h elder or

It is before the king 8 Jacob. They are sum!non.d. highest trioutal...

Th. a1timat.(lo.5O)" the king of Jacob. The king of Israel is mush more

frequently used./ her.. I do not rocall it. I can hardly recall it where it is

use .... Let us hear your base. They re certainly put on defense... 4. before

he gets too far. There is no question to that. But my questloi is whether

Some of the contents you may decide.., they are now under examination.., they
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they have to defend. themselves ... they have to prove their leodersiip.

But I question whither the work itself ... they are certainly put on the defense.

Then is no question as that... but my qu.st&oa whither at the very start they

are necessary. Mayb. they are. But from the context you may i.oiu.e that they

are now under examination. They have to b.-.defeat the place. They have to

prey, their leadership. But I question whether the word. itself would. " necessarily
sin., he

contain that idea. I would feel that 4., gives no other ... am., the root of

it means simply strong or rnihty(9.5O) So the king of Jacob opens

t the course . Let's hear your case. (Q) They are certainly put on 4.- the def.nsiive

before you get very fr. There is o question of that. But my question is whether

at the very start they are necessary . Now, maybe they are . Well, from the "oit.xt

you may decide that they are now under examination, they have to defend. th.mselives.

They, hay* to prove their 1.ad.rship.but i a question whether the word. itself i

necessary to obtain that idea. I would. feel that since he igiv.sno other instance

whether it is used in thatsense, I would feel that the word. tn-i .4---44e4.4 itself,
means strong or mighty

since the root of it /.1 would feel that the work- word would be equally appropriate

.i& -s4lhed. either for a defense or, an attack. wetld f..1 Anti it is my impression

that s4."g-or-.44y- usually the prosecution gets first chatce. And o that is

where I sort of question the brining in of the defense flrat-44ead--4-4h.
t-a gets a chance.

me-- U_&4- before the pr.s.cutioil Se-4h"--is w.re-4-a-e.e4-,4-

questica the bringing of the defense 44'w4 first,before the prosecution gets a

chance, but if you bring your argument then you are not prejutcing the case. This

word ..is used general but often y used. of en.ral but ml also used. of specific

..there are quit. a few words ...but it is not restricted to that. But here 4.

the atmosphere i is that of a court . Draw near to the court . Present your evidence.

It is translated caused.. .when. they take it as a legal case . This is a third. person
if you take it as a jus.ive

--it is either lit them approach/or it is they approaczh . But xt since it is fo11oA

by a waw conjunctive, in the imperfect, it would seem-4kM- to me that let them approach
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in order that they may. the causaztiv. relation., so as to , in order that they

may,...but qu.oth ,rssh,h., the grammarians usually say that ash,r is not a relative

pronoun, but simply a particle. However, it isetill the function of our nglieh

...it is used. just about the way that we wouli. use. Who is that ..this of course

is not restricted to people. But liIc who ...this is the same wh.the-ft it would be-m.aee

... masculine or feminine, singular or plural. It's a particle which indicates a

relative. I think that the reason that the grammarians ±rei.r not to call it a rs1a4

relative prozioun, is that it z expresses a .e subject, you need a subject "xprseeet.

You hay' it in the veryb . -4e if it expresses an .4- object, you usually ..4
repeat if -

it in the verb, like/you w.4.- would say, that is the man whom I saw. The Hebrew

would b. that a man , aslier. I saw him. They repeat the him, if the asher refers to

him, so 4" for that reason they infer not t say it is orelative pronoun. But the

usa ge is "y,. very,k very similar to the english relative pronoun.--a4 44-4 It

is e-4e but it is indeclinable The former thins... is the obje ct, but

the object is first. Yes, .is what ii will happen. He f refers to what will happen

aid. then he goes on a4 to divide up what will happen into two parts

former things ani the latter things. Then he says, You declare to it.

Now, this might not be w part of what will a- happen. Tell usz what has happened.

4e-4. Are the former thins what they are. That is what you do in a court. They

briu your evidence. The feminine is .44a" often used for ...abstraction. Here

is event. Just 44" like we use feminine for nations. W. mx wouldn't eaj 1r.nce

is going to fight his enemies. We would say Franc.± is going to fight her zenemies.

We use 44 it for an abstranctiori. Ys, Be., Bat-I Mr. Butler. See, it is not common.

to have. two imperfects united with a simple waw. A so doubtless there is apurpose.

In wi order that , he may set cur hearts upon. We may consider to pay attention.

So that we may examine. and see how much truth there it. That is what you do in a

court o law. We brine the evidence. It is perfectly evident that t this man has

committed a murder, I Well, the court says you have to bring proof thathe is a

murterer, n who have seen k the boèies. tell where they found it, the men who
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this
examined the condition of i. &aEl , as 414 All/44a has

Lo be proven by eyewitnesses, you have to brjn the proof cf it, so they say the

former thins . Tel]. us what they are , so that we may 44e fix ..so that all of

us may be ...When you find later e- on it is definitely taught you find various

points in the Old Testament where t it is because ..it may be thinking of

the lard plural of majesty or it may be thinking of him as if be were ..so that 4"e.

all of us can 444 it might be a limit but it would not be ..as you. could draw t1in

from it. When you find later on that it is definitely 4'.a4- taught . you rind.

various points in the Old Testament that we .cause in our irnge doesn't mean

anybody's imago out God's himself. But when y God speaks of himself plural..it

can be a sort cf ap plural of iajesty. That one, let us make man in or image.
to explain

pretty hard to/..until you find that ...yes, Mr.Butl.r, you have two long verses.

Let's read the second line...the ± things that are coming. is in the plural

that is what will z happen. To call on them to prove their power. Their resistene.

and then we ouht to give Mr. Ieee two verses. This verb her. is not a very coinnon

verb . It is very common in Aramaic . but in Hebrew you don't find it ...active

qal participle. of the thin.s that are coming. Ys, this woM Ki is a rather

difficult one. in Hebrew because it has quit. a rang, of meaning, A&II-44" but

it nearly alsways a has somethin of a reason in it.-W4t-- the foraxfiid.a. some

4i4e.e times there is a air.t.. .but usually there is a principle... and. here. in order

that we may know, they both fit, both ieas.

23
It is translated in the King James Version, we may a o.ismayet, and I was wondering

where they got th,t. The word. ordinArily me.ns pp**- gzm. -4 It 1 nooommon2y

used a in th. Hith1.. most of iiurs say that the hithpael i 4xiv

or *..4!4 r..i:procal.. Reciprocal would sash other. And then to
'YIi.g iisiayed.

gaze t the other ma might convey the idea of dismay. But actually I mad.. quit.

an examination of the hithpael, and. I fount that that statement must have been mad
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by some great irtan, who had. w tet- i'cuss.t all the different tenses,

and when } got to the hith?ael he was rather tired, so he dealt with

Itrr.ry rapidly, he found on word. that was reciprocals-and he said, that it is

reflexive , but I ]ook.d. at all the hith.asls in the Cia. Testament, and. I only

found. two that I felt sure were reciprocal. Now , suppose you. find twice as

many, still four cu w, of two or thre kuair.d., and. so to say that it is rcflzive
designate the hithpael.

or i reciprocal is a z rather foolish way And it is interesting
4s.ven

that in Aramaic you have the paLe..Mstems you have in Hebrew. In Aramaic

you have six ttems , Aramaic is closely related . and yet a different language,

but in Aramaic the ..each of the three stems has a passive, and. the passive of

the Aramaic is fcrmed, by prefacing .of if depending on the dialect of Aramaic,

and. so the Hebrew higbpael is simija r to the regular Armai way of forming
Use of the as passive

--now, your grammars * practialiy all say that the/Hith.l uit. rar.1 but

in examining 4k all the cases, out of about 200 I thought that maybe -0 or 60

whre the passive seemed to be what fi-t4.t the cutsxt. And. then of course when
It is very frequently reflexive.

we say it is refl.zizve ±± that is true.! But it is not half the cases. It is about

__A--third of the cases, are i reflexive. And 4s-.ee4a- one of the commonest grammars

say it is often used. in x sue a way as it is !. ftt4s.&r-- practically indistinguishable

from ...W.ll, the reason is that they haven't thought out how to 44e distinguish i.
a1&(

It isvery similar to a In Babylonia, that is made by which is caused. figurativ.

durative , and, when you find. it used of noch, he walked with God. and. was not beaus.

God took him, that is not reflexive, that is ... It is iterative

aurative. Ic kept on w4- a walking with God. He lived a life in the presence of

God. so completely so consistently that somebody said that one- and.and. when in Job;

said what are you* doing here. Satan said. Ix'v. been walking ck.-aa back and.

forth in the earth, and. the walking there It is hithpael. It do"*" do.s't mean

that L4 I've been walking mysza.lf. It is not f reflexive. It is not reciprocal.

It is iterative durative. That is maybe a fourth of ...so it is strange how many
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iiipl" 4y*-4 say they know everything there is 4- to know about Hebrew Grammar

and other people just copy wh.i ie says. But on a point he didnt have time to

study ,.4- thoroughly the conclusions were often wrotn g, and I would like to e..study

the T4pa- Nii,hal the z same wy that I studied the Hihthpa*l, but -w it would

take me a long 444.--t.--4&-- time because there are three or four t44"e- times

-the-, will say ..you take z the revised, standard version, and G6d's promise to

Abramham , In the* shall all the *z nations of the earth b. bussed. Will,

they say in the Revised, Standard Version, in the. shall, all the nations of the

earth bless them. y-m Wbxy don t the - say it means May I live a happy life
h

like Abraham, and i descendants ...but the Greek translates it passive /and the

New Testament says that this is fulfilled in Christ. Well, they say the nipha].

could be passive, but it can also be iefIexive... but half of them are
there is no reason why weee-ze

when you examine them you will find many tIn t ... so that/It cannot be taken
that God did not say to Abraham...

as the passive. And it is the prediction.., and it is the prediction that God did
x so

so that there is no reason ... God said to Abraham, you are going to b'fortunate

that all the nations are- of the earth will say, may I

be foitmnate like Abraham? Y0u are going to be the one whose seed Ill e- the

nations of the earth will ... so that hithpael is ... used in ... it made it possible

to make it ... study ... it took a lot of time ... niphal took much more time.., but

here we in this case... hithpael is going to se- do something repeated and now

I would say in this case/ in order that we be-de- may investigate ... we may

look into it, and see exactly how it is ... it is going to be reciprocal.., see exactly

how it is... this idea being reciprocal... g impossible to make it ... the only

thing is that .... Yes, Mr. ?Yes, the middle form is ... it is in

disginuishable ... all depends on a particular verb. But there is a dozen ... specific

depends on a particular verb. But there is a dozen cases where the passive
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Ja..used, and then in this case, it does not seem to me to be so much ...-the-

with the .... here the hithpael is to do something repeatedly... now I mould say

in order that we may investigate and we may look into it, and see exactly how it is...

This Is-- Idea of being reciprocal is not imp'o ssible... in order that we may investigate

nad we may look into it and see exactly how it is... the ret1procal and not impossible.

Now this idea of being reciprocal and not impossible.., and )( then you get

this ... the only thing is that ... we am- may investigate.., we may look into

it... and see exactly how it is. Now this idea of being reciprocal is not impossible...

the only thing is that the only possible ... for that reason .. Yes? (Q) Yes, yes,

the middle form is Greek ... the meaning is different from the actual ... the

reflexive also can have ... and in this case, it does not seem to me to fit with the

code of ... Do this, and bring this evidence for we may be dismayed.. It seems to

me to fit better so that we can look at it carefully,, and see clearly.., do this and

bring this hither so that we may be dismayed. sothat we can look into it carefully,

and see clearly what the evidences are ... it seems to me that that is a more natir al

interpretation of the word here.., in view of the use of the word.., where it does not

I to dismay... and that i&-the I have not thought of thqt, but I thought that would

probably be ... that would be a rather good suggestion.., in order that we may

gaze upon it and we may look upon it, we may look into it carefully, and that we

may reach the conclusion, that we may seem to gather that ..-.-we-may

That we may seem to gather that we may come to a unified viewpoint..

I would say, and of course in other words ... your advice ... when we look at it,

we will see that ... but I am not sure whether it is the people e- who are brought
those who are

before the court of justice here involved so much /.. during the examination

we may all become of one mind because of ... but he said, do good to them that
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to bring us the clear evidence that ... do good erto them that are evil.

bring some kind of evidence. Don't just stand there and . F. can do nothing.

Mr. Lee? You have another verse. That word seems to occur nowherlse.

I know that there is no other evidence as to such a word.., and the suggestion is

made instead of ... that it is a-... scribe's error. (4.00)

and that is the way the King James Version has taken it. Now, it says, that is

an emendation. Now, it may be that there is a word wit-h---wh for which we have

no other e','4¬ieer- evidence.., that is the way the King James Version has

taken it. Now, that is the emendation. Now, it may be that there is a word
edi andn after all we do not have

with which we have no other .,. 14 4io4-4e-wat-. . .-we-have_me rrr Hcbrcw 4hat

the-e-many-wed-o)4/ (4.; 6) that is the way the King James Version

is taken ... Now, that is ... now it may be that there is a word w4th- for which
Hebrew,

we have no other evidence.. After all we do not have great deal of .. Jpeople

We have the-- Hebrew in just what we have in the Bible. There may be many

words which were greatly used in the ancient Hebrew... We have no evidence of it, and I

and Isaiah particularly uses a very long-r-).arge vocabularies, anduses words that

are seldom used elsewhere. So, it is possible that ... was not familiar with

but it is also possible that some errors crept in in the course of copying, and that

instead of writing it SADIC , the mixed letter in line with ... in the Ayin

and it is so easy that such a thing happens. This morning, I was in my lecutre

in Pentateuch. I referrred to my notes -and at a point and I said ... Look first

kings 24. 1 am talking about J... I said , I amtalking about J'er1--- David,
I

and you do not find David there../ Kings 24. Well, I said, I am talking about

David, and you do not find David... / at a point I started to say, ... Kings 24:

and I said, I am talking about David. And you do not find David. What I meant was
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II S- muel. And we look at I Kings and there we have only 22 chapters. And so

it is very evident that this morning ,&I was looking at the second Sa- Samuel

the last chapter of second Samuel... 24 , and I was writing ... the reference to

look to...butmyeyes ...theword lKings ...andte--andhadnoidea asto...

and it was quite confusing when I was giving that ... And the copyis re-.,,-- a-e

human and are subject to errors, and the Bible has eheekee(OI had no idea

and it was quite confusing last time when I gave the lecture)., been checked

and preserved more carefully ... any other book in all history/ far more than any

other ,.. people ever existed in the past, but nevertheless, ther are occasional

errors. So, I am not ready to say that this much has been ... It may be a word

that we have to ... But this word fits so perfectly and makes such good parallel

so that it would ... and only differs on one letter.., the letter, the letter

which is ... in the alphabet.. et- it seems that the conjecture that has much
be said

to do-.., and only differs emir- In one letter. And the letter that -Vieiates final

letter which is ... in 29, and it is not the wcrd that is quite ... and so it would

fit perfectly ... and we know by the fact that ... right in his mind ... whether in
strong

this case ... I would feel that there is a very t4etg probabI4ty... that we have

no ... it may be that ... It just did not happen to get into the ... Iwuld say

dogmatically that it is. After all, there is a possibility of the ,.. that

It just did not happen to get into ... so that this might be a word that ... but the

antext shows.., what really idea is involved.., and as this fits the idea perfectly...

so that this might be a word ,, but )( the context shows rather

clearly what the idea is involved, and as it fits the idea as ... maybe there is

some other word that will throw light upon
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verse
The reference here refers to the reading of the Targum, Nwbe 24. And the

so
Targum is / translated into Aramaic. And Arainaic is/closely related to Hebrew

that evidently in the Aramaic they use this word. The targum as preserved...

well that would suggest that that is a further evidence that this (14.28)

On the other hand, the rule they make in Greek which I think they overdo, yet

there is a measure of truth ... on the other hand the rule they make is

which I think they overdo.., yet there is a measure of truth there-.-- there

that . .. what that means, is that ... do not try to ... It is easier for

-describing ... dopying sometjhing in the latest ... natural ... than it is for him

to introduce something that is unnatural.., only to prove the point, because

there is so much ... to make ... but it is also ... it is easy to put something

down, and .,. you think what was there.., that might very often be right. We have

a draft. In the draft the word occurs.. " you do not realize that the letter is

left out.,, changes to different ideas.. You do not realize it, but it happens...

so that it is natural for me -et'ee--... now the fact that the time ... but again

there might be a word.., which was an old Hebrew word which just .... a slig ht

meaning.
shade of /,. It is added to something ... which would make it work as ... add

some slight thought here.., well, that will express ... but it does the least to suggest

It is very cooperative... Yes, Mr.

Lee. Now, there are two things noticed there that the words bacr is ordinarily

used ... with the prepositot-ion... and we say in English ... to choose you

in Hebrew ordinarily (12.50) Yes, Mr. Lee. The word bachar is

with preposition (be), and we say hi English to choose you, in Hebrew

ordinarily it is ... so it is to choose ".. Now, that is not ... we say in English

to choose you... but in Hebrew, ordinarily it ... choose ... so that that is
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We say in English " that is not a peculiarity. We have many words in English

that are similar to that a particular preposition in English similar

that needs a particular preposition/ for this connection. The other thing to notice

is that ... relative clause ... is a relative clause ... but the

relative clause ... is not here expressed here.. In this case it makes the perfect

sense to consider it to be a relative clause. It makes the perfect sense to consider

it to be a relative clause. But there are other cases .1a the Bible where we have
you can hear the by

certain senses where . ./ different sense/assuming a relative ... assuming a relative

Now in this case tt makes a perfect sense. Somebody says you must .. . well,

this proves to be a fd- ... It is often cutoff. I would say that the ... of the

relative clause is ... The majority of the relative clause ... certainly not at all.

Yes? No, the abomination. I would say that the abomination is referring

to the worship... Would you not say so? No, no, ... Deut. 27 you have series

of blesslngssie--d- and then series of ... these curtains are abomination.., as if

there were ... of course this is the one that will .. aea-4&e- I think

that ordinarily bachar takes ... and then who is abomination? You are talking

to the idol. The man ... he is choosing the abomination.., abomination chooses

more of an idol... but it is used in this case then . . Very interesting. The conclusion

the judgment given them would be ... 24 and 29. Previous to this call...

3e-t4e-t±d- Yes, what can I do? God? Cyrus? Gos id is telling what Cyrus

is going to do.. Yes, it proves his case.., here he shows the matter of ... he shows

the ; i±'- utility of the idol. They cannot predict ... yes. Not the idols.

They predicted Cyrus... God has predicted... ci And God goes on to predict what

is going to happen... He has predicted in his path-way. He has predicted what he

is going to do. He has predicted what he is going to do... He has prediged

what ",. He has predicted through Isaiah 150 years before that the great conqueror
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Tes, yes, (Q))Yes, yes... He shows the utility of the idol... Here s4.e- shows

after 24... He shows the facilities of the idol... They cannot predict ... Yes.

Yes. Yes. After ... not the idol.., they had not predicted it... God predicted it.

God is not going to predict what He is going to do. He has predicted the

fact that that He was going to do that he was going to come. He is going to
do

pethe-what he predicted yesterday. He predicted through Isaiah ... that a

great j conqueror will come... He goes now and then ... God says that I tee-

bought that ... I will do what Cyrus want- There is going to be hope for

At the time when you wereirnaginging the court.., as part of its task... very, very. .

It is a very interesting passgge. Thank you, Dr. Kim. 44e-}p-s-4e-.
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o I do not think that we have finished... Isaiah iI and we are around

21. You have done 41:22 already. You have done 49:1 . Mr. Lee? You have done

that? Now, this passage ... I think that Dr. Kim ... Now, this passage 41... now

we are on ... I think that Dr. Kim will be interested in this matter, and he does

not ,.. if Ø he does not come, we will deal with that while he is here. But

Jesus is particularly interested in that ... so that let us look at 49:1 .... a little
for today

and then he comes to o back to 41:. /. but we go back to the English... by the
it upstaires the- theca

way you will find t /there in the library a magazine, Bibliq1Sacra Dallas Seminary

b we- - - -bte-

that Dallas Seminary ... wrote an article...

Now, that magazine has an article by me about Isaiah 42... April .2. 1964.

An article about Isaiah 49: in the issue from the ... September 1964... I think

that you will find that word frequently. We find that ... It falls deeply on the second

.1964 -d-4--- Sember ... there is an article.., that article contains

article by me on Isaiah 49. Now, that continues on ... that I had previously... Isaiah

42. So, I would suggest that
let you

each of you read that article on Isaiah 49, and the/look into the previous one

which will be helpful. Well, just three of you in class.., please do not take

them out from the library. I was mentioning an article in the library which

I thought would be in of interest to me in connection with Isaiah 49-a-- 42 and 49.

There are two articles that I wrote. The magazine is Bibliotheca Sacra

And it is for 1944... the second and the third ... I thought that it would be
three

worth looking... if you ,éould read them , but you could divide among yourselves.

I do not think it necessary to place them on reserve Let us look at Isaiah 41.

We were looking at verse 25 1 believe last time. And _____rashamach)
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means the rising of the sun. Now, the rising of the sun.. " and sometimes it

freezes the word rising the moon ... alone ... We use the word, sometine s, rising

alone, the place of rising of the sun. Yes? Yes... Of course, he says,

I raised him up from the north, and 4e-w4H- from the east the people will call

him by my name.., what direction will that fit each other? Well-..., without

knowing what he is talking about.., you would say there is mere contradiction,...

now, very few people think that into the exact direction ... usually the re will be

approximation ... somewhat the other ... and the ... here it refers to Cyrus.

And he $' is describing Cyrus earlier. Here he comes back earlier ... he is

getting a picture of Cyrus... West to ... toward the north of that .,, that is

the north of Babylon. Then from there he went ... continued further west,
across

cleaVttp to the Asia Minor. Now, he has cone from the east, and then he held

the north.., and thus from the eaat and north, he comes.. " so that both of them

are true.. " He comes from the north and he cone s from the south. Therd/ is

no need to find ... If you say he comes from the north ... to Babylon... both

of them from the east and from the west.., so that both are true. If you say that

he comes from north and he comes from the south, ... that might be a foundation

If you say from the oth, and then he comes from the south, it might be a contradiction.

1-e-- What do you say ... ? He conquered the whole ... before he began to

to theiin particularly by the ".. so there is really some ,., writers talk about

the esiw,- problems,., but it should be expressed from the ... he comes

but Mr. Lee. I did not quite like the- your reading of the third word.., what Was

the form of that word? Yes... When you have waw consecutive, you see--

change imperfect into perfect. You said he will come ... I thought you said

he came to the I have aroused one ... up from the north ... and he has ...
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and he has come. This is a visible turn in other words.., he put; himself in a

situation where ... this is a visible picture ... he put himself in a situation

where th-49- he sees him coming ... and earlier in the chapter we have all the

people making new idols and everything and finally getting ready to cut himself

against this tremendous aggressor and this great conqueror. coming and he comes

from the north ... he says he ... I have aroused him up from the north and he

he has come.., he will call upon my name, and now of course there is a qudstion

now. W1t does that mean? Cyrus called 1- upon his name? Well, - we

read in the beginning of Ezra ... that Cyrus called upon ... blessed him and

pleased with his ... to the land.., and now that sounds like his giving

to EzØ'ra.. . he is going back to his land... Well, that sounds like in the beginning

of the ... -e-, Ezra as if Eefa- Ezra recognized ... let us call their name...

that is all that is called ... by 1144- my name.., but we have other interests in

Cyrus... in which he sends back the people from the all the different plants...
he sends them back to their home and then ask them to pray to their

by the Babylonian ... thee-4s--some thing --eth-ther&4e-8d-.-t.v--

ef4¬I-- gods for him. So, we do not know enough about By- Cyrust having

been ... I think that ... that sounds like the beginning of Ez'ra that Cyrus

called upon Israel, and blessed him ... and he was pleased wit1=e-seese-.-.-.

his sending these people back to their lands ... that sounds like the beginning

of Ezra, and sounds and be pleased with his images.., go baCk to their land...

for help and that sounds like the beginning of the ... giving them of help

that minds like the beginning of Ezra. As if Cyrus recognized God.., but at

least he called upon the things ... he cathki on other names, but he had other

interests... In Cyrus in which he sends back to the people from all over the

world.., who were taken captive by the Babylonians ... and asked them
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but we have other inscriptions of Cyrus in which he sent back the peo-ple fr}-

from all the different p1... who were taken captive by the Babylorians... come
to pray fe to their gods for him

back to )( their home and ask them ... - so we do
he had real knowledge

not know enough about Cyrus and we have no reason to think that ...
e- of god

but we have other inscriptions

he may have had.. -w4 e-e-e&sofi4c ... called also the name of one of these

gods. He-e&ed-- He could have called on the name of god.., so this is a

prediction that this great conqueror who is coming is not going to be just a

destroyer, but he is going to fulfill God's purpose in sending His people back.

Yes( Mr. Butler? Except that there might be ... Cy'us was God's emphasis...

He could do that as he ridefI-... He will accorlish God's purpose... The

road of my anger... Cyrus was God's instrument in acconplishing God's purposes...

He could do that as a blind instrument who did nbw that he was accomplishing

God'c purposes. We find in the earlier ... Cyrus is God's purposes es- except

that there might be different kind of ... Cyrus was God's instrument/ accomplishing

God's purposes... He could do that. He was a blind ins trument. He did not

know that he was fulfilling God's purposes. Hei'wa- He was blind in the earlier...

He says that the Assyrian ... a rod of my anger. He used the Assyrian as his

instrument. But the Assyrian did not know Him at all. He punishes people, and now

He uses Cyrus as His instrument , too. Well, it might be that Cyrus did not

know Him, and he came to know Him, or it might be that Cyrus never knew Him,

He 'just called upon His name/In connection with ... (6.00)
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145 54:14,15
146 54:15
146/4 54:16 Engrayer

(t'147 54:16 smith. Difficult to trans. into Eng.
'

148 54:16 He created the vaster to destroy.
148/7 Smith . . . ter not just two aspects of same thing.

/ 150 54:11-12
-150/5 54:13 Piel -casue to learn, teach. Disciple the one who has been

caused to learn.

yˆ{'151 cf. Jer. 13:23. W11"ca is not one who is trying to learn about
i the wilderness. This is more than a learner. Evil is ingrained in

them. Are 4ja"p-l-s of evil in sense they are so trained . . .

151/8 50:4 tongue of the learned

.& 152 as one who is ,taught, one who is trained
/ 152/5 54:13 Taught by the Lord cf. 1 Jn. 2:26

153 Because God's children have his anointing, does not mean they can
put themselves under false teachers and be pefect1y safe. Cod

V gives a promise but we have a n obligation.

, 154 54:13 peace well-being
-1.54/5 54:14 Third word is correctly trans. as an aorist. K.JV trans. it as an

imperf, and the Kittle Bible has a footnote which says read it as
an impv.

154/8 "In righteousness" by means of righteousness

155 54:14 *DjTijon on whether to take this as impv. or as imperf.(KJV)

156 Nothing to fear, yet will be those who stirr up strife

157 54:15 Their attitude of hatred does not come from God, but He uses it
for chastisement in our lives.

158 54:14
54:16 Blacksmith, engraver

Cod declares His 91znty

'159 52:13 a physical lifting up. While the word is a physical word, it has
come to mean a word of piae rather than a physical lifting up

g160 52:13
,/16l 52:14 Mm of pour e, or of comparrison (not fit)
/ 162 52:14 Literature by Language. On vacation. At work. Why ptep. so used?

163/1 52:14,15 Ast9nishad.(SV).
163b Sprinkle

164 52:15 Consider. Is the construct. Iterative durative. Hithpolel

165 Hithpael reflexive in a few cases =- only two verses
ionstant1y walked with God.

166 52:15
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167 53:1
167/9 Rirt qal pass. part. Used as substantive.

168 53:1 example: he likes living. Living - a part.
169 "being heard", "what we have heard"
170/7 53:2

171 53:3 (not clear)

172 pain, suf±erin. despised. (ioor transcription)
173
174 (poor transcription)

, 175 55:5 footnotes giving nat. and 1 Pet. as quotations of this
A ref. to His healing wik when in Galilee

176 73:4 This vs. has nothing to do with our res. body.
Refers to physical ealin in this life if in accordance with
His will.

~~`l77 iinof_source




(?)

,g178
53:5 Discipline of our peace conveys idea lie underwent soiething

intentionally. The self-discipline which pxoduces our peace
He took upon himself

179 536 - Third word -- afflicted, or be hunbied ?

180 He was oressed but instead of calling on 1eions of angels
/T

to deliver him, he s.iapiy humbled himself.

65:7 11ust be a contrast rather than a parallel -- He was oppressed
but as for him he did not react ttie way we'd expect. He
was diff. from ordinary person who has plenty to say in his own
defense.

181 55:7 In a prison, no guilty people, they'd all been framed!

181 46:1 Perfect ten shows a completed action -- may be in past,
present, or future.

18? 46:1 Baal (Transcription not clear)

183 Relation of udah to aby1onian and Assyrian power. Not clear
in the transcription)

184 46:1 Ivlarduk has bowed down. Political.power.
Nebo for Neuchadneizar - he is the god of wisdom.

165 46:1 Speaking to the Hebrews. Godia going to prove himself superior
to gods of dabylon.

186/1-7 41:1 (Unclear transcription)
186/8-10 53:7 Afflicted
187 73:7 To be humbled H
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7~`88
46:1 Marduk

189 41:5 First and third word sometimes have similar forms, but are
pronounced differently. First shows completed action; the second
present state.

f

41:1 Filled with fear

190 41:7
41:8 But thou

Abram does not receive any blessing on account of his ancestors.
He is the beginning.

191/1 42:17 (transcription unclear)
191/5 44:9?

44:6 ier means afterwards -- I am before and afterwards

192 I am what comes later

j 193 44:7 Who like Him can understand all things in history and call them
out, declare them? Who can put them in proper order and relation

Discussion on verb form of hs+'&eenye-4& "set it in
order".

,JS
coming things moving toward you. Bo they actually will

reach you. They will enter in; will come to pass. They are on
the way and will actually enter in.

/
jl 194 44:8 Negative gue.at. These things that are happening were predicted

/ long ago.

/K2 195 44:9 1,/God is not looking for lawyers, he is looking for wjjiessep. It is
not so important to argue what He is and what He can do, as to tell
what he has done for us. Arguments may be used, but it is our
witness He uses.

196 44:10-12 Makes idol with his stuong arm, but is himself hungry and weak.

197 44L13 The image pf man the idols are made after is altogether different
than the im'jé of God men are made after.

44:14 Reguires thingè'beybid man's strength to produce. Rain makes it grow.

198 44:15 Meaning of "it shall be for a man to burn"

199 44:14-15 Very unusual vs. in
199/8 Not expressed in chronological order.

200 apt to look at it logically rather than chronologically.
(Poor transcription job)

201 Two words may have been transposed in copying (?)
202/1-2 (short page)

203 44:19 Make last part of the vs. a question - Shall I roast flesh and .
bowi down to a block of wood? A matter of a diff.
A matter of interpretation.

r
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204 44:19 abomination

2O/5 r" Second Isaiah Not too clear

206 iNot clear

207 '44:20

20 44:20 ashes

209 44420 Notclear

210 '44:20

211 shepnerd, feed i.ot cJ.ear

74




412 i)escribiz%g .4oJ. worshippers or iaois?
412/7 ins one no zorsnips .ne1ioi_18 . . . tri riep of iaoi.

J2/ø 44:26

/ 21 The aift. ceteen a i and . partLp.Lp LB oI4en re.iy a
matter of viewpoin ,
inclines toinic it is a noun nere

214 44:20 He was led astray
21a No difference between Qfl and participle here,

21b Idols were more shepherds or ashes which are unable to accomplish
anything

A' Noun and particpe identical

216/l-t 44:20
6'10 444:21

217 444:21 Not you are my servaL, but you are a servant tome.

217/1-5 144:21
217/4-to 4: 16, 17

,41
216 '+s1? CUM

219 Not clear
222 '46:1 the idol. cannot deliver any burden; it has to be carried and

is itself a burden.
A expression for Oyrus' conquest of Babylonian Empire.

222/7 46:7

4 223 2B are unable to carry the burden. Israel -- a people that
are carried by God

225/6-10 Student now having grey liar.
224/1-5 cont'd

here
224/10 Spea1cingtˆ/or individuals in the nation
22 46:5 Tniriking ofindividuale. Plu. used nero to indicate individuals
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226 /i- I have made. Meaning discussed

226/8-10 To whom will ye liken me compare me. Word used for parable.

227/l- L6:6
227/6-10

7(228
h6:7 The idol's immobility vs God's liberty

229 "The things that are going to hapoen,"not "that are coming"

230 L1:2l Bring forth your strong point
231 They are now under examination and have to defend themselves

is not appropriate before the prosecution first gives its case.

Atmosphere of a court. Draw near to the court, present your evidence

232 Ll:22 Let hem approach in order that they may

232 41:22 Agkr relative or particle?. Not rd. pro, tho usage similar
to Eng. rel. pro.

232/7 Feminine - used for abstractions

233 41:22-23

233/8-10 R*.t.ael not ordinarily reflexive
234 Only 1/3 of the cases are reflexive. Iterative durative best.

235 Discussion on H2el cont'd.

236 41:23 Do this and bring this evidence for we may be dismayed . . . in
order that we may look into it carefully and may reach a conclusion.

24 237 Emendation possibility because the word occurs nowhere else.
237/8 Example of how errors occur

238 Copyist error (?)

239 41:24
239/8 bachar

240 41:24 The relative clause. "Abomination" (?)

d' 241/1-4 Shows the folly of idoj
242 Assingment in Bib. Sac. on Isaiah 49
243 41:25 (Discussion not clear) Cyrus

244 Cyrus

245 Ca -- God's instrument. Was a blind instrument for did not

,

know He was fulfilling God's purposes.
245/7 Maybe cy1u. did not know Him, and came to know Him, or might be

he never knew Him.
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